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Chapter:

Topic:

MODEL 11 0 GC CHASSIS

FRONT PANEL ORIENTATION

Heated transfer line runs aOOul 200
degr ees C and has a lh ick Ia~er of
insulat ion covered by red co lored

ven tubi ng, A length of .samm I ,D.
silco.Sleel l utling carries the carrier gas
from the host GC to the detect",
mounled in the 110 chass".

"At a glance" LED
displa y shows Slatus of
all detector pal ameters

Digilal panel meie r
reads 0<11 detector
temreratcres.
vok ages. etc. when
a spe<:ific _ on on
the l ront panel ..
depressed,

On/off switch
lor opliona l
bulk·in air
comprII$SOr

Detector parameter
on/off switches lor
FID ;gnnor, NPD
bead volla<}e, PID
lamp current, etc ,

The SRI Mod el 110 chassis is used primarily as a
mOUfJling platfCHl11 for stand-alone GC detectors
The heated tra nsler line makes it easy 10connect
lhe detector to the host GC since only a small
open ing into the host GC's column ov en is required.
Users shou ld note tha t because the heated transler
line operates at 200 C. some high boiling point
analytes may oondense before reaching lhe
erector. Wh ere high temperature analyses are
nvisioned, it makes sense to mount the detector
n the GC itserf instead 01on the stand"alone

ch assis,



Chapter:

Topic :

MODEL 110 GC CHASSIS

RIGHT SIDE PANEL ORIENTATION

Screw<:!nver mounted
;n Ilarldy "Ilolster" for
adjusting detector
pa",mete~ Or
tempera ture setpoints

--. ----------
•• •

•

Gas flow "'te faDle is used to record file
flow rates alld pressures used for detecfor
support It8ses. Factory techniCians record
~,"cal flow rales alld pressures used to fest
electors before sllipment during final test

at file manufacturing faCilny_

Zero alld allenuafor controls for detector output signa;s. The zero
comrol is a len tum potentiometer which allows file outp.A from tile
detectOfto be offset fO 0 ,00. The allenUafor divides tile signal b~
selectable powers of 2 ( 1,2,4,e etc.) so tllat tile peak remains on scale

en u51ng a strip chan recorder witll a f,~ed span (i .e. 10millivolts full
5CaU! ) . WIlen used wrtll a computer data syslem or int"\lreator tile
anenuidor control is normaltv set and left on ma~imum sensitivay
(att-l j ,

H01S do<:

Detector signal
cable output wire.
This cable
conlaining two

res is _ell up
10 ~OUf 5lrip c/la r1
recorder 01 dala
system,



C h apter: MODel 11 0 GC CHASSIS

T OpiC: LEFT SIDE PANEL ORIENTATION

Chassis cooling air e~~
slots, Air expelll!'ll from
the chaSSIs by the
cooling Ian e~its

through these slots,
00 not obSll1letIhe slot
openings,

Main power switch.
circurl breakers, aoel
chaSSIS cooling fan.
This Ian cycles on ar<l
off to ma intain the
selectl!'ll interior
chassis temperalure.

Healed transler line lor
connedlng column OI)Ilet lrom
host GC to staoel-alone
del eclor on Modl!'l 110 chassis.
Transler line operates at 200
degrees C. Tal'.e <:lire to route
ransf« line awa~ from heat

semulive surfaces

•

Gas inlet bulkheads 10' conneclion 01deteclO'
support gases ( typicall~ hrc!rogen aoel air ). Use
l / llth inch 0,0. ecpcer tubing to connect gas
cylioelerto stainless steel bulkhead. nol tenon or
Olhe, plastic tUbing t~pes. Use brass felTUles for
good sealing.

• 1111 11111
IIllli illll.....,.

Powercord. On 220~'~=~~~"'~:~::::~~:~~~~:;:~
models ~ may be necessary to
replau the plug on the end 01
this cord 10 malchthe plug type
for the country or region ,

IHOl6 <loc
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MODEl 11 0 GC CHASSIS

TOP PANEL ORIENTATION

Heated transfer line connects from
OOSI GC to detector mounled on
Model 110 chassis. .53mm 1. 0
silco-steel lubing N ns inside healed
ransfer line so sample only

contacts inert fused Mica surfaces
for most of the length.

Red l id hinges up to allow
access fo de1edors

Spare parts
Sloral)e conla iner is
convenient for
keeping extra nuts,
ferru les , elC.

Detector healed block
and cover lerminale
lrans!er line in a hoi
location 10 avoid
sam ple condensation

HOI7.<loc

Deled01 shown
above is the SRI
DELCO detector,
but any of 13
uetectcr types or
combinal ioflS of
electors may be

mounted.

Oeledor parameter
and lemperature
~justments are do ne
by using trHl provided
SCl'eW<lliverfO adjust
the selpoints lhfOtJgh
he holes in the lorward

e<lge 01 the chassis

Detector \lain
controls are
located here in
the exact same
layout as fhe
310 arxl B61OC
GCs.



Chapter: MODEL 110GC CHASSIS

TOpiC: HEATED TRANSFER LINE

is photo shows the
detector end of the heated
transfer line as it attaches
to the heater block and
enclosure. When
removing and reattach ing
he heated transfer line be

carefu l to eliminate any
cold spots which cou ld
cause sample
condensation.

lThis photo shows the
typical install ation of the
Model 110 to the right of
the GC with the heated
transfer line connecting
he two units. Be careful

to route the transfer line
so it does not rest on heat
sensitive surfaces , In
some cases, the lid of the
GC may need to have a
small notch cut-out of the
right side panel to allow
the transfer line to exit
cleanly from the GC when
the red lid is lowered.

HOl 8 doc



Chapter: MODEl 110 GC CHASSIS

Topic: CONNECTING TRANSFER LINE TO GC

If you are connecting the
Model 110 detector to a
SRI Model 8610C or 310
GC the right hand side of
he GC's column oven has

4 identical detector
mounting locations
Locations where no
detector is installed are
supplied with blank cover
plates

FID detector install ed

Replace one of the blank
cover plates with the

ransfer Line Mounting
Plate ( SRI part# 8670
9836 ) by removing the
two screws at the base of
the plate. The nuts on the
underside of the chassis
must be accessed by
removing the bottom plate
of the GC, The heated
transfer line is then lightly
secured to the plate with
he hose clamp so that the

heated portion of the line
penetrates into the
column oven so that cold
spots are eliminated

HOl9 doc



Chapter: MODEL 11 0 GC CHASSIS

TopiC: COLUMNfTRANSFER UNE CONNECTION

.53mm 1.0 , SIleo-steel
I.blng whiCh runs cIovm the

ler of the transfer line is
cconectec to the end of the
analytical co lumn inside the
GC's column oven. A special
118th inch stainless steel
btJ lkhead union and insert
re provided to ensure a low
ead volume butt type

"'~ee ion. "Theunion may
ITlQI.rlted QI'l a flange or

acket, or juslleft hanging in
even,

Stainless Steel bulkhead

separate part s of the
iQl'l and column to transfer

hne comection hardware

eist of: _:_':::_"":::::;:~
GC col umn r

Nut with graphite fEHTU)e ( 2 ) ri~~~~~~~s;,;

Internal alignmenl gu ide
ich holds the transfer line

coll..nn butt 10 butt inside
bulkhead uniorI



Chapter: MODEL 202 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 202 Hardware Orientation

The SRI Model 202 PeakSimple Chromatography Data System is a four channel,
analog to digital converter, contro lled by our powerful PeakSimple Software. The Model
202 may be used with any brand or model of HPLC or gas chromatograph offering an
analog detector output signal.
The Model 202 also features two independent, programmable controls which can be
used for temperature and pressure ramping or HPLC gradient formation. There are also
two Remote Start inputs that are compatible with two-wire switch closure signals typically
output by GCs and LCs as a remote start signal.
Eight TTL outputs (0 to 5 volts) for computer control of external events come standard
with the Model 202. If TTL outputs are not adequate for your application , the Model 202
also contains relay circuits offering normally open (NO) and normally closed (NC) switch
closures. Electronic Pressure Contro l (EPC) and a switched AC power output may be
ordered as an option for the Model 202.

POWER•SRI MOOEL 202 PeakSimple Chromatography Data System
FOIl' C.... n.... Sot",1~

(front view)

Opening for an analog signal cable
and remote device connections

\
RS232 serial port

connector

/
Optional swi tched
AC power ouput

/

Optional Electronic
Pressure Control

/

~ .-_.......

SRI tnstru ments, Inc. •
6700B P",radl.. ROiId
1..11 Vega. , NV 89119

(702)361-2210
IFAXI 315 1-9690

01--1 /
_ T__""-TO......

Ic:::Jo

_.
o--o •-~.........'

.._-----:.. ~
ElfCTltQNIC
~lIIfI5$UIle:

CONTIIOI. :0
(rear view)

The Model 202 comes with a built-in serial interface for connection to your desktop or
laptop computer's COM Port. (See the "PeakSimple For Windows" section in this manual
for minimum system requirements.)

You should have received the following with your Model 202 purchase:

(1) Model 202 PeakSimple Chromatography Data System Box
(1) Serial Data Interface Cable for connect ion to your computer's COM Port
(1) PeakSimple For Windows software package
(1) PeakSimple Chromatography Data System Manual



Chapter: MODEL 202 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 202 Installation Connections

To connect the Model 202 to your computer it will be necessary to access connection
terminals inside the Model 202 Box.
Verify that NO POWER is applied to the unit before performing the following procedure!!
Remove the thumbscrews on either side of the Model 202 Box and carefully slide up the
top cover and set it aside. Figure 1. (below), depicts the layout of the
Model 202 circuit boards and all wiring connections. To connect your system to the
Model 202 Data System; please complete Steps 1 Through 7 as shown below and
described on the following pages.

STEPS
/

STEP 6
/

STEP 4
/

STEP 1

STEP 3
•

SRI MODEL 202
CHROMATOGRAI"KY

DATA SYSTEM
WIRING DIAGRAM

LAWSON 202 BOARD

NOT£: POWEJt1l1IS UNIT Ofol
BEFOfIE BOOTIHO

PEAK$lMPlE SOFTW,IJl;E

OPTJONAL. ELECTRONIC
RESSURE CONTROL IE.P.C.) BOARD

_.
• • I •

._ -i
••

••

--•

-
=/ 111111

_... .._..
...._-.. ............

......._...... ... .. .._ .._.._...-- -
•••
•••

•••

-- -

: -._ ---.I""1._-

-se-
• • • •, ...

!II
RELAY(MIpS)

BOARD

"'_ .. .. ..
-

• I,STEP 2 l

Install
STEP 7 - PeakSimple For Windows

software.

IFIGURE 1 I



Chapter: MODEL 202 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 202 Installation Connections

STEP 1: Connecting the analog signal cable(s):

NOTE: The analog output from some GCs or LCs can have a range of up to
10 volts dc. Althou gh the Model 202 will allow high vo ltage inputs such as thi s;
be advised that signals above 6 volts will generate unwanted noise and signals
abov e 5 volts will be "cl ipped". (The tops of the waveforms will be cut off.)

Route the ana log signal cables from your instrument through the open ho le in the
back of the Model 202.
Strip 1/4" of insulation off of the 'signal +' and 'signal-' wires of your sig nal cables .
Insert 'signal +' into the Lawson 202 board screw terminal marked 'CH1 sig +' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Insert 'signal -' into the Lawson 202 board screw terminal marked 'CH1 sig -' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Repeat the connection of signal cables for channels 2, 3 and 4.
An y unused channels MUST have both inputs jumpered to ground.

STEP 2: (OPTIONAL) Connecting the remote start cable(s):

NOTE: The Model 202 offers remote starting capability as a standard
feature. Two separate remote start circuits permit the user to start the
MAIN and ALTERNATE Trigger Groups of the data system by means
of a switch closure, such as a footswitch. In some applications, the
chromatograph being used with the Model 202 may offer a remote
start signal output or switch closure output that permits starting an
integrator or other device when the START button is pressed on the
chromatograph's on-board contro l pane l. Typ ically, th is signa l can be
used to start the Model 202.

Route the remote start cable from your instrument through the open hole
in the back of the Model 202 .
Strip 1/4" of insulation off of the '+' and '-' wires of your remote start cable.
Insert '+' into the RELAY (serps) board screw terminal marked '# 1 IN' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Insert' .: into the RELAY (serps) board screw terminal marked '#1 G' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
NOTE: Be sure to che ck the "Rem ote Start" box in the PeakSimple For
Windows EDIT - CHANNELS - DETAILS screen for the appropriate
channels. Refer to the "PeakSimpIe For Windows" section of this manual.

STEP 3: (OPTIONAL) Connecting the external event relay wires:

The Model 202 features eight 0-5 vol t TIL Level outputs that may be turned on
and off individuall y and automaticall y by means of a t imed event tabl e.
Manual control is also available via the keyboard.
These outputs may be used to control external events or device s. If TIL level
outputs are not adequate for your application, the Model 202 is also equipped
with eight relay circuits offering normally open (NO) and normally closed (NC)
contact closures.



Chapter: MODEL 202 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 202 Installation Connections

STEP 3: (Continued)

Route the external event wires from your instrument through the open hole in
the back of the Model 202.
Strip 1/4" of insulat ion off of each wire. Select which device should be
connected to events 'A' through 'H' and insert the wire into the appropriate
screw terminal and secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Refer to the "PeakSimple For W indows" section of this manual for setting up
event tables , keyboard activation, etc.

STEP 4: Connecting the Serial Data Interface cable to your computer:

The Model 202 is equipped with a RS-232 serial port . A DB-9 type serial cable
(provided) connects the Model 202 to your personal computer through the
PC's COM port. This simple interface permits the data system software to be
loaded onto, and operated from, either a desktop or notebook PC for portab ility
in field operations.
Secure one end of the Serial Data Interface cable to an available COM port
on the Back of your PC. Secure the other end to the DB-9 connector on the
back of the Model 202. (Refer again to Figure 1 for location of the Serial
Data port .)

STEP 5: (OPTIONAL) Connecting to the switched AC output:

Connect ions for the switched AC output are pre-wired at the factory.
All you need to do is plug your device into the cord provided ; activate relay 'A'
using PeakSimp le software and the outlet will be powered. (1 AMP maximum)
NOTE: The switched AC output must be specifica lly requested at the time you
order the Model 202.

STEP 6: Connecting power to the Model 202:

Slide the top cover back onto the Model 202.
Secure the cover with the two thumbscrews.
Model 202 units are equipped with a power cord which plugs into a standard
11 0 (or 220) volt outlet. Plug the Model 202 into the outlet and verify that the
POWER indicater on the front of the Model 202 is lit.

STEP 7: Installation of PeakSimple Software:

Refer to the "PeakSimple For Windows" section of this manual for details on
proper installation and operation.
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OPTIONAL AC OUTPUT CIRCUIT #1 OPTIONAL AC OUTPUT CIRC UIT #2

AC HOT IN
U3

AC HOT IN
U3

MOC304 1

R26

MOC3041

R28

~ 100 OHMr-,1WATT

TRIAC
Q6004

1 6
2 5
3 4

-

r::R27
100 OHM
1 WATT

~ 100 0 HMr--,1WATT

TRIAC
Q6004

1 6
2 5
3 4

-

r.:R25
100 OHM
1 WATT

AC CO NTRO L
FROM LAWSON BO.

RELAY 'A'

AC OUT #1 AC CO NTROL
FR OM LAWSON 80.

RELAY 'B'

AC OUT #2

Page 2 012

f ilename: serps -g pg2.lcw

SERPS-G
SCHEMATIC

0;010: 11120197 I By: R Fenske
a ev . OittO: 1211610 ;1 By : M. Watts



Chapter:

Topic:

MAINTENANCE

Testing The Signal Input of T he Serial Data System

The SRI serial port data system is equipped with four channels of precision data acquisition. In
fact, the signal inputs available on the serial port data acquisition interface offer the precision of a
digital voltmeter. Any 0 to 5VDC detector signal may be connected to anyone of the channel inputs,
and the millivolt reading will be displayed on-screen. This reading should match the readings of any
precision meter connected to the same input. No special calibration of detector signal inputs is
required.

If it does becomes necessary to verify the precision of the serially-interfaced signal inputs, the
following procedure will permit easy confirmation.

In order to confirm the precision of the signal inputs, temporary electrical connections are
made at the serial port interface ' s terminal strips. First, connect a wire fro m the temperature ramp
output on the serial port interface labelled "TP1 ", to the + (positive) terminal of an unused channel
input. Then connect ano ther wire from the ground terminal to the - (negative) terminal of the same
channel input, as illustrated in the diagram below.

Make these connections to test the accuracy of the
serially-interfaced data acquisition system

Whether the serial port
interface board is built into the
GC , or is installed in its own
stand-alone case, these
connections will permit the
temperature program signal
output by channel 1 to be fed
back into the data acquisition
circuitry for channel 1. The
temperature program signal
outputs lOmV for each degree .

When the two test
jumpers are in place, an
artificial signal is generated by
loading the AREATEST.TEM
file, included with the
PeakSimple software , onto
channel 1. When this
temperature file has been loaded
into the channel 1 temperature
programming window , starting a
run will send a ramped
temperature program signal
from TPI into the channel I +
input. This signal is plotted , and
the user will see that the
on-screen readings match those
of a reliable digital voltmeter,
down to the third decimal place .

o

Remote start
inputs

I

Remember to disconnect these
temporary wires before
returning the serial port
interface back to service

Relay outputs

\
[Ij]jj]jjjjjj
t -t A B CDEF G HS1Sl 0

Connec t one wire from TPI
to Ch. I + terminal.

Connect the ground terminal
to the Ch. I - terminal

Serial port data system interface board
(Lawson 202)

o

o
D/mp~ 7=
ITIIJjjjjjjjJ "''''''' '

I'C'\ " " , " , "
o...Y 1 2 3 4 .1. 1 2 -.L+ I + - +- +-"" Tp v

o

+81B 0
, 0



Quick Start Model 202
Four Channel PeakSimple Data System

Open the Model 202
Verify that the Model 202 is powered OFF and unplugged.  Remove the thumbscrews on both sides of the
Model 202 box and slide the top cover up and off.  It is connected to the bottom of the box by the ground wire,
so just set it next to the bottom half of the box.  There is a wiring diagram of the Model 202 circuit boards and
all wiring connections on the inside of the top cover.  Use this wiring diagram (shown below) to complete steps
1-4 as described on the following pages, then proceed to steps 5 & 6 .

The Model 202 may be used with any brand or model of GC or HPLC
offering an analog detector output signal ranging from -5V to +5V.  It includes two
independent, programmable controls (-5V to +5V analog output) for temperature
& pressure or HPLC gradient formation.  The Model 202 has four channels, which
can be split any way between the two time bases (TIMEBASE 1 and 2).  Two
remote start inputs compatible with 2-wire switch closures (typically output by GCs
and HPLCs as a remote start signal) are also included for your optional use.

STEP 2
(optional)

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 4

STEP 5: Install PeakSimple STEP 6: Starting an Analysis



Quick Start Model 202
Four Channel PeakSimple Data System

STEP 1:  Connect the Analog Signal Cable(s)
1-1.  Route the analog signal cables from your instrument
through the open hole in the back of the Model 202.
1-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the “signal+” and
“signal-” wires of your instrument’s signal cables.

1-3.  Remove the jumpers shown in the close-
up picture to the left.  Insert the “signal+” wire
into the Lawson 202 board screw terminal
marked “CH1 sig +” and secure the connection
with a small flat-blade screwdriver.
1-4.  Insert the “signal-” wire into the Lawson
202 board screw terminal marked “CH1 sig -”
and secure the connection.
1-5.  Repeat the connection of signal cables for
channels 2, 3, and 4.  Any unused channels
MUST have both inputs jumpered to ground.

STEP 2:  (OPTIONAL) Connect the Remote Start Cable
The Model 202 remote start capability allows you to start the data system by means of a switch closure.  Two
separate remote start circuits permit the user to individually start TIMEBASE 1 and 2 of the data system.  In
some applications, the chromatograph being used with the Model 202 may offer a remote start signal output or
switch closure output that permits starting an integrator or other device when the START button is pressed on
the chromatograph’s on-board control panel.  Typically, this signal can be used to start the Model 202.
2-1.  Route the remote start cable from your instrument through
the open hole in the back of the Model 202.
2-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the “+” and “-” wires of your
remote start cable.
2-3.  Insert the “+” wire into the RELAY board screw terminal
marked “#1 IN” and secure the connection.
2-4.  Insert the “-” wire into the RELAY board screw terminal
marked “#1 G” and secure the connection.

Route the signal cables through this hole

The Model 202 is shipped
with jumpers in the
Channel screw terminals



Quick Start Model 202
Four Channel PeakSimple Data System

Slide the cover back onto the Model 202 and secure it with the thumbscrews.

STEP 4:  Connect Power to the Model 202
The Model 202 is provided with a power cord which plugs
into a standard 110 (or 220) volt outlet.  Plug the Model
202 into the wall outlet.  Turn ON the power switch and
verify that the POWER LED on the front of the Model
202 is lit.

The power LED is lit when the Model 202 is
connected to a power source.

STEP 5:  Install PeakSimple Chromatography Software

5-1.  Locate your copy of PeakSimple, which is shipped inside the front
cover of your SRI manual.  Insert the CD or floppy disk(s) into your
computer’s appropriate drive.

STEP 3: Connect the Serial Cable to
Your Computer
The Model 202 is equipped with a RS-232
serial port.  A DB-9 type serial cable
(provided) connects the Model 202 to your
WindowsTM computer through the PC’s COM
port.  This simple interface permits the Model
202 to be operated from a desktop or laptop
computer.
3-1.  Secure one end of the serial cable to an
available COM port on your PC.
3-2.  Secure the other end to the RS-232 serial
port on the back of the Model 202.

Serial cable (DB-9 type)

COM 1



Quick Start Model 202
Four Channel PeakSimple Data System

5-5.  For the remote start option:
Open the Edit menu and choose Channels.  Click on
the Details button for channel 1.  Verify that Remote
start is enabled (the box should be checked).  Repeat
this step for channel 2.

5-4.  PeakSimple defaults to COM 1.  If
you did not connect the Model 202 to
COM 1, you will get the error message.
Open the Edit menu and choose Overall.
In the dialog box that appears, enter the
number of the COM port to which you
have connected the Model 202.  If you
do not know the number of the COM port
to which you connected the 202, use the
process of elimination: try different
numbers until you find one that works.

STEP 5 Continued

5-2.  Open the appropriate drive through My Computer, then
double click on “Setup.exe” and follow the instructions.

5-3.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.
Verify that communication has been established between your
computer and the Model 202.  An error message  will appear if
communication is not established.



Quick Start Model 202
Four Channel PeakSimple Data System

More on PeakSimple:
This Quick Start guide presents a very brief introduction to PeakSimple.  There are tutorials in the manual and
online at www.srigc.com (click on the “Download Our Documents” button) that will acquaint you with
PeakSimple’s basic functions.
If you have questions or problems, call SRI for free technical support at 310-214-5092, 8am - 5pm California
time.

6-2.  Hit your computer keyboard spacebar to begin the run, and the data is plotted onscreen in the chromatogram
window.

6-3.  Hit the End key on your computer keyboard to stop the run.

STEP 6: Starting an Analysis
6-1.  The upper right corner of the PeakSimple chromatogram window contains real-time information pertinent
to your analysis in progress.  The status of the run (STAND BY, RUN) is displayed in capital letters next to the
millivolt (mV) reading, underneath the amount of time into the run.

Press the End key
to stop the run

Press the spacebar to begin the run



Chapter: MODEL 203 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 203 Hardware Orientati on

The SRI Model 203 PeakSimple Chroatography Data System is a single channel,
analog to digital converter , controlled by our powerful PeakSimple Software. The Model
203 may be used with any brand or model of HPLC or gas chromatograph offering an
analog detector output signal.
The Model 203 also features two independent, programmable controls which can be
used for temperature and pressure ramping or HPLC gradient formation. Th ere is also
a Remote Start input that is compatible with two-wire switch closure signals typically
output by GCs and LCs as a remote start signal.
Eight TTL outputs (0 to 5 volts) for computer control of external events come standard
with the Model 203. If TTL outputs are not adequate for your application, the Model 203
can also be ordered with optional relay circuits offering normally open (NO) and normally
closed (NC) switch closures.

POWER

•
SRIMODEL 203 PeakSimple Chromatography Data System

Single Channel Serial Port

(front view)

DC Power Input Opening for an analog signal cable
and remote device connections

RS232 serial port
connector

DATE

SERIAL NUMBER

I I SERIAL. DATA PORTe O'--JoEJ~
I

SRI Instruments, Inc.
67006 Paradise Road
Las Vegas, NV 89119

(702) 361·2210
(FAX) 361·9690

o
15 Vdc

+-e- -

(rear view)

The Model 203 comes with a built-in serial interface for connection to your desktop or
laptop computer's COM Port. (See the "PeakSimple For Windows" section in this manual
for minimum system requirements.)

You should have received the following with your Model 203 purchase:

(1 ) Model 203 PeakSimple Chromatography Data System Box
(1) Serial Data Interface Cable for connection to your computer's COM Port
(1) 15 Volt dc Wall Transformer
(1) PeakSimple For Windows software package
(1) PeakSimple Chromatography Data System Manual



Chapter: MODEL 203 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 203 Installation Connections

To connect the Model 203 to your computer it will be necessary to access connection
terminals inside the Model 203 Box.
Verify that NO POWER is appl ied to the unit before performing the following procedure!!
Remove the thumbscrews on either side of the Model 203 Box and carefully slide up the
top cover and set it aside. Figure 1, (below), depicts the layout of the
Model 203 circuit boards and all wiring connections. To connect your system to the
Model 203 Data System; please complete Steps 1 Through 6 as shown below and
described on the following pages.
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Chapter: MODEL 203 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 203 Installation Connections

STEP 1: Connecting the analog signal cable:

NOTE: The analog output from some GCs or LCs can have a range of up to
10 volts dc. Although the Model 203 will allow high voltage inputs such as this;
be advised that signals above 6 volts will generate unwanted noise and signals
above 5 volts will be "clipped". (The tops of the waveforms will be cut off.)

Route the analog signal cable from your instrument through the open hole in the
back of the Model 203.
Strip 1/4" of insulation off of the 'signal +' and 'signal-' wires of your signal cable.
Insert 'signal +' into the Lawson 203 board screw terminal marked 'sig +' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Insert 'signal -' into the Lawson 203 board screw terminal marked 'sig -' and
secure the connection using a small screwdriver.

STEP 2: (OPTIONAL) Connecting the remote start cable:

NOTE: The Model 203 offers a remote starting capability as a standard
feature. This permits the user to start the data system by means of a
switch closure, such as a footswitch. In some applications, the
chromatograph being used with the Model 203 may offer a remote
start signal output or switch closure output that permits starting an
integrator or other device when the START button is pressed on the
chromatograph's on-board control panel. Typically, this signal can be
used to start the Model 203.

Route the remote start cable from your instrument through the open hole
in the back of the Model 203.
Strip 1/4" of insulation off of the '+' and '-' wires of your remote start cable.
Insert '+' into the 203RLY board screw terminal marked 'IN' and secure the
connection using a small screwdriver.
Insert ' -' into the 203RLY board screw terminal marked 'GND' and secure
the connection using a small screwdriver.
NOTE: Be sure to check the "Remote Start" box in the PeakSimple For
Windows EDIT - CHANNELS - DETAILS screen for channel 1.
Refer to the "PeakSimpIe For Windows" section of this manual.

STEP 3: (OPTIONAL) Connecting the external event relay wires:

The Model 203 features eight 0-5 volt TIL Level outputs that may be turned on
and off individually and automatically by means of a timed event table.
Manual control is also available via the keyboard.
These outputs may be used to control external events or devices. If TIL level
outputs are not adequate for your application, the Model 203 can be fitted with
eight relay circuits offer ing normally open (NO) and normally closed (NC) contact
closures. NOTE: Relay contact closures must be specifically requested at the
time you order the Model 203.



Chapter: MODEL 203 DATA SYSTEM HARDWARE

Topic: Model 203 Installation Connections

STEP 3: (Continued)

Route the external event wires from your instrument through the open hole in
the back of the Model 203.
Strip 1/4" of insulation off of each wire. Select which device should be
connected to events 'A' through 'H' and insert the wire into the appropriate
screw terminal and secure the connection using a small screwdriver.
Refer to the PeakSimple Software section of this manual for setting up event
tables, keyboard activation, etc.

STEP 4: Connecting the Serial Data Interface cable to your computer:

The Model 203 is equipped with a RS-232 serial port. A DB-9 type serial cable
(provided) connects the Model 203 to your personal computer through the
PC's COM port. This simple interface permits the data system software to be
loaded onto, and operated from , either a desktop or notebook PC for portability
in field operations.
Secure one end of the Serial Data Interface cable to an available COM port
on the Back of your PC. Secure the other end to the DB-9 connector on the
back of the Model 203. (Refer again to Figure 1 for location of the Serial
Data port.)

STEP 5: Connecting power to the Model 203:

Slide the top cover back onto the Model 203.
Secure the cover with the two thumbscrews.
The Model 203 requires a min imum input of 14.8 V dc to operate.
110 volt units are provided with a 15 V dc transformer which plugs into a
standard 110 volt ouUet. To avoid damaging the unit ; plug the transformer
output plug into the back of the Model 203 first and THEN plug the main
transformer into the wall outlet. Verify that the POWER LED on the front
of the Model 203 is lit.

STEP 6: Installation of PeakSimple Software:

Refer to the "PeakSimpIe For Windows" section of this manual for details on
proper installation and operation.
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STEP 1

STEP 2
(optional)

STEP 3
(optional)

STEP 4

STEP 5

Quick Start Model 203
Single Channel PeakSimple Data System

The Model 203 may be used with any brand or model of GC or HPLC offering an
analog detector output signal ranging from 0-5V.  It includes two independent,
programmable controls (0-5V analog output) for temperature & pressure or HPLC
gradient formation.  A remote start input compatible with 2-wire switch closures
(typically output by GCs and HPLCs as a remote start signal) is also included for your
optional use.
Open the Model 203
Verify that the Model 203 is not plugged into a wall socket and is therefore powered
OFF (no power switch).  Remove the thumbscrews on both sides of the Model 203
box and slide the top cover up and off.  It is connected to the bottom of the box by the
ground wire, so just set it next to the bottom half of the box.  There is a wiring diagram
of the Model 203 circuit boards and all wiring connections on the inside of the top
cover.  Use this wiring diagram (shown below) to complete steps 1-5 as described on
the following pages.



Quick Start Model 203
Single Channel PeakSimple Data System

STEP 1:  Connect the Analog Signal Cable
1-1.  Route the analog signal cable from your instrument
through the open hole in the back of the Model 203.
1-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the “signal+” and
“signal-” wires of your instrument’s signal cable. Route wires through this hole

Connect your instrument’s
“signal+” and “signal-” wires
to these two terminals.

1-3.  Insert “signal+” into the Lawson 203 board
screw terminal marked “signal+” and secure the
connection with a small flat-blade screwdriver.
1-4.  Insert “signal-” into the Lawson 203 board
screw terminal marked “signal-” and secure the
connection.

STEP 2:  (OPTIONAL) Connect the Remote Start Cable
The Model 203 remote start capability allows you to start the data system by means of a switch closure.  In
some applications, the chromatograph being used with
the Model 203 may offer a remote start signal output
or switch closure output that permits starting an
integrator or other device when the START button is
pressed on the chromatograph’s on-board control
panel.  Typically, this signal can be used to start the
Model 203.
2-1.  Route the remote start cable from your instrument
through the open hole in the back of the Model 203.
2-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the “+” and “-” wires
of your remote start cable.
2-3.  Insert the “+” wire into the 203RLY board screw
terminal marked “IN” and secure the connection.
2-4.  Insert the “-” wire into the 203RLY board screw
terminal marked “GND” and secure the connection.

Connect the “+” and “-”
wires of your instrument’s
remote start cable to the IN
and GND terminals here.

Replace the Model 203 cover and secure it with the thumbscrews.



STEP 3: Connect the Serial Cable to Your Computer
The Model 203 is equipped with a RS-232 serial port.  A DB-9 type serial cable (provided) connects the
Model 203 to your WindowsTM computer through the PC’s COM port.  This simple interface permits the
Model 203 to be operated from a desktop or laptop computer.

3-1.  Secure one end of the serial cable to an available
COM port on your PC.
3-2.  Secure the other end to the RS-232 serial port on the
back of the Model 203.

Quick Start Model 203
Single Channel PeakSimple Data System

STEP 4:  Connect Power to the Model 203
Model 203 units are provided with a 15 V DC power supply which plugs into a standard wall volt outlet.  Plug
the power supply output plug into the back of the Model 203 and plug the power supply into the wall outlet.
Verify that the POWER LED on the front of the Model 203 is lit.

RS-232 serial port

POWER LED

DC power input

COM 1

Serial cable (DB-9 type)

15 V DC
power supply



STEP 5:  Install PeakSimple Chromatography Software

Quick Start Model 203
Single Channel PeakSimple Data System

5-4.  PeakSimple defaults to COM 1.  If
you did not connect the Model 203 to
COM 1, you will get the error message.
Open the Edit menu and choose Overall.
In the dialog box that appears, enter the
number of the COM port to which you
have connected the Model 203.  If you
do not know the number of the COM port
to which you connected the 203, use the
process of elimination: try different
numbers until you find one that works.

5-3.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.
Verify that communication has been established between your
computer and the Model 203.  An error message  will appear if
communication is not established.

5-1.  Locate your copy of the PeakSimple software, which is shipped
inside the front cover of your SRI manual.  Insert the CD or floppy disk(s)
into your computer’s appropriate drive.

5-5.  For the remote start option:
Open the Edit menu and choose Channels.  Click on
the Details button for channel 1.  Verify that Remote
start is enabled (the box should be checked).

5-2.  Open the appropriate drive through
My Computer, then double click on
“Setup.exe” and follow the instructions.



Quick Start Model 203
Single Channel PeakSimple Data System

More on PeakSimple:
This Quick Start guide presents a very brief introduction to PeakSimple.  There are tutorials in the manual and
online at www.srigc.com (click on the “Download Our Documents” button) that will acquaint you with
PeakSimple’s basic functions.
If you have questions or problems, call SRI for free technical support at 310-214-5092, 8am - 5pm California
time.

6-2.  Hit your computer keyboard spacebar to begin the run, and the data is plotted onscreen in the chromatogram
window.

6-1.  The upper right corner of the PeakSimple chromatogram window contains real-time information pertinent
to your analysis in progress.  The status of the run (RUN, STAND BY) is displayed in capital letters next to the
millivolt (mV) reading, underneath the amount of time into the run.

6-3.  Hit the End key on your computer keyboard to stop the run.

STEP 6:  Starting an Analysis



1.  Overview
The Model 210D front panel houses the UV detector lamp switch, Rheodyne injection valve, prime/purge
valve, pressure gauge, and the storage
compartment.  In the storage compartment
are the LED display for the column
temperature, and the vacuum degas pressure

gauge (shown above).  An accessories kit is
included with your 210D.  In the kit are two
PEEK finger tight nuts (Alltech part # 32233)
for column connection, a spare 1/16”
stainless steel fitting (Valco part ZN1) and
ferrule (Valco part ZF1S6), a flange fitting
(Upchurch part 203X) and ferrule
(Upchurch part 240X) for the solvent recycle valve, a 20mL priming syringe (Sigma Aldrich part Z248037),
and a 100µL glass injection syringe (SGE part 005300).

HPLC
Model 210D

UV detector
lamp switch

Rheodyne 7725i injection valve

Pressure gauge

Prime/purge
valve

Column
compartment
thumbscrews

Storage
compartment

On the right hand side of the 210D is the column compartment, which gives you access to the column heater,
pump head(s), solvent recycle valve, and the detector housing.  Open the column compartment by loosening
the two captive thumbscrews and lifting off the cover.  Use the picture below to familiarize yourself with the
interior of the column compartment.

Rheodyne 7725i
injection valve
with a 20µL
sample loop

Pressure
gauge

Prime/purge
valve

Column heater

Solvent recycle valve

UV and
Conductivity

detectors

Vacuum de-gas coil

Pulse damper
Vertical

slide

Pump inlet linesPump heads

Pump outlet line

Vacuum
de-gas
outlet
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2.  Installing a Column
Slide the column heater up.

Slide the column heater up
on its aluminum slider.

Secure one nut to the column.

Install the column of your choice using the included PEEK finger tight nuts. Slide the
nuts onto the PEEK tubing, letting about 1mm of PEEK tubing protrude.

Slide the column through the column heater so you can reach the other end,
and attach the second nut.  Roughly center the column in the column heater.

Replace the black column heater end caps, which have notches in them for the PEEK tubing.  Pack in any
loose insulation. When you have replaced both end caps as shown below, slide the column heater back down
into the operating position.



3.  Solvent Set-up
The pump heads each have an 1/8” Teflon solvent inlet line.  Place
the ends of these lines in your solvent bottle.  The solvent recycle
valve has two outlet lines.  The 1/16” clear line is recycled solvent.
Put it into the solvent bottle, or into its own container if you wish
to keep it separate from your fresh solvent.  Place the end of the
1/16” green line into a waste bottle.  A simplified way to remember:
all the clear lines go to the solvent bottle.  In default mode, the
solvent recycling valve sends the effluent out the clear tube; when
activated, it directs the effluent out the green waste tube.

Green =
to waste

Clear =
recycled

solvent out

Blue = in
from column

Solvent recycle valve

The 1/4” Tygon tubing attached to the pump
head(s) is the piston flush line. Piston flushing
helps keep the high pressure seal(s) clean,
minimizing wear and tear from crystallized and
abrasive buffer deposits that leak through the
seal, and would otherwise dry on the piston.
There are inlet and outlet lines for piston
flushing. Place the ends of both into a bottle
containing at least 50% organic solvent (usually
diluted with deionized water). Binary gradient
pump head piston flush lines are daisy chained,
and share the same in and out lines.

HPLC
Model 210D

210D pump, side view:

Piston flush
outlet line

1/4” tygon tubing
piston flush inlet line

Piston

Piston flush IN

Piston flush OUT

Low pressure seal

Pump inlet

Pump outlet

It is possible for solvent to leak past
the high pressure seal with the back
and forth thrusting of the piston.

High pressure seal
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6.  Power Supply
Your 210D comes with a universal (115V or 230V) benchtop 12 volt power
supply (shown at right).  Plug the small power source cord into the jack on
the left hand side of the LC.  Plug the larger power cord into a wall outlet.
Turn the power ON with the power switch, located above the power supply
jack.  The 210D can be powered with any regulated or unregulated voltage
in the range of 11-15 volts at 80 watts (approximately 7 amps), including a
car battery via the cigarette lighter.

4.  Vacuum De-gas
While not all HPLC users degas their solvent, it is a good idea to
do so.  The 210D is equipped with an air pump for vacuum
degassing.  A length of tygon tubing is provided to connect the
pump to the degas fitting on the left-hand side of the HPLC.   The
tubing is equipped with a nut for easy connection to the degas fitting.
With the 210D power ON, connect the pump tubing to the degas
fitting, then plug the pump into a wall outlet.  Open the storage
comparment to see the vacuum degas gauge, which should read
7psi with the pump ON and solvent lines attached.

5.  Computer Connection
Connect your 210D to your WindowsTM

computer with the provided serial or USB
cable. The cable connection port is located
on the left-hand side of the 210D.

Serial or USB
cable to PC

Power switch

Access
terminals

Power supply jack

Simply screw this nut onto the degas fitting
to connect the vacuum pump to the 210D.

The vacuum degas gauge should
read 7psi during operation.
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9.  Load the LC.CON control file from your PeakSimple program folder. This control file contains all the
necessary information to configure PeakSimple for HPLC.

10.  Verify that the correct I/O port is
specified in the Edit/Overall screen. By
default, COM 1 is entered in the Edit/Overall
screen because many WindowsTM

computers have COM 1 designated as the
serial port. Other computers may use COM
2, COM 3, or COM 4. You may have to
examine the My Computer/System screen
to determine what serial port numbers
Windows has assigned to the hardware in
your particular computer. If you upgraded
to the 6 channel USB data system, enter
the USB device ID number in the box
instead.USB device ID numbers are unique
to each instrument, and the number for your
210D is printed on the HPLC under the cable port, and also on your PeakSimple disk. Once you have
successfully gotten the data system to sign on, click Save All so you don’t have to repeat this step the next time
you open PeakSimple.

8.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.  Verify that
communication is established between the computer and the pump.  An error
message (shown at left) will appear if communication is not established.

7.  Installing PeakSimple software
You will find your PeakSimple
installation disk just inside the
front cover of your manual.
Install the PeakSimple
software by inserting the

PeakSimple CD into the CD-
ROM drive of your WindowsTM

computer.  Double-click on My
Computer, then open the CD-ROM
drive.  Double-click on the “setup.exe”
program icon and follow the
instructions.
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11.  UV Detector
The UV detector signal is connected to channel 1. The detector uses
a low volume flow-through cell. The cell temperature is factory set to
40oC, which is suitable for a wide range of common applications.

Both detectors are housed in the
cell in the middle of this board.

Note for those who have the 4 or 6 channel data system upgrade:
Unless you have connected an external detector to the 210D, the
column temperature will display on channel 3, and the detector cell
temperature will display on channel 4.

12.  Setting a Gradient Program
Click on the Gradient button for channel 1. If your system is isocratic, the Inital and Final percentages are
100%. The only variable is the Hold time period, which is determined by the length of your analytical run.
Setting a gradient program automatically starts the pump at a very low speed. For binary gradient systems,
load a gradient program from your PeakSimple program folder (version 3.19 and later) by clicking on the Load
button in the Channel 1 gradient control window. Use the Add button to create a new gradient.

Isocratic gradient

Binary gradient
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14.  Priming the Pump
Note: Do not open the prime/purge valve until pressure is
at zero, or very close. Otherwise, system pressure could
damage the pulse damper or cause the column adsorbent
bed to shift.
Open the prime/purge valve by turning it to the left, then
start the pump by clicking on Relay A in the pump window.
Insert the priming syringe into the prime/purge valve, then
slowly and gently pull back the plunger. When you can pull
a bubble-less stream out of the prime/purge valve, close
the valve by turning it back to the right. The pressure should begin building to operating range, which is
dependent upon the flow rate, solvent viscosity, and the back pressure of the column selected. When the
system stabilizes at  the operating pressure range, you may inject your sample. It is normal for the pressure
gauge needle to fluctuate with the pump stroke.

13.  Click View and choose Relay/pump window.  In the Relays/pump window, click on Relay A to turn the
pump OFF, since you haven’t primed it yet.  The flow rate of the pump (pump A in a binary gradient system)
can be adjusted from 0.1 to 5.0mL/minute, in increments of 0.1mL/minute, using the dialog box at the bottom
of the Relays/pump window.  In a binary gradient system, the gradient program determines how the flow is split
between the two pumps.

Pump speed



16.  Injecting a Sample and Starting the Run
The Rheodyne injection valve comes with its own blunt-tipped flushing needle,
which is shipped inserted into the valve under the protective red cap.  Remove the
protective cap and tape, then pull out the needle.  The provided 100µL glass
injection syringe should suit most injection applications.  For the best results, prepare
your sample in the same solvent you are using for your mobile phase.  Fill the
syringe with sample, and eliminate any air bubbles.  Insert the syringe into the
Rheodyne injection valve, pushing gently until the needle hits the stop.  Depress the
syringe plunger to fill the 20µL sample loop.  Leave the syringe in the while you turn
the Rheodyne injection valve knob to the INJECT position.  The run will
automatically start.  See the Rheodyne documentation in your SRI manual under
HPLC Injectors for more information about operating the injection valve.

HPLC
Model 210D

The detector exit tube that connects to the top of the
solvent recycle valve may be disconnected, and
connected to external detectors, like refractive index or
fluoresence detectors. The external detector’s exit tubes
are then connected back to the solvent recycle valve.

210D
detector

cell

Solvent
recycle
valve

External
detector(s)

WasteSolvent

15. Solvent Recycle Control
Relay C controls the solvent recycle valve.  When Relay C
is ON, the solvent is directed to waste (green exit tube).
Turn Relay C ON before any peaks appear onscreen, and
turn it OFF at the end of the run.  Click on Relay C in the
Relays/pump window to turn it ON and OFF, or use an
event table to do it automatically.  The solvent recycle valve
may also be used as a single peak fraction collector by
turning it ON/OFF at specific times during the run.

Example event table for the
solvent recycle valve



This chromatogram shows a step gradient
beginning with pump A at 100% and ending
with pump B at 100%. Each of the five
20% steps is held for five minutes.

Gradient program:
%pumpA Hold Ramp
%pumpB
100.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
80.00 5.00 0.00 20.00
60.00 5.00 0.00 40.00
40.00 5.00 0.00 60.00
20.00 5.00 0.00 80.00
0.00 5.00 0.00 100.00

Description: UV 254
Column: 15cm C18 5µ
Mobile phase: methanol at 2.0mL/minute
Pump A: 100% methanol
Pump B: 99.75% methanol with 0.25%
acetone
Events:
Time Event
0.00 Zero 100

HPLC
Model 210D

Expected Performance

Step Gradient

This chromatogram shows the
210D UV detector response to a
BTX sample (benzene, toluene,
and ortho xylene).

Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 2.833 851.1640
Toluene 3.316 912.9170
Ortho Xylene 3.816 1207.1795

    Total 2971.2605

Description: UV 254
Sample: 20µL 100ppm BTX
Column: 15cm C18 5µ
Mobile phase: 70% Isopropyl Alcohol,
30% water at 1.0mL/minute
Detector cell temperature: 40oC
Column temperature: 40oC
Pressure: 1300psi
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Expected Performance

Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 2.550 26.01
Toluene 3.983 22.69
Xylene 5.983 29.90

    Total 78.60

Description: UV 254
Sample: 20µL 5ppm BTX
Column: 15cm C18 5µ
Mobile phase: 70% Methanol,
30% water at 1.0mL/minute
Detector cell temperature: 40oC
Column temperature: 40oC

The first chromatogram is a UV separation of 5ppm BTX with an isocratic 210D system.  The second
chromatogram shows the same run after using PeakSimple’s data smoothing function.  Short term up/down
noise is a function of pump refill.  Binary systems are therefore noisier than isocratic systems.  PeakSimple’s
smoothing feature can reduce the pump noise for a clearer picture of your data.  The data in any channel can be
smoothed automatically using Post-run actions for that channel.  See the “PeakSimple Software” section of
your manual for more information.
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This pair of chromatograms shows a short-term, one minute UV detector noise run on an isocratic 210D
system.  The first chromatogram is the raw data, and the second shows it after smoothing.

Expected Performance
UV Detector Noise

This pair of raw and smoothed chromatograms shows 20 minutes of a UV detector noise run on an isocratic
210D system.  In the longer time segment, the signal drift is visible.

UV detector noise
averages

approximately
100µV from peak to

peak, or 10-4 a.u.
(absorbance units).

This UV detector
signal drift
averages

approximately
1.3mV in 20
minutes, or
0.0013 a.u.
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General Information

Short term up/down noise is a function of pump refill.  Most other manufacturers smooth data inside detector.
SRI does not, so pump noise is visible.  Binary systems are therefore noisier than isocratic systems.  PeakSimple’s
smoothing feature can reduce the pump noise so you can more clearly picture your data.  Pump noise peaks
are much narrower than data peaks, and do not obscure, esp after smoothing is applied.

Smoothing: Why Use It?

ecnattimsnarT% stinuecnabrosbA sgnidaerlangistlovilliM

%001 0 Vm0

%01 1 Vm0001

%1 2 Vm0002

%1.0 3 Vm0003

%10.0 4 Vm0004

%100.0 5 Vm0005

Other maufacturers make the conversion from transmittance to absorbance in the hardware.  To help keep
products affordable and portable, SRI does the conversion through PeakSimple software.  With the UV
detector lamp OFF, the data system signal should be at or very close to zero.  Click on the Auto Zero button on
the channel 1 chromatogram window to zero the signal at 0% transmittance (0%T).  Turn ON the UV lamp
switch.  The signal should jump to 3-6mV.  This signal is 100% transmittance, or 0 absorbance units.  Click on
the Zero 100 button to zero the signal with just the solvent flowing (this is 100% transmission).  Keep in mind
that light absorbance is exponential. For example, twice as much toluene does not equal twice as much
absorbance. See the conversion chart below:

Absorbance VS Transmittance

To smooth data, open the chromatogram of your choice in channel 1.
Any channel will work, this is just an example.  Open the Data smoothing
window by clicking on the Edit pull-down menu, and choosing
Smoothing...  Specify the source channel (the channel in which your
chromatogram is open), then specify the channel in which you want the
smoothed chromatogram to display.  Even if you have a single channel
data system, PeakSimple gives you 6 channel screens in which you can
open, compare, and edit your chromatograms.  Next, choose one of the
three available smoothing methods by clicking in the radio button beside
it.  If you choose Savitzky-Golay, enter the order.  Type in the desired
filter width and iterations (you may need to experiment to find the best
combination for your data).  Click the Apply button, and your smoothed
chromatogram will appear in the destination channel you designated.



Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

The Model 302 may be used with any brand or model of GC or HPLC offering an analog detector
output signal ranging from -5V to +5V.  It includes three independent, programmable controls (0V to +5V
analog output) for temperature & pressure or HPLC gradient formation.  The Model 302 has six channels,
which can be randomly assigned to one of four time bases, which allows independent start and stop times for
four separate instruments.  Four remote start inputs compatible with 2-wire switch closures (typically output by
GCs and HPLCs as a remote start signal) are also included for your use.  Two pulse stretchers are provided to
accommodate intstruments with remote start signals shorter than one second (such as Hewlett Packard GCs).

The computer to which you connect the Model 302 must support USB (it must have at least one USB
port—rev 2.0 or higher—and use WindowsTM 98, 98SE, ME, 2000, XP or newer).

The Model 302 comes in a sturdy
aluminum box consisting of top and bottom
halves, secured together with two brass
thumbscrews for easy interior access.

The brass thumbscrews are on the left- and
right-hand panels of the Model 302 box.

POWER Indicator LED

Front View

With your purchase of the Model 302, you should receive the following items:
1 - Model 302 Data System box (front and rear views shown below)
2 - USB cable for connection to your computer’s USB port
3 - Manual (either the PeakSimple Chromatography Data Systems or
the SRI general product manual)
4 - PeakSimple for WindowsTM software (inside the manual cover)

Opening for analog signal cable(s)
and remote start device connections POWER switch

USB connector Power cord

Breaker

Rear View

Quick Start



2.  Connect the Analog Signal Cable(s)
NOTE: The analog output from some GCs and LCs can have a range of up to 10 volts DC.  The Model 302
can tolerate this voltage input, but signals above 6 volts will generate unwanted noise and signals above 5 volts
will be “clipped” (the tops of the waveforms will be cut off).  Use the 1 volt output typically available on the
back of your instrument.

1.  Open the Model 302
Verify that the Model 302 is powered OFF and unplugged.  Remove the thumbscrews
on both sides of the Model 302 box and slide the top cover up and off.  It is
connected to the bottom of the box by a ground wire, so just set it next to the
bottom half of the box.

The Model 302 box contains two circuit
boards.  The board on the right-hand side
is the A/D board.  The board on the left-
hand side under the removable high voltage
aluminum safety cover is the Power Supply
board.  If you need to remove the high
voltage aluminum safety cover,
ALWAYS unplug the Model 302 from
the wall power outlet first (you do not
need to remove it for the wiring
connections described here).

High voltage
a luminum
safety cover

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

Power Supply board

A/D board

Channels 1-6 and GD (ground) screw terminals

2-1.  Route the analog signal cables from your instrument through the open hole in the back of the Model 302.
2-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the
“signal+” and “signal-” wires of your
instrument’s signal cables.
2-3.  Remove any jumpers placed in the
Channels 1-6 screw terminals at the factory.
Insert the “signal+” wire into the A/D board
screw terminal marked “1 +” and secure the
connection with a small flat-blade
screwdriver.
2-4.  Insert the “signal-” wire into the A/D
board screw terminal marked “1 -” and
secure the connection.
2-5.  Repeat the connection of signal cables
for channels 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.  Any unused
channels MUST have both inputs jumpered
to ground.

Quick Start



3.  Connect the Remote Start Cables (OPTIONAL)
The Model 302 remote start capability allows you to start the
data system by means of a switch closure.  Four separate remote
start circuits permit the user to individually start TIMEBASE 1,
2, 3, and 4 of the data system.  In some applications, the
chromatograph being used with the Model 302 may offer a
remote start signal output or switch closure output that permits
starting an integrator or other device when the START button
is pressed on the chromatograph’s on-board control panel.
Typically, this signal can be used to start the Model 302.
TIMBASES 1 and 2 are equipped with pulse stretchers.
3-1.  Route the remote start cable from your instrument through
the open hole in the back of the Model 302.
3-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation from the “+” and “-” wires of your
remote start cable(s).
3-3.  Insert the “+” wire into the Power Supply board screw
terminal marked “#1 IN” and secure the connection.
3-4.  Insert the “-” wire into the Power Supply board screw
terminal marked “#1 G” and secure the connection.
3-5.  For a second instrument, insert the “+” wire into the “#2
IN” terminal, and the “-” wire into the “#2 G” terminal.

3-6.  The screw terminals for the third and
fourth instruments’ remote starts are on the
A/D board.  The bank of screw terminals is
labeled “DIGITAL IN” under “1 2 3 4.”
Connect the “+” wires for the third and fourth
instruments to screw terminals 3 and 4,
respectively.  Connect both “-” wires to the
“GD” screw terminal next to the “4” screw
terminal (on the right-hand side).
NOTE: TIMBASES 3 and 4 require a
remote start signal that persists longer for than
one second.  Check your instruments’
specifications (for example, Hewlett Packard
GCs produce a very short remote start pulse,
so you should connect one of these to
TIMEBASE 1 or 2, which are equipped with
pulse stretchers).

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

The remote start wires for the first two
instruments are inserted into these screw
terminals on the Power Supply board.

Connect the remote start “+” cables to screw terminals “3” & “4,”
and the “-” cables to “GD”.

1 2 3 4 GD

Quick Start
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4.  Connect the External Event Relay Wires (OPTIONAL)
The Model 302 has eight 0-5 volt TTL level outputs that are wired to a bank of mechanical relays with screw
terminals for easy connection to any device which may be operated from a contact closure (normally open
[NO] and normally closed [NC] contact closures).  These relays may be turned ON and OFF individually and
automatically through a PeakSimple timed event table.  Manual control is also available via the computer
keyboard.

4-1.  Route the external event wires from your instrument
through the open hole in the back of the model 302.
4-2.  Strip 1/4” of insulation off of each wire.
4-3.  Select which device should be connected to each
event (“A” through “H”), then insert the wire into the
appropriate screw terminal on the Power Supply board,
and secure the connection.  Make and keep a list of each
device you connect and the Relay it is connected to for
your reference (you will need this information to activate
the devices automatically with an event table or manually
with the mouse).

Connect your devices to the A-H Relay screw terminals

6.  Connect the USB Cable to Your Computer
The Model 302 is equipped with a
USB connector.  A USB cable
(provided) connects the Model 302
to your WindowsTM computer’s USB
port.  This plug and play interface
permits the Model 302 to be loaded
onto and operated from a desktop or
laptop computer that supports USB
(rev. 2.0 or higher).
6-1.  Secure one end of the USB cable
to an available USB port on your PC.
6-2.  Secure the other end to the USB
connector on the back of the Model
302.

5.  Replace the cover on the Model 302 and secure it with the thumbscrews.

USB port

USB cable

Quick Start



7.  Connect Power to the Model 302
The Model 302 is provided with a power cord which
plugs into a standard 110 (or 220) volt outlet.  Plug the
Model 302 into the wall outlet.  Turn ON the power switch
and verify that the POWER LED on the front of the Model
302 is lit.

8.  Install PeakSimple Chromatography Software
8-1.  Locate your copy of PeakSimple, which is shipped inside the front
cover of your manual.  Insert the CD or floppy disk(s) into your computer’s
appropriate drive.

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

The power LED is lit when the Model 302 is
connected to a power source & switched ON.

8-2.  Open the appropriate drive through My Computer, then double
click on “Setup.exe” and follow the instructions.  By default, the
setup program places the PeakSimple application directory on the
hard drive: c:\peak2000.  If you put the application directory
elsewhere, take note of the path as you may have to enter it in a
dialog box during the USB driver installation procedure.

9.  Install the USB Drivers
There are three important files saved to the PeakSimple application
directory at the conclusion of the software installation: LL_USB.inf,
LL_USB.sys, and LL_USB2K.sys.  These files are required for
Windows to recognize the A/D board connected to the computer’s
USB port.
9-1.  Double-click on the My Computer icon on your desktop, then
on Control Panel, then on Add New Hardware, which should open
the Add New Hardware Wizard.
9-2.  Click the Next button twice, until you get to the screen that
gives you a choice between letting Windows find the new hardware,
or selecting it yourself from a list.  Click the radio button to choose
the hardware from a list and click the Next button.

Quick Start
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9-3.  Scroll down the
hardware list, click on
Universal Serial Bus
controllers, then click
Next.  From the
following screen click
the Have Disk button.

9-4.  Click Browse and navigate to the PeakSimple application
directory, or type in the path (“c:\peak2000” or the name you
have chosen).  The Wizard should find the LL_USB.inf file.  When
you click OK, the Wizard will verify that you want to copy files
from the PeakSimple directory (“Copy manufacturer’s files from:
c:\peak2000”).

9-5.  When you click
OK again, the Wizard
will confirm that the
drivers are for Lawson
Labs.  Click Next on
this screen and the
following screen, and
Windows will finish
installing the software
for the Model 302.
Click Finish.

9-6.  Restart your computer (you MUST restart your computer
before the drivers will work).  Open the Control Panel again, then
System, then click on the Device Manager tab.  If the USB drivers
have been successfully installed, the Universal Serial Bus controllers
section will list “Lawson Labs, Inc. USB Data Acquisition
HdwrVer-04.”

Quick Start
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10.  Launch PeakSimple

10-1.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.  Verify that
communication has been established between your computer and the Model 302.
An error message  will appear if communication is not established.  This is normal
until you complete the following step.

10-3.  For the remote start option:
Open the Edit menu and choose Channels.  Click on
the Details button for channel 1.  Verify that Remote
start is enabled (the box should be checked).  Repeat
this step for channels 2-6 if necessary.

10-4.  For information about using Event tables, manual Relay activation, etc., see the “PeakSimple Tutorials”
and the “PeakSimple Software” sections  in the manual (and online at www.srigc.com—click on the “Download
Our Documents” button on the homepage).

10-2.  Each SRI USB data system has a
unique 4-digit USB device number
beginning with “5” (5031, 5032, etc.).
This I.D. number is printed on the back
of your Model 302, and on your
PeakSimple disk.  Open the PeakSimple
Edit menu and choose Overall.  Enter
your Model 302 I.D. number in the box
labeled “Com port / USB device number.”
Click OK, and PeakSimple will attempt
to “wake-up” the data system.  Click the

Save All  icon so you don’t have to

re-enter the USB device number.

Enter the 4-digit USB device number here

Quick Start



Technical Support:
If you have questions or problems, call SRI for free technical support at 310-214-5092, 8am - 5pm California
time.

11-2.  Hit your computer keyboard spacebar to begin the run, and the data is plotted onscreen in the
chromatogram window.

11-3.  Hit the End key on your computer keyboard to stop the run.

11. Starting an Analysis
10-1.  The upper right corner of the PeakSimple chromatogram window contains real-time information pertinent
to your analysis in progress.  The status of the run (STAND BY, RUN) is displayed in capital letters next to the
millivolt (mV) reading, underneath the amount of time into the run.

Press the End key
to stop the run

Press the spacebar to begin the run

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data SystemQuick Start
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Interfacing The Liquid Autosarnpling Carousel

~

....-- ,.- ..

The SRlliquid autosampler is a
multi-position sample injection system
that permits the user to conduct
unattended sampling, injection and
analyses of multiple samples. Because
the complete syringe rinse, load and
inject sequence is mechanized and
automated, the injection technique will
be exact and identical from sample to
sample, eliminating any variation in
injection technique and sample delivery
experienced between different
operators when performing manual
injections. This consistency will
increase sample precision and
reproducibility•.

From CODtroI panel of SRIautosampler comroller

o
........ '"
EI

SRlliquid 8utosampler CODD"'Cted to SRI 8610 gas cbroma1ograph Theautosampler is controlled
automatically by PeakSimple software
and/or manually at the autosarnpler
control panel shown at left, Through
software control, the autosampler is
stepped through the sample vial
positions until all samples inserted in
the carousel have been injected and
analyzed (without the need for operator
intervention). A simple conunand in the
event table (momentary activation of
relay A) causes the autosampler to
insert, flush, draw and inject the needle
contents into the injection port. As
soon as the needle has been withdrawn
from the injection port, the autosampler
is stepped to the next vial position to
remain at the ready for the next
actuation of relay A.

The sample vial tray may be manually advanced by hand or by pressing the TRAY
ADYANCE actuator button. The amount of time (in minutes) that the syringe needle is flushed to
clear the preceding sample is selectable using the FLUSH TIME control. The amount of solvent used
to flush the syringe may also be varied by adjusting the sample pressurizing gas pressure. The actual
volume of flush required will be dictated by the characteristics of the sample being injected. If not
overly viscous, a sample flush volume of approximately 100 nticroliters should be adequate. If
sample availability is limited to small volumes, then the flush may need to be reduced to economize
on sample consumption. The amount of time that the needle remains in the injection port after the
sample has been discharged from the syringe is also selctable using the INJEcrION DWELL
control. Selectable in seconds, the control permits the user to choose having the needle withdraw
immediately upon having deposited its sample, or to maintain the needle in the injection port for an
extended period, permitting any sample containing higher boiling or thermally labile components
adequate time to exit the syringe and enter the injection port, High boiling components require longer
needle-injection port dwell times than volatile components. A setting of I second signifies that the
needle penetrates the septum, injects the sample and is withdrawn immediately, all within the
duration of ODe second. A setting of 4 seconds permits the needle to dwell in the injection port for an
additional 3.5 seconds.
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Interfacing The Liquid Autosampling Carousel (continued)

TennU>a1 bIoclt 1 Diverter valve adjustmem TerminaJ block 2

BCD 0UIpUl
(DB·2S)

(_\"::::'-:::'''1'::78)

AC line coni

"-.~~====~+--~

Tenninal block 3

Fuse Pnetnnatic ports
(color-ceded)

View of rear panel of SRI autosampler controller unit

2345 61'
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
lIS REAR PANEL

INTERFACE DETAIlS
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must be connected from
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board. Black wire must be
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on interface board.

ONS NECESSARY AT
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CONNECTIONS NECESSARY AT CONNECTI
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between terminals 7 and 8 of this terminal I to
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to match hose colors REV. 02-28-93
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The procedure for installation of the autosampling carousel is simple and straight-forward.
Pneumatic and electrical connections must be made at the controller unit and at the data system
interface board (if in use by the system). Once these connections have been made, the autosampler is
inspected for proper docking height with the chromatograph injection port. If the autosampler is
intended for use with an early version of the model 8610 chromatograph (low-profile chassis with an
injection port 6.5" above the countertop), the carousel will be equipped with three rubber feet that
elevate the injection needle axis to exactly 6.5". Current production models are mounted on a
platform that elevates the injection need1e axis to exactly 10". This corresponds to the injection port
height of the current production model 8610 chromatograph. When proper unit height has been
verified at the injection port, the autosampler is mated to the chromatograph and operation may begin.

PNEUMATIC CONNECTIONS
Poeumatic hose terminal

@o
@O,_-:.Color-<Oded-@O
@O

Bluehose must be
connected via a gas

pressure nogulator (also
provided), set to 6Opsi, to

the uay rotation gas supply
(also typically air).

O@
O@
O@
O@

Each hose
conoector is

......pmiedby
a color dot that
specifies »Ilich
hose 10 c:oooect

White hose must be
camected viaa gas
pressure.."wator

(provided), ... 10 ISps;, 10
theaurosampler vial

pressurizalion gas supply
(typ;caIly air).

If air is used by both reguIa1ors. themainair
supply pressure should be regulated 10 (ot I"",)
7Spsi inorder to maintain a stable gas supply.

Terminal block 1
123456 78

In addition to connecting the six
color-coded hoses from the autosampler control
harness to their respective pneumatic terminals on
the rear of the autosampler controller unit, two
gas connections must be made at the lower two
pneumatic hose terminals on the bulkhead. The
white hose provided must be connected to the
autosampler vial pressurization gas supply, using
the provided regulator. This regulator should be
set to 15 psi. Gas (typically air or nitrogen) is
injected into the vial by the outer sleeve of the
concentric sampling needle (needle within a
needle), forcing sample to flow out of the vial
through the center needle and into the injection
syringe. The blue hose should be connected to the
tray rotation gas supply, set to 60psi with the
other regulator provided with the unit, This gas
enables the tray mechanism to rotate, advance the
samples and operate the injection mechanism.

botweonlf1md#8

(9

~
- I (9

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~
lack jumper wire connected

l=
B

Purple wire Terminal block 2
tointerface 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

~ ~~~~~~
;;;::::;;;:~=:V - Black wire to interface board

D.GND terminal

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

There are only three connections to be
made by the user. A black jumper wire
(provided) must be connected between terminals 7
and 8 of terminal block I. The purple and black
wires (also provided) must be connected to the
interface board terminals labeled RELAY A and
D.GND, respectively. These two wires provide
the remote activation of the autosampler advance
and sample circuitry (same as INJECT on the
controller unit) by the data system or other
remote device.
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Connecting The Autosampler To The Chromatograph Injection Port

Standard SRI 1/S- injection port
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(see detail)

~~--l
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DETAIL OF AUTOSAMPLER 
1NJEcrrON PORT INTERFACE

-,
1/4- to liS
injection

port adapter

/
114- nut

with Teflon
reducing
ferrule

F_ view of SRI model 8610 gas chromatograph

The SRI liquid autosarnpler injector mechanism is
situated at a height equal to the injection port of the
chromatograph. The injection port height of current
production units is 10" (25.4cm). Previous models (pre-I992)
employed an injector height of 6.5" (16.5cm). A special
fitting is supplied with the autosarnpler that replaces the
septum nut normally used to seal the injection port of the
chromatograph. This fitting, also containing a septum,
consists of a liS" to 114" adapter that is connected to the
injection port, A special cylindrical brass fitting, employed as
a needle guide and waste solvent diverter, is inserted into the
needle end of the injector mechanism frame and secured by a

Needle guide/waste diverter assembly StaDdard injection port using\_lll..-</ O.S3mm. column adapter and
,. / fused silica column
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thumbscrew. From this cylindrical
fitting, a liS" metal tube protrudes. This
tube, an extension of the needle guide, is
secured to the chromatograph's injection
port adapter by means ofa 114" nut with
a 114" to liS" Teflon'" reducing ferrule.
Once both fittings are in place, the units
are docked together and the 114" nut is
secured. Then the autosarnpler controller
unit is located in a convenient location
and normal operation can begin.



410 RACK MOUNT GC CHASSIS
Orientation

SRI’s 410 Rack Mount GC Chassis is designed to mount in 19”
shelf-equipped racks.  The 410 can accommodate a single syringe
injector, and one electrically actuated gas sampling valve in a heated
valve oven.

410 standard features:
ambient to 400oC temperature programmable column oven
single on-column injector with carrier EPC
built-in, single channel PeakSimple data system

Overview

The front control panel is where you monitor gas pressures,
detector parameters, and column oven temperatures.

The trimpots you turn to make adjustments to gas
pressures, detector parameters, and column oven
temperatures are located on the top control panel,
between the column oven and the front control panel.



410 RACK MOUNT GC CHASSIS
Orientation

Front Control Panel

Detector control switches are located at the bottom of each detector
control zone.  These are used to switch various detector parameters
ON/OFF, such as PID lamp, FID ignitor, TCD current, or FPD PMT volts.

Liquid or gas injection port
for 26 gauge syringe needle

The 410 front panel has 15 control zones. Each control zone has three black push buttons and one LED
STATUS indicator, arranged in columns across the front control panel.  The 410 has three gas pressure (EPC)
control zones, seven detector parameter control zones (FID ignitor, PID lamp current, etc), and five temperature
control zones. Each control zone is adjusted by a trimpot, located on the front edge of the top panel (immediately
behind the front contol panel). To adjust the local setpoint, press that button and turn the trimpot while observing
the LED display until the desired setpoint appears. Ensure that the DISPLAY SELECT switch is on “ALL BUTTONS”
(in the up position).

LOCAL SETPOINT
TOTAL SETPOINT
STATUS LED
ACTUAL

The START/RUN button with ready-light
lights up when the GC electronics are
warmed up and ready to perform a run.
Users can start a run by pressing this button.

If your GC has a built-in
air compressor, it’s ON/
OFF switch will be here.

This switch activates the
polishing filter bake-out
cycle: the carrier gas
polishing filter is heated
for 5 minutes to eliminate
contaminants.

The thermo-couple out
of range alarm LED
indicates when any
heated zone is reading
less than 5 or more than
400 degrees Centigrade.
When the alarm is
activated, all AC power
to the heaters is shut
OFF by de-energizing
the main power relay.

The bright LED digital display window shows
column oven temperature, detector temperatures,
gas pressures, and detector parameters such a
FID ignitor volts, PID lamp current, FPD PMT
voltage, etc. The display selector switch and zone
push buttons allow the user to choose which
information is displayed in the window.

The display selector
switch lets you choose
between constant
display of the column
oven temperature
(down position) and the
display of any zone
SETPOINT or ACTUAL
when the specific
button on the front panel
is pushed (up position).



Left Side Panel

410 RACK MOUNT GC CHASSIS
Orientation

Optional
solenoid valves
for sample
stream
switching are
mounted on the
underside of
the optional
valve oven.

Chassis ventilation; do
not obstruct the slots!

Optional data system controlled,
IEC422 type power receptacle for
a vacuum pump or other device. Stainless steel 1/8” swagelok type bulkhead fittings for

gas inlet connections. Carrier and detector gases connect
here, typically with 1/8” OD copper tubing from the cylinder.

The chassis cooling fan cycles ON and OFF to keep the chassis interior in the operable
temperature range.  The chassis setpoint can be adjusted via front panel controls.

Right Side Panel

Gas flow rates
are printed here.

Relay assignments
are printed here.

Optional zero and
attenuator knobs, for
GCs without a built-
in data system, are
mounted here.

Signal cable access holes

The AC power cord, main
power switch, and circuit
breakers are on the left
control panel (they are
hidden by optional solenoid
valves in this example).

Valve actuator for
optional valve

Optional location for quick disconnect
jack for remote start foot switch

Optional air compressor outlet.



410 RACK MOUNT GC CHASSIS
Orientation

Top Panel
Fast cool-down fans for the column oven

Long screwdriver for
turning the trimpots

Up to four detectors are
mounted on the right-
hand side of the
column oven. Each
detector heater block is
individually
thermostatted and
adjustable with the
trimpots and front panel
setpoint controls.
Detector amplifier gain
switches are also on
the top panel.

Valve plumbing
diagram

Carrier gas
polishing filter

Valve oven

Spare parts kit

400oC temperature
programmable oven

for packed or
capillary columns

The column oven
can accommodate
multiple columns of
3.5” or 4” diameter

coils.

The 410 can
accommodate
one electrically
actuated gas
sampling valve in
a heated valve
oven.

Air duct for fast cool oven fans



GC ACCESSORIES
10 Position Method 5030 Purge & Trap Autosampler Retrofit

The purge & trap autosampler retrofit kit contains everything you need to add a 10 Position Method 5030
Purge & Trap Autosampler to your existing SRI purge & trap equipped GC.  The kit includes a new purge &
trap cover plate (A), a transfer line to valve connection(B), and  a purge gas line(C).

A.  Purge & trap cover plate:

1.  Remove the existing purge & trap cover plate from the GC by
unscrewing the four thumbscrews that hold it in place.

2.  Remove the fan from the existing purge & trap cover by
unscrewing the four securing philips head screws and unplugging its
white plastic 2-wire connector.  Transfer the fan and its four screws to the new cover.

3.  Attach the new purge & trap cover to the GC with the four screws from the old cover and re-connect the
fan power.

4.  Feed the autosampler’s red heat transfer line through its cover plate hole, then secure it with the hose clamp
included with the autosampler.

B.  Transfer line to valve connection:

1.  Remove the valve oven lid by unscrewing the brass thumbscrew on the front edge of the lid,
tilting the front of the lid up, then sliding back slightly to free it from the screw in the back.
Carefully remove the white insulation padding, and set it securely aside with the oven lid.

2.  Connect the Valco fitting to PORT #2 of the gas sampling valve (the Valco fitting is labeled
“CONNECT TO PORT #2”).

3.  Feed the transfer line completely through the Swagelok fitting and 1/16” tubing (this fitting
is labeled “INSERT X-FER LINE”).

4.  Use a wrench to securely tighten the fitting until it is snug against the graphite ferrule; do not over-tighten.

C.  Purge gas line:

1.  Remove the glass test tube from the purge & trap.

2.  Connect the brass union on the purge gas line to the purge gas tube (formerly
inside the glass test tube).  The durable TeflonTM ferrule in the brass union allows this
operation to be performed many times.

3.  Connect the 1/8” nut on the purge gas line to “PURGE IN” on the autosampler.

See the SRI manual for relay board installation instructions: “AUTOSAMPLERS;
Installation of the Relay Board for the 10 Position Method 5030 Purge & Trap
Autosampler (and other Autosamplers)”



GC ACCESSORIES
Methanizer

GC ACCESSORIESMethanizerThe Methanizer is packed with a nickel catalyst
powder. During analysis, the Methanizer is heated
to 380oC.  This temperature is set at the factory,
and should not normally require user adjustment.
Once you turn the Methanizer ON, let it warm up
for at least two minutes before verifying the
temperature setpoint. When the column effluent
mixes with the hydrogen carrier or FID supply and
passes through the Methanizer, CO and CO2 are
converted to methane.  Since the conversion of
CO and CO2 to methane occurs after the sample
compounds have passed through the column, their
retention times are unchanged.  Hydrocarbons pass
through the Methanizer unaffected.

The Methanizer accessory enables any GC equipped
with a Flame Ionization Detector to detect low levels
of CO and CO2. It comes complete with its own
temperature control box and universal power supply,
which can operate on any of the various voltages around
the world (100-240V). Equipped with swagelok type
fittings, the Methanizer can be connected anywhere
between the column and the FID detector.

Like the FID detector, the Methanizer requires
hydrogen for operation. The required flow rate of
hydrogen through the Methanizer is 25mLs/minute.  This
can be a combination of carrier and make-up gases.
Connect your hydrogen supply to the 1/16” make-up
line on the 1/8” bulkhead fitting. The bulkhead fitting
may also be used to mount the Methanizer body on
your instrument.

Temperature
display selector switch Heat ON/OFF switch

Actual
temperature
display

Trimpot for
temperature
setpoint
adjustment

Column

Carrier

Hydrogen

Methanizer FID Detector

Bulkhead
fitting

Methanizer

Temperature
control box

Power supply

Hydrogen supply line
with bulkhead fitting



INSTALLATION

FRONT PANEL ORIENTATION - 86lOC GC CHASSIS
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"AT-A-GLANCE" srA111S INDICATOR PANEL - All cootrolled zones 00 the gas
chromatograph are displayable on this panel. Multicolored light-emitting diodes (LEDs) indicated
when zones are active (on), or are being thermostatically-controlled (heated zones - pulsing).

DISPLAY SELECTOR SWITCH - This switch toggles between constant display of the column
oven temperature, and display of zone setpoints and actual valueswhen a specific button is pushed.
Each "at-a-glance" status panel zone LED is accompanied by push-buttons that permit display of
local and total setpoint values, and actual zone values on the digital LED panel meter.

DIGITAL PANEL METER - A high-visibility, bright red 3-digit panel meter displayed either the
current column oven temperature, or the temperatures, voltages, and pressures of all controlled
zones. Zone value display is momentary. and is shown as long as a button is depressed.

VALVE STA111S INDICATORS - On gas chromatographs equipped with optional sampling
valves, an LED glows to indicate the valve's current position. Up to two valves may be displayed.

INJECTOR PORT - A direct on-eolumn inject port is provided, and supports the use of both
packed and capillary analytical columns . A capillary column adapter is provided for installation of
wide-bore capillary columns. Optiooal heated injection ports and heated split-splitless injection
ports are available. A second injection port may be installed on the same column oven.

DETECTOR CONTROL SWITCHES - All detector control switches are located on the front
control panel, including AD ignitor and Pill current, and FPD voltage.

ADDmONAL SWITCHES - A carrier gas filter bake-out switch is provided to bake impurities
from the gas polishing filter. If the GC is equipped with an optional built-in air compressor for
FID or DELCO use, a switch is also provided on the lower left comer of the front control panel.

D:\96EPDOCS\lNSFRNn.EPD



INSTALLATION

LEFT SIDE PANEL ORlENTATION - 8610C GC CHASSIS
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MAIN POWER SWITCH: A rocker switch provides control of the AC power for the entire gas
chromatogra ph. When the GC power switch is turned off, the built-in serial data acquisition
interface is also inactive, and communications with the computer cease.

COMP UTER SERIAL PORT INTERFACE: This port, a standard RS-232 serial interface,
connects the gas chromatograph to any IBM PC-compatible desktop or notebook computer serial
port. The computer collects the data and controls the gas chromatograph. No data storage occurs
in the chromatograph. A six-foot DB-9 type serial cable is provided for connection to the PC.

CARRIER GAS INLETS (I AND 2): The 8610C GC may be equipped with up to two
independent carrier gas systems for independent injectors, columns, and detectors. An important
advisory message, regarding the use of helium carrier gas only, is printed on the chassis and refers
to all 8610C models. A dangerous condition could occur if hydrogen carrier gas were being used
and a leak (such a break in the column) occured downstream of the pressure control circuitry . The
leak would not be detected by the system, and gas would be continuously vented at the set
pressure, permitting explosive gas to accumulate in the vecinity of the chromatograph.

GAS INLETS: Stainless steel gas bulkhead fittings are provided for connection of all system
gases. Separate inlets are provided for sparge, FID, DELCO, and ECD gases. If the GC is
equipped with a built-in air compressor, a compressed air outlet is also provided.

CHASSIS COOLING FAN: This fan is thermostatically-controUed and draws ambient air into the
chassis electronics compartment to maintain the internal electronic and pneumatic components at a
stable, controlled temperature. The temperature setpoint is pre-set at the factory.

POWER CORD: A permanently-attached six foot, three-conductor cord is provided for connection
to a grounded IIOVAC power outlet. novAC models are supplied with the appropriate plug for
standard grounded 220V outlets. Never defeat the safety feature inherent in the grounded cord by
connecting it to a two-prong, ungrounded outlet.

D:\96EPOOCS\IN SLfTI.£PO REV. 04-13-96
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RIGIIT SIDE PANEL ORIENTATION - 86lOC GC CHASSIS )
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GAS FWW RATES TABLE: A table of all of the 8610C gas chromatograph's detector and
special feature gas flow rates is provided on the right chassis panel of the GC. This table bears the
recommended gas flow rate settings for every feature that the particular gas chromatograph is
equipped with. All detectors requiring supportive gases, such as hydrogen and compressed air (in
addition to carrier gas) for FID, FPD , NPD, and DEleD operation will have their suggested
flows printed here for easy reference. Any special purpose gases requiring specific flow settings,
such as the ECD make-up gas flow, will be printed here also.

A pressure figure is given adjacent to each gas, and this value should be used when initially
setting up the chromatograph for operation. These settings will ensure proper operation. Once the
detectors and other accessories are operating normally, the gas flow rates may be adjusted for
optimization. The values printed on this table have been tested with the particular chromatograph
in the SRI quality control laboratory. Flow equivalences for each pressure setting are also
provided for your convenience. The indicated pressure setting should provide you with the flow
rate shown to its right on the table. For precise flow measurements, a bubble ordigital flowmeter
should be used.

RELAY FUNCTIONS TABLE: Adjacent to the gas flow rate table , you will find a relay
functions table that lists each of the eight data system-controlled relays (labeled A through H)
available within the gas chromatograph. These relays may be operated by means of either a timed
event table within any of the PeakSimple software programs, or directly by keyboard control.
When using event table control, each relay called in the event table will activate or deactivate at the
exact same time during each run. This makes these event table-eontrolled relays perfect for
operation of solenoids, autosampler injector control, and rotation of automated gas sampling and
stream selection valves. A description of the function of each relay is printed on the table. The
default setting for each relay is identified by underlining of the descriptive text. Special purpose
relays, such as the trap temperature toggle implemented via relay B, permit you to increase your
trap temperatures from their normal desorption temperature, to a bake-out temperature fifty
degrees above the desorb serpoint, when performing purge-and-trap analyses.

REV . 04-2&-96



INSTALLATION

Top Control Panel Orientation - 86lOC GC Chassis
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The 86lOC top control panel is divided into four main areas:
COLUMN OVEN - The insulated column oven and associated cooling hardware is mounted in the
middle of the top control panel. A direct, on-column injection port is located on the front left face of
the column oven. The oven cover is hinged at the rear, and is equipped with an exhaust vent to
facilitate evacuation of heat during operation of the high-output, fast cooling fans.

DETEcrOR AMPLIFIER CONTROLS - All amplifier controls, including gain switches, current
controls, and connectors, are located on the right side of the top control panel.

LOCAL SETPOINT ADJUSTMENTS - All user-selectable setpoint potentiometers are located on the
front edge of the top control panel , immediately above the front panel "at-a-glance" display. A small
blade screwdriver is needed to adjust these trimpots.

VALVB OVEN I PURGE-AND-TRAP ACCESSORY - Accessories, such as gas sampling valves, or
the built-in purge-and-trap system, may be mounted to the left of the column oven, in a heated,
insulated valve oven, which permits direct connection of enclosed hardware with the column oven.
D:\96EPDOCSIS61ocrPl .EPD REV. 04-23-96
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Column Oven Interior - 8610C GC Chassis
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air cim>J>tioor-----uY-.=tt~~r.. II
Ceramic
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secure beating
element in

place

Stainless steel grill separates beating element
and air circulaJioo faD from. analytical column

while permitting unrestricted circulation of
heated air in col umn oven

1Iig!><lulpul
electrical

beating elemenr:

Direct on-column injection port accepts both packed
columns and capillary columns (a wide-bore capillary

colwnn adapter is provided)

Insulated oven wall seals with oven lid
and permits higb-cemperature operation

'Nith mjnimal beat loss I radiation

TOP VIEW OF 86tOC COLUMN OVEN (WITH COLUMN OVEN LID
REMOVED FOR CLARITY)

The product of ten years of gas chromatograph design and manufacturing, the 8610C column
oven is an insulated design that permits operation from ambient temperature to 4OO·C, with rapid
ramping to maximum temperature and rapid cooling to initial oven temperature when operating in
temperature-programmed mode. The high-output heating element permits heating at up to 4O'C per
minute, and the assisted cooling fan configuration permits return to 50·C from 250·C in five minutes
or less. The oven lid is equipped with an exhaust vent that speeds the evacuation of heat from the
oven during cooling. The oven may alsobe operated isothermally with excellent stability.

The open air circulation design eliminates gradients throughout the oven which could affect
performance. Prepunched openings in both the left and right oven wa11s permit easy future
implementation of accessories and detector additions. Up to four detectors may be mounted on the
right oven wall for maximum analytical versatility. The outlet from non-destruetive detectors, such
as the PID, are routed within the column oven for convenient series detector operation. The column
oven may be equipped with an optional second direct on-column injection port for use with a second
analytical column, and also may be equipped with a heated injection port, with or without
split-splitless capability.
D:\96EPIXX:S\I6I0CT0P.EPD
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Detector Mounting Platforms on Column Oven Wall
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RIGHT SIDE VIEW OF COLUMN OVEN WITH DETECTOR MOUNTING
HARDWARE VISmLE (p1D DETECTOR PRESENT)

All 86lOC gas chromatographs are equipped with a thermostatically-controlled heating block
mounted at the base (or inlet) of each detector. This new feature permits the user to preset the
temperature of the detector inlet. This is convenient for methods prescribing a specific detector
operating temperature , and ensures the temperature stability of each detector. Each detector heating
block temperature may be accessed from the "at-a-glance" display panel on the front of the GC for
viewing on the bright red, digital LED panel meter. The respective setpoint potentiometer , located
on the top control panel immediately forward of the column oven, is easily adjusted using a small
blade screwdriver. The TCD and ECD detectors , due to their enclosure in a temperature-controlled
detector oven, do not require a heating block. These two detectors are mounted directly to the
column oven wall, and the detector inlets and outlets are well-heated by the column oven.

The heated detector mounting blocks, or platforms, permit easy access to, and maintenance of
the different detectors. The entire FID and DELCD detector assemblies may be removed for service
in seconds. A new Pill detector cell and platform design mount horizontally onto a heating block
secured to the column oven, and the spring-loaded PID stage accepts compact 0-1 or Tracer-type PID
lamps (a lO.2 eV lamp is standard equipment on SRI Pill detectors).

A special electric heating cartridge is used in place of electrical heat ropes used on earlier
models. The cartridges in use for detector heating blocks should provide years of service before
requiring maintenance. The heating cartridge is installed in a well, drilled into the top of each cast
aluminum heating block, and cartridge servicing and replacement is simple to perform, should it
become necessary in the future.
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Dual Oven 86IOC Gas Chromatograph Chassis
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DIAGRAM OF DUAL COLUMN OVEN-EQUIPPED 8610C GC C/lASSlS

For certain special applications, the SRI 8610C gas chromatograph chassis may be fitted with
dual, independently-programmable column ovens. Dual column ovens permit a single 8610C gas
chromatograph to perform two separate, unrelated analyses simultaneously with independent start
times and temperature programs. The immediately apparent advantage to having a GC equipped with
two column ovens is the ability, for instance, to perform a direct on-column injection of a BTEX
sample onto a capillary column and flame ionization detector (FlO) using a temperature program,
such as 50' C to 200' C at a temperature ramp of 10'C per minute, while also performing a gas
analysis by direct on-column injection at either an isothermal temperature or at a low-level
temperature ramp, onto a packed column connected to a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) in one
column oven. By placing one temperature program on channell for the FIn, and a different
temperature program on channel 2 for the TCD, two separate column operating conditions may be
simultaneously controlled.

A more sophisticated method to employ dual column ovens is multidimensional gas
chromatography. Briefly , multidimensional GCs permit one sample to be analyzed normally on one
column in a main column oven (connected to a dedicated detector), with the ability to "slice" a timed
segment of the sample elution and place it onto the second column in the second column oven, to
analyze it "under a magnifying glass", of sorts. The first column effluent is directed momentarily onto
the second column and oven, where this "injection" is separated by a much longer, lower temperature
column and second detector, providing a well-separated close-up of the time segment slice.



GC INJECTORS
Model 8640 20-Vial Integrated Liquid Autosampler

Overview

The SRI Model 8640 20-vial liquid
autosampler is installed on the left-hand side of
the SRI 8610C GC.  The 8640 connects to an
additional injector on the left side of the column
oven.  This additional injector may be on-column,
heated, or split/splitless.  It uses a sample tray to
hold up to twenty 2mL vials, a sample probe to
transfer the sample from the vials into the syringe
barrel, and an injection mechanism to deliver the
sample from the syringe barrel, through the needle,
into the injector in the GC column oven wall.  The
8640 uses 60psi of air or nitrogen to actuate its
moving parts.  The 8640 functions are assigned
relays so that the autosampler may be operated
automatically using a PeakSimple event table.

The 8640 is shipped with 100 screw-top vials
and septa, replacements for which are available
from a variety of suppliers.  Extra sample trays
and cooled sample trays are available.  The cooled
sample trays require an external refrigerated lab
circulator.

Pneumatic
lines
(bundle of
six)

Waste
bottle

TeflonTM

waste line
Protective cover

Sample
tray

Sample tray

Sample probe
assembly

Sample out to waste

Needle guide with
waste diverter valve

Injection
mechanism

Waste bottle

Knurled
thumbscrew

Split/splitless injector in
GC column oven wall

Syringe barrel
Needle

Sample probe
piston

Syringe piston

Injection piston

8640 with the protective
cover removed

Additional vials are available from
Alltech Associates, Inc.
15x45mm Clear Vial Kit:
100 clear vials with TFE/Silicone liners
Alltech part # 98008
800-255-8324
www.alltechweb.com



GC INJECTORS
Model 8640 20-Vial Integrated Liquid Autosampler

Theory of Operation
Liquid sample is sealed into vapor-tight vials which are inserted into the sample tray.  The tray is then

inserted into the Model 8640 assembly and positioned for the sampling sequence.  The 8640 uses 60psi of air
or nitrogen to actuate its moving parts.

The sampling probe, a concentric
needle, is moved down by a piston to
pressurize the vial with helium or other
gas, causing sample to flow through the
injection syringe and out the TeflonTM

tubing into the waste bottle.  The sample
probe pressurizes the sample vial for a
period of time long enough to rinse the
previous sample to waste and fill the
syringe with sample.

The syringe mechanism begins the
process in the fully retracted position
(1).  In this position, the sample flows
through the barrel of the injection
syringe, through the needle to the
waste diverter valve and into the waste
bottle.  After approximately 0.5mL of
sample is flushed to waste, the syringe
barrel is filled with sample.  The
syringe mechanism is then moved
forward by a piston, so that the
syringe needle penetrates the waste
diverter seal, then the GC injection
port septum (2).  Once the injection
needle has penetrated the GC injection
port to the full depth, the syringe body
is pushed forward over the needle,
displacing the sample into the injection
port (3).  Once the sample has been
injected, the syringe mechanism
retracts, withdrawing from the GC
injection port.

Sample flow
out to
syringe

Pressurizing
gas in

Gas vent

Probe

Sample probe
piston

Sample vial

Septum

Sampling Probe Sequence

Injection Sequence

1- Load

2 - Carriage forward 3 - Inject

GC injection
port

Sample in
from sample
probe

To wasteWaste diverter



GC INJECTORS
Model 8640 20-Vial Integrated Liquid Autosampler

General Operating Procedures
1.  Fill each 2mL vial at least 75% full with liquid sample.  Close the vials so that they are vapor-tight, with the
Teflon side of the vial septa facing downward into the vial.
2.  The sample tray is inserted and removed from the 8640 in one direction only.  To remove the sample vial
tray, push it away from you, toward the back of the GC, until it is free of the autosampler assembly.  Place the
filled sample vials in the tray.  Reinsert the sample tray into the 8640 assembly from the front.  Push it gently
toward the back of the GC until the white lines at the tip of the white arrow on the sample tray are aligned with
the front edge of the 8640.  The sample tray is then in the ready position, with vial number one in place under
the sample probe.  The sample tray shown below, right is almost in the ready position (it was left partially out
for visibility of the lines and arrow).
3.  Activate and heat the GC detector(s).
4.  Load or create a column oven temperature program.
5.  Load or create an event table.  Version 2.74 (and higher) of the PeakSimple software includes an event
table file called “8640as.evt” as a general event table for use with the 8640 autosampler.  When you load this
event file, the default relay descriptions will not match the actual 8640 autosampler relay descriptions.  These
autosampler-specific descriptions must be entered by you, the user.  The relays assigned to the autosampler
are as follows:

Relay A - moves the sample probe DOWN
Relay B - moves the sample probe UP.
Relay C - moves the syringe carriage FORWARD
Relay D - INJECTS the contents of the syringe
Relay E - ADVANCES the tray one position
Relay F - PRESSURIZES the sample vial

See the event table shown at right for
appropriate descriptions.  The 8640 relay
descriptions are also labeled on the right-
hand side of the GC.
6.  Set the autosampler air or nitrogen tank
to 60psi.  Set the carrier gas to 10mL/minute
(the equivalent psi setting for your machine
is labeled on the right panel of the GC).  The
amount of sample used to flush the needle
can be adjusted by varying the pressure of
the gas used to force the sample from the
vial.  This gas pressure is adjusted with the
EPC trimpot on the top edge of the GC’s
front control panel, located directly above
the vertical label “VIAL PRESSURE” on
the front control panel.  Using the event table
at right, you should count 25 drops during
the time that the gas is pressurizing the sample
(0.600 minutes).
7.  The injection volume is factory set at 1µL, but is adjustable to 0-3µL.  Loosen the 2 hex-head lock nuts,
then turn the knurled nut while observing the needle in the syringe barrel to achieve the desired injection volume
(please see the picture on the Changing the Needle page to locate the lock nuts and knurled nut).

WARNING!
To avoid injury, keep your hands
clear of the 8640 during operation.



GC INJECTORS
Model 8640 20-Vial Integrated Liquid Autosampler

Changing the Needle

1.  To remove the needle, loosen the thumbscrew on the top of the waste diverter and the thumbscrew on the
needle guide closest to the syringe barrel.  Loosen and remove the two bushing retainers.  Carefully lift out the
needle, the two TeflonTM bushings and the waste diverter valve together.  You will have to push the waste
diverter valve out of the needle guide, and angle the needle tip out through the slot in the side of the waste
diverter needle guide as you pull the needle from the syringe barrel.

2.  Slide the waste diverter valve and the two TeflonTM

bushings off the old needle and onto the replacement needle.

3.  Place the needle into the thumbscrew needle guide and
the syringe barrel, and carefully angle the needle with the
bushings and waste diverter valve into place, using the slot
in the waste diverter needle guide to get the tip of the needle
into alignment with the syringe barrel.

4.  Position the two bushings in their cradles, then replace
and tighten the bushing retainers.  Tighten the thumbscrews
on the needle guide and waste diverter.

5.  Adjust the sample injection volume by loosening both
hex-head lock nuts, then turning the knurled thumbscrew
to achieve the desired volume.  Tighten the lock nuts.

Loosen these 2
thumbscrews

Loosen and remove these 2 bushing
retainers, then remove the 2 bushings

In the course of normal operation, the 8640 sample injection needle may become bent or otherwise
damaged and require
replacing.  Make sure the
syringe mechanism is fully
retracted before starting;
this is the default position to
which it should return after
a sample injection sequence.

Replacement needles
are available from Central
Instruments under part
number 502743.  Syringe
barrel and needle sets are
available under part number
503188.  Call Central
Instruments at:
225-261-1917
Or write to:
P.O. Box 337
Greenwell Springs, LA 70739
USA.

Sample tray

Sample probe
assembly

Needle

Sample out to waste

Needle guide with
waste diverter valve and
knurled thumbscrew

TeflonTM

bushings

Waste bottle

Sample size nut (knurled)
Lock nuts (2)
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PeakSimple 2000 
Chromatography Integration Software 

 

Advanced Tutorial 

Installing PeakSimple 2000 from floppy disk 
or CD-Rom  
 
A. Start the Windows operating system in use on 

your computer. (Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000) 
 
B.   Insert the PeakSimple 2000 disk or CD into your  

disk drive.  
 
C. Go to the Start menu in the bottom left hand cor-

ner of the windows screen and select Run from 
the set of icons. 

 
D.   From the run menu, type X:\setup (where X is the 

letter of your computers disk drive).  
 
E.   Now click on the Continue button with your 

mouse cursor or press the enter key on your key-
board to begin installation.  

 
F.   To complete installation follow the onscreen in-

structions during the installation wizard.  

Installing PeakSimple 2000 from software 
download 
 
A. Start the Windows operating system and use an 

online browser to access www.srigc.com. 
 

B.   From the menu on the left hand side of the screen 
select Download our Software and then download 
PeakSimple 2000 from the following page.  

 
C. Save the file to a temporary folder and then double 

click on it from My Computer to allow the program to 
self-extract.  

 
D. Once all the files have been extracted successfully 

double-click the install file and press the Continue 
button when prompted.  

 
E.   Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the in-

stallation of PeakSimple.  



Manual Integration 
 
1. To manually integrate the PeakSimple base-

line in a chromatogram use the manual inte-
gration tools found in the manual integration 
toolbar. To open the manual integration tool-
bar first have chromatogram 602.CHR loaded 
and then select Edit from the PeakSimple 
menu bar. From the drop down menu select 
Manual integration with the mouse cursor. 
The manual integration toolbar will now be 
displayed to the right of the PeakSimple tool-
bar in the left most part of the screen.  

 
2. Use the None integration tool to add the area 

of the smaller peak to the area of the Solvent 
peak. First, zoom in on the solvent peak, the 
smaller peak to its right, and their baselines. 
Once the chromatogram is zoomed in select 
the None integration tool from the manual in-
tegration toolbar. With the None integration 
tool selected click once, using the left mouse 
button, on the valley between the solvent 
peak and the smaller peak.  

 
3.   Use the Drop integration tool to drop the 

baseline from the valley of the two peaks to 
an existing baseline. To drop the baseline se-
lect the Drop integration tool from the manual 
integration toolbar. Using the mouse cursor, 
click on the valley between the solvent peak 
and the smaller peak to drop the baseline.  

 
4.   The Based integration tool raises the baseline 

to the valley between two specified peaks. 
With the baseline dropped, click on the Based 
integration tool button and then click on the 
valley between the solvent peak and the 
smaller peak to its right to raise the baseline 
to the valley.   



5. The Lead skim integration tool allows a peak’s 
area to be skimmed off of the leading edge of 
another peak. To use the Lead skim tool first 
unzoom off of the solvent peak and the other 
smaller peak and then zoom in on the Chloro-
benzene peak, the Ethylbenzene peak, and 
the baseline. After the chromatogram is 
zoomed click on the Lead skim integration 
tool button and then click on the valley be-
tween the two peaks with the mouse cursor.  

 
6. The Trail skim integration tool is similar to the 

Lead skim tool except a peak’s area is now 
skimmed off of the trailing edge of another 
peak. Select the Trail skim tool button from 
the manual integration toolbar and then click 
on the valley between the Chlorobenzene and 
Ethylbenzene peaks with the mouse cursor to 
see the Ethylbenzene peak skimmed off of the 
Chlorobenzene peak.  

 
7. The Lead horizontal tool constructs the base-

line horizontally for the leading peak while the 
trailing peak’s baseline stretches from the 
horizontal line to the next valley. Unzoom off 
of the Chlorobenzene and Ethylbenzene 
peaks and instead zoom in on the Solvent 
peak, the smaller peak to its right, and the 
baseline. Click on the Lead horizontal inte-
gration tool in the manual integration toolbar 
and then click, using the left mouse button, on 
the valley between the solvent peak and the 
other smaller peak.  

 
8. The Trail horizontal integration tool drops the 

baseline horizontally for the trailing peak while 
the lead peak’s baseline stretches from the 
horizontal line to the previous valley in the 
chromatogram. After selecting the Trail hori-
zontal  tool in the manual integration toolbar 
click with the mouse cursor on the valley be-
tween the two zoomed in peaks.  

 
 



9. The Inhibit tool ends the baseline after a val-
ley effectively inhibiting a peak’s area from be-
ing counted with the rest of the chroma-
togram. To use the Inhibit integration tool se-
lect the Inhibit tool button from the manual in-
tegration toolbar and click on the valley of the 
Solvent peak and the smaller peak to its right.  

 
10.The Rubber Band tool is used to manually 

draw the baseline in a chromatogram. To use 
the Rubber Band tool first scroll the X-axis 
scrollbar all the way to the left to 0.000. Select 
the Rubber Band tool from the manual inte-
gration toolbar and draw a line from the valley 
between the Solvent peak and the small peak 
to its left to the valley between the smaller 
peak to the right of the Solvent peak and the 
peak to its right.   

 
11. To undo a change made to the baseline of a 

chromatogram with the manual integration 
tools use the Undo button found in the manual 
integration toolbar. To undo the changes 
made to the baseline using the Rubber band 
tool click on the Undo button with your mouse 
cursor. All changes made to the baseline will 
now be undone.   

 
12. The Reverse tool allows the inverting of a 

peak in a chromatogram. Note: To reverse 
the orientation of the X-axis in real time go to 
the Events table. First unzoom off of the Sol-
vent peak and the smaller peak to its right and 
then select the Reverse tool from the manual 
integration toolbar and click and hold the left 
mouse button while the area of the chroma-
togram you want to reverse is dragged over 
with a black box. Let go of the mouse button 
when the desired area is selected to reverse 
the orientation.  



13.The Zero tool is used to set the value of the 
data line at a selected point and following in 
the chromatogram to zero. First undo the 
changes done to the chromatogram by the 
Reverse tool by reopening 602.CHR in the 
PeakSimple menu bar. Note: Changes made 
to a chromatogram by the Reverse tool and 
the Zero tool cannot be undone with the Undo 
tool. Once the file is reopened click on the 
Zero tool and click anywhere on the baseline 
between the Ethylbenzene peak and the two 
peaks to its right with the mouse cursor to set 
the data line at zero.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creating Component Tables 
 
1. To create a component table from scratch 

open up a second channel in the PeakSimple 
window by clicking on the Display Channel 2 
button in the PeakSimple toolbar. Once the 
second channel is open click on File and then 
Open to get to the Load chromatogram file 
window. Select file FID602.CHR from the list 
of files and select the Channel 2 radio button 
to open the file in channel 2. Click OK with the 
mouse cursor to load the file.  

 
2.   In channel 2 locate the second tall peak from 

the left and right click on it with the mouse 
cursor. From the resulting menu select Add 
component to add a retention window bar to 
the peak. Once again right click on the peak 
and select Edit component from the menu to 
open up the Component details window. 



3. Once the Component details window is open 
locate the Peak number dialogue box and add 
the number 1. Immediately underneath the 
Peak  number box is the Peak name dialogue 
box. In the Peak name dialogue box input 
benzene to name it. Locate the Units box and 
put ppm to make the units parts per million. 
Locate the In case of multiple peaks options 
box and select the radio button for Show larg-
est peak only. Click on OK with the mouse 
cursor to close the window.  

 
4. Go to Edit in the PeakSimple menu bar and 

then  Channels from the resulting menu. The 
Channel controls window is now open. Locate 
the Channel 2 options box and the Integrate 
checkbox. Check the Integrate checkbox and 
then click on OK with the mouse cursor to 
close the window. The peak in the second 
channel should now identify itself as benzene.  

 
5. Locate the large peak to the right of the ben-

zene peak in the second channel. Right click 
and then select Add component to add a re-
tention window bar to the peak. Right click 
again and go to Edit component to open up 
the Component details window. Change the 
Peak number to 2, the Peak name to toluene, 
the Units to ppm, and the In case of multiple 
peaks options box to Show largest peak 
only. Click on OK with the mouse cursor to 
exit the window.  

 
 



7. Right click anywhere on the second channel 
and select Components from the list of op-
tions. Once the Channel 2 components win-
dow is open make sure all the data is correct 
and then click on Save to save the Compo-
nent data to disk. Name the file Ctable and 
then click on OK to close the window. An 
unlimited number of component windows may 
be added to the component table.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Temperature Programming 
 
1. To modify the temperature programming in 

PeakSimple first open chromatogram  
      602.CHR and then right click anywhere on the 

chromatogram. From the drop down menu se-
lect Temperature to open up the Tempera-
ture control window.  

 
2.   In the Temperature control window click using 

the mouse cursor on the set of numbers in the 
box and select Change from the group of but-
tons below. The Temperature segment details 
window will open allowing the modification of 
the temperature programming. Locate the 
Hold for dialogue box and insert a 2 in the 
box. Click on OK to close the window and go 
back into the Temperature control window.  



3. Select the Add button from the Temperature 
control window to open up the Temperature 
segment details window once again. Leave 
the Initial temperature at 200 and insert a 1 in 
the Hold for dialogue box. Change the Then 
ramp at dialogue box to 5 and the Until tem-
perature is box to 250. Click on OK to close 
the window and to see the new temperature 
data added to the temperature box. Click on 
OK to close the window.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Events Table 
 
1. To modify up the Events table in PeakSimple 

open up chromatogram 602.CHR and zoom in 
on the benzene peak, the smaller peak to its 
right, and the baseline. Right click anywhere 
on the chromatogram and select Events from 
the drop down menu. Doing this will open up 
the Events window where specific events can 
be added to the chromatogram.  

 
2.   Click using the mouse cursor on the Add but-

ton to view the Event details window. A list of 
event types are available with their radio but-
tons to either select or deselect the event. 
Note: The event types to the left of the win-
dow are real-time and thus will only affect the 
chromatogram when A/D hardware is con-
nected. The event types to the right are con-
cerned only with integration and their changes 
will be immediately evident after returning to 
the main screen and selecting Reintegrate 
from the Edit menu bar.  



3. In the Event details window locate and select 
the relay G radio button with the mouse cursor 
and then locate the Event time dialogue box 
and enter .1 in the box. Click on OK to exit the 
window. Note: The relay might be used to ac-
tuate a valve when hardware is connected. 
The event type will now be added to the 
Events table. Select the Add button and now 
locate and select the Zero event type radio 
button. Leave the Event time box at 0.000 and 
once again click on OK to exit the window and 
add the event to the Events table. Note: The 
Zero event auto-zeros the detector signal at 
the beginning of the run. Click on the Add but-
ton again and select the Integration-Based 
immediate radio button in the Event details 
window and input 1.86 in the Event time dia-
logue box. Select OK to exit the window.  

 
4. There are now three events in the Events ta-

ble. Click on OK to exit the Events window 
and then hit the Enter button on the keyboard 
to reintegrate the baseline according to the 
events in the Events table. Notice that the 
baseline is connected to the data line at 1.86 
minutes.  

 
 
 
Overlay and Subtract 
 
1. To overlay one PeakSimple chromatogram on 

top of another chromatogram open up a sec-
ond channel in the main screen and load 
chromatogram 602.CHR in the first channel 
and chromatogram FID602.CHR in the sec-
ond channel. Right click anywhere in the first 
channel and select Channel details from the 
drop down menu.  

 
2.   In the Channel 1 details window locate the 

Overlay data in channel checkbox and check 
it and then input a 2 in the dialogue box to the 
right. The chromatogram in channel 2 is now 
overlaid on top of the chromatogram in chan-
nel 1. The overlay appears in a different color. 



3. Right click anywhere on the first channel and 
select Overlay adjustment from the drop 
down menu. In the Overlay adjustment win-
dow locate the Factor scroll box in the X box. 
Experiment scrolling the X factor up or down 
to shift the overlaid chromatogram to its right 
or left. Locate the Factor scroll box in the Y 
box and experiment scrolling the Y factor up 
or down to move the overlaid chromatogram 
up or down. Click on the Close button to close 
the window.  

 
4.   To subtract a chromatogram in one channel 

from another channel, right click using the 
mouse cursor on channel 1 and select Chan-
nel details. From the Channel 1 details win-
dow deselect the Overlay data in channel 
checkbox and then click on the OK button to 
exit the window.   

 
5. Go to the Edit menu bar and select Subtract/

Add channels from the drop down menu. In 
the Subtract/add channels window make sure 
the Subtract radio button is selected and that 
channel 2 is being taken from channel 1. Click 
on the OK button to make the changes take 
effect and have channel 2 subtracted from 
channel 1. The normal way to use this feature 
is to subtract a drifting baseline from a chro-
matogram.  

 
 
Results Log 
 
1. Open chromatogram 602.CHR in the Peak-

Simple main screen and then select the Re-
sults button from the PeakSimple toolbar. In 
the Results window click on the Clear results 
log button at the bottom of the window. Click 
on Yes from the resulting window to clear the 
results.  

 
2.   Locate the Add to results log button and 

click on it three times to add the results on the 
screen to the Results log three times. Click on 
the Show results log button to view the re-
sults log in the Windows Notepad. Exit the 
Windows Notepad program by selecting File 
from the menu bar and then Exit. 



3. In the Results window locate the Copy re-
sults log button at the bottom of the window 
and click on it with the mouse cursor (don’t 
confuse the Copy button with the Copy results 
log button). Open up  Microsoft Excel (or if Ex-
cel is not loaded Microsoft Word or Power-
Point) and select Edit from the menu bar and 
then Paste to copy the results log to Excel.  

 
4.   Go back into PeakSimple and close the Re-

sults window by selecting the Close button. 
Right click using the mouse cursor on the 
chromatogram and select Postrun from the 
drop down menu to open the Post-run actions 
window. From the window locate the Add to 
results log checkbox and add a check to the 
box. By selecting the Add to results log check-
box all results from data analysis will auto-
matically be added to the results log after the 
run is done. Click on OK to exit the window. In 
this way a summary of many analyses can be 
automatically created and then exported from 
PeakSimple.  

 
This concludes the PeakSimple 2000 Advanced Tutorial 

 
Further documentation can be obtained by going to: 

www.srigc.com online 
 

If you have questions or would like to place an order call: 
(310) 214-5092 



CHAPTER: MAINTENANCE

Topic: Installation ofthe optional Air Compressor in SRI 8610C GC

Parts List:
TOGGLE SWITCH
FLAT WASHER
LOCKNUT
6" COPPERCONNECTING TUBING
1/16" to 118" SS BULKHEAD FITTING
AIR COMPRESSOR withextended leads and

extended output tubing

Quantity
I
4
4
I
I

I

I. Tum off all gas supplies to the GC andremoveAC power plugfrom outlet.
2. Remove the BOTTOM COVER of theGC by removing the 6 retaining screws.
3. Mount the AIRCOMPRESSOR to theexisting studs (seeaccompaning diagram) with

supplied WASHERS and 6/32" LOCK NUTS. Secure all wires and make sureno wires
are contacting the AIRCOMPRESSOR. AIR COMPRESSOR will becomehot when
operating.

4. Remove the hole plug from the GC front panel hole markedas intennal air compressor on/off
switch.

5. Install and secure the TOGGLE SWITCH through the CIRCUIT BOARD with wiresfacing
towsrds the bottom of the GC.

6. Solder the 2 wires fromthe TOGGLE SWITCH to the 2 bottom connector holes onthe
CIRCUIT BOARD to the left of the TOGGLESWITCH.

7. Remove the holeplug from the GC front panel hole markedasMCOMP·I ·
OUT

8. Mount the STAlNLESS STEEL BULKHEAD FITTING in the opening markedasIAIR COMP·I on the left side of OC.
OUT

9. Connect the extended gas tubingfrom the AIR COMPRESSOR to IAIR COMP·I marked
on the left side panel of the GC. Route the tubing OUT
away from electrical components.

10. Connect the 2 wires from the AIR COMPRESSOR to first 2 positions of the blue
terminal block, which is nextto connector holes for the TOGGLE SWITCH wires onthe
CIRCUITBOARD.

II. Disconnect the FLUISTOR ASSEMBLY (B in diagram) by looseningnut C in diagram with
a 7116" wrench and a 7116" wrench on point D to prevent theT-fitting from roating.



CHAPTER: MAINTENANCE

Topic: Installation of the optional Air Compressor in SRl 861OC GC

Warning! Excess torque or stress on FLUISTOR ASSEMBLY can damage the
delicate device.

12. Disconnect FLUISTOR ASSEMBLY by loosening nut A with a 7/16" wrench.
13. Remove the STAINLESS STEEL BULKHEAD FITTING from the GC.
14. Remove the frit, ifpresent, inside the STAINLESS STEEL BULKHEAD FmING by

inserting a 1116" diameter rod into the BULKHEAD FITTING and carefully tap the end
of the rod on a desk. Without removing the frit, airsupply pressure canbereduced from
approximately 12 psi to 7 psi, whichmay result in lowFill sensitivity.

15. Re-install the STAINLESS STEEL BULKHEAD FITTING and FLUISTOR ASSEMBLY.

16. Connect AIR COMPo and IAIR #11 BULKHEADS, which are marked on the
OUT left side panel of the GC, with supplied 6"

COPPER CONNECTING TUBING.
17. Re-secure the BOTTOM COVER ofthe GC.

Toggle Switch

Terminal Block

..

Air Compressor

Fan

000 0 0 0••

Fli>_
AssemblyAir compo

Out

Carrier!~~~~
!lyd#!_-.C~
Air#!

-rr~!>!
6"Copper
Connecting
Tubing

Transformer



Chapter: PeakSimple

Topic: Using the Windows Scheduler program to trigger
PeakSimple's Autosampler queue

The Windows Task Scheduler program is sup
plied with the W indows operating system. It is
found under Programs/Accessories/System
T0015. The Scheduler allows you to trigger a
PeaKSimple Autosampler Queue or a specific
contro l fi le at a scheduled time and date, or on
a regular repeating basis using the computers
system clock ( time/date ).

When you click on the Add Scheduled Task
icon in the Scheduler program, a WIZard wi ll
guide you through the process. When yo u get
to the screen where you specify which prog ram
to start, enter the fol lowing line modified for
your particular situation :
c:\peak2000\peak2000.ex e -etest.que

C:\peak2000 is the folder or directory where
the PeakSimple softwa re has been installed. If
you have installed PeakSimple in a different
folder, substitute the name of your PeakSimple
folder.

peak2000.exe is the name of the act ual Peak
Simple software program. If you have install ed
PeakSimpie under a different name ( Iater ver
stone of PeakSim pie may in fact have a differ
ent name) use the name of the PeakSimple
program as it exists on your computer.

test.que is the name of the A utosampler queue
file wh ich you must have prev iously created in
PeakSimple. Note that the -a must precede
the name of the .que file . W hen you crea te
the .que file in PeakSimpie you can save the
que under any name you wa nt. The -a is a
Wi ndows programming convention and must
precede the name of the que file you want to
run.

When the Scheduler starts PeakSimple, the
spec ified queue wi ll begi n. At the end of the
queue, PeakSimpte wi ll wa it for the delay time
specified in the queue , and then PeakSimple
wi ll Close automatically.
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AUTOSAMPLERS
Installation of the Relay Board for the 10 Position Method 5030 Purge &

Trap Autosampler (and other Autosamplers)

A relay board is provided with the autosampler for connecting it to an SRI 8610 GC.  This relay board supplies the
additional relays required to operate the autosampler, and must be installed inside the GC by the user.  The relay board
comes with the necessary wiring, and no soldering is required.

The four holes in the right side panel of the GC chassis, under the
“Relay Functions” table, correspond with the relay board securing
screws.  The relay board is installed on the inside of this panel.

1.  Remove the six screws holding the bottom
panel on the GC chassis.  Support the panel while
you gently rock the GC onto its back, then lower
the panel to your working surface to access the
chassis interior.

2.  Secure the four
aluminum stand-
offs in the relay
board holes.  Use
the four hex-head
screws provided,
and secure the
stand-offs from
the outside of the

GC panel.  Insert the relay board into position so that the component side faces outward.
Secure it in place on the aluminum stand-offs with the four philips head screws provided.

3.  Connect the green and yellow wire to the chassis ground stud screw on the left rear
of the chassis interior near the main power transformer.

4.  Connect each of the four yellow wires, differentiated
by color stripes, to the appropriate TTL relay outputs

on the A/D (Lawson) board.  All
eight of the TTL outputs are
identical; use any available ones.
Connect the blue and red wire to
the Amp board 12V terminal.

5.  Remove one of the plastic hole
plugs for the autosampler control
cable.  Route the control cable
through the hole, and connect
each wire to the appropriate relay
circuit on the relay board (see
autosampler control cable
labeling).

Hex-
head
screw

Philips
head
screw

Relay
board

GC chassis
panel

Connect the green & yellow
relay board wire to the
chassis ground stud screw

Relay board

A/D board

Autosampler
control cable
routing hole

Connect the blue & red
relay board wire to the
Amp board +12V terminal

4 holes for Relay Board screws

Hole for autosampler control cable

Relay outputs A-H;
Yellow relay board wires connect
here at outputs A, B, C, & D
(or others if these are occupied)

A/D BOARD (LAWSON)

Autosampler control
cable wires connect here

Yellow wires and
blue & red wire

Autosampler control
cable routing hole

GC chassis panel

RELAY BOARD

Green & yellow wire
to chassis ground



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

The Autosampler Queue allows a list of control files to be run automatically in sequence.  PeakSimple
uses control files to save the operating settings of specific methods.  Once all the user-definable
parameters have been set, they can be saved in a control file for future use.  Control files contain .CAL,
.CHR, .CPT, .EVT, .GRA, and .TEM files, and every other user-modifiable parameter.  You must begin
with control files already made, to load into the Autosampler Queue.  You must create or modify a
control file for each vial.

To open the Autosampler window, click View, then choose Autosampler.

Each control file in the list must have a unique name, even if it is identical to others.  It is helpful to
include a number in the name of each control file that corresponds with its place in the list; for example:
Vial01.con, Vial02.con, Vial03.con, etc.  The control file(s) you wish to use in the Autosampler Queue
must be saved in the PeakSimple application directory.

The Autosampler Queue is the most powerful and complex function of PeakSimple, and requires a
throrough understanding of the software’s features.  If you are at the beginner level, you should not
attempt to use this feature.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

There are several buttons on the right-hand side
of the autosampler window. The “Close” button
is for closing the Autosampler window. The
“Add” button is for adding control files to the
queue. Click the “Add...” button. Browse to the
PeakSimple application directory, and select a
control (.CON) file to place in the queue.
PeakSimple will place the file in the queue above
the .CON file you have highlighted, or at the
end of the list if “<end>” is highlighted (default).

Since you can only add one control file
to the queue at a time, it can get tedious,
especially if you are using multiple
instances of the same control file.

When this is the case, use the “Add...” button
to add your master control file to the queue,
then click on the “Edit all” button to open the
control file attributes spreadsheet, shown below.

Autosampler Queue Buttons



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

The following example is for a 10 vial liquid autosampler for GC.  In this example, we have three
control files.  The third control file is the one we will copy.

Highlight the control file that is your master, or the one that is to be repeated, and click the “Add
copies” button.  In the window that pops up, enter the number of copies you wish to make, and check
the “Increment data filename for each copy” box.  PeakSimple will save the copied control files in the
application directory.

We now have Vial[1-10].con

We will copy Vial3.con 7
times for a total of 10 control
files, as shown in the Edit all
spreadsheet below.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

The “Add multiple” button is for batch reprocessing.  Batch reprocessing allows you to reprocess the
raw data through a designated control file.  This is useful in the event of a mistake or omission, or when
header/comment info needs updating.  The “Batch reprocessing mode” checkbox to the left of the
“Add multiple” button must be selected.  Then, when you click the “Add multiple” button, you will be
prompted to select a control file:

When you select a control file, you will
be prompted to select one or more data
files (.CHR or .ASC) that you want
reprocessed with that control file:

The data files will then be listed in the
queue with their corresponding control files.



Click the “Save...” button to save
the list of control files in the
autosampler queue as a .QUE file.

Click the “Load...” button to open a
pre-existing autosampler queue file
(.QUE) in the autosampler window.

To delete a control file from the autosampler queue, highlight it and click the “Delete” button.  If no
control file is highlighted, the last file in the list will be deleted when this button is clicked.

PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

When you click the “Edit...” button
after highlighting a control file in the
queue, the control file is loaded and a
screen opens in which you can edit
common parameters.  To edit other
parameters of the control file, just
close the “Edit” screen, then click on
the PeakSimple window behind the
Autosampler window to make the
changes.  Click File>Save control file
when you are finished editing.

Click the “Clear” button to erase
the entire autosampler queue.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

Click on the “Edit all...” button to open the control file attributes spreadsheet.  The Edit all spreadsheet
is a powerful tool for managing your control files; it allows you to edit any or all of the control files in
the autosampler queue.

You can highlight an
entire column to
change...

...Or make changes in
individual cells.

There are ten buttons on the lower left corner of the “Edit all” spreadsheet.

To close the spreadsheet window without saving any changes, click the “Cancel” button.

Click the “Add...” button to add a control file to the queue and spreadsheet.

Use the “Add copies...” button to add copies of a selected control file to the queue.

Click the “Delete” button to remove a highlighted control file from the queue.  If no control file is
highlighted, the last file in the list will be deleted when this button is clicked.

Click on the “Close” button to close the spreadsheet window with a prompt to save your changes.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

Click the “Update control files” button to save all the changes made to the control files in the
spreadsheet.

Highlight a control file and click the “Load now” button to open it in the main PeakSimple window
for editing.

Use the “Fill...” button
after highlighting a
vertical column in the
spreadsheet to fill the
cells with new text.  To
highlight a vertical
column, click in the
uppermost cell you want
to include, then drag
your cursor down to the
last cell you want
included.

Click the “Format...” button to specify which
control file parameters are displayed in the
spreadsheet.  Some commonly edited control
file parameters are included by default, but the
user may format the “Edit all” spreadsheet as
desired.  For example, if you have one detector,
you can format the spreadsheet to display the
parameters for one channel instead of all six
(regardless of your GC and data system specs,
PeakSimple always has six channel capability).
To add a column to the spreadsheet, highlight
the header in the list on the left, then click the
double right arrow (>>).  The header will appear
in the list on the right, which is the list of
selected features/column headers. To remove a
header and column from the spreadsheet,
highlight it in the “Selected” list, then click the double left arrow (<<).



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Autosampler Queue

It is typical to calibrate samples at the
beginning of an autosampler queue.
Remember, the calibration curve is
calculated from user-generated results
obtained at several different concentrations
that span the expected range to be
encountered in actual samples.  You must
have already created your calibration curves before using the Autosampler queue.

1.  In PeakSimple, click “File,” then choose “Open control file.”  Browse to the application directory,
where you should already have saved the control files you want to use in the Autosampler queue.
Select the control file that you want to run first.  For each channel, open the post-run actions window,
and select the “Recalibrate at level” box.  Enter “1” in the box.  Click “File” then choose “Save control
file.”

The calibration curve is calculated from
user-generated results obtained at several
different concentrations that span the
expected range to be encountered in actual
samples.  Calibration is required for each
component you expect to be in your sample,
and for each detector you will be using in
your analysis.  Once calibrations curves
have been completed and calibration files
saved, they will be included in the .CPT file.

Calibration

Calibration files are shown in the components table.
They may be edited individually by highlighting one,
then clicking on the “Change” button.

2.  Open the second control file in the Autosampler
queue and do the same for each channel, except enter
a “2” in the box.  Save the second control file.

3.  Repeat the steps for the third control file, except
enter a “3” in the box.  You can also edit the control
files through the “Edit all” spreadsheet in the
Autosampler queue.

In the post-run actions window, the “Recalibrate
at level ___” check box recalibrates all identified
peaks at the end of a run.  The level of
recalibration, from 1 to 7, is typed in by the user.

To make the first 3 vials calibration standards:



Pressure-Programmed Carrier Gas Operation Using EPC System
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FLOW CHART ILLUSTRATING CARRIER GAS PRESSURE PROGRAMMrn"G ON THE 8610C GC

All SRI 8610C gas chromatographs are equipped with Electronic (or Pneumatic) Pressure
Control (EPC) of all system gases. Each gas, from the carrier gas, to the specific detector gases ,
such as FID hydrogen and FID compressed air, in the case of an Fill detector, are controlled by a
dedicated solid-state EPC module that electronically monitors and instantaneously adjusts the pressure
being supplied to the particular feature. This electronic control facilitates extreme precision of gas
flows to the various functions. Each EPC module features a local, user-adjustable setpoint accessed
by a trimpot (variable potentiometer) located just above the particular function on the "at-a-glance"
panel display. The carrier gas is among these adjustable setpoints. The term "local" refers to the fact
that the "local" setpoint is set manually at the trimpot on the GC chassis. As in the case of the
column oven temperature setpoint, the carrier gas pressure setpoint may be set "locally" (manually on
the GC chassis), or from the computer via a pressure program . Created in the same format as a
PeakSimple temperature program, the program signal is sent to the data system interface and
convened to a control voltage that can increase, maintain, or decrease the carrier gas pressure
automatically at the user' s command.

The PeakSimple serial data system interface offers two rampable voltage outputs - one to
program the column oven , and the other to program carrier gas pressure . Outputting a 0 to 5VDC
variable signal, the EPC module will permit an output pressure of from 0 to lOOpsi (the carrier
pressure shown is actually the column head pressure). Please note that any local setpoint value will
be summed to this signal, resulting in the "total" setpoint value on the panel display. The carrier gas
pressure regulator at the gas cylinder should be set IOpsi higher than the highest programmed carrier
gas head pressure desired for proper control. Ramping permits the head pressure to be varied, to
speed or slow the elution of peaks from the analytical column as needed by the application or user.
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Checking for Gas Leaks J
Once all of the appropriate gas supply sources and lines have been properly installed, along

with all other GC columns and connections, the entire system should be systematically pressurized
and checked for possible leaks. Begin by opening all of the compressed gas cylinder valves and
setting exit pressures to the appropriate value for each cylinder regulator. Remember that cylinder
exit pressures should never exceed the required GC pressure settings by more than 20 psi and 80
psi is the maximum pressure that the GC can safely handle.

First check for leaks in the lines and connections between the compressed gas cylinder and
the GC flow control fluistors. With the system pressurized and the GC power turned off, close
each of the compressed gas cylinder valves one at a time and closely watch the pressure indicator
on the cylinder regulator to see if pressure decreases. If the system is leak free between these two
points. the cylinder pessure indicator should not noticeably decrease for at least five minutes. If
pressure does noticably decrease over this time period, then it indicates a significant leak
somewhere between the cylinder output and the GC fluistor. Any leak, especially with flammable
gases , must be immediately located and repaired. The best way to check specific connections for
leaks is with a leak check solution (see section below on Using Leak Check Solution). If pressure
test indicates that the system is leak free from the cylinder to the fluistor , then proceed to check the
rest of the carrier gas system for leaks. If the system does have a leak, locate and repair prior to
proceeding.

Next check for leaks between the fluistor and injection port. Begin by disconnecting the
column from the back side of the injection port. Next insert some type of pressure blocking fitting
on the injection port where the column was attached. A standard Swagelok nut with an injection
septum in place of the ferrule will work quite well. Turn the GC power and gas supply back on.
Use the control panel to see what the actual carrier pressure value is and write it down. Now turn
off the carrier gas supply at the cylinder once again. Wait 5 minutes and then use the GC control
panel to view the actual carrier pressure once again. If this value has decreased in the 5 minute
time frame and the previous test results were negative, it indicates that there is a significant leak
somewhere in the interal GC carrier gas lines between the fluistor and the injection port. Once
again immediately locate and repair any leaks using a leak check solution as described below.

After all of the leaks upstream from the column have been eliminated and confirmed by the
two pressure tests described above, properly anach your column to the injection port. Use leak
check solution to check all of the fittings within the column oven for leaks and repair any that you
find.

Following all the instructions above will assure the operator that the system is leak free. Any
time fittings are changed or the GC is relocated, the system should be rechecked for leaks. Failure
to properly repair leaks can cause safety risks as well as operational malfunctions.

A 3 cc medical syringe is excellent for
d.ispeming leak chcck solution. An eyedropper,

pipette or squeeze boUle may also be used.

Deposit several drops where

" - fillin8s.

Swagelok bulkhead fitting """"
Leak Checking Solution

SRI recommends that a solution of 50 % water and 50% alcohol (methanol, ethanol, or
propanol) be used as a leak check solution. The water-alcohol mixture leaves no residue which could
leak through the fittings and cause system contamination. Furthermore, water. when used alone and .
due to its high surfac e tension, tends to bead rather than flow into spaces between the tubing and the
connectors where leaks may occur. A leak will show up as a stream or froth of tiny bubbles. Inspect
any leaking fitting for damaged threads and reversed, missing, or damaged ferrules.



The Catalytic Combustion Detector responds to all hydrocarbons with
the selectivity of an FID and the sensitivity of a TCD.  The entire detector’s
diameter is merely one centimeter.  Its sensor element consists of a tiny coil
of platinum wire embedded in a catalytic ceramic bead.  Each CCD detector
has a pair of sensor elements.  The sensors are housed in high-grade, flame-

proof nylon, and protectively capped with a fine steel mesh.  In
SRI GCs, the CCD detector is mounted on the wall of the
Column Oven in a brass housing, as shown in the top left picture.
The analytical column residing in the Column Oven is connected
to the detector through the oven wall; the example shown at
bottom left is an SRI Gas-lessTM Educational GC featuring a
CCD detector and a 1m (3’) Hayesep-D packed column.  The

CCD detector is especially suited for gas-
less operation because it can operate on
ambient air, requiring no high pressure

cylinder gases such as hydrogen or helium.  In the GC system
pictured at left, a built-in air compressor supplies the carrier
gas for the CCD.

The CCD detector can also be used as a hydrocarbon
monitor in non-chromatographic applications where the CCD
senses the total hydrocarbon content of a flowing air stream,
or as a hydrogen/hydrocarbon leak detector.

Overview

CCD Detector and protective cap (cap is removed prior to installation)

CCD on Column Oven

DETECTORS
Catalytic Combustion Detector - CCD



  To prolong the life of your CCD detector, use it in strict
accordance with your GC system’s operating instructions.  For
instance, if you have an SRI Mud-Logger GC, you should connect
your sample streams at 10psi so that no more than 5mL/min of
pure hydrcarbon flow reaches the CCD.  In the event of a sensor
burn-out, simply remove the white and black wires from the top
two nickel pins,
and move them to
the bottom pair of

nickel pins to connect them to the second sensor.  It does
not matter which wire goes on which pin.  To replace the
CCD detector, unscrew its brass fitting after removing
the wires from the nickel pins.  Pull out the old one and
remove the protective cap from the replacement.  Sensor-
side first, insert the replacement into the
fitting with its half-moon shaped cut-out
on the bottom.  Replace the fitting and
HAND TIGHTEN it.  If the detector
fitting is screwed on too tightly, the
detector will not receive proper gas flow.
Next, slip the black and white wire plugs
over the pins, and your replacement
CCD detector is ready to use.

Theory of Operation

Top View of CCD Detector
The CCD sensor elements are the tiniest and most important

part of the detector.  Each CCD detector contains two sensor
elements, but uses only one at a time.  A catalytic combustion
sensor consists of a coil of platinum wire around an alumina core
surrounded by noble metal catalysts.  Each sensor is suspended
between a pair of nickel pins.  The detector is shipped with a
protective nylon cap topped with steel mesh, but is installed on a
SRI GC without it.  During a chromatogaphic run, a 150 milliamp
current heats the catalytic ceramic bead to around 500oC, hot
enough to combust hydrocarbon molecules on contact.  The
CCD is maintained in an oxidative environment by using air as
the carrier or make-up gas.  This combustion causes the increase
in temperature and change in resistance that is measured by the
sensor.  This change in resistance causes the CCD detector output
to change, which produces a peak that is recorded by the
PeakSimple data system.

Side View of Sensor Element

Sensors

DETECTORS
Catalytic Combustion Detector - CCD



Expected Performance

Baseline 50
µV

Negative water peak

Isothermal Temperature Program:
Initial Temp Hold Ramp Final Temp
130oC 10.00 0.00 130oC

Column = 1m Hayesep D
Flow = 37mL/min
Sample = 1µL 1000ppm Methanol/Acetone

mix; direct injection

RESULTS:
Component Retention Area
Methanol 0.816 13.2030
Acetone 2.000 6945.3570

Total 6958.5600

Column = 1m Hayesep D
Flow = 37mL/min

Isothermal Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 15.00  0.00    80oC

Enlarged for clarity

CCD Detector Noise Run

Factory Test Run of a Gas-lessTM Educational GC System

Noise level is approximately 50µV from peak to peak

DETECTORS
Catalytic Combustion Detector - CCD
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Analytical Column Installation

ADalytioai
cchnan

Detector inlet

Location of
PJlisbing

[I]filleT (at rear

of column
oven)

0

• •Column ••
. oven

I@>

Oven healing
element •....

$$$

•• • Cl

'" '"

Injectioo. port
TOP VIEW OF 8610C GC WITIl

COLUMN INSTALLED

The column oven in the SRI 86l OC GC measure s approximately 7.8" x 8.0" x 3.0" (19.8 x
20.3 x 7.2cm). A column wound into a coiled form with a maximum diameter of 7" and a height of
3" may be installed in the interior space available. Standard 6" diameter or 3" diameter SRI-wound
columns are installed with ease. Either capillary type (0.25 to 0.53mm J.D.) or packed columns (1/8"
to 1/4") may be used, dependent on the application. Capillary columns may be made of either fused
silica or stainless steel, and are coated on the inside with a fine film of stationary phase between 0.1
and 5.0 microns thick. This phase, specific to the application, permits the sample components to be
properly separated for analysis. The packing material in a packed column serves the same purpose.
For wide-bore capillary applications, metal capillary columns are recommended, as they are virtually
indestructible and can withstand much physical abuse, unlike the fused silica variety, which can be
broken with ease if handled improperly. SRI recommends the use of metal capillary columns when
available for the application.

0.25 to O.32mm I.d fused
silica robing coated 00 inside
surface with stationary phase
film 0.1 to 1.0 microns thick

O.S3mm. I.D. fused silica or fused
silica-lined stainless steel rubing
coated on the inside surface with
a stationary phase film 0. 1 to 5.0

micron thick

1IS- to 114- 0 .0 . stainless steel Of glass tubing
packed with granular support particles. These
support particles may have a stationary phase
coating. Glass tubing is specified for pesticide
analysis, as some pesticide components react
with stainless steel. A metal frit or glass woll

plug retains the packing inside the tubing
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Analytical Column Installation (continued)

The injection port of the SRI chromatograph is designed specifically for direct injection onto a
0.53mm J.D. wide-bore capillary column. A sample, injected using a chromatography syringe
equipped with a 26 gauge needle, is deposited directly into the column. The injector IS supplied with a
liS" 0 .0. stainless steel 0.53mm capillary column adapter that guides the syringe needle into the
capillary column entrance. The sample is then injected onto the column. The user's sample injection
technique (sample loading, needle insertion and injection) should be quick, precise and reproducible.

I
0.53mm. J.D.
fused silica

column

-0
I

Capillary coI_ adapIer
(1ocaled inside iJljection port)

DIRECT INJECTION INTO A CAPn.LARY COLUMN

The wide-bore capillary column adapter is machined from liS" stainless steeland accepts the
insertion of O.Smm 0 .0. tubing (the outer dimension of 0.53mm J.D. capillary column tubing). The
injection end of the adapter is conical and "funnels" the needle into the column tubing inserted into
the adapter from the column end. A slot cut in the adapter prevents carrier gas flow restrictions
caused by overtightened septa. Byguiding the injection needle well into the analytical column tubing,
the sample may be deposited as a liquid onto the stationary phase of the column without exposing the
sample to contact with hOI metal or glass surfaces.

The capillary column adapter is located within the assembly that forms the injection port when
a 0.53mm J.D. column is in use. The injection port is constructed from a liS" stainless steel
Swagelok* bulkhead fitting that has been modified to permit the connection of a gas source directly
into the fitting through the hexagonal flange at the bulkhead. This modification permits the
introduction of carrier gas into the injector. The end of the injector bulkhead fitting located in the
oven compartment accepts a liS" Swagelok* nul and graphite reducing ferrule (AUtech
RF200/0.8-G) used to secure the capillary column in the injector. At the other end of the bulkhead
fitting, facing the user, a liS" septum nut is used to secure a formed silicone septum in place in front
of the column, sealing the injection port. The septum nut should be finger-tightened. Two rubber
O-rings are installed on the injector where the septum nut is attached. The septum nut should never
be tightened beyond the point where the nut contacts the outer O-ring.

Capillary column
adapIer

I
I

118- SwageloJc- bulkhead fitting

SRI CAPn.LARY COLUMN/INJECTION PORT DETAll.

The injection port is compact and has a low thermal mass. Since most of the injector body is
located within the column oven, the injector and oven temperatures are always equal (the standard
injector is not supplied with any provision for independent heating. Heated on-column injection is
available as an option). Resultant sample component peaks are sharp and exhibit minintal or no
tailing. This is due to the injection of the sample directly onto the column and ata temperature below
the sample solvent boiling point. Decomposition of thermally-sensitive sample compounds does not
occur and artifact formation is minimized because the sample is not subjected to vaporization and
recondensation, as occurs in high temperature injectors.
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Analytical Column Installation (continued)
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liS" Swagelok
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Capillary column
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"

Column endand adapter
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Anti
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/

=

1/8"
re taining

nul

118- sta inless steel
pac ked column

Syringe deposits
sample on-column

Colwnn end is inserted into
injector and secured into

position wilh retaining nut

Installation of a packed column in the
chromatograph is simpler. With 1/8" stainless steel
columns , standard metal ferru les are used to secure
the column at the retaining nut. The ferrules are
placed onto the column end as shown, and then the
column end is inserted into the injector. The
capillary colu mn adapter is not used with packed
columns and should be stored in the adapter holder
under the red protective oven cove r for future use.
Columns manufactured by SRI include a slot in the
injector end for carrier gas flow assurance.
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Analytical Col umn Installation (continued) .

Score the metal
tubing

with theme

1I8 ~ Swagelok
reta ining nut

Column end and adapter
inserted into proper

position within injector

2

t

\

The front piece of tubing shoul d break away cleanly

After scoring the metal column. wipe away any shavings
and apply force to the tubing at the score

Graphite reducing
ferrule

Column end properly located in capillary column adapter

Metal capillary column

~~_....-n,_'~~~ 9R tubing When installing a metal capillary column in
o......u-' OJ the chromatograph. a graphite reducing ferrule must

be used to secure the capillary tubing in the 1/8 "
retaining nut (Alltech RF200/0. 8-G for 0.5 3mm J.D
tubing, RF200/0.5-G for 0.32mm J.D. tubing and
RF200/0 .4-G for O.25mm J.D. tubing). The column
is inserted first through the nut, and then through the
ferrule. Note the orientation of these parts in the
accompanying illustrations. The insertion ofthe
tubing through thefe rrule will causegraphite
shavings to accumulate in the column entrance.
Graphite is adsorbent and may cause peak tailing or
a flow restriction ifleft in the column. For this
reason, an inch or so of column tubing should be cut
from the column tip after it has been passed through
a graphite ferrule. A fine-cut triangular metal file is
provided with all SRI metal capillary columns .
Nannal column cutting tools designed for use on
fused silica will not work with metal columns . Metal
columns are coated inside with fused silica and
column phase . They offer the same performance. and
are practically immune to breakage or rough
handling damage. Score and cut the column tubing as
indicated and the tubing snaps apart cleanly. Che ck
the cut end prior to use; it should be flat-end ed , not
jagged or with metal covering the column orifice .
The capillary column may now be inserted half-way
into the capillary column adapter for installation into
the injector. Once that the adapte r and column end
have been located in the injector as shown , the
ferrule and nut are connected and tightened to secure
the column in the injector . Note that the adapter does
not contact the septum. If the septum nut were
overtightened. the septa would be forced deeper into
the injection port, sealing against the adapter . The
slo t cut in the adapter permits carrier gas to reach the
column even if the septum is overtightened, so that

Insert a syringe needle into the column tip. Th is will debur column flow is unaffected . Of corse, septa should
the tip and permit the needle to slide in during injection never be overtightened. A finger-tight septum nut is

adequate for proper sealing of the silicone against the
injection port . When the column is properly
installed, a head pressure reading of between 4 and
12 psi should be observed. If there is little or no
head pressure, the system should be inspected for
leaks . If the head pressure rises to a level equaI to
the carrier gas supply pressure. suspect a flow
restriction or plug either in the column (typically
caused by an accumulation of cored septum slices in
the entrance to the column) or at the outlet of the
column (at the detector inlet). When plugged column
inlets are encountered, cut off another inch or two of
the column and reinstall the column in the injector.
The capillary column adapter is not used with packed
columns and should be stored in the adapter holder
under the red protective oven cover for future use.

Injector assembly
-,

Graphite shavings typically lodge
in tip of column when passing

through graphite reducing ferrule



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Cryosulfur GC

System Overview

CryoCooler
60-meter x 0.53 MXT-1 capillary
column, 5 micron coating

FPD/FID combination
detector10-port gas

sampling valve

Tubing to vacuum pump,
connected to the SAMPLE
OUT fitting on the front of
the valve oven

Connector for a Tedlar bag or other sample container
(remove from the SAMPLE IN fitting to sample ambient air)

Vacuum pump
interface

Vacuum pump

CryoCooler

The SRI CryoSulfur GC comes with everything you
need to detect low-level sulfur compounds in gas
samples.  Since some sulfur compounds do not trap
well, the CryoSulfur GC uses the CryoCooler Peltier
Trap Accessory to enrich the sample, providing lower
detection limits.  The CryoSulfur GC uses a vacuum
pump (provided) to draw gas or air samples into the
CryoCooler.  You can sample ambient air, or use the
provided adaptor to connect a Tedlar bag.  The vacuum
pump interface, which is an electrical outlet on the
left-hand side of the GC, allows the vacuum pump to
be turned ON/OFF by the PeakSimple data system to
provide consistent sampling times.

Like all SRI traps, the CryoCooler Peltier Trap Accessory is plumbed as the loop of a 10-port gas
sampling valve.  It has it’s own power cord that must be plugged into a wall outlet, and an interface
cord that plugs into the left-hand side of the GC.  After enrichment, the valve injects the sample onto
the 60-meter capillary column.  Once the sample components are separated by the column, they will be
detected by the Flame Photometric and Flame Ionization detectors.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Cryosulfur GC

Theory of Operation
Some sulfur compounds do not trap well, but can be enriched for lower detection limits.  The CryoCooler
Peltier Trap Accessory is basically a heated trap sandwiched between two peltier coolers.  The trap is
filled with Tenax-GR (about 30%) and Silica Gel (about 70%) adsorbents.  The vacuum pump draws
sample through the CryoCooler from ambient air, or from a Tedlar bag or other sample container.  The
peltier coolers can cool the trap down to -15oC to enrich the sample.

While the CryoCooler is enriching the sample, the
10-port gas sampling valve is in the LOAD position.
At the conclusion of the sampling period, the heater
heats the trap to 150-200oC and the valve is actuated
to the INJECT position; this places the trap in the
carrier gas stream and sweeps the enriched analytes
onto the column.

Valve Diagram Label on Valve Oven Lid:

CryoCooler - Top ViewThe CryoCooler

Peltier coolers

CryoCooler/GC
interface

SAMPLE
IN

SAMPLE OUT
to vacuum

pump

10-port Gas
Sampling

Valve
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Expected Performance

The following chromatograms were generated by an SRI
CryoSulfur GC.  The first chromatogram shows the FPD
rsponse to 10ppb hydrogen sulfide (H2S), as enriched by
the CryoCooler at -10oC.  The second chromatogram shows
the FID response to 1000ppm C1-C6 hydrocarbons.

Sample: 1000ppm C1-C6
Column: 60-meter MXT-1
Carrier: helium at 10mLs/minute
FID gain: HIGH
FID temperature: 150oC
FID ignitor: -400

Column oven temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40.00 3.00 10.00 140.00

Results:
Component Retention Area
Methane/ethane 2.116 2077.6740
Propane 2.383 1905.1160
Butane 3.183 2378.4140
Pentane 5.050 2326.9040
Hexane 8.050 1567.5950

     Total     10255.7030

Column oven temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40.00 3.00 10.00 120.00

Results:
Component Retention Area
H2S 3.596 65.5820

Event Table:
Time Event
0.000 Zero baseline
0.050 D OFF (vacuum pump)
0.100 A OFF (CryoCooler)
0.200 F ON (trap heat)
2.000 G ON (valve INJECT)
3.000 F OFF (trap heat)
3.100 G OFF (valve LOAD)
7.000 A ON (CryoCooler)
10.000 D ON (vacuum pump)

Sample: 10ppb H2S
Column: 60-meter MXT-1
Carrier: helium at 10mLs/minute
Vacuum pump: 20mLs/minute
Trap: -10oC
FPD gain: HIGH
FPD temperature: 150oC
FPD volts: 500



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Cryosulfur GC

Expected Performance continued

The following two noise runs were generated by a CryoSulfur GC.  Both used the same isothermal
column oven temperature program, 60-meter MXT-1 column, and helium carrier at 10 milliliters per
minute.

FPD gain: HIGH
FPD temperature: 150oC
FPD volts: 500

FID gain: HIGH
FID temperature: 150oC
FID ignitor: -400

Column oven temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80.00 24.00 0.00 80.00

FPD noise

FID noise
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General Operating Procedure

2.  Connect your helium source to the carrier
gas inlet on the left-hand side of the GC.
Connect your hydrogen source to the hydrogen
inlet.  Leave the jumper in place if you plan to
use the built-in air compressor to supply air for the detectors.  Otherwise, remove the jumper and
connect your air source to the air inlet on the left control panel.

1.  Plug the GC power cord into a wall outlet and turn the
main power ON.  Plug the CryoCooler into it’s power
source, and plug the power source cord into the wall outlet.
The CryoCooler power source plugs into the GC chassis
between the vacuum pump interface and the Air Out fitting
on the left-hand side of the GC as shown below.

4.  Use the switch on the GC front control panel to light the detector flame (vertically labeled “FLAME
IGNITE” under “DETECTOR PARAMETERS”).  Often the
flame can be difficult to light because of the hydrogen-rich
atmosphere inside the detector body.  Make sure that the PMT
voltage is OFF (that switch is also on the GC front control panel,
vertically labeled “PMT VOLTS” under “DETECTOR
PARAMETERS”), then remove the cap nut on the detector
exhaust port.  KEEP YOUR FACE AWAY FROM THE
DETECTOR WHILE LIGHTING THE FLAME, and try the
ignitor switch again.  When the flame lights, there will be a
loud noise like the backfiring of a car; this is normal and does
not indicate a problem.  The noise is accompanied by a flash of
flame.  Replace the exhaust cap nut after the flame is lit.

3.  Set the hydrogen flow to 60-80mLs/minute; this correlates to a flow of 30-40mLs/minute each for
the primary and secondary hydrogen used by the FPD/FID combination detector.  Set the air flow to
100mLs/minute.  The detector air supply tubing is T’d inside the GC so that 10-30mLs/minute of air
flows across the face of the photomultiplier (PMT).  The gas pressures required to achieve these specific
flows are printed on the right-hand side of the GC.

Ignitor
Exhaust

port cap nut

CryoCooler power source:

Plug this end into
the GC chassis.

Plug this end into
the power source.

Plug this end
into the wall

outlet.

5.  Switch ON the PMT voltage and set it at 400-500 by adjusting the appropriate trimpot (“PMT
VOLTAGE” under “DETECTOR PARAMETERS”).  The greater the voltage setting, the higher the
FPD sensitivity.  The PMT volts were set at 500 for the 10ppb H2S analysis shown on the Expected
Performance page.

Plug the CryoCooler’s power
source into the GC chassis here:



General Operating Procedure continued

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Cryosulfur GC

10.  Press the START button on the front of the GC, or press your computer keyboard spacebar to start
the run.

6.  Connect the provided vacuum pump to the SAMPLE OUT/VACUUM PUMP fitting on the front of
the valve oven.  Plug the vacuum pump power cord into the vacuum pump interface outlet on the left-
hand side of the GC.

7.  Connect your sample source to the SAMPLE IN fitting.  It is critical to use as inert a sample
pathway as possible to avoid absorption of sulfur compounds.  You can also sample ambient air through
the SAMPLE IN inlet, just remove the fitting.

9.  The system works best when operated automatically every 20 minutes.  The CryoCooler and vacuum
pump are left ON between runs for sampling.  The first run’s results are ignored, as it takes multiple
runs to equilibrate the sulfur compounds inside the GC system and achieve reproducibility.  In
PeakSimple, open the Channels window by clicking Edit > Channels.  Click the Postrun button for
channel 1.  Click the “Save file as” checkbox, type a name for the chromatograms in the form field, and
click the “Auto-increment” checkbox.  For example, if you type in Sulfur, the second chromatogram
will be saved as Sulfur1, followed by Sulfur2, and so on.  Click the checkbox labeled “Restart run
after” and type 20 minutes in the form field.  Type the number of times you want to repeat the analysis
into the “time total” form field.

Event Table:
Time Event
0.000 Zero baseline
0.050 D OFF (vacuum pump)
0.100 A OFF (CryoCooler)
0.200 F ON (trap heat)
2.000 G ON (valve INJECT)
3.000 F OFF (trap heat)
3.100 G OFF (valve LOAD)
7.000 A ON (CryoCooler)
10.000 D ON (vacuum pump)

8.  In PeakSimple, type in the following event table:

Then, in the Edit > Overall window, uncheck the
box labeled “Reset relays at end of run.”



DETECTORS
Dry Electrolytic Conductivity Detector - DELCD

Overview

The Dry Electrolytic Conductivity detector, or DELCD, is selective
to chlorinated and brominated molecules.  It differs from the traditional
wet ELCD in that it does not use a solvent electrolyte, and the reaction
products are detected in the gaseous phase.  The SRI DELCD is available
alone or in combination with the FID detector.   On its own, the detection
limits of the DELCD are in the low ppb range.  In combination with the
FID, its detection limits are in the low ppm range.  The FID/DELCD
combination enables the operator to reliably identify hydrocarbon peaks
detected by the FID as halogenated or not.  Because the DELCD operates
at 1000oC, it can tolerate the water-saturated FID effluent, measuring the
chlorine and bromine content simultaneously with the FID measurement
of the hydrocarbon content.  All hydrocarbons are converted by the FID
flame to CO2 and H2O prior to reaching the DELCD, thus preventing
contamination of the DELCD by large hydrocarbon peaks.

FID / DELCD Combo Detector

DELCD reaction
chamber insulation

FID collector
electrode

FID flameport
assembly

FID ignitor

Hydrogen
supply

Air supply FID ignitor
& DELCD
heater
terminal

FID collector
terminal and
gain switch

DELCD collector
& thermocouple
terminal and
gain switch

FID heater
block

FID DELCD

DELCD collector
& thermocouple
leads

DELCD on an 8610C GC

DELCD
heater
terminal

DELCD collector
& thermocouple
leads

Close-up of the same
DELCD detector

Platinum
wires (3)

DELCD
collector
assembly
terminal

DELCD - À la carte
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Theory of Operation

FID amplifier
lead

FID collector
electrode

Column
effluent

Column

Hydrogen
supply FID ignitor

FID
flame

FID jet

Air
supply

TeflonTM ferrule

FID flameport

DELCD
anode

DELCD
heater

DELCD ceramic
electrode probe

DELCD
thermocouple /

cathode

Graphite
ferrule

DELCD collector, thermocouple,
and heater filament leads

Graphite
ferrule

Exhaust
ventVespelTM ferrule

DELCD insulation

Platinum
thermo-
couple
and
collector
wires

Collector
assembly
terminal

The DELCD consists of a small ceramic tube—
the DELCD reactor—heated to 1000oC.  Inside the
reactor, a platinum thermocouple measures the
detector temperature, and a nichrome collector
electrode measures the conductivity of the gases
flowing through the DELCD.  The detector response
is dependent upon its temperature.  Therefore, the
control circuit must maintain the temperature, within a
fraction of a degree, at 1000oC.

When combined with the FID detector, the
DELCD is mounted on the FID exhaust.  Column
effluent enters the FID flame where hydrocarbons are
ionized and combusted.  Electrons freed in the
ionization process are collected by the FID collector
electrode, which has an internal diameter of 1mm
(0.040”).  Due to its small I.D., the collector electrode
acts as a restrictor, splitting the FID exhaust gases so
that it takes about half of the flow, and the remainder
is directed to the DELCD.  The FID exhaust gases
consist of un-combusted hydrogen and oxygen,
nitrogen, and water and carbon dioxide from the
combustion of hydrocarbons.  The reaction of chlorine

 or bromine and hydrogen forms HCl and HBr, and
the reaction of chlorine or bromine and oxygen forms
ClO2 and BrO2.  The DELCD detects the oxidized
species of chlorine and bromine, such as ClO2 and
BrO2.  It does not detect the acids HCl or HBr like
the conventional wet ELCD.  In the hydrogen rich
effluent from the FID flame, the chlorine and bromine
preferentially react with hydrogen (or the hydrogen in
water) to make HCl-HBr.  Given equal availability of
hydrogen and oxygen molecules, a chlorine atom is
100 times more likely to react with the hydrogen than
the oxygen.  Therefore, the FID/DELCD combination
is 100 times less sensitive than the DELCD operated
with the FID off.  The SRI FID/DELCD is operable
as a combination detector, as an FID only, or as a
DELCD only.

A DELCD only detector receives the sample laden
carrier gas directly from the column or from a non-
destructive detector outlet, like the PID.  It is mounted
on the heater block on the column oven wall so that
the column effluent is maintained at a temperature
consistent with the analysis.  This type of high sensitivity
DELCD uses helium or nitrogen carrier gas and air
make-up gas.

FID/DELCD
Combination

Detector
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Expected Performance
DELCD Noise Run
Column: 15m MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min
DELCD gain: LOW
DELCD heater block temp: 150oC
DELCD reactor setpoint: 260

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 20.00 0.00 80oC

FID / DELCD Combo Test Run
Sample: 1µL 100ppm BTEX Plus
Column: 15m MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min

DELCD gain: LOW
DELCD heater block temp: 150oC
DELCD reactor setpoint: 260

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 2.00 15.00 240oC

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 3.483 463.5080
PCE 5.416 532.2900
Bromoform 7.016 759.6650

Total          1755.4630

FID gain: HIGH
FID temp: 150oC
FID ignitor: -400

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.600 144406.8420
Benzene 2.850     1074.0740
TCE 3.500      378.3505
Toluene 4.766     1109.8590
PCE 5.416      364.5700
Ethyl Benzene 6.316    1103.6370
Ortho Xylene 6.800    1135.6855
Bromoform 7.016      220.3325

Total         149793.3505

DELCD Noise averages less than 100µV from
peak to peak
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Dry Electrolytic Conductivity Detector - DELCD

General Operating Procedure
The FID/DELCD combination detector can be operated in the Combo Mode, the High Sensitivity

Mode (DELCD only), or the FID only mode.
Combo Mode

In the Combo Mode, the DELCD is operated after the FID; the FID signal is usually connected to
Channel 1 on the PeakSimple data system, while the DELCD signal is on channel 2 or 3.  Each detector
amplifier is factory labeled with the data channel to which it is connected.  The DELCD response in this mode
is useable from 1 to 1000 nanograms with a slightly quadratic calibration curve.  EPA and other regulations
allow the use of detectors with non-linear response if the operator calibrates with sufficient data points to
accurately model the detector response curve.  Therefore, the DELCD may require a 6 point calibration where
5 point calibration is normally required.
1.  Set the hydrogen and air flows for normal FID operation: set the hydrogen flow to 25mL/min and the air
flow to 250mL/min.  The pressure required for each flow is printed on the right hand side of the GC chassis.
(NOTE:  If you’re using a built-in air compressor, low levels of halogenated compounds in ambient air—even
levels below 1ppm—can cause the DELCD to lose sensitivity, and fluctuations in the level of organics in
ambient air may cause additional baseline noise.  To avoid this, use clean, dry tank air.)
2.  Set the DELCD temperature setpoint to 260 by adjusting the appropriate trimpot on the top edge of the
GC’s front control panel.  The number 260 represents 1000oC; the DELCD will heat to about 254 and
stabilize.  The end of the ceramic tube will glow bright red due to the high temperature.
3.  In this mode, the FID amplifier is normally operated on HIGH gain or, if the peaks are more than 20
seconds wide at the base, on HIGH FILTERED gain for a more quiet baseline.
4.  The DELCD amplifier is normally operated on LOW gain.
High Sensitivity Mode

The DELCD can be operated alone in the high sensitivity mode by eliminating hydrogen.  With hydrogen
eliminated, oxygen in the air will react with the chlorinated and brominated molecules at 1000oC to form ClO2
and BrO2, which are detected by the DELCD.  Water must also be eliminated; at the high temperatures inside
the DELCD, hydrogen disassociates from the H2O molecule and becomes available as a reactant to form HCl
and HBr, which the DELCD will not detect.  The DELCD response curve is quadratic in the high sensitivity
mode as in the FID/DELCD combo mode, but sensitivity is increased by 100 to 1000 times.  In this mode, the
DELCD can perform much like an ECD, except that the DELCD is more selective for halogens and blind to
oxygen.  When possible, quantitate by the internal standard method, using a chlorinated/brominated compound
for the internal standard peak.  Although the DELCD will not be damaged by large quantities of chlorine/
bromine, there is a short term loss of sensitivity for about an hour following the injection of 1µL of pure
methylene chloride, for example.
1.  Remove the hydrogen supply by turning it OFF, then disconnecting it at the GC’s inlet bulkhead on the left
hand side of the instrument.
2.  Reduce the air flow to the DELCD to 25mL/min by turning the the air pressure trimpot setpoint down to 1
or 2psi.  An additional 24” restrictor made of 0.001” I.D. tubing would be useful for fine pressure adjustment.
3.  If you’re using a capillary column, push the column through the FID jet until it just enters the ceramic tubing
of the DELCD.  This will improve peak shape as the column effluent will be discharged into the flowing
airstream and immediately swept into the DELCD detector volume by the air make-up gas.  (When switching
back to the FID/DELCD combo mode, remember to pull the column back into the FID jet.)
4.  The FID collector electrode allows some gas to escape from the FID combustion area, which is undesirable
for the high sensitivity mode.  Remove the FID collector electrode and replace it with a 1/4” cap fitting.
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General Operating Procedure continued

FID/DELCD - FID Only

1.  Remove the DELCD heater wires from the push terminals.  Remove the three DELCD collector and
thermocouple  wires (yellow, white and red) from the scew terminals.

2.  Disconnect the DELCD detector assembly from the FID exhaust by using a wrench to loosen the 1/4”
Swagelok fitting securing the two detector parts together.

3.  Use a cap nut to seal the DELCD connection on the FID flameport.

4.  Set the FID amplifier gain switch to HIGH for most hydrocarbon applications.  If peaks of interest go off the
scale (greater than 5000mV), set the gain to MEDIUM.   When peaks of interest are 20 seconds wide or more
at the base and extra noise immunity is desired, set the gain switch to HIGH (filtered).  This setting broadens
the peaks slightly.

5.  Set the FID hydrogen flow to 25mL/min, and the FID air supply flow to 250mL/min.  The approximate
pressures required are printed in the gas flow chart on the right-hand side of the GC.

6.  Ignite the FID by holding up the ignitor switch for a couple of seconds until you hear a small POP.  The
ignitor switch is located on the front panel of your SRI GC under the “DETECTOR PARAMETERS” heading
(it is labelled vertically: “FLAME IGNITE”).

7.  Verify that the FID flame is lit by holding the shiny side of a chromed wrench directly in front of the collector
outlet.  If condensation becomes visible on the wrench surface, the flame is lit.

1.  Set the helium carrier gas flow to 10mL/min and the air make-up flow to 25mL/min.  Clean, dry tank air
helps to obtain the best achievable DELCD sensitivity and signal stability.

2.  Set the DELCD reactor temperature setpoint to 260 (= 1000oC) by adjusting the trimpot on the top edge
of the GC’s front control panel.  The DELCD will heat to about 254 and stabilize.  The ceramic tube  will glow
bright red from the heat.

3.  By adjusting the appropriate trimpot, set the thermostatted DELCD heater block temperature to 25oC
higher than the “Final” temperature you have entered in the temperature program.

4.  The DELCD amplifier is normally operated on LOW or MEDIUM gain.

DELCD Only
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Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Each SRI DELCD detector is shipped with a spare DELCD cell.  Because the DELCD heater operates
close to 1000oC, it will burn out and fail eventually.  Follow the instructions below to remove the old cell and
install the new one.

1.  With the GC power OFF, remove the DELCD heater wires (2) from the push terminals and the DELCD
thermocouple and collector wires (3) from the screw terminals.

2.  Remove the DELCD cell by using a wrench to loosen the 1/4” fitting that secures it on the FID exhaust port
or on the heater block.  You may have to hold the insulation aside to freely access the fitting; it is soft and may
be compressed by hand.

3.  Position the new cell on the fitting with the label facing up, as the DELCDs are shown on the Overview
page.  Be sure to push the DELCD cell all the way into the FID.

4.  Secure the new DELCD cell into place by tightening with a wrench the fitting that holds it onto the FID
exhaust or the heater block.

5.  Carefully lower the red lid to make sure that it does not touch the DELCD cell; the cell will crack if the lid
hits it.  There should be at least 0.5” of clearance between the red lid and the edge of the DELCD cell.

6.  Sensitivity may improve for the first 24 hours of operating time with the new cell installed.

Installing the Spare DELCD Cell



As diagrammed above, the sample enters the FID flame from the column where hydrocarbons are ionized
and combusted.  Electrons liberated in the ionization are collected by the FID collector electrode.  About half
the gas effluent (carrier gas + hydrogen + air + combustion products) flows out through the FID collector
electrode which has an internal diameter of .040 (1 mm.).  The restriction caused by the small collector i.d.
splits the flow of exhaust gases so that the other half of the gases pass through the DELCD.  The DELCD
consists of a small ceramic tube which is heated to 1000ºC.  In the center of the heated tube is a platinum
thermocouple which measures the temperature and a DELCD collector electrode which measures the
conductivity of the gases flowing through the DELCD.  Since the response is very dependent on the temperature
, the control circuit must maintain the temperature within a fraction of a degree at 1000ºC.  ClO2-BrO2 exhibits
extremely high conductivity at 1000ºC.  So the DELCD actually responds to the ClO2-BrO2 concentration of
the gases in the FID exhaust.  Because other molecules are not detected, the DELCD is almost completely
selective for chlorine and bromine.  Fluorine and iodine are not well detected.

DETECTORS
FID/DELCD



In the combo mode, the DELCD is operated after the FID.  The FID signal is usually connected to Channel 1
on the PeakSimple data system.  The DELCD signal may be on Channel 2 or 3.  Each detector amplifier is
labeled at the factory with the data channel to which it has been connected.  Detector signals may be connected
to any available data channel by simply attaching the white and black signal wires to the screw terminals on the
A/D board inside the GC.
1) Set the FID hydrogen and air flows for normal FID operation.  This is typically 25 ml/min hydrogen

(corresponds to 25 psi) and 250 ml/min air (typically 6 psi).  The exact pressure required for each flow is
labeled on the GC’s right hand side.

2) Set the DELCD temperature setpoint to 260 using the front panel adjustments.  This number actually
represents 1000ºC.  The DELCD will heat up to about 254 and stabilize.   The quartz collector electrode
will appear a bright red color due to the 1000C temperature.

3) In the FID/DELCD combo mode, the FID is normally operated on high gain or on hi-filtered gain if the
peaks are more than 10 second wide at the base.  The hi-filtered gain position is identical to the high gain
except that extra noise filtering results in a quieter baseline.  The DELCD amplifier is normally operated on
low gain.  In this configuration the FID and DELCD produce approximately the same response to chlorinated
peaks such as TCE ( same peak area counts ).  The FID will generate approximately 4 area counts per
nanogram injected on column while the DELCD will generate 2-4 area counts per nanogram of chlorinated
hydrocarbon. ( see example chromatogram below ).

Operating the FID/DELCD in the Combo mode

DETECTORS
FID/DELCD

The FID shows 500 area counts for 100 nanograms of Perchlorethylene (PCE)

The DELCD shows 250 area counts for 100 nanograms of Perchlorethylene (PCE)



1) As shown in the chromatogram above, the DELCD peak for PCE occurs at the same time as the FID
peak for PCE.  Notice that the DELCD peak exhibits a little bit of tailing compared to the FID response.

2) In the FID/DELCD combo mode, the minimum detectable amount is approximately 1 nanogram.  Assuming
a 1 microliter injection, this translates into approximately 1 ppm.  The exact detection limit will depend on
the analyte molecule ( how much chlorine/bromine in the compound ) and the chromatographic conditions.
A sharp peak is always more detectable than a short fat peak.

3) The detection limit will be worse when using the built-in air compressor for FID/DELCD flame combustion
instead of clean dry tank air.  While the built-in air compressor is useful and convenient, low levels of
halogenated compounds in the ambient air ( even levels below 1 ppm ) cause the DELCD to lose sensitivity,
and fluctuations in the level of organics in the ambient air may cause additional baseline noise.

4) In the FID/DELCD mode the DELCD response is useable from 1 to 1000 nanograms with a slightly
quadratic calibration curve.  EPA and other regulations allow the use of detectors with non-linear response
as long as the operator calibrates
with sufficient data points to
accurately model the detector
response curve.  Where a 5 point
calibration would normally be
required, the DELCD may
demand a 6 point calibration.

Operating the FID/DELCD in the Combo mode

The DELCD calibration curve shown at
right illustrates the quadratic response
from 1–1000 nanograms of TCE injected

DELCD peak overlaid on FID peak for PCE, then expanded for clarity.  The smaller peak is the DELCD response.

DETECTORS
FID/DELCD



1) The DELCD can be operated in a high sensitivity mode by eliminating the hydrogen from the reactions
which lead up to the detection of the ClO2-BrO2.  Because the chlorine/bromine atoms prefer to react with
hydrogen to form non-detectable HCl-Hbr, than with oxygen to form detectable ClO2-BrO2 by a factor of
100-1000 to 1, eliminating the hydrogen improves the DELCD sensitivity by at least 100 times.  Water
must also be eliminated as at the high temperatures inside the DELCD, hydrogen becomes dissassociated
from the H2O molecule and available as a reactant.  In practice, this means turning off the hydrogen and
using clean dry tank air (not the built-in air compressor).

2) Remove the hydrogen supply from the GC by disconnecting the hydrogen supply at the GC’s inlet bulkhead
on the left hand side of the instrument.  Reduce the air flow to the DELCD to 50 ml/min by turning the air
pressure setpoint down to 1-2 psi.  An additional air flow restrictor consisting of 12” of .067 tubing (1/16’,
1.58mm) with an internal diameter of .010 (0.25mm) can easily be added to the air supply immediately
below the detector to enable the flow to be controlled more precisely at higher pressures.  With the extra
restrictor installed a pressure setpoint of 10 psi will deliver an air  flow of approximately 50 ml/min.

3) If using a capillary column, push the column through the FID jet until it just enters the ceramic tubing of the
DELCD.  This will improve the peak shape somewhat because the column effluent will be discharged into
the flowing airstream and will be immediately swept into the DELCD detector volume.  When switching
back to FID/DELCD combo mode remember to pull the column back into the FID jet.

4) Remove the FID collector electrode and replace it with a 1/4’ cap fitting.  The FID collector electrode
allows some gas to escape from the FID combustion area, and this is not desirable when operating in the
high sensitivity mode.

The DELCD chromatogram
shown at right illustrates the
response to 10 picograms
(1ul of 10 PPB) of TCE in the
high senstivity mode.

Note that in high sensitivity
mode, there is some
response to the methanol
solvent.

Operating the FID/DELCD in the high sensitivity DELCD only mode

DETECTORS
FID/DELCD

Ten picograms (10 PPB) of
Trichloroethylene (TCE)



Operating the FID/DELCD in the high sensitivity DELCD only mode

1) Just as the DELCD response curve is quadratic in the FID/DELCD combo mode, the response is also
quadratic in the high sensitivity mode, but sensitivity is increased by 100-1000 times.  In the high sensitivity
mode the DELCD is most useful in the range of 1-1000 picograms which assuming a 1 microliter injection
translates into 1-1000 PPB.

2) In the high sensitivity mode, the DELCD can perform much like an Electron Capture Detector (ECD)
except that the DELCD is more selective for halogens and blind to oxygen.

3) Although the DELCD will not be damaged by large quantities of chlorine/bromine, there is a short term
loss of sensitivity for an hour or so following the injection of 1 µl of Methylene Chloride for example.

4) When possible quantitate by the internal standard method, using a chlorinated/brominated compound for
the internal standard peak.  Using an internal standard will correct for changes in the DELCD detector’s
response.

DELCD linearity in high
sensitivity mode is shown at
right from 10 to 1000
picograms  (10-1000PPB).

At levels above 10
nanograms, the detector is
saturated.

DETECTORS
FID/DELCD

Ten to 1000 picograms of
Trichloroethylene ( TCE )

The FID/DELCD detector is
shown at right configured for
the high sensitivity mode.

 The collector electrode is
removed and a 1/4” cap
installed instead.



CHEMICAL DETECTION by DET
featuring novel applications of the principles of

THERMIONIC SURFACE IONIZATION and FLAME IONIZATION -
Selective Detection for GC

NPD - BEST N DETECTIVITY
_ (less than 70 femtograms Nfsec)
The combination of an
Agilent 6890 NPD and 600 femtograms Nlcotlne
a DEl TID-4 ceramic
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Selective Detection for GC

PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
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Oxygenate Selective Detection for GC

ETHANOL in GASOLINE
Oxygenate Selective Detection for GC
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DETECTORS
Electron Capture Detector - ECD

OVERVIEW
The Electron Capture Detector (ECD) is selective to electronegative compounds, especially chlorinated,

fluorinated, or brominated molecules.  It is sensitive to some of these compounds in the parts per trillion (ppt)
range.  The ECD detector requires nitrogen or argon / 5% methane (P5) to operate.  The ECD detector is
mounted immediately adjacent to the right rear column oven wall on your SRI GC chassis.  Two BNC cables
connect the anode and cathode, respectively, to the ECD amplifier.  The ECD detector consists of a stainless
steel cylinder containing 5 millicuries of radioactive Nickel 63 in an oven enclosure that is thermostatically
controllable from ambient temperature to 375oC.  Since the detector contains only 5 millicuries of Nickel-63,
the ECD is covered by a “General License” requiring a periodic wipe test and the filing of a form with your
state’s Department of Health.  The documentation necessary to authorize your possession of a radioactvie
source is included in the ECD manual from Valco, the manufacturers.  This documentation transfers possession
of  the ECD directly to you from Valco; SRI provides the ECD installation service and the GC.  There are four
important documents to look for: 1) Certification of Sealed Source, 2) Conditions for Acceptance of a Generally

Licensed Device, 3) Test Specifications, and 4) Record of Source
Transfer.  Valco may print your address on the multiple copies of

the Record of Source Transfer, which are to be completed by
you and filed with the appropriate state and local authorities.

The other documents remain with the ECD detector, and
are necessary to prove authorized possession of the ECD.

1

2

3

4

Close-up view of the ECD detector
on an SRI GC

ECD-equipped SRI GC

ECD
Detector

Parts kit
containing
test resistor

Trimpot setpoints

Your name &
address here

It is imperative to
complete the Record of

Source Transfer and forward it to
proper authorities, and to familiarize

yourself with the requirements of your
General License.  You must also keep

on file the Cerification of Sealed
Source and Test Specifications,

which are proof that your
ECD detector meets

regulations.



DETECTORS
Electron Capture Detector - ECD

Theory of Operation

The radioactive Nickel 63 sealed inside the ECD detector emits electrons (beta particles) which collide
with and ionize the make-up gas molecules (either nitrogen or P5).  This reaction forms a stable cloud of free
electrons in the ECD detector cell.  The ECD electronics work to maintain a constant current equal to the
standing current through the electron cloud by applying a periodic pulse to the anode and cathode.  The
standing current value is selected by the operator; the standing current value sets the pulse rate through the
ECD cell.  A standing current value of 300 means that the detector electronics will maintain a constant current
of 0.3 nanoamperes through the ECD cell by periodically pulsing.  If the current drops below the set standing
current value, the number of pulses per second increases to maintain the standing current.

When electronegative compounds enter the ECD
cell from the column, they immediately combine with
some of the free electrons, temporarily reducing the
number remaining in the electron cloud.  When the
electron population is decreased, the pulse rate is
increased to maintain a constant current equal to the
standing current.  The pulse rate is converted to an
analog output, which is acquired by the PeakSimple
data system.  Unlike other detectors which measure an
increase in signal response, the ECD detector electronics
measure the pulse rate needed to maintain the standing
current.

Example Pulse Trains

The pulse rate is increased in the presence of
electronegative compounds

Detector electronics pulse to maintain the
standing current

ECD Detector Operational Diagram

CATHODE

ANODE

ECD cell

Standing
current (equal
and opposite to
the cell current)

Integrating amplifier

Voltage-controlled
variable frequency

pulser

Offset control
Frequency / voltage

converter
Analog voltage output
to PeakSimple data

system

Sample-laden
carrier gas

inlet

Gas outlet

Makeup gas
inlet

Electron cloud

Nickel 63 foil



DETECTORS
Electron Capture Detector - ECD

Expected Performance

ECD Noise Run

Column: 15m MXT-5 capillary
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
Makeup: Nitrogen @ 60mL/min
ECD Temp: 250oC
ECD standing current: 300
Offset before zeroing the data
system signal: 280mV

ECD noise averages less than 1mV from peak to peak

ECD Pesticide Analysis

Sample: 1µL 200ppb chlorinated
pesticides

Column: 15m MXT-5 capillary
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
Makeup: Nitrogen @ 60mL/min
ECD temp: 250oC
ECD standing current: 300

Results:
Component Retention Area
Pesticides 2.850 45792.4350



DETECTORS
Electron Capture Detector - ECD

General Operating Procedure

The following suggestions are specific to your SRI ECD-equipped GC.  Consult the Valco ECD detector
manual for carrier gas purity requirements, carrier gas system configuration, and other general ECD detector
information.  Keep in mind that the electronics shematics in the Valco manual do not apply to your ECD-
equipped SRI GC.

1.  Cap off the carrier inlet to the ECD cell (in the column oven).

2.  Connect the makeup gas and let it flow through and purge the ECD cell.
Makeup flow is 40-100mL; typically 60mL.

3.  Heat the ECD detector to 150oC to verify that the baseline noise and offset
are normal.  150oC is hot enough to evaporate off water but low enough to avoid
oxidation of the nickel foil which can occur at high temperatures in the presence
of oxygen.  Once you have verified the ECD’s operation at this temperature, you
may heat it to higher temperatures.

4.  Turn on the ECD standing current (the ECD current ON / OFF switch is
located on the front control panel of the GC, under “DETECTOR
PARAMETERS”).  As a rule of thumb, an ECD detector requires enough nitrogen
makeup flow (40-100mL/min) to significantly dilute the carrier in order to help
keep detector noise down; the ECD can tolerate a 6:1 ratio of nitrogen to helium.

With the carrier and makeup gas connected and flowing, check the
offset from zero.  The millivolt reading should be between 100 and
500mV.  If the signal offset is less than 100mV, the standing current
needs to be increased.  If the signal offset is higher than 500mV, the
standing current needs to be decreased.  Once the signal is relatively
quiet and stable, set the temperature to whatever is appropriate for
your analysis by adjusting the trimpot setpoint with the flat blade
screwdriver provided.

5.  When the ECD detector cell reaches temperature, let the system
stand until you get a stable milliVolt reading.  Once the system exhibits
a stable baseline, reconnect the column.  Observe the signal in the
presence of the carrier flow.  If it is significantly higher, it indicates

contamination introduced on the carrier flow.  If the milliVolt reading is still relatively stable in the presence of
carrier flow, then sample may be injected.  Avoid samples with high concentrations of electronegative
compounds; they may effect ECD operation for some time thereafter, as they could take too long to dissipate.

6.  You may need to adjust the ECD standing current using its trimpot setpoint.  The trimpot setpoints are
located on the top edge of the front control panel, directly above the display push-buttons for each controlled
zone.  Remember, increasing the standing current increases the ECD’s sensitivity and raises the baseline offset.

ECD standing current
ON/OFF switch

ECD cell temperature display



DETECTORS
Electron Capture Detector - ECD

ECD Troubleshooting

1.  Verify that the ECD amplifier electronics are working properly by removing the detector from the circuit and
inserting a 1000MOhm test resistor in its place.  The parts kit in the tackle box included with your GC under
the red lid contains a 1000MOhm resistor for this test.  Turn the ECD current off.  The anode and cathode
connections are BNC connectors located on the GC chassis near the base of the ECD detector housing.
Disconnect these two BNC connectors from the detector electronics, and install the 1000MOhm test resistor
as a jumper between the center conductor in the anode BNC jack and the center conductor in the cathode
BNC jack.  Zero the data system signal.  Turn the ECD current back on, and check the signal offset (observe
the mV reading in the upper right area of the PeakSimple chromatogram window.  With the test resistor in the
detector’s place, the signal offset should be 120-150mV with the standing current at 300.  If the signal offset
is pegged up or down (5000mV or 1500mV, respectively), there is a problem with your ECD detector
electronics.  Try turning off the GC power for at least 30 seconds, with the test resistor still in place, then turning
it back on to see if the signal offset still indicates a problem.  If the signal offset is at zero with the test resistor
in place, check to make sure that you are looking at the correct detector channel.  If you are observing a signal
offset of zero in the ECD detector channel, call technical support.

2.  Operate the ECD on make-up gas only by disconnecting the column from the ECD.  With the standing
current still set at 300, observe the signal offset and noise.  If it drops, then the problem is being introduced into
the GC and ECD by the carrier gas through the column.

Tip:  In most situations, the ECD will be used to detect sample components that are reactive with metal.  Use
glass, fused silica, or fused silica lined metal capillary columns to help avoid reactive sites and ghost peaks.

If you are experiencing baseline offset and noise problems withyour ECD detector, try the following two
diagnostic tests:

The ECD anode and cathode
are connected to the ECD
amplifier via BNC cables Anode and cathode

BNC connectors
ECD electronics test

BNC cables from ECD

Test resistor

1000MΩ

Anode Cathode



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Educational TCD

System Overview
Your educational TCD GC is configured on the compact 310 chassis.  It is equipped with a TCD

Detector, a temperature programmable Column Oven, a 3’ Silica Gel packed column, Electronic Pressure
Control (EPC) for carrier gas, On-column Injector, and a built-in, single channel PeakSimple Data System.
The model shown below is equipped with optional Fast Cool-down fans.

The TCD Detector requires helium to operate, which must be supplied by a gas cylinder and regulator.
The helium cylinder pressure is normally set at 30psi, which is 10-20psi higher than the column head pressure.

Column Oven with
3’ Silica Gel Column
inside

TCD Detector

Fast Cool-down Fans

On-Column Injector

TCD Detector temperature setpoint

TCD carrier gas outlet

TCD Filament
Current Switch

Regulator

Helium gas
cylinder

The TCD Detector is located inside its own oven, mounted on the right rear of
the Column Oven as shown above.  Its temperature is factory preset at 100oC, but it
may be heated up to 130oC by adjusting the trimpot with the small blade screwdriver
attached to the front right corner of your GC.  The trimpot looks like a small brass
screw and is located inside the labeled hole on the top edge of the front control panel.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Educational TCD

General Operating Procedure

1.  Check to make sure that the TCD filament current is switched OFF.  Plug in and turn on your GC.  Allow
the TCD detector oven to reach temperature (100oC) and stabilize.  With the “Display Select” switch in the
UP position, press on the TCD Temperature Actual button on the front control panel to read the TCD cell
temperature.

2.  The carrier gas head pressure is preset at the factory to 10mL/min for the Silica Gel column.  Look on the
right side of the GC for the carrier pressure that correlates to a flow of 10mL/min.  Because different
columns require different flow rates, the carrier head pressure may be adjusted by the user with the trimpot
above the “CARRIER 1” buttons.  For this GC, carrier cylinder pressure is normally set at 30psi, which is
10-20mL higher than the column head pressure.  The column head pressure is the pressure developed by
the carrier gas as it flows through the analytical column.

3.  Make sure that the setpoint and actual pressures are within 1psi.

4.  Damage or destruction of the TCD filaments will occur if current is applied in the absence of flowing carrier
gas.  ALWAYS verify that carrier gas can be detected exiting the TCD carrier gas outlet BEFORE energizing
the TCD filaments.   The carrier gas outlet tube is located on the outside of the Column Oven on the same
side as the detector.  Place the end of the tube in liquid and observe (a little spit on a finger can suffice).  If
there are no bubbles exiting the tube, there is a flow problem.  DO NOT turn on the TCD current if carrier
gas flow is not detectable.  A filament protection circuit prevents filament damage if carrier gas pressure is
not detected at the GC, but it cannot prevent filament damage under all circumstances.  Any lack of carrier
gas flow should be corrected before proceeding.

5.  With the TCD filaments switched OFF, zero the Data System signal.  Switch the filaments to LOW.  The
signal’s deflection should not be more than 5-10mV from zero for a brand-new TCD detector.  Any more
than a 5-10mV deflection indicates partial or complete oxidation of the TCD filaments; more deflection
means more oxidation.   Therefore, it is a good habit to use the Data System signal to check the working
order of the TCD filaments.

6.  In PeakSimple, set an isothermal Column Oven temperature ramp program as follows:
Initial Temp. Hold Ramp Final Temp.
80.00 7.00 0.00 80.00

8.  Using the 1mL syringe supplied with your GC, inject sample into column through the On-Column Injector.

7.  Click on the Zero button to the left of the chromatogram window in PeakSimple to
zero out the Data System signal.  Hit the RUN button on your GC or hit the spacebar
on your computer keyboard to begin the run.  You may also open the Acquisition
pull-down menu and select Run, but this gets difficult unless you have a partner,
since your hands are occupied with the sample syringe.

Auto Zero
button



Every compound possesses some degree of thermal conductivity and therefore may be measured with a
TCD detector.  TCD detectors are most often used with helium as a carrier gas because of helium’s high
thermal conductivity, but other gases such as nitrogen, argon, or hydrogen may also be used as a carrier gas.  A
TCD detects all molecules in concentrations from 100% down to around 100ppm,  and is especially useful for
measuring inorganic gases like O2, N2, CO & CO2.

Expected Performance

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Educational TCD

TCD Detector Noise

Column = 1m Silica Gel
Carrier = Helium at 10mL/min
TCD current = LOW
TCD Temp = 100oC

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 10.00 0.00 80oC

Column = 1m Silica Gel
Carrier = Helium at 10mL/min
Sample = 0.5cc 10,000ppm CO2
TCD current = LOW
TCD Temp = 100oC

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 7.00 0.00 80oC

Factory test run of an
Educational TCD GC

Noise Level = Approximately 20µV from peak to peak

20µV

RESULTS:
Component Retention Area
O2 N2 0.450 1252.9980
CO2 2.500     13.6460

Total 1266.6440



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Educational TCD

Expected Performance

TCD Room Air Analysis

Column: 3’ Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium at 10mL/min
Sample: 0.5cc room air,

direct injection
TCD current: LOW
TCD temperature: 100oC

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 4.00 0.00 80oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2 N2 0.716 1021.3830
CO2 2.766       1.5060

Total 1022.8890

The CO2 content of the room air analyzed is approximately 350ppm.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Educational TCD

Suggested Class Experiment: “Waiting to Exhale”
CO2 is a natural by-product of human respiration.  Our lungs get oxygen when we inhale and release

CO2 when we exhale.  When we hold our breath, the concentration of CO2 increases.  In this experimental gas
chromatography analysis of human breath, the students will supply the samples.  They will exhale into and trap
their breath in the syringe, then it will be injected into the Educational TCD system and analyzed for CO2
concentration.  Have a contest for the highest CO2 concentration: the student with the most CO2 in his or her
breath will win.  Whomever passes out is disqualified!
1.  Follow steps 1-4 of the General Operating Procedure.

2.  In PeakSimple, set an isothermal Column Oven temperature ramp program as follows:
Initial Temp. Hold Ramp Final Temp.
80.00 4.00 0.00 80.00

3.  Locate the 3mL (3cc) syringe supplied with your GC, remove its needle, and give both parts to a student.
Instruct the student to exhale into the tip of the syringe while pulling back on the plunger.  Students need not
touch the syringe with their mouths for it to work.  Fill the syringe completely, then replace the needle.  Depress
the plunger until the syringe contains 0.5mL of breath.
NOTE:  For sanitation concerns, it may be prudent to have one new, sterile syringe for each participating

student.  Sterile 3mL syringes complete with needles may be acquired for about $0.18 each from:
VWR (800-932-5000):
BD-309587 Syringe-Needle, 3mL Sub-Q 26G 5/8 Luer-lokTM

4.  Click the Auto Zero button in PeakSimple, then press the RUN button on your GC or the spacebar on
your PC keyboard to begin the run.

5.  Inject sample into the On-Column injector.

6.  Save and print  the resulting PeakSimple chromatogram with the student’s name for the sample identification.
Typical results are about 12-14 area counts per 1% of CO2.

7.  Repeat steps 2-5 for each student.  Compare chromatograms to find the winner.

Example TCD Breath Analysis
Column: 3’ Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium at 10mL/min
Sample: 0.5cc human breath,

direct injection
TCD current: LOW
TCD temperature: 100oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2 N2 0.700 1379.4740
CO2 2.700     61.9540

Total 1441.4280

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 24.00 0.00 80oC



Chapter:

Topic:

INJECTORS AND GAS VALYES

Electric Valve Actuator Maintenance

If the gas chromatograph in use is equipped
with an electrically actuated multiport gas sampling
valve and, after discussing the trouble experienced • ~

with the technical support staff at SRI Instruments,
a valve actuator replacement is deemed necessary.
then a replacement valve actuator may be purchased
(or ordered under warranty) and the replacement
may be performed in the field by the user.

By following the steps outlined below, the
user may effect the replacement of the actuator in
a relatively short period of time without much difficulty.

•••

SRI gas chromatogram equipped with
electrically actuated gas sampling valve

•

•

e•

VIEW OF VALVE OVEN AND
ACI1JATOR ASSEMBLIES AS

SEEN FROM FRONT OF UNIT

Thennostatted
valve oven
assembly

Electric valve
actuator

assembly (=<I ---jf.-
with multiport

sampling valves)

Stand-offs and -~JI:::.Iil'l":I~
valve stem collar -

STEP 1: Remove power from the unit and allow it to cool to ambient temperature. Disconnect
the power cord from the AC supply (wall outlet). Unplug the 5-wire modular plug on the cable that
exits the base of the actuator housing .
STEP 2: Remove the two brass thumbscrews securing the valve oven cover. Then remove the
valve oven cover. Remove the top insulating blanket directly beneath the valve oven cover.
STEP 3: Note that there are four holes in the insulating blanket
at the base of the valve stem. These holes permit access to four
Phillips-head screws that secure the valve oven to the stand-offs
mounted on the valve actuator through the bracket. Remove the
four screws (a magnetic device may be needed to retrieve the
screws through the insulation).
STEP 4: Using a 9/64 n Allen wrench, loosen the set
screw on the side of the collar securing the valve stem shaft.
This will release the valve assembly. Then lift the valve
oven slightly away from the actuator assembly in order to
insert the Allen wrench into the two set screws present in
the top surface of the collar ring. These screws go through
the bracket must be removed.
STEP 5: Remove the four hexagonal stand-off posts
mounted through the bracket into the valve actuator assembly.
This will free the valve actuator assembly from the bracket
and permit replacement. Remove defective actuator assembly
and substitute with replacement valve actuator. Reassemble
in the reverse order, from step 5 to step 1.
STEP 6: Verify proper valve operation after reinstallation.
Verify that the valve position matches the position indicated on
the remote control wand. Listen to the valve when rotating to hear
for actuator jamming or other unusual noises.

If any difficulties are encountered during or after the valve
actuator replacement process, contact SRI Instruments technical
support for assistance at (310) 214-5092. If an actuator is suspected to be defective, consult with SRI
before attempting removal. The problem may be located elsewhere in the system and diagnosis may
be possible over the telephone.



System Overview

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Your SRI Environmental GC is equipped with everything you need to generate certification quality data for
EPA Methods 8010, 8015, 8021, and others.  It is configured on the 8610C chassis, and includes a built-in
Method 5030 or 5030/5035 compliant Purge & Trap for concentration of liquid and/or soil samples.  Also
included is an on-column injector for direct liquid injections.  To detect commonly targeted pollutants, the
Environmental GC uses a sensitive, non-destructive PID detector in series with a combination FID/DELCD
detector.   The PID detector responds to compounds whose ionization potential is below 10.6eV, including
aromatics and chlorinated molecules with double carbon bonds.  The FID detector responds to the hydrocarbons
in the sample.  The DELCD selectively detects the chlorinated and brominated compounds in the FID exhaust.
Since the sample is pre-combusted in the FID flame, the DELCD is protected from contamination due to

hydrocarbon overload.  The PID is blind to certain
compounds which can cause interference, such as
methanol, and is recommended by the EPA.  Peaks
on the FID chromatogram that are obscured by

the methanol peak are visible on the PID
chromatogram.  Benzene and carbon

tetrachloride are common target analytes
which co-elute.  The FID responds to both.

The PID responds only to benzene, while
the DELCD responds only to carbon

tetrachloride.
The BTEX GC is the same as the

Environmental GC without the
DELCD detector.  Both systems have
a “whisper quiet” internal air
compressor and can be used with an
H2-50 hydrogen generator for
tankless field operation.

Method 5030/5035 Purge &
Trap on an Environmental GC

5035 Purge Head with
Thermostatted Sleeve

Syringe Port

Method 5030
Purge & Trap

FID/DELCD
Combo

Detector

PID Detector

60m Capillary Column
inside Column Oven

On-Column Injector
Method 5030
Purge & Trap

Purge
head

CarbosieveTM trap
positioned for shipping
(blank and TenaxTM -
GR traps are behind
the fan, under the
protective grill)

Cooling fan

10 Port Valve in
thermostatted

valve oven
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Column Vent
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POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Designed for compliance with EPA Methods 5030 and/or 5035, the Purge & Trap system extracts volatile
organic compounds from the sample solution in the test tube or VOA vial.  Using a dual trap design plumbed
with a 10 port gas sampling valve, the Purge & Trap system enables the use of two separate adsorbents with
different desorption temperatures for a wide range of target analytes.  Each trap is heated independently.

When the valve is in the LOAD position, the sample-laden purge gas from the test tube or VOA vial is directed
through the two traps, then out to vent, loading the traps with sample at the adsorption temperature.  The traps
are heated to their respective desorption temperatures shortly after purging is stopped.  When the traps reach
desorption temperature, the valve is actuated to the INJECT position.  In this position, the carrier gas backflushes
through the traps in the direction opposite to the sample-laden purge gas flow with which the traps were
loaded.  The carrier gas flow sweeps desorbed analytes into the column, while flow from the purge vessel is
stopped by the PeakSimple data system.

The versatile BTEX/Environmental GC systems can analyze gas, water, and soil samples.  Four types of
injection techniques can be used: purge and trap, direct liquid injection, TO-14 type gas sample concentration,
and manual headspace injection.  The Purge & Trap concentrator may be used for gas, liquid, and solid
samples.  For liquid samples up to 5µL and gas samples up to 1mL, direct injections can be made through the
on-column liquid injection port.  Larger gas samples can be injected through the syringe port on the 5030/5035
Purge & Trap concentrator or the septum port on the 5030 model.

Theory of Operation

Purge & Trap Injection

PURGE
& TRAP

60M
CAPILLARY
COLUMN

PID
DETECTOR

FID/DELCD
COMBO

DETECTOR

LIQUID
INJECTION

PORT



Theory of Operation continued

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Room Temperature Manual Headspace Injection

When making headspace injections with the BTEX or Environmental GC systems, the sample is equilibrated
offline at room temperature.  It is then injected by syringe into the on-column injector.  This technique is
basically the direct injection of small gas samples.

Gas Sample Concentration

In this TO-14 type technique, a large volume of gas is pushed by syringe or pulled by vacuum pump
through the dual traps.  The trapped analytes are then desorbed and swept into the column.  If the GC has the
optional vacuum pump interface, the pump is plugged into it and may be controlled by the PeakSimple data
system using an event table.

Direct Injection

Direct injection with the BTEX or Environmental GC systems is simple and straightforward.  This method
uses the on-column injector to inject the sample directly into the column, bypassing the entire purge and trap
injection system.  Sample size for this technique is 1mL or less for gas, and 5µL or less for liquid.  No event
table is necessary, just a temperature program for the column oven.

VOA vial and 1mL syringe with 27gauge
needle for manual headspace injections



General Operating Procedures

This technique is limited to volatile organic compounds that purge efficiently from water at ambient
temperature and VOC’s that are purgeable from soil at 40oC.  Sample preparation depends on the sample
type, concentration, amount, etc.  The third edition of SW-846 from the EPA is accessible on the Internet.  Go
to http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/test/main.htm and click on the 5000 Series link to download
Methods 5030 and 5035.  Also, please see the “Sample Preparation” page in the SRI Purge & Trap manual
section (available online at www.srigc.com).

1.  The purge gas flow is controlled with an Electronic Pressure Controller (EPC).  Set the purge flow
(measurable at the trap vent at the rear of the purge and trap system); 40mL/min is a typical purge flow.  The
pressure required for 40mL/min through a single Tenax trap is printed on the right panel of the GC.  NEVER
use hydrogen as a purge gas.  SRI recommends helium purge gas.

2.  TRAP 1 is in the lower position in the Purge & Trap, and TRAP 2 is in the upper position.  The trap
temperatures are factory set at 200oC for desorption.  For adsorption temperatures, trap 1 is set at 30oC and
trap 2 is set at 35oC.  Trap heating will be controlled by the timed Event Table during the run.  NOTE: the actual
temperatures typically run 5oC over the setpoint.  See the instructions in the Purge & Trap section of the manual
for adjusting the trap adsorption temperature settings.

3.  Load or create an Event Table that is appropriate to the sample to be analyzed, or that is designed for
compliance with a particular EPA Method (such as Epap&t1c.evt for a single trap or Epap&t2c.evt for dual
traps included in version 2.66 or higher of the PeakSimple software).

4.  Load or create an appropriate Temperature Program for the column oven.  Epap&t.tem is a typical Purge
& Trap temperature program file provided with the PeakSimple software for your convenience.  As a basic
rule for good separation using the purge and trap injection technique, the column oven should be kept at 40oC
for 10-12 minutes: 6 minutes while the sample is purging, plus 4-6 more minutes while the traps heat and the
gas sampling valve (in the INJECT position) transfers the sample to the column.

EPA Style Purge & Trap Injection

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Epap&t1c.evt is
designed for one trap,
while Epap&t2c.evt
is for two traps.



General Operating Procedures continued

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Direct Injection
This technique is useful for volatile and semi-volatile compounds, but is typically used for diesel and other

compounds that don’t purge well from aqueous or soil samples.

1.  Perform Detector Steps 1-4, then proceed with step two below.
2.  Load or create a Temperature
Program for the column oven.  You can
create an isothermal or ramped
temperature program; deciding which
to use depends on the sample being
analyzed, and the goals of the analysis.
There are several preset .tem files
included with version 2.66 and higher
of the PeakSimple software.  If the
analysis requires the column to be hotter
than 150oC, it is best to disconnect the
column from the PID detector.  The
PID represents a cold spot in which
higher boiling analytes will become
trapped, never making it to the much
hotter (300oC) FID for detection.
Also, when the column is heated over
150oC, stationary phase bleed will
adhere to the PID lamp window.  The higher boiling analytes and the column bleed will create a coating on the
PID lamp window that will interfere with the analysis.  The PID lamp window may be cleaned in the event of
contaminant condensation, but the resulting change in the PID response usually requires detector recalibration.
To bypass the PID, turn its lamp current OFF, then disconnect the column from the detector by loosening the
swagelok-type nut from the bulkhead fitting in the column oven wall.  Remove the tubing that connects the PID
exit to the FID/DELCD by loosening that nut.  Place the end of the column into the FID/DELCD bulkhead
fitting instead and tighten it in place.
3.  While the detectors are heating and stabilizing, prepare a diesel sample by shaking a known weight of the
sample with a measured volume of methylene chloride for 1-3 minutes.  Allow any particulates to settle before
drawing the sample into the syringe.
4.  Use a clean, standard glass 10µL GC syringe with a 26 gauge needle.  Fill the syringe with sample, and
work out any air bubbles.  Depress the plunger until 1µL of sample remains in the syringe.
5.  Zero the data system signal by clicking on the Auto Zero button on the left side
of the chromatogram window.  Or, make the first event ZERO (at time 0.00) in
your event table.
6.  Begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button on the GC or the computer
keyboard spacebar.
7.  Quickly and smoothly insert the syringe needle into the on-column injection port, and immediately depress
the plunger.

Auto Zero button

PID detector bypass for column oven temperatures above 150oC

The column is inserted directly into the FID, bypassing the PID.



General Operating Procedures continued

This TO-14 type technique injects a gas or air sample using either a large syringe (60mL) or a Tedlar bag
(1L).  A vacuum pump may be used to pull the sample through the sorbent traps.  The amount of sample that
may be loaded onto the trap(s) is limited only by the capacity of the trap’s adsorbent packings.  The more gas
that is loaded onto the traps, the lower the detection limit will be.

The volume and flow of sample and carrier gas that can be fed through the traps without adversely affecting
the resulting chromatogram is known as the breakthrough volume.  Different adsorbents have different
breakthrough volumes.  A breakthrough volume value is determined by the sample and target analytes, the
adsorbent packing (pore size, natural affinities for certain compounds, etc.), the diameter of the trap, and the
temperature at which the traps are loaded.  Therefore, a given trap will have different breakthrough volumes in
different analytical conditions.

The SRI Purge & Trap concentrator is shipped with a blank trap and a TenaxTM-GR trap installed, and a
CarbosieveTM S-III packed trap for optional user installation.  The Tenax-GR trap has a low affinity for water,
making it a good adsorbent for the purge and trap technique.  The Carbosieve has a high affinity for water, and
is generally highly retentive; SRI recommends using it only when vinyl chloride is among the target analytes.
The blank trap is provided for the user to pack with the adsorbent of choice.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Using a syringe:
1.  Perform Detector Steps 1-4.  While the detectors are heating and stabilizing, load or create an event table.
The valve (Relay G) must be in the LOAD (G OFF) position while analytes are being adsorbed onto the traps.
The valve is rotated to the INJECT (G ON) position during desorption.  See the valve diagrams on the EPA
Style Purge & Trap Injection Theory of Operation page.  Relays C (trap 2) and F (trap 1) activate the traps’
heat.  The relays may also be activated by the operator during an analysis: open the Relay/pump window and
click on the letter corresponding with the relay you want to turn ON or OFF.
2.  Inject the sample into the 5030 septum nut or the 5030/5035 syringe port.   Alternatively, the 5030 purge
head may be removed by unscrewing nut b, allowing the sample to be injected directly into the bulkhead fitting
on the front of the valve oven duct (see the photo, below right).  Depending on the syringe you’re using, you
may have to make an adaptor for injection into the purge head.
3.  Load or create a temperature program for the column oven.  Once the detectors are activated
and stabilized, begin the analysis.

Gas Sample Concentration

Using a vacuum pump:
1.  Connect the vacuum pump to the trap vent on the backside of the valve oven.
2.  If your GC has the optional vacuum pump interface installed, plug the vacuum pump into that
power socket on the left panel of the GC chassis.  Enter events in the event table to turn the
vacuum pump power ON and OFF as desired during the analysis.  If your GC doesn’t have the
vacuum pump interface, plug the vacuum pump into a wall outlet instead, and control it’s ON/
OFF switch manually during the analysis.
3.  Once the detectors are activated and stabilized, connect the Tedlar bag to the purge head septum nut (a),
or remove the purge head and secure the Tedlar bag to the bulkhead fitting in the front valve oven duct.  [To
remove the purge head: loosen the nut (b) that secures the purge head to the bulkhead fitting in the valve oven
duct wall.  Loosen the nut (c) that secures the purge head to the purge gas tubing.  Leave the second fitting (c)
on the purge gas tubing and slide the purge head off of the tubing.  See the photo, above right.]  Load or create
a temperature program.  Begin the analysis.

cb
a



Room Temperature Manual Headspace Injection
1.  In this technique, the sample is equilibrated offline.  Transfer sample into a clean VOA vial until the vial is half
full.  Let it set at room temperature for 30 minutes to an hour to equilibrate.
2.  Load or create a temperature program for the column oven.
3.  Perform Detector Steps 1-4, then proceed with the following steps.
4.  Fill a plastic medical syringe with the vial headspace.  Inject the sample into the GC injection port, bypassing
the Purge & Trap concentrator.
5.  Begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button on the GC or the computer keyboard spacebar.
Note: both the sample vial and the syringe may be heated for the injection of warm headspace samples.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

General Operating Procedures continued

Disposable, sterile 1mL syringes are available in packages
of 100 from Aldrich under catalog number Z23072-3.  27 gauge
precision glide needles in packages of 100 are available under
catalog number Z19237-6.
1-800-558-9260

40mL VOA vials are available from Eagle
Picher under part number 140-40C/EP/ES.
1-800-331-7425

1.  With the black plastic lamp hood in place on the PID lamp, turn ON the PID lamp current with the flip
switch on the GC’s front control panel.  Set the PID current to 70 (= 0.70ma) by adjusting the appropriate
trimpot setpoint on the top edge of the GC’s front control panel.  (Each detector zone is labeled on the front
control panel under DETECTOR PARAMETERS, with the corresponding trimpot setpoint directly above it.)
The lamp should emit a violet-colored light visible down the center of the tube.  Set the PID temperature to
150oC.  Set the PID gain to LOW.
2.  Turn on the air compressor using the switch on the GC’s front control panel.  NOTE: since most ambient air
will not cause interference with the DELCD, the built-in air compressor is appropriate for most analytical
situations.  However, if you are doing analyses in a lab environment with low levels of halogenated compounds
in the ambient air, they can cause the DELCD to lose sensitivity, and fluctuations in the level of organics in
ambient air may cause additional baseline noise.  To avoid this, use clean, dry tank air.
3.  Set the FID hydrogen flow to 25mL/min, and the FID air flow to 250mL/min.  The pressure required for
each flow is printed on the right hand side of the GC chassis.  Ignite the FID by holding up the ignitor switch for
a couple of seconds until you hear a small POP.  Ensure that the flame is lit by holding the shiny surface of a
chromed wrench to the tip of the collector electrode; when the flame is lit, you should be able to see condensation
on the wrench.  Set the FID gain to HIGH.  If the peaks are more than 20 seconds wide at the base, use the
HIGH FILTERED gain setting.  If you wish to keep the ignitor ON to prevent flameout, set the ignitor voltage
to -750 by adjusting the trimpot on the FLAME IGNITE zone.
4.  If a DELCD detector is installed, set the DELCD reactor temperature setpoint to 260 (=1000oC) by
adjusting the appropriate trimpot.  The DELCD will heat to around 254 and stabilize; the protruding end of the
ceramic tube will glow bright red in the heat.  Set the DELCD gain to LOW.
5.  When the system has reached temperature and each detector is displaying a stable signal, begin the analysis
by pressing the RUN button on the front of the GC or the spacebar on the computer keyboard.

Detector Steps



Expected Performance - Purge & Trap Concentrator

Temperature Program:
(Epap&t.tem)
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 10.00 10.00 180oC

These chromatograms were produced from a 10ppb BTEX Plus standard analyzed in an Environmental
GC equipped with a Method 5030 Purge & Trap injection system.  The simultaneous display of all three
detector channels illustrates their relative selectivity.  The chromatogram on the next page shows the carry-over
from the Purge & Trap concentrator on the subsequent analysis.

DELCD gain: LOW
DELCD reactor: 260
DELCD temp: 150oC

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

FID gain: HIGH
FID temp: 150oC
FID ignitor: -400

PID gain: LOW
PID current: 70
PID temp: 150oC

Sample: 1µL 100ppm BTEX Plus standard
dissolved in 10mL of water to yield 10ppb
of each analyte
Method: 5030 P&T injection
Column: 60m MXT-VOL
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min

Events (5030.evt):
Time Events
0.000 ZERO
0.100 E ON (PURGE GAS)
5.100 E OFF
6.000 C ON (TRAP 2 HEAT)
6.050 F ON (TRAP 1 HEAT)
8.000 G ON (VALVE INJECT)
12.000 E ON
12.900 B ON (BAKE)
13.000 G OFF (VALVE LOAD)
14.900 F OFF
15.100 C OFF
15.300 E OFF
15.500 B OFF

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 15.016 311.1630
TCE 15.866 258.4360
Toluene 17.666 353.2160
PCE 18.683 233.4780
Ethyl Benzene 20.000 343.9640
Ortho Xylene 20.783 350.7040
Bromoform 21.133   32.3470

   Total      1883.3080

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 10.616   921.0990
Benzene 15.033 1019.9260
TCE 15.883   441.8700
Toluene 17.683 1195.3320
PCE 18.700   383.3770
Ethyl Benzene 20.016 1247.3420
Ortho Xylene 20.800 1258.9260
Bromoform 21.166      78.9360

Total 6546.8080

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.883 192.1020
PCE 18.683 209.2260
Bromoform 21.150 126.2820

   Total 527.6100



Expected Performance - Purge & Trap Concentrator
This chromatogram was produced from analyzing a water blank immediately after the analysis of the

BTEX Plus standard to show the Purge & Trap carry-over.  The blank was run under the same conditions
(event table, temperature program, detector settings) as the sample.  Acceptable carry-over is a contamination
level of 1% or 0.5ppb—whichever is lower—of an analyte (especially high boiling components), and is a
normal condition of operation.  This 1% of contamination from preceding analyses should not be significant
enough to affect quantitation unless a very high concentration sample is followed by a very low concentration
sample.  It is standard laboratory practice to run a blank after a high concentration sample.  Toluene is used as
a representative of the carryover in the Purge & Trap system; if the carryover level of Toluene is below 1% or
0.5ppb on the PID chromatogram, then it will not affect subsequent analyses.  (Note: the chromatograms are
magnified for carryover visibility).

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.750 46.0340

FID Results:
Component Retention  Area
TCE 15.766 58.9100
Toluene 17.566 17.4000
Ethyl Benzene 20.033 51.9080
Ortho Xylene 20.833 91.5290

Total         219.7470

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.750 58.1920
Toluene 17.533   4.3400
Ortho Xylene 20.850 20.8720

        Total   609.1300

(x represents the ppb
concentration of the carryover)

Determine the carryover level by comparing
the areas of the two PID Toluene peaks
resulting from the sample and blank runs:

Note: TCE is a contaminant in our factory testing lab.

Sample: clean water blank



Expected Performance - Direct Injection

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

This chromatogram is from an analysis of a diesel sample.  The PID detector was bypassed, and the
column was connected directly to the FID detector inlet.  The results are identifiable as diesel because it shows
the range of hydrocarbons that compose this fuel.  A few retention windows are placed in the chromatogram
to show the approximate ranges of C10, C12, C28, and C30.

Sample: diesel fuel #2
Method: direct injection
Column: 60m MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50oC 3.000 10.000 320oC
320oC 30.00 0.000 320oC

C10 range

C12 range

C28 range C30 range

FID gain: HIGH
FID temp: 325oC
FID ignitor: -400



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
BTEX & Environmental

Sample: 1mL headspace from 50ppb Japanese standard in water
Method: manual headspace injection
Column: 60m MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 2.000 15.000 220oC
220oC 10.00 0.000 220oC

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 2.416         290.1100
1_1-DCE 3.933 39.6100
T-1_2-DCE 4.833 34.3780
C-1_2-DCE 5.966 18.6020
1_1_1-TCA 6.683 29.6320
TCE 7.850 23.4490
PCE 10.083 10.7560

Total          446.5370

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
1_1-DCE 3.933 63.1790
T-1_2-DCE 4.816 38.0780
C-1_2-DCE 5.950 18.0560
1_1_1-TCA 6.666 53.2210
TCE 7.833 39.6900
PCE 10.083 20.8340

Total          233.0580

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 2.183 22.7450
1_1-DCE 3.916 39.4070
T-1_2-DCE 4.800 45.0050
C-1_2-DCE 5.950 15.7380
TCE 7.816 33.7270
PCE 10.066 16.2780

Total          172.9000

FID gain: HIGH
FID temp: 150oC
FID ignitor: -400

PID gain: LOW
PID current: 80
PID temp: 150oC

DELCD gain: MED
DELCD temp: 260oC

Expected Performance - Manual Headspace Injection

To obtain the chromatograms below, 50ppb Japanese standard was placed into a VOA vial with water,
and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature for 45 minutes.  The FID (top) chromatogram shows all the
components and the solvent.  The PID (middle) does not detect the 1_1_1-TCA, while the DELCD (bottom)
does not respond to the solvent.
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EPC(E'llect~~nicp_re~sure control) operation
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SRI GCs are equipped with electronic pressure control of all
system gases. Detector support gases such as hydrogen and air
are controlled by the screwdriver adjustable local setpoint on the
GC, and once set are seldom altered . The carrier gas pressure
may be controlled by either the local setpo int screwdriver adjust
ment or by the channel two pressure program in the PeakSimpte
data system software. The main benefit of carrier gas pres
sure programming ( ramping ) is to speed up the flow rate
through the column at the end of the run in order to elute
high boiling peaks more quickty.
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l oca l setpoint adjustments for
temperatures and pressures using

small screwd river
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,- -.;._ -"-_.---_...-,

:::........... ~--
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Set the 'Control By" radio but
ton in the Channel 2 Details

screen to Pressure.
Then enter the desired pres
sure program into Channel 2

by selecting the Pressure
screen from the EdillChannel..J~~~~t0~

menu

Most chromatographers choos e to set the carrier gas pressure
using the screwdriver local seucmt adjustme nt rather than the
channel two pressure program for the fo llowing reasons :
1) The screwdriver adjustment is simpler. and once set is

not likely to be altered unintentiona lly.
2) The benefits of ramping the carrier gas pressure are

often not worth the extra operational compl exity.

Because very few users choose to utilize the pressure proqram
ming features, all SRI GCs are shipped with the EPC control
disabled . Instructions for enab ling the EPC are shown on the
following page. Once the EPC is enab led , the carrier gas pres-

the PeakSimple data system software. Channel two must be
activated and a pressure prog ram entered even if only a single
detector signal is being acquired on channel one. The pressure
program end time must be coordinated with the tempe rature
program for the column oven which is loaded into channel one.

Manl4 9.pub
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Topic:; " Enabling the carrier gas EPC c -
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1) Un-plug the GC power cord.
2) Remove the six screw holding the
bottom cover to the GC ch assis .
3) Tilt the GC on its back and expose
the interior.
4) l oca te the N O board which is _
mounted on the rig ht hand interior wall.
5) l ocate the carrier gas EPC wire
( green with wh ite stripe and labelled carrier
EPC ) This w ire is attached to a Ground
( GO ) terminal on the AID board before
shipment from the SRI factory. Attaching
this wire to Ground disables the computer
control of the EPC.
6} Use the screwdriver provided with
the GC to loosen the screw securing the
wire and re-attach the wi re to the termina l
labelled TP2. The pressure contro l signal
from ttle PeakSimple data system is now
connected to the ca rrier gas EPC.
7) Re-assemble the botttom cover and
screws.
8) Plug the GC power cord back in.
9) Use the screwdriver to adjust the
carrier gas local setpoint to 0.00. The local
setcont is sum med with the EPC control
signal from PeakSim ple, so if the loca l set
point is not set to 0.00, the carrier pressure
will be the sum of the local and computer
setpomts.
10) Enter a pressure prog ram in Peak
Simple's channel 2, and veri fy that the GC
pressure follows the program.

Some GCs will be equipped
wit h the single channel Model

203 AID board.

Other GCs will be equipped
with the 4 channel Model 202

AID boa rd.

The procedure is identical on
either board.

M "n l <; 0 n"n



EPC Calibration:

I. With the gas off connect a 0 - 30 psi gauge to the union on the output of the EPe.
(Inside the instrument, the El'C's are on the left)

2. Adjust the EPe SET POINT on the top of the front panel to 20 psi. Verify the SET
POINT is at 20 psi with the pushburtons.

3. With the supply gas off, Zero the display to a setting of -0.0 using the OFFSET POT
adjustment on the EPe board shown below.

4. With a supply pressure of 30 psi tumon the supply gas.

5. Adjust the SPAN POT on the EPe board to make the gauge pressure equal to the SET
POINT pressure.

6. Repeat steps 3-5, until the ZERO is -0.0 and the gauge and display both read 20 psi.

OFFSET

1 ~ ',1.~ SPAN. _ ~ tl- . ..
,~ ...s~'".... ,,.- ....,
. ! --: - •
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Pressure-Programmed Carrier Gas Operation Using EPC System

INSTALLAnONChapter:

Topic:
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FLOW CHART ILLUSTRATING CARRIER GAS PRESSURE PROGRAMMrn"G ON THE 8610C GC

All SRI 8610C gas chromatographs are equipped with Electronic (or Pneumatic) Pressure
Control (EPC) of all system gases. Each gas, from the carrier gas, to the specific detector gases ,
such as FID hydrogen and FID compressed air, in the case of an Fill detector, are controlled by a
dedicated solid-state EPC module that electronically monitors and instantaneously adjusts the pressure
being supplied to the particular feature. This electronic control facilitates extreme precision of gas
flows to the various functions. Each EPC module features a local, user-adjustable setpoint accessed
by a trimpot (variable potentiometer) located just above the particular function on the "at-a-glance"
panel display. The carrier gas is among these adjustable setpoints. The term "local" refers to the fact
that the "local" setpoint is set manually at the trimpot on the GC chassis. As in the case of the
column oven temperature setpoint, the carrier gas pressure setpoint may be set "locally" (manually on
the GC chassis), or from the computer via a pressure program . Created in the same format as a
PeakSimple temperature program, the program signal is sent to the data system interface and
convened to a control voltage that can increase, maintain, or decrease the carrier gas pressure
automatically at the user' s command.

The PeakSimple serial data system interface offers two rampable voltage outputs - one to
program the column oven , and the other to program carrier gas pressure . Outputting a 0 to 5VDC
variable signal, the EPC module will permit an output pressure of from 0 to lOOpsi (the carrier
pressure shown is actually the column head pressure). Please note that any local setpoint value will
be summed to this signal, resulting in the "total" setpoint value on the panel display. The carrier gas
pressure regulator at the gas cylinder should be set IOpsi higher than the highest programmed carrier
gas head pressure desired for proper control. Ramping permits the head pressure to be varied, to
speed or slow the elution of peaks from the analytical column as needed by the application or user.



Setting and Adjustment of Controlled Heated I Cooling Zones on 8610C GC

INSTALLATIONChapter:

Topic:
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display """,I
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The 8610C gas chromatograph permits
easy display and adjustment of all controlled
zone setpoints. To view a controlled zone,
simply place the display selector switch in the
UP position, and depress the desired feature
pushbutton. Depending on the zone, the
following values may be displayed: the actual
value that the zone is being measured at, such
as the current temperature of column oven 1;
the local setpoint, which reflects the adjustable
setpoint you currently have set, which, in the case of column oven 1, would be an offset value that
could be summed with the temperature signal being sent from the data system; and the total setpoint,
which is the sum of any signal being sent from the data system to the controlled zone , in addition to
any local setpoint value you have set (for example, if column oven 1 has a local setpoint of 50 degrees,
and the data system is instructing the GC to heat the column oven to 100 degrees, the total setpoint
should display 150 degrees), Most zones will only display the local setpoint and actual value. Each
zone also displays its status via a light-emitting diode (LED) that glows when the zone is active .

Front view of column oven temperature display

With the display selector
toggle switch in the UP position, the
value corresponding to any panel
pushbutton will be displayed. When
the button is released, the display
will clear the value and return to
000 units.
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PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Events

PeakSimple gives you control of up to eight independent external events, or hardware events.  A hardware
event is the operation of a device external to the data system but integral to the analytical run.  A
hardware event can be a valve rotation, opening or closing a split vent, activation of an autosampler
sequence, or operation of an electrical switch at a precise moment during the run.  PeakSimple also
gives you control over a comprehensive list of non-hardware events, such as integration events, data
system signal control events (zero, reverse), and DOS command events.  Events are controlled
automatically with Event tables that use the system clock, which starts at 0:00 with each run.  Using
PeakSimple Event tables enhances the reproducibility of the resulting chromatograms by ensuring
repeatable actuation of devices from run to run.

The eight timed event output signals are called
relays, and are named A-H.  For example, when
an SRI GC is equipped with a 10-port gas
sampling valve, its rotation/actuation is
controlled by a relay: relay OFF = valve in the
LOAD position; relay ON = valve in the
INJECT position.  The relay assignments for
any given instrument are printed on the side
panel (right hand side for GCs, left-hand side
for HPLCs).

Users may manually control any relay event, either during the run or while in
stand-by mode, by using the Relays/pump window.  Click on View and choose
Relay/pump window.  In this window are eight buttons representing the relays
with the appropriate letter.  Activate a relay by clicking on its letter; it becomes
highlighted to show its ON status.  You can also toggle the relays from the
keyboard by holding the control key (Ctrl) while pressing the letter of the
relay: Ctrl+C, Ctrl+H, etc.

This list of assigned relay functions is printed on the side
of a TO-14 GC customized with 4 sample solenoid valves.

Events



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Events

Event Tables

You can open the
events table window
from the Edit>
Channels screen.
Click on the Events
button for channel
1.  Or, right-click in
the chromatogram
window and select
Events from the pop-
up menu.

The event table window will open, either empty,
or with whatever .EVT file was saved with the
current control file (DEFAULT.CON, unless
you have specifically opened another).  At the
bottom of the events table window there are
several buttons for you to access event features.

Click on the Add... button to add an event to the
event table.  The Event details screen will open,
where you select the event and enter the time at
which you want it to occur.

Click on an existing event in the event table to select and
highlight it, then click on the Change... button to edit the
selected event.  You can also simply double-click an event to
open the Event details screen, from which you can edit any
selected event.

Click on the Remove button to delete a selected event from
the events table.

Click on the Describe... button to customize any or all of your
eight relay (hardware) event descriptions.Type in your custom event descriptions.

Each channel has its own event table because
of the signal processing type events that are
available, such as Zero, Reverse, and
Integration events.  Hardware events may also
be activated from any channel.  SRI
recommends entering hardware events only in
the channel 1 event table to avoid confusion.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Events

Click the Load... button to open an existing event table.  PeakSimple will open the program directory
and display all .EVT files.

Click Save... to save the current event table shown in the window.

Click Clear to remove any and all events and .EVT files from the event table window (but not from the
hard drive).  PeakSimple will prompt you for confirmation before proceeding to clear the event table.

Click the OK button to exit the events table window.

Click the Shift... button to shift the
sequence of events following the selected
event forward or backward in time.

Click the Print button to send the current event table to the printer through the Windows print manager.

In this example,
we are shifting the
highlighted event
forward 2 minutes.

Now the selected event takes place at 7.00
instead of 5.000; all subsequent events have
also been shifted forward two minutes.

The Shift... button saves you having
to re-type the entire event sequence.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Events

PeakSimple also permits you to automatically execute a DOS command during the analytical run
using an event table.  A DOS command is the same as running an executable file.  You may use this
function to launch a macro to copy, rename the preceding file so the next file may be updated into a
spreadsheet, or to copy the chromatogram data and results file onto a floppy or hard disk drive other
than the destination to which it was originally saved.  A DOS command may be executed at any time
during the analytical run by typing in the DOS path and the filename of an .EXE, .COM, or .BAT file,
and the time the event is to occur.  To add a DOS command event: click the radio button next to
“Command,” and type in your DOS path and executable filename.  Example: C:\Excel\Macro1.bat
Next, type in the time during the run at which you want the command to be activated in the form field
labeled Event time.  DOS events that require prolonged disk access should be executed after the run,
using Post-run actions for channel 1.

Enter DOS path and filename here

...followed by non-hardware
events.

Hardware events are the
first 8 listed in the Event
details window...

Enter the time at which
you want the selected
event to occur.

The Event details screen opens when you click the Add... or Change... buttons, or when you double-
click any single event in the list.  In the Event details screen are listed all the events you can enter into
an event table.  Starting on the left, the eight relays are listed, followed by non-hardware events.  Hold
your mouse cursor over any event to read its ToolTips description.

There is a checkbox labeled “On” to the right of the hardware events list.  When the event is turning
ON a relay, make sure this box is checked.  Uncheck the box when the event is turning OFF a relay.
Even though they control the same relay, ON and OFF are separate and distinct events in the timetable.
On the bottom left of the Event details window is the Event time field.  Enter the time at which you
want the event to occur here.  Typically, PeakSimple has a lot of tasks to perform at the beginning of an
analytical run.  Therefore, SRI recommends that you enter the first hardware event no earlier than
0.100 minutes (6 seconds).



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
Events

In some cases, a user may not want to reset the relays at the end of the run.  For instance, when using
our TO-14 Air Concentrator, users leave the gas sampling valve in the INJECT position at the run’s
end.  This sweeps clean the trap and column, preparing the system for the next sample.  In this case, the
user would have an event table to turn OFF the valve relay and return it to the LOAD position sometime
after the run has started.  Therefore, such users would deselect the “Reset relays at end of run” option.

You can choose to reset all eight relays at
the end of the run by clicking Edit>Overall
and checking the box in the lower left
corner.

This option will return the relays to their
default position—OFF.



DETECTORS
Flame Ionization Detector - FID

The Flame Ionization Detector responds to any molecule with a carbon-hydrogen bond, but its response
is either poor or nonexistent to compounds such as H2S, CCl4, or NH3.  Since the FID is mass sensitive, not
concentration sensitive, changes in carrier gas flow rate have little effect on the detector response.  It is preferred
for general hydrocarbon analysis, with a detection range from 0.1ppm to almost 100%.  The FID’s response
is stable from day to day, and is not susceptible to contamination from dirty samples or column bleed.  It is
generally robust and easy to operate, but because it uses a hydrogen diffusion flame to ionize compounds for
analysis, it destroys the sample in the process.

Overview

The SRI FID features a unique ceramic
ignitor which can run hot continuously, and prevent
the flame from extinguishing even with large water
injections or pressure surges from column
backflush.  This ignitor is positioned perpendicular
to the stainless steel detector jet and does not
penetrate the flame.  Opposite this flame is the
collector electrode.  This positively charged metal
tube serves as a collector for the ions released as
each sample component elutes from the column(s)
and is pyrolyzed in the flame; it doubles as a vent
for the FID exhaust gas.  The FID is equipped
with an electrometer amplifier which has HIGH,
HIGH (filtered), and MEDIUM gain settings.  On
an SRI GC, the hydrogen and air gas flows are
controlled using electronic pressure controllers,
which are user adjustable via the GC’s front panel.
A thermostatted aluminum heater block maintains
a stable detector temperature which is user
adjustable up to 375oC.  The optional built-in air
compressor may be used to supply the air for the
FID, eliminating bulky air cylinders.  The built-in
hydrogen generator is another option: the standard
model can produce 20mL/min for use as both
carrier gas and FID combustion gas at pressures
up to 25 psi.

Collector
electrode

Ceramic
ignitor

H2 in

Air in

FID detector

(SRI Capillary FID GC with built-in Hydrogen Generator)

Detector viewport
(remove Swagelok cap)

Thermostatted
heater block

Flameport

Amplifier gain switch

Electrode lead
to amplifier



DETECTORS
FID - Flame Ionization Detector

In the SRI FID, the carrier gas effluent from the GC column is mixed with hydrogen, then routed through
an unbreakable stainless steel jet.  The hydrogen mix supports a diffusion flame at the jet’s tip which ionizes the
analyte molecules.  Positive and negative ions are produced as each sample component is eluted into the flame.
A collector electrode attracts the negative ions to the electrometer amplifier, producing an analog signal for the
data system input.  An electrostatic field is generated by the difference in potential between the positively
charged collector electrode and the grounded FID jet.  Because of the electrostatic field, the negative ions
have to flow in the direction of the collector electrode.

Theory of Operation

The ratio of air to hydrogen in the combustion mixture should be approximately 10:1.  If the carrier flow is
higher than normal, the combustion ratio may need to be adjusted.  Flow is user adjusted through the Electronic
Pressure Controllers (EPC); the rates used to generate test chromatograms at the factory are printed on the
right side of the GC in the flow rate chart.  The FID temperature must be hot enough so that condensation
doesn’t occur anywhere in the system; 150oC is sufficient for volatile analytes; for semi-volatiles, use a higher
temperature.  In addition to using  the ignitor to light the flame, it may be left on at an intermediate voltage level
to prevent flameout (-750 or 7.5 volts).  The ignitor is very durable and will last a long time, even at high
temperatures.

The FID hydrogen diffusion flame

FID detector schematic



DETECTORS
Flame Ionization Detector - FID

Expected Performance

FID noise run

Column: 15m MXT-1
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
FID gain = HIGH
FID temp = 150oC
FID ignitor = -400

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 15.00 0.00 80oC

Sample: 1mL of 1000ppm C1-C6
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
FID H2 at 25psi = 25mL/min
FID air at 6psi = 250mL/min
FID temp = 150oC
FID ignitor = -750
FID gain = HIGH
Valve temp = 90oC

C1-C6 Hydrocarbon Test Analysis

Results:
Component Retention Area
Methane  0.850  6979.9260
Ethane 2.866 13623.7580
Propane  5.683 19535.8960
Butane 8.200 26456.5980
Pentane 10.283 33053.9680
Hexane 12.916 39419.0870

Total           139069.2330

FID noise averages less than 100µV from peak to peak



Expected Performance

DETECTORS
FID - Flame Ionization Detector

BTEX Test Analysis

15m MXT-VOL capillary
column

FID gain = HIGH
FID temp = 150oC
FID ignitor = -400

1µL 100ppm BTEX sample

Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.433 95879.7560
Benzene 2.083    837.1000
TCE 2.700    319.2450
Toluene 4.183  1070.1060
PCE 5.000    344.8640
Ethyl Benzene 6.233  1200.3320
Ortho Xylene 6.900  1312.3070
Bromoform 7.150    225.2360

       total        101188.9460

The BTEX chemicals (Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylenes) are volatile monoaromatic
hydrocarbons found in petroleum products like gasoline.  Due to industrial spills and storage tank leakage, they
are common environmental pollutants.  Groundwater, wastewater, and soil are tested for BTEX chemicals in
many everyday situations.  The chromatogram below was obtained using an FID-equipped SRI GC.



DETECTORS
FID - Flame Ionization Detector

General Operating Procedure

2.  Set the FID hydrogen flow to 25mL/min, and the FID air supply flow to 250mL/min.  The approximate
pressures required are printed in the gas flow chart on the right-hand side of the GC.

3.  Ignite the FID by holding up the ignitor switch for a couple of seconds until you hear a small POP.  The
ignitor switch is located on the front panel of your SRI GC under the “DETECTOR PARAMETERS” heading
(it is labelled vertically: “FLAME IGNITE”).

1.  Set the FID amplifier gain switch to HIGH for most hydrocarbon applications.  If peaks of interest go off the
scale (greater than 5000mV), set the gain to MEDIUM.   When peaks of interest are 20 seconds wide or more
at the base and extra noise immunity is desired, set the gain switch to HIGH (filtered).  This setting broadens
the peaks slightly.

5.  If you wish to keep the ignitor ON to prevent flameout, set the ignitor voltage to -750 by adjusting the
trimpot on the “FLAME IGNITE” zone with the supplied screwdriver.

4.  Verify that the FID flame is lit by holding the
shiny side of a chromed wrench directly in front of
the collector outlet/FID exhaust vent.  If
condensation becomes visible on the wrench
surface, the flame is lit.

FID amplifier gain switch



DETECTORS
Flame Ionization Detector - FID

FID Troubleshooting

Whenever you experience problems with your FID, review your operating procedures: check the detector
parameters, check to make sure you are on the correct channel of the data system display, check the mixture
of hydrogen (25mL/min) and air (250mL/min), check gas pressures and connections, check the oven and
detector temperatures, and all the other variables that compose your analysis.  Having ruled out operating
procedure as the source of the problem, there are two simple diagnostic tests you can perform.  Detector
problems can be electrical or chemical in nature.  Use the Flame ON/OFF test to help determine if the problem
is of chemical origin.  Use the Wet Finger test to determine if the problem is electrical.

A.  Flame ON/OFF Test

1.  Extinguish the flame by turning off the air.

2.  Use the wrench test to make sure the flame is OFF.  If it is, observe the baseline in
the chromatogram window to see whether there is an improvement or no change at all.

3.  If baseline noise and high background disappear with the FID flame OFF, the
problem is chemical in nature.

4.  Isolate the column by capping off the column entrance to the detector with a
swagelok-type cap or a nut and septum.  Turn the air back on and light the FID flame.
If the detector noise is similar to the background that was observed with the flame
OFF, the column is suspect.

B. Wet Finger Test

1. Make a V sign with the first two fingers of your right hand.

2.  Moisten those two fingers (you can achieve sufficient moisture by licking them).

3.  Place one finger on the collector electrode, and place the other on bare metal (like
the FID detector body or the column oven lid) to ground the collector.  Make your

contact brief--you need only brush
these parts to perform the test.  Be
careful not to burn yourself; the
column oven lid is probably cooler
than the FID detector body.

5.  Observing the milliVolt reading on the screen.  If your
contact makes a significant change in the milliVolt reading,
then the FID detector electronics are working.  The data
system signal should jump from zero to the maximum voltage
(5,000mV), then come back down when you remove your
fingers.

One finger here and

the other finger here



Cleaning the FID

The FID detector rarely requires cleaning or servicing.  It may develop a film or coating of combustion
desposits in the flameport with extended use.  Use the FID detector viewport to check for visible deposits.  If
you’re experiencing problems with your FID detector, try cleaning it, even if you
can’t see deposits through the viewport.

1.  Unscrew the viewport cap nut and examine the flameport interior for coatings or
films.  If residue is found, the collector electrode and the flameport will need cleaning.

2.  Remove flameport assembly from the heater block

a.  Disconnect the FID air supply line at the 1/16” bulkhead fitting.

b.  Using a philps head screwdriver, remove the screw on the top
of the FID’s heater block and pull  the aluminum cover up and
off.

c.  Gently pull off the white insulation to
reveal the detector’s bulkhead fitting on
the column oven wall.  Loosen this fitting
to disconnect the flameport.

3.  Remove the collector electrode

a.  Unclip the electrode lead
terminal and slide it off the
electrode.

b.  Loosen and remove the nut and ferrule that hold the
collector electrode in the flameport body.

c.  Slide the collector electrode out of the nut.  Once removed,
spin it between your fingers in a piece of sandpaper to clean the
stainless steel surface.  A wire brush may also be used to scrub
the electrode.  Once cleaned, set it aside with the ignitor.

DETECTORS
FID - Flame Ionization Detector



Cleaning the FID continued

4.  Remove the FID ignitor element

a.  The ignitor element is brittle and will break when stressed, so handle the
ignitor carefully, mindful of any torque on the blades.  While holding the ignitor
by the ceramic body with one hand, loosen the 1/4” swagelok-type nut that
holds it in place.  There is a graphite ferrule inside this nut that secures the
ceramic ignitor body when the nut is tightened.

b.  Carefully pull the ignitor down out of the flameport.  Disconnect the ignitor
from the spring-loaded ignitor current source terminals.  Set the ignitor securely
aside.

5.  Use a wire brush or a sharp object to remove any residue from the flameport interior, then rinse it with
solvent (methanol or methylene chloride), and bake it out in the GC’s column oven at 250oC for 10-15
minutes.

6.  Re-assembly

a.  Once all the FID parts are cleaned, reverse the disassembly process, starting with the replacement
of the ceramic ignitor.  Leaving out the cleaning steps, your last step should be reinstalling  the flameport
assembly onto the heater block.  Make sure to position the ignitor so that the blade is slightly below
and angled 10-15o toward the jet’s tip so that the ignitor will not interfere with the flame or create
turbulence.

Graphite ferrule
Ignitor blade

Ignitor body

Scrape, rinse, and bake out the FID flameport interior

FID ignitor removed from
the flameport; note the
slight angle of the blade
element

Ignitor blade
must not
touch FID jet

Position the collector electrode
so that about 1/8” of it is visible
through the viewport

Use the viewport to correctly position the FID ignitor
and collector electrode inside the flameport

VIEW

DETECTORS
Flame Ionization Detector - FID

FID ignitor removed from the flameport assembly



In the combo mode, the DELCO is operated after the FlO. The FlO signal is usually con
nected to Channel 1 on the PeakSimple data system. The DELCO signal may be on Chan
nel 2 or 3. Each detector amplifier is labeled at the factory with the data channel to which it
has been connected. Detector signals may of course be connected to any available data
channel by simply attaching the white and black signal wires to the screw terminals on the
AiD board inside the GC .
1) Set the FlO hydrogen and air flows for normal FlO operation . This is typically 25 ml/min

hydrogen ( corresponds to 25 psi ) and 250 mVmin air ( typically 6 psi ). The exact pres
sure required for each flow is labeled on the GC's right hand side .

2) Set the DELCO temperature setpoint to 260 using the front panel adjustments. This
number actually represents 1000°C. The DELCO will heat up to about 254 and stabi
lize. The quartz collector electrode will appear a bright red color due to the 1aooc tem
perature.

,3) In the FIDIDELCD combo mode, the FlO is normally operated on high gain or on hi
filtered gain if the peaks are more than 10 second wide at the base. The hi-filtered gain
position is identical to the high gain except that extra noise filtering results in a quieter
baseline. The DELCO amplifier is normally operated on low gain . In this configuration
the FlO and DELCO produce approximately the same response to chlorinated peaks
such as TCE ( same peak area counts) . The FlO will generate approximately 4 area
counts per nanogram injected on column while the DELCO will generate 24 area counts
per nanogram of chlorinated hydrocarbon. ( see example chromatogram below).
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FlO shows 500 area counts for 100 nanograms of Perchlorethylene

DELCO shows 250 area counts for 100 nanograms of
Perchlorethylene
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DELCO peak
overlaid on FlO
peak for peE,
then expanded
for clari ty.

The smaller
peak is the
DELCO re
sponse.

1) As shown in the chromatogram above, the DELCO peak for peE occurs at the same
time as the FlO peak for PCE. Notice that the DELCO peak exhibits a little bit of tailing
compared to the FlO response.

2) In the FlO/DELCO combo mode, the minimum detectable amount is approximately 1
nanogram. Assuming a 1 microliter injection, this translates into approximately 1 ppm .
The exact detection limit will depend on the analyte molecule ( how much chlorinel
bromine in the compound) and the chromatographic conditions. A sharp peak is alwa ys
more detectable than a short fat peak.

3) The detection limit will be worse when using the built-in air compressor for FlO/DELCO
flame combustion instead of clean dry tank air. While the built-in air compressor is use
ful and convenient, low levels of halogenated compounds in the ambient air ( even lev
els below 1 ppm) cause the DELCO to lose sensitivity, and fluctuations in the level of
organics in the ambient air may cause addit ional baseline noise.

4) In the FlO/DELCO mode the DELCO response is useable from 1 to 1000 nanograms
with a slightly quadratic calibration curve. EPA and other regulations allow the use of
detectors with non-linear response as long as the operator calibrates with sufficient data
points to accurately model the detector response curve. Where a 5 point calibration
would normally be required , the DELCO may demand a 6 point calibration.

The DELCO calibration curve
shown at right illustrates the
quadratic response from 1
1000 nanograms of TeE in
jected

Man205.pub



1) The DELCO can be operated in a high sensitivity mode by eliminating the hydrogen
from the reactions which lead up to the detection of the CI02-Br02. Because the chlo
rine/bromine atoms prefer to react with hydrogen to form non-detectable HCI-Hbr, than
with oxygen to form detectable CI02-Br02 by a factor of 100-1000 to 1, eliminating the
hydrogen improves the DELCO sensitivity by at least 100 times. Water must also be
eliminated as at the high temperatures inside the DELCO, hydrogen becomes dissasso
ciated from the H20 molecule and available as a reactant. In practice, this means turn
ing off the hydrogen and using clean dry tank air ( not the built-in air compressor ).

2) Remove the hydrogen supply from the GC by disconnecting the hydrogen supply at the
GC 's inlet bulkhead on the left hand side of the instrument. Reduce the air flow to the
DELCO to 50 mUmin by turning the air pressure setpoint down to 1-2 psi. An additional
air flow restrictor-consistmq of 12~ of .067 tUbing ( 1/16 ', 1.58mm ) with an internal di
ameter of .010 ( .25mm ) can easily be added to the air supply immediately below the
detector to enable the flow to be controlled more precisely at higher pressures. With the
extra restrictor installed a pressure setpoint of 10 psi will deliver an air flow of approxi
mately 50 ml/min .

3) If using a capillary column, push the column through the FlO jet until it just enters the ce
ramic tubing of the DELCO. This will improve the peak shape somewhat because the
column effluent will be discharged into the flowing airstream and will be immediately
swept into the DELCO detector volume. When switching back to FlO/DELCO combo
moe/e remember to pull the column back into the FlO jet.

4) Remove the FlO collector electrode and replace it with a 1/4' cap fitting . The FlO collec
tor electrode allows some gas to escape from the FlO combustion area, and this is not
desirable when operating in the high sensitivity mode.

The DELCD chroma
togram shown at right illus
trates the response to 10 I

picograms ( 1ul of 10
PPB ) ofTCE in the high

senstivity mode.

Note that in high sensitivity
mode, there is some re- II'

sponse to the methanol
solvent.
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The FlO/DELCO detector is
shown at right configured for

the high sensitivity mode.

The collector electrode is
removed and a 1/4" cap

installed instead.

1) Just as the DELCO response curve isquadratic in the FlO/DELCO combo mode, the re
sponse is also quadratic in the high sensitivity mode, but sensitivity is increased by 100
1000times. In the high sensitivity mode the DELCO is most useful in therange of 1
1000picograms which assuming a 1 microliter injection translates into 1·1000 PPB.

2) In the high sensitivity mode, the DELCO can perform much like an Electron Capture De
tector ( ECD ) except that the DELCO is more selective for halogens and blind to oxy
gen.

3) Although the DELCO will not be damaged by large quantities of chlorine/bromine, there
is a short term loss of sensitivity for an hour or sofollowing the injection of 1 ul of Me
thylene Chloride for example.

4) When possible quantitate bythe internal standard method, using a chlorinatedl
brominated compound forthe internal standard peak. Using an internal standard will
correct forchanges inthe DELCO detector's response.

DELCO linearity in high J'
sensitivity mode is shown .
at rightfrom 10 to 1000 .

picograms
( 10-1000PPB).

At levels above 10
nanograms the detector is

saturated.

Man207.pub
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The DELCO detector is only available in combination
with the FlO detector.

The FIDIOELCD combo detector is mounted to a
thennostatted aluminum heater block on the right
hand side of the column oven .

The FlO/DELCO combo detecto r is shown at right
removed from the GC.

The DELCO part of the detector is the large black
cylinder wh ich mounts into the right hand port of the
FlO detector body. It can be separated from the FlO
body by loosening the 1/4- Swagelok nut and graph
ite ferrule which secures it in place.

Manj Ja.pub
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The DELCO collector electrode ( part# 8670-1028 )
can be removed from the hea ter. Because the
heater operates at close to 10000c, it will fail eventu
ally. A new heater ( part # 8670-1027) is less ex
pensive than the complete heater/collector assembly
( parte 6670-1029 ), so it may make sense to rem ove
the collector from the bad heater and re-install it into
a new heater.

Dis-connect the three small platinum wires from the
screw terminals and gently move them aside.

Using two wrenches to avoid rotating the fitting,
loosen the 1/S»Swagelok nut and graphite ferru le
which secures the collector electrode into the heater.

The collector can then be withdrawn from the heater.

van 135.pub
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Chapter: Detectors _.,:-

When the collector electrode is re-installed in the
new heater, it is important that the tip of the electrode
is positioned in the center of the heater.

T ip of eiec
trode cen

tered in
heater

Use a file . rod , screwdriver or other long th in object
as a gauge to verify that the electrode tip is centered
in the new heater body. Gently re-position the elec
trode by slid ing it through the graphite ferrule to get
the proper adjustment. Finally, look down the bore of
the heater and check to make sure that the tip of the
electrode is centered in the bore of the heater, and is
not bent to one side, touching the heater wal l.

Connect the heater/collector assembly back onto the
FID body. The heater/collector assembly should be
inserted as far as possible into the FlO body.

The two DELCO heater wires are connected to the
push terminals on the deck of the GC which are
labeled DELCO heater.
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The red, white and yellow wires are inserted into the
labelled screw terminals on the deck of the GC.

Set the DELCO heater setpoint temperature to 250 .
This is an arbitrary number which actually corre
sponds to a temperature of 10000c. Better sens itiv
ity can be obtained by raising the setpoint to 260 or
270, but at the cost of reduced heater lifetimes.

The actua l temperatu re of the DELCO heater wi ll
equilibrate to about 7 degrees less than the setpoint
within 10 minutes

--~-_.---------_.-----..._----- ,~'=-- ""':'"_:::.~~ ;;.;-_......----

,..

Vertfy that the FlO flame is lit by holding a shiny
wrench or mirror above the FlO cctlector electrode
and looking for droplets of water condensation .

Man137.pub



There are situations where it would be helpful to op
erate the FlO detector using just the built-in air com
pressor for carrier gas and no other gases. SRI dis
tribu tors demonstrating the GC and software may
find it useful to run live chromatograms without the
inconvenience of providing hydrogen and helium .
Service personnel troubleshooting other GC func
tions may be able to test the GC without gases, and
under some circumstances, the response of the
f1ameless ionization detector ( FLiO ) may actually be
useful for non-quantitative appl ications.

The FlO detector is normally located on the right
hand side of the column oven .

The FlO normally requires a flow of 20-30 mVmin of
. hydrogen and 200-300 m Vmin of air to support a hy

drogen flame at the tip if the jet. The heat of the
flame ionizes the analyte molecules, and the nega
tive ions allow a small electric current to flow be
tween the collector electrode and the grounded flame
jet. The ignitor normally serves only to ignite the
flame .

The FlO detector body is shown at right in the normal
configuration, but removed from the detector heating
block on the GC for clarity.

Inside the FlO detector body, the ignitor is normally
positioned just below and behind the tip of the jet.
Not ice that the ignitor blade is tilted at a 15 degree
angle from the ceramic tube in which it is fabricated.
In normal FlO operation, the ignitor is positioned be
low and behind the je t so it will not disrupt or distort
the flame, yet close enough to easily ignite the hydro
gen/air mixture.
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Operation ofFlOdetecto.r without hydrogen ( FLiomode )
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In the FLiD mode, the ignitor itself provides the heat
necessary to ionize the sample molecules. Accord
ingly, the ignitor needs to be positioned directl y in
front of the jet. The slight angle of the ignitor allows
the ignitor tip to be located 1-2 mm in fron t and
slightly above the jet. The ignitor is held in place by a
soft graphite ferru le and a swagelok nut. Be care ful
when manipulating or twisting the ignitor because the
ignitor blade is very brittle ceram ic. and will snap if
stressed. Replacement ignitors are available using
part# 8670-0150.

The ignitor temperature must be raised so that it
glows red hot. Set the FlO ignitor volts to at least
900-1000 using the front panel FlO Ignitor control.

A chromatogram of gasoline is shown below which
was run using the FLiD mode. Only the larger gaso
line components ( > 1000 ppm ) were detected.
Sensitivity is exponential due to the temperature rise
that occurs when the peak combusts on the ignitor
surface. Large peaks which elute quickly may cool
the ignitor resulting in split peaks .

Man l44.pub
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To convert the FID detector to NPD
detector:

1) The FlO and NPD detectors are almost identical.
The detector body is mounted on a heated aluminum
block on the right hand side of the GC oven.

The NPD body is slightly different from the FlO in
that the NPD flame jet does not protrud e as far into
the detector bodyas it does on the FlO. This allows
the NPD thermionic bead to be positioned directly in
front of the jet. Remove the FlO body from the
heated aluminum block and replace it with the NPD
body.

2) The photo at right shows the FIDIN PD detector
body and both the FrO ignitor and NPD thermionic
bead side by side for comparison. Both the FlO igni
tor and NPD therm ionic bead are inserted into the
detector body from the bottom. The ignitor is in
serted until the tip of the ignitor is just below the tip of
the flame jet. while the NPD bead is inserted until the
heated part of the bead is directly in front of the
flame jet. For NPD operation, the sample molecules
must co llide with the bead in order to be ionized and
detected.

3) The gas flows to the NPD detector are different
than the FlO gas flows. The NPO hydrogen flow is
normally about 3 mUmin while the FlO hydrogen flow
is about 25mllmin. To obta in this lower H2 flow rate ,
an additional restrietor coi l is attached to the hydro
gen bulkhead fitting immediately below the detector
body. W ith this additiona l restrictor coil in place, 10
psi hydrgen pressure will result in a flow rate of about
3ml/min. The NPO air flow rate is typically about 100
mllmin, but this flow rate can be achieved by simpl y
reducing the air pressure from 8 psi to about 3 psi.

\1anI28.pub



To convert the FID detector to NPD
detector:

4) The NPD bead plugs into the push terminal block
on the GC directly beneath the detector. The termi
nals are labelled FlO ignitor because this is where
the FlO ignitor is normally connected.

5) Because the NPD bead can only tolerate a maxi
mum voltage of -4.50 volts, be careful not to set the
FlO volts setpoint higher than -4.50. Be especially
careful not to flip the FlO ignite switch to the up posi
tion, as this will apply 10 volts to the NPD bead and
bum it out. When an NPD detector is ordered sepa
rately from the FlO, the NPD volts are automatically
limited to -4.50 volts maximum. But when the FlO
and NPD share the beadlignitor circuit, the operator
must be careful not to apply more voltage than the
bead can tolerate.



DETECTORS
Flame Photometric Detector - FPD

Overview

The Flame Photometric Detector is similar to the FID in that the
sample exits the analytical column into a hydrogen diffusion flame.
Where the FID measures ions produced by organic compounds
during combustion, the FPD analyzes the spectrum of light emitted
by the compounds as they luminesce in the flame.  The detector
chamber must be light tight so that only light from the flame will be
“seen” by the photomultiplier tube (PMT) and analyzed.  The FPD
uses a second hydrogen flow to purge the optical path between the
PMT and the hydrogen diffusion flame.  This second hydrogen flow
helps to augment the FPD sensitivity by making
the flame hydrogen rich.  The FPD also uses a
second air flow directed across of the face of
the PMT to prevent helium and/or hydrogen
molecules from permeating the PMT’s glass
window and causing malfunction.  This purge
air is vented to atmosphere through a short tube,
coiled to prevent light from reaching the PMT.
The FPD uses one of two available band pass
filters to selectively detect compounds
containing  sulfur or phosphorus.  Compounds
containing phosphorus are detectable with the
526nm filter, which is yellow on one side.  The
394nm filter (blue on one side) allows detection
of sulfur-containing compounds.  While not
completely selective, the FPD is 100,000 times
more sensitive to sulfurous and phosphorous
compounds than it is to hydrocarbons.  Sulfur
compounds like H2S or SO2 can be detected
down to about 200ppb; phosphorus
compounds can be detected down to 10ppb.  To detect
phosphorus and sulfur at the same time, the Dual FPD,
featuring two PMTs, may be used.  The single or dual FPD
may be equipped with an FID collector electrode and
electrometer which will detect the hydrocarbon peaks as
the PMTs are responding to the sulfur and phophorus
compounds.  Because the hydrogen-rich flame required for
optimum sulfur and phosphorus detection is not optimum
for the best hydrocarbon response, the FID in combination
with the FPD is less sensitive than a pure FID response.

FPD detector equipped with an FID collector

Exhaust
tube

Ignitor

FID collector
electrode

Bandpass
filter and
PMT

FID collector
electrode

PMT
housing
air purge
outlet

Hydrogen &
air supplies

FPD/FID
detector

Exhaust
cap nut



Theory of Operation

DETECTORS
Flame Photometric Detector - FPD

The FPD uses one of two available band pass filters over a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to selectively
detect compounds containing sulfur or phosphorus as they combust in the hydrogen flame.  When compounds
are burned in the FPD  flame, they emit photons of distinct wavelengths.  Only those photons that are within the
frequency range of the filter specifications can pass through the filter to the PMT.  The PMT converts the
photons it “sees” through the bandpass filter to an analog signal, which is acquired by the Peak Simple data
system.

Exhaust tube

Ignitor
Column
effluent

Secondary H2 inlet
into PMT housing

10-pin socket

Photomultiplier signal
cable to amplifierSplit TeflonTM ferrule

Rubber o-ring
Photomultiplier
tube (PMT)

Jet

Primary H2
inlet to jet

Air
inlet

Bandpass filter over
PMT window (394nm
for sulfur, 526nm for
phosphorus)

Purge air inlet Purge air outlet

Ignitor blade

Ferrule

H2

Stainless steel
retaining nut

Photons

Simplified FPD Schematic



DETECTORS
Flame Photometric Detector - FPD

Expected Performance

Sample: 1µL 10ppm malathion
Column: 15m MXT-1
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min
FPD PMT volts: -400
FPD H2: 30mL/min
FPD air: 100mL/min
FPD temp: 250oC

FPD Phosphorus

FPD Noise Run (FID/FPD Combo)

Column: 15m MXT-1
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
FPD gain: HIGH
FPD temp: 150oC
FPD PMT volts: -400
FPD H2: 60mL/min (30mL/min for each of

the two hydrogen flows)
FPD air: 100mL/min

FPD Sulfur (FID/FPD Combo)
Sample: 1cc 10ppm H2S in 3 replicate

injections to demonstrate the
consistency of the FPD response

Column: 15m MXT-1
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
FPD gain: HIGH; FPD temp: 150oC
FPD PMT volts: -400
FPD H2: 60mL/min (30mL/min for each of the

two hydrogen flows)
FPD air: 100mL/min

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
60oC 60.00 0.00 60oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
Malathion 4.916 2819.0520

FPD noise averages less than 100µV
from peak to peak

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
225oC 10.00 0.00 225oC

Results:
Component Retention    Area
Hydrogen Sulfide 6.550 5216.6680
Hydrogen Sulfide 7.533 4828.8710
Hydrogen Sulfide 8.516 4810.5420

Total         14856.0810



DETECTORS
Flame Photometric Detector - FPD

General Operating Procedure

1.  Set the hydrogen flow to 60mL/min.  This correlates to a flow of 30mL/min each for the primary and
secondary hydrogen.  Set the air supply to 100mL/min.  The air supply tubing is T’d inside the GC so that 10-
30mL/min of air flows across the face of the PMT.  Set the carrier gas flow between 5 and 20mL/min.

2.  Use the switch on the GC’s front control panel to light the FPD flame.  Sometimes the flame is difficult to
light because of the hydrogen-rich atmosphere inside the FPD detector body.  If you are having difficulty
lighting it, make sure the PMT voltage is OFF, then remove the cap on the FPD exhaust port and try the ignitor
switch again.  When the flame lights, there will be a loud noise like the backfiring of a car; this is normal and
does not indicate a problem.  KEEP YOUR FACE AWAY FROM THE DETECTOR WHILE LIGHTING
THE FLAME; the loud noise is accompanied by a flash of flame.  Replace the exhaust cap nut after lighting the
flame.

3.  Switch on the PMT voltage and set it to 400 by using the provided flat blade screwdriver to adjust the
trimpot setpoint on the top edge of the GC’s front control panel (vertically labeled “PMT VOLTS” under
“DETECTOR PARAMETERS”).

4.  Set the FPD temperature to 150oC by adjusting the appropriate trimpot setpoint.  Set the FPD gain to
HIGH.  Allow the FPD signal to stabilize, then inject the sample.

Optimizing Sensitivity

To optimize your FPD detector’s sensitivity, inject the same sample at varying air and hydrogen pressures
and observe the fluctuations in sensitivity.

1.  Inject sample and observe the FPD response.

2.  Turn the air up a tiny bit, less than 1psi, inject sample and observe the FPD response again.  If you see an
improvement in sensitivity, adjust the air up a little more, inject again and observe the response.  Keep adjusting
the air pressure up until sensitivity drops again to find the window of optimum sensitivity.

3.    If there is no improvement in sensitivity after turning the air up, turn the air down less than 1psi, inject
sample and observe the FPD response.  If you see an improvement in sensitivity, adjust the air down a little
more, inject again and observe the response.  Keep adjusting the air pressure down until sensitivity drops again
to find the window of optimum sensitivity.

4.  Now, turn the hydrogen pressure up 1-2psi and re-optimize the air.  Repeat this until you’ve found the
optimum air and hydrogen pressure settings.

Note:
When a large hydrocarbon peak elutes simultaneously with a target sulfur compound, the hydrocarbon

peak will quench the sulfur response.  For this reason, SRI recommends the addition of an FID collector
electrode to the FPD detector body.  The FID collector electrode will allow the operator to “see” the hydrocarbon
peaks and their retention times, so that chromatographic separation can be optimized for the elution of sulfur
compounds.
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Switching Between Sulfur and Phophorus Modes

1.  Turn OFF the GC power.
2.  Unplug the BNC cable connecting the PMT to the amplifier.
Disconnect the secondary hydrogen and both air supply lines at
their bulkhead fittings on the GC deck.
3.  Remove the heater block cover by unscrewing the philips
head screw on top of it.  Slide the cover up and off the block,
and carefully remove the white insulation.
4.  Loosen the 1/8” Swagelok fitting that secures the FPD detector
assembly on the heater block enough to gently rotate the FPD

assembly about 45o toward the front
of the GC (see the Front View and
Side View illustrations to the right).
5.  Stabilize the FPD assembly while you loosen the 1/4” Swagelok fitting that
secures the PMT housing to the FPD detector body.  Slide the PMT housing out
of the detector body.  If you’re switching PMT housing assemblies, set aside the
PMT housing you just removed and skip to step number 7.  If you’re switching
filters, proceed to the next step.
6.  Unscrew the PMT housing stainless steel
retaining nut, then set it (with the PMT and its
socket) aside.  The bandpass filter is screwed
into the top part of the PMT housing against a

black o-ring, and has 2 depressions in its frame.  It can be unscrewed using
open needle-nosed pliers but you must be very careful not to damage or
scratch the filter.  FPD sensitivity will be reduced if the filter is improperly
installed or dirty.
6.  Inspect the black o-ring for any nicks or cuts and replace it if necessary.  Place the alternate filter, with its
colored side facing down toward the PMT, into the top part of the PMT housing against the black o-ring and
tighten it.  Remember, it must be light-tight and gas-tight.  Replace and tighten the stainless steel retaining nut
with the PMT in its socket.
7.  Slide the top of the PMT housing containing the alternate filter into the FPD detector body, and tighten the
1/4” fitting that secures it in place.
8.  Gently rotate the FPD assembly back to its original angle, and tighten (with a wrench) the 1/8” fitting that
secures it to the heater block.  Reconnect the gas supply lines and the BNC cable.  See the note on the
following page regarding proper jet positioning.

The bandpass filter specified when the instrument was ordered comes installed in the FPD detector assembly.
There are two options for switching between sulfur and phophorus modes.  You can purchase either an
additional filter or an additional PMT housing and switch them as necessary.  Phosphorus wavelength filters are
available under SRI part number 8670-0083; sulfur filters are available under SRI part number 8670-0082.  A
PMT housing with a bandpass filter of the other optional wavelength specifications is available under SRI part
number 8670-0084 (specify sulfur or phosphorus).

Loosen
this fitting

Slide the PMT
housing out
of the FPD
body

Front view

Loosen
this fitting

GC front

Side view

+45o-

Filter inside PMT
housing assembly

Use these
depressions

for filter removal
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Flame Photometric Detector - FPD

Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Note:  When your FPD detector was assembled at the
factory, the ignitor and jet (and collector electrode, if
present) were all properly positioned within the FPD body.
It is advisable to familiarize yourself with their proper
positioning in case they require adjustment.  Remove the
1/4” Swagelok cap nut on the FPD exhaust port to see
inside the detector body.  Use a small flashlight to see the
position of the jet inside the FPD detector body.  The jet’s
tip should be flush with the cylindrical wall of the opening
that you’re looking through, and just barely visible from a
slight angle.  When looking straight down into the opening,
you should not be able to see anything protruding into it.
To adjust the jet, loosen or tighten the 1/4” Swagelok fitting
to move the jet forward or backward.  Keep in mind that
if the jet actually protrudes into the PMT’s line of sight, it
could interfere with the FPD’s performance.  The ignitor
should be similarly positioned across from the jet, with the
tip of its blade just visible but not protruding into the FPD
detector body chamber.  To adjust the position of the ignitor,
loosen the 1/4” fitting enough to move the ignitor forward
or backward as necessary.  Tighten the fitting when the
ignitor is properly positioned.  If there is an FID collector
electrode installed on the FPD detector assembly, it must
be positioned in the same manner.

Changing the Photomultiplier Tube (PMT)
The Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) is a consumable part, and will eventually need replacement.

Additional PMTs are available under SRI part number 8670-0080.
1.  Follow steps 1-4 on the “Switching Between Sulfur and Phophorus Modes” page.
2.  Unscrew the stainless steel retaining nut and remove it,
with the PMT and its socket, from the FPD assembly.  Slide
the retaining nut down the PMT amplifier lead to access
the PMT.
3.  Unplug the PMT from its socket.  Remove the split
TeflonTM ferrule and black o-ring from the PMT, inspect
them for any damage, and replace them if necessary.
4.  Slide the TeflonTM ferrule and black o-ring onto the new
PMT.  Plug the new PMT into the socket.
5.  Slide the stainless steel retaining nut up and around the
PMT, and screw it into place.
6.  Gently rotate the FPD assembly back to its original
angle, and hand tighten the 1/4” fitting that secures it.
7.  Reconnect the BNC cable and the gas supply lines.

Photomultiplier
Tube (PMT)

10-pin socket

Black o-ring

Black o-ring

Split TeflonTM

ferrule

Bandpass
filter

PMT Housing
Assembly

Use this 1/4” fitting
to adjust the
position of the jet

Top view of FPD with exhaust cap nut removed

Ignitor fitting

Collector
fitting

An angled view reveals the tip of the jet



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Gas-lessTM Educational

Your SRI Gas-lessTM Educational GC is equipped with a Catalytic Combustion Detector (CCD),  built-
in Air Compressor , temperature programmable Column Oven, Haysep D packed column, On-Column Injector
and built-in, single channel PeakSimple Data System, and optionally, Fast Cool-down fans.  It is designed to
teach the principles of Gas Chromatography without the expense and safety hazards of compressed gas
cylinders.

System Overview

Column Oven

3’ Haysep D Column

CCD Detector

On-Column Injector

The CCD is about as sensitive as a TCD, but has the hydrocarbon selectivity of an FID.  It operates on
air alone, which is supplied by the built-in Air Compressor at around 12psi.  If you chose optional fast cool-
down fans, they will automatically reduce the Column Oven temperature at the end of an analysis to the initial
temperature in less than five minutes.  Most isothermal applications don’t require fast cool-down fans; in these
cases, the oven lid is simply manually raised for cooling.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Gas-lessTM Educational CCD

General Operating Procedure

1.  Connect your GC to your Windows PC with PeakSimple installed.  Plug in your GC and turn its power on.

2.  Set the Column Oven temperature to 130oC in PeakSimple as follows:
Initial Temp Hold Ramp Final Temp
130.00 10.00 0.00 130.00

In an isothermal operation like this, the Hold period determines the length of the analytical run.
NOTE: The Haysep D packed column is standard for this GC system because of its separation
qualities and durability.  To avoid possible damage to the packing, do not program your Column Oven
to heat above 150oC.

3.  Let the system stabilize for at least 10 minutes, allowing the CCD detector to adjust to the increase in
temperature.

Hayesep D packed columns are useful for analyzing gases
and low molecular weight compounds such as alcohols,
aldehydes, and ketones.  For heavier molecular weight
liquids, use a 30m or 60m MXT-1 capillary column.

1m Hayesep D packed column

30m MXT-1 .53mm       capillary column

Column Notes

Auto Zero
button

4.  Click on the Zero button to the left of the chromatogram window in
PeakSimple to zero out the Data System signal.  Otherwise, the signal
starts out at 1000 millivolts.  Press the RUN button on your GC or the
spacebar on your computer keyboard to begin the run.

5.  Inject sample into the On-Column Injector.  A 1µL 1000ppm methanol/acetone sample is the factory test
standard for this configuration.



Baseline

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Gas-lessTM Educational CCD

The CCD Detector in your Gas-lessTM Educational GC is mounted on the wall of the Column Oven in a
brass housing.  It consists of a tiny coil of platinum wire embedded in a catalytic ceramic bead.  This catalytic
ceramic bead is housed in a plastic shell.  A 150 milliamp current heats the bead to around 500oC.  The CCD
is maintained in an oxidative environment by the air being used as a carrier gas.  When a hydrogen or hydrocarbon
molecule impacts the hot bead, it combusts on the surface, raising the temperature and resistance of the
platinum wire.  This change in resistance causes the CCD Detector output to change, which produces a peak.

Expected Performance

CCD Detector Noise Run

Column = 1m Hayesep D
Flow = 37mL/min

Isothermal Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 15.00  0.00    80oC

Factory Test Run of a Gas-lessTM Educational GC System

50
µV

Negative water peak

Isothermal Temperature Program:
Initial Temp Hold Ramp Final Temp
130oC 10.00 0.00 130oC

Column = 1m Hayesep D
Flow = 37mL/min
Sample = 1µL 1000ppm Methanol/Acetone

mix; direct injection

RESULTS:
Component Retention Area
Methanol 0.816 13.2030
Acetone 2.000 6945.3570

Total 6958.5600

Enlarged for clarity

Noise level = approximately 50µV from peak to peak
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Topic: Installing Gas Supply

Flow Snubber Flit -;;;;;)--="j.~~~;;C:~
(Flammable Gases Only)

Exit Pressure ( DO more
than 20 psi grea ter than
required GC prusurt with
• maximum of 80 psi)
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C}"linder Pressure
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Commercial
Gas Cylinder

Once the necessary gas supply cylinders have been properly secured to a strong foundation
(see previous page). related plumbing must be carefully installed and routed. Always use a pressure
regulator on the cylinder to provide proper pressure regulation to the GC. A shutoff valve should be
inserted on the output side of the regulator to permit line service when needed. A flow snubber on the
output side of the regulator is also highly recommended for hydrogen and all other flammable gases.
Unless you are utilizing an ECD, refrigeration grade 118" copper tubing is reconunended for all of the
gas lines from the cylinder pressure regulator to the GC. Due to the exceptionally high sensitivity of
an ECD, GCs equipped with this detector require 1116" stainless steel tubing to reduce the potential
for gas line contamination. It is also advisable to flame the stainless steel tubing with a torch until it
changes color while flushing with clean carrier gas. This will help to remove any potential preexisting
contaminants from within the tubing. An oxygen filter is also a worthwhile option for ECn carrier
gas supply lines due to the damaging effects of oxygen on the detector. Plastic tubing should never be
used for the gas supply lines due to its permeability to contaminants such as oxygen which can cause
damage to thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs) and capillary COIUOUlS as well as ECDs. Proper
supply line routing is also very important. Avoid ro uting gas supply lines near electrical outlets to
eliminate any potential hazards associated with electrical shorts and/or flammable gases. Metal gas
lines can very easily fall across the two prongs of any plugged in electrical device and start a fire if
routed near an electrical outlet. After gas supply lines have been properly installed, pressurize the lines
and check all associated fin ings for potential leaks. In order for electronic pressure contro l units to
operate properly, do not set gas pressure coming from the cylinders any more than 20 psi greater than
GC requirements. For example, if carrier gas head pressure is set to 10 psi at the GC, then set carrier
supply pressure from the cylinder above 10 psi but no greater than 30 psi.
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Gas Supply Selection

Helium is the recommended carrier gas for all standard SRI installed
detectors. These detectors include: TCD, Fill, Pill, ECD, DELCD, FPD,
and NPD. If helium is unavailable, nitrogen is an acceptable carrier gas
alternative. If nitrogen is used with a TeO, the filament current switch
must be set to low to avoid filament damage. Do not use hydrogen or any
odter flammable gas as a carrier gas for any SRI 8610C GC. These units
have electronic pressure control and a simple column or injection port leak
could release dangerously high levels of flammable gases. Some detectors
and accessories require additional gas supply types for proper operation.
Argon/methane or nitrogen is required for ECDs as make-up gas. The
recommended make-up gas is argon/methane which provides the best
sensitivity and largest dynamic range for the ECD, but nitrogen is a readily
available, cost effective alternative (see the manual section on the ECD for
more detai1s). Fills, FPDs, and NPDs all require bydrogen and air in order
to create the combustible fuel mixture for the detector flame. Hydrogen is
an extremely flammable gas and must be bandied appropriately. Always
consult local safety regulatory agencies for proper procedures for haodling
compressed and/or flammable gases. An internal air compressor is an
available SRI GC option as a source of air . GCs with a purge and trap
accessory also require some type of sparge gas. Generally helium can be
used as both a carrier and a sparge gas supply. Methanizer accessories
require hydrogeo gas as a reactant in the catalytic reduction of CO and Co,
to 04.

We recommend the use of medium to high quality gas sources for all
required gases in order to prevent any operational problems associated with
low quality gas. ECDs require an extremely pure carrier gas source of
99.9995% or higher. SRI GCs are equipped with small intemal molecular
sieve polishing filters on the carrier gas plumbing only to filter low levels of
contaminants. If the quality of gas available is questiooable, an larger
external filter may be necessary to filter excess contaminants such as
moisture. Please call SRI technical support with any additional questions on
gas supplies or specialized applications.

Protective cap

"-
Content ~

and status ~ Content
tag_" . ... / Jabot

/~

Typical gas cylinder shovdt.
Note that the protective cap is
in place, protecting the valve
from damage . Cylinders are
clearly labelled and tagged
when delivered for we. In
some areas, cylinders are

color-coded for handling safety

Gas valve - :
\
Regulator

100 protective cap is
removed oely after cylinder
is in place and secured by at

least ODe chain or belt

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE
When handling gas cylinders, remember - never transport or move

a gas cylinder without its protective cap securely in place. Gas cylinders
can contain up to 2700 psi of compressed gas . If the cylinder were to
suffer an accident causing the unprotected valve stem to be broken off, the
force of the escaping gas could convert the cylinder into a lethal projectile
capable of travelling hundreds of feet and penetrating structural walls.
Once the gas cylinder has been placed in the location where it will be
stored or utilized, it should be secured by means of a chain or belt
securely fastened to the wall or other foundation . One strap mayor may
not be adequate depending on the installation - consult local safety
regulations. Once the cylinder is in place and secured, the cap may be
removed so that the aas oressure resulator mav be attached for use.

Strong belt
or chain

for •
securing

cylinder to
structure

•
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FLOW CHART ILLUSTRATING CARRIER GAS PRESSURE PROGRAMMING ON THE 8610C GC

All SRI 8610C gas chromatographs are equipped with Electronic (or Pneumatic) Pressure
Control (EPC) of all system gases. Each gas, from the carrier gas, to the specific detector gases,
such as FID hydrogen and FID compressed air, in the case of an FID detector, are controlled by a
dedicated solid-state EPC module that electronically monitors and instantaneously adjusts the pressure
being supplied to the particular feature. This electronic control facilitates extreme precision of gas
flows to the various functions. Each EPC module features a local, user-adjustable setpoint accessed
by a trimpot (variable potentiometer) located just above the particular function on the "at-a-glance"
panel display. The carrier gas is among these adjustable setpoints. The term "local" refers to the fact
that the "local" setpoint is set manually at the trimpot on the GC chassis. As in the case of the
column oven temperature setpoint, the carrier gas pressure setpoint may be set "locally" (manually on
the GC chassis), or from the computer via a pressure program. Created in the same format as a
PeakSimple temperature program, the program signal is sent to the data system interface and
convened to a control voltage that can increase, maintain, or decrease the carrier gas pressure
automatically at the user's command.

The PeakSimple serial data system interface offers two rampable voltage outputs - one to
program the column oven, and the other to program carrier gas pressure. Outputting a 0 to 5VDC
variable signal, the EPC module will permit an output pressure of from 0 to lllOpsi (the carrier
pressure shown is actually the column head pressure). Please note that any local setpoint value will
be summed to this signal, resulting in the "total" setpoint value on the panel display. The carrier gas
pressure regulator at the gas cylinder should be set IOpsi higher than the highest programmed carrier
gas head pressure desired for proper control. Ramping permits the head pressure to be varied, to
speed or slow the elution of peaks from the analytical column as needed by the application or user.
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Checking for Gas Leaks J
Once all of the appropriate gas supply sources and lines have been properly installed, along

with all other GC columns and connections, the entire system should be systematically pressurized
aod checked for possible leaks. Begin by opening all of the compressed gas cylinder valves and
setting exit pressures to the appropriate value for each cylinder regulator. Remember that cylinder
exit pressures should never exceed the required GC pressure settings by more than 20 psi and 80
psi is the maximum pressure that the GC can safely haodle.

First check for leaks in the lines and connections between the compressed gas cylinder and
the GC flow control fluistors. With the system pressurized and the GC power turned off, close
each of the compressed gas cylinder valves one at a time and closely watch the pressure indicator
on the cylinder regulator to see if pressure decreases. If the system is leak: free between these two
points. the cylinder pessure indicator should not noticeably decrease for at least five minutes. If
pressure does noticably decrease over this time period, then it indicates a significant leak
somewhere between the cylinder output and the GC fluistor. Any leak, especially with flammable
gases , must be immediately located and repaired. The best way to check specific connections for
leaks is with a leak check solution (see section below on Using Leak Check Solution). If pressure
test indicates that the system is leak free from the cylinder to the fluistor, then proceed to check the
rest of the carrier gas system for leaks. If the system does have a leak, locate aod repair prior to
proceeding.

Next check for leaks between the fluistor and injection port. Begin by disconnecting the
column from the back side of the injection port. Next insert some type of pressure blocking fitting
on the injection port where the column was attached. A standard Swagelok nut with an injection
septum in place of the ferrule will work quite well. Tum the GC power and gas supply back on.
Use the control panel to see what the actual carrier pressure value is and write it down. Now turn
off the carrier gas supply at the cylinder once again. Wait 5 minutes and then use the GC control
panel to view the actual carrier pressure once again. H this value has decreased in the 5 minute
time frame and the previous test results were negative, it indicates that there is a significant leak
somewhere in the interal GC carrier gas lines between the fluistor and the injection port. Once
again immediately locale and repair any leaks using a leak check solution as described below.

After all of the leaks upstream from the column have been eliminated and confirmed by the
two pressure tests described above, properly attach your column to the injection port. Use leak
check solution to check all of the fittings within the column oven for leaks and repair aoy that you
find.

Following all the instructions above will assure the operator that the system is leak free. Any
time fittings are changed or the GC is relocated, the system should be rechecked for leaks. Failure
to properly repair leaks can cause safety risks as well as operational malfunctions.

A 3 cc medical syringe is excellent for
dispeming leak chcck solution. An eyedropper,

pipette or squeeze boUle may also be used.

Deposit several drops where

" - fillin8s.

Swagelok bulkhead fitting /'
Leak Checking Solutioo

SRI recommends that a solution of 50 % water aod 50% alcohol (methaool, ethanol , or
propanol) be used as a leak check solution. The water-alcohol mixture leaves no residue which could
leak through the fittings and cause system contamination. Furthennore, water, when used alone and .
due to its high surface tension, tends to bead rather thao flow into spaces between the tubing and the
connectors where leaks may occur. A leak will show up as a stream or froth of tiny bubbles. Inspect
aoy leaking fitting for damaged threads and reversed, missing, or damaged ferru1es.



I.  Gas Installation & Connection
1.  To connect your GC to a gas supply, we recommend the following:

• A 50 foot length of copper tubing
• A stainless steel gas line filter
• At least 2 sets of stainless steel Swagelok nuts and brass ferrules
(it is a good idea to keep a few extras on hand)
• A cylinder pressure regulator with 0-100psi output

NOTE: each type of cylinder has a different CGA connection to the
regulator (CGA = Compressed Gas Association).  Air is typically CGA
590 or 346.  Helium and nitrogen are CGA 580.  Hydrogen and argon-
methane are CGA 350.
Gas line installation kits that include everything you need are available from SRI:

8600-C590 Air gas line kit (with both CGA 590 and 346 inlet fittings)
8600-C580 Helium/nitrogen gas line kit
8600-C350 Hydrogen/argon-methane gas line kit (the hydrogen CGA is equipped with a flow

restrictor to limit the escape of gas in the event of a leak)
These kits include everything in the list of recommended supplies above, plus a tubing cutter.  Each regulator is
supplied with a 1/8” Swagelok fitting for easy connection to the copper tubing.

2.  Using the appropriate CGA connection as described above, attach the regulator securely to the gas cylinder.

5.  Connect the gas or gases to the
inlets on the left-hand side of the
GC as labeled.

NOTE: the GC shown here is
equipped with a built-in air
compressor.  When using the
internal air compressor instead of

cylinder air, a jumper tube is secured to the air inlet and outlet.  If you ordered your GC with an air compressor,
it is shipped with the jumper tube in place as shown.

4.  If you don’t already filter your gas, install gas line filter(s) in the gas line(s) where it is convenient to replace
when needed.

Quick Start SRI GC Installation Guide

3.  Secure one end of the 1/8” copper tubing to
the regulator with a Swagelok nut and ferrule.  Cut
the tubing to the desired length before connecting
it to the GC.  Make sure to leave it long enough
to allow you to move your GC around your work
area.

1/8”
Swagelok

fitting

SRI Gas Line
Installation Kit



II.  Column Installation

6.  The pressure that correlates with the flow rate for
the column, make-up gases, and detector supplies is
labeled on the right-hand side of the GC.  For best
EPC performance, set the incoming gas pressure(s)
15-20psi higher than the operating pressure listed on
the right-hand side of the GC.

1.  If you ordered a column with your GC, it is shipped installed in the column oven and you can skip this
section.  Otherwise, open the GC lid and the column oven lid.

(“Gas Installation & Connection” continued)

2.  These instructions will cover the installation of a 0.53mm capillary
column into an on-column injector.  The SRI on-column injector is
designed for a 26 gauge syringe needle; a 10µL liquid injection
syringe with a 26 gauge needle is included in the Accessories Kit
shipped with your GC.

A megabore adapter for syringe
injection onto 0.53mm capillary
columns is included in the Spare
Parts Kit affixed to the inside of the
GC lid on the right-hand rear
corner.

Quick Start GC Installation Guide

3.  The megabore adapter is a 1” x 1/8”OD stainless steel tube with a
perpendicular gash cut into it, and a conical entry to guide the syringe
needle into the column.  A 0.53mm capillary column connects to the SRI
on-column injector with a graphite reducing ferrule and a 1/8” Swagelok

nut.  Insert one end of the column through the nut, then through the graphite ferrule.  It is a good idea to trim off
about one inch of the column to avoid possible peak tailing from any graphite shavings left behind after inserting
the column through the ferrule; make sure the cut is clean, with no jagged edges.

Megabore Adapter

Accessories Kit

-OR-

Accessories Kit contents:
• 6’ Serial or USB cable
• Tubing cutter
• 10µL liquid injection syringe
• 1mL gas injection syringe & needle
• 3mL leak check syringeSpare Parts Kit
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4.  Insert the column end with the graphite ferrule and
Swagelok nut about halfway into the megabore adapter
and tighten it with the nut and ferrule.

5.  After inserting the column into the adapter, insert the column and adapter together into the injection port.
Tighten the Swagelok nut with a
7/16” wrench.  You should feel a
little give from the ferrule, but do
not overtighten it.  You want it tight
enough to prvent leakage, but do
not smash the ferrule.

6.  Slide another 1/8” Swagelok nut and
graphite ferrule over the other end of the
column.  For a TCD detector, connect the
nut to the fitting labeled “TCD IN” in the
column oven.

For an FID detector, leave about 1” of the column
protruding through the nut and ferrule.  Insert the
column into the FID bulkhead fitting in the column
oven wall and tighten the Swagelok nut.

(“Column Installation” continued)

Connect the column to the TCD IN tubing

Insert the column end into the FID
bulkhead fitting in the column oven wall

Please see “Analytical Column Installation” in the
INSTALLATION section of your manual for more
detailed information on column installation.

Insert the column and adapter into the injection port

The column should
extend about halfway into
the megabore adapter



III.  Software Installation

1.  Connect the serial or USB cable to your computer and the GC.  The serial port
connection is on the left-hand side of the GC, and the USB connection is on the right-hand side.

3.  Double click on “My Computer,” then double click on your
computer’s CD drive to view the contents of the CD.  To install
PeakSimple, double click on the “setup***.exe” icon, and follow
the instructions.  (“***” represents the current version number of
PeakSimple.)

5.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.  Verify that
communication has been established between the computer and the GC.  An error
message will
appear if

communication is not established.

2.  Locate your PeakSimple software and SRI Product Manual
CD.  Insert the CD into your computer’s appropriate drive.

4.  For USB, refer to “Installing the USB Drivers for Model 302 USB PeakSimple Data System” which you
will find immediately behind these instructions in your manual, or online at www.srigc.com.  Return to step #5
below when you are finished installing the USB drivers.  For serial port, proceed to the next step.

6.  Open the Edit menu and choose
Overall.  In the dialog box that pops up,
enter the number of the COM port to
which you have connected the GC.  For
USB, enter the unique USB device number
that is printed on your PeakSimple disk(s),
and on the back of the GC.  It is a 4-digit
number that always begins with “5” (5093,
5276, etc.).

NOTE:   There are tutorials in the manual and online at www.srigc.com (click on the
“Download Our Documents” button) that will acquaint you with the basic functions
of the PeakSimple chromatography software included with your GC. To view the
manual, insert the CD into your computer’s CD drive, double click on “Manual
Index” (an HTML document), then click on the manual title of your choice to view
and print the PDF. You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader on your computer, a free
download from adobe.com.

Quick Start GC Installation Guide

PeakSimple software
and SRI Manual CD



IV.  Detector Activation

A.  TCD Detector

3.  With the TCD filaments still OFF, zero the data
system signal by clicking on the Auto Zero icon on
the left side of the chromatogram.  Switch the TCD
current to LOW.  The data system signal’s
deflection should not be more than 5-20mV for a
brand-new TCD detector.  There is also a HIGH
current TCD filament setting, but to avoid filament
damage, we recommend you use only the LOW
setting until you are familiar with your GC and TCD
detector.

1.  Your GC power should still be ON, and the filaments
should still be OFF.  The TCD oven is set to 150oC  at the
factory.  It is adjustable by turning the trimpot while observing
the TCD CELL LOCAL SETPOINT temperature on the
LED display.  The trimpots are located on the top edge of
the GC front control panel.  Allow the TCD to reach desired
operating temperature and stabilize.

2.  TCD filaments will be damaged or destroyed if current
is applied in the absence of flowing carrier gas.  Therefore,
always verify that carrier gas is exiting the TCD carrier
gas outlet before energizing the TCD filaments.  The TCD
carrier gas outlet tubing is in the column oven, labeled
“TCD OUT.”  Place the end of the tubing in some liquid;
if no bubbles are exiting the tube, there is a flow problem.
DO NOT turn the TCD current ON if you cannot detect
carrier gas flow.  A filament protection circuit prevents
filament damage if carrier gas pressure is not detected at
the GC, but it cannot prevent filament damage under all
circumstances.  Correct any lack of carrier gas flow before
proceeding.TCD carrier gas outlet tubing is in

the column oven, tagged “TCD OUT.”

IMPORTANT: If you have a pre-configured GC system, please see the manual section for instructions on
operating procedures.  The manual is organized into sections with labeled tabs.  In addition to preconfigured
GCs, there are sections on detectors, injectors, autosamplers, valves, and more.

Auto Zero Button

Trimpots (labeled “LOCAL SETPOINT ADJUSTMENTS”)

The TCD filament
current control switch
is located to the right
of the TCD detector,
on the top right-hand
surface of the GC
under the red lid.

Quick Start GC Installation Guide



B.  FID Detector

C.  For all other detectors, and for more information on the TCD and FID, please see the
corresponding manual sections.

1.  Set the FID amplifier
gain switch to HIGH for
most applications.  If peaks
of interest go off the scale
(greater than 5000mV), set
the gain to MEDIUM.

3.  Ignite the FID by holding the ignitor switch up for a couple of seconds, until you
hear a small POP.  The ignitor switch is located on the front panel of your GC under
the “DETECTOR PARAMETERS” heading, with a vertical label reading “FLAME
IGNITE.”  Verify that the
flame is lit by holding the
shiny side of a wrench
directly in front of the
collector outlet/FID exhaust
vent.  If water condensation
becomes visible on the
wrench surface, the flame is
lit.

FID amplifier gain switch

FID ignitor switch

2.  Set the FID hydrogen flow to 25mL/minute, and the FID air to 250mL/minute.  The approximate pressures
required for this flow through your GC are labeled on the right-hand side of the GC chassis.  In most cases, the
pressure will have been set correctly at the factory.  Check the hydrogen and air flow settings by pressing the
LOCAL SETPOINT button while observing the LED display.  The gas flow settings are adjusted using the
trimpots on the top edge of the GC front control panel.

Turn the
trimpot while
holding down
the “LOCAL
SETPOINT”
button until
you read your
desired setting
in the LED
display.

Quick Start GC Installation Guide
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A.  Syringe Injection

B.  Valve Injection

1.  Enter a temperature program for the column oven.  The temperature
program is determined by the sample and the goals of the analysis.

2.  For gas samples, fill the 1mL gas syringe with 0.5-1mL.  For liquid
samples, fill the 10µL liquid syringe with 1µL, removing the bubbles before
injecting.

3.  Click on the Auto Zero button to zero
the data system signal.  Hit the computer
keyboard spacebar.

4.  Pierce the septum in the on-column injector with the syringe
needle.  Insert the needle straight into the on-column injector
port; avoid bending the needle.  Depress the syringe plunger to
inject the sample, then withdraw the syringe.  For the best and
most consistent results, use an easily reproducible injection technique with quick, smooth movements.

1.  Set the valve oven temperature between ambient and 175oC
using the trimpot on the top edge of the front control panel.  Enter
a temperature program for the column oven.

3.  Sample is injected into the bulkhead fitting
labeled “SAMPLE IN” on the front of the valve oven.  The fitting is equipped with a 1/8”
Swagelok nut for easy connection of sample streams.

4.  Press the computer keyboard spacebar to initiate the run.  The valve will automatically rotate to the
INJECT position at 0.1 minutes (or whatever time you entered in the Events Table).

The Auto Zero button
is on the left side of
the chromatogram
window.

Syringe injection of 0.5mL
gas sample into the on-
column injector on a TCD
equipped Model 310 GC

V.  Inject Your Sample
NOTE: If you are injecting with a Purge & Trap, TO-14, or Headspace concentrator,  a thermal desorber, an
autosampler, or any of the heated on-column injectors (PTV, Split/Splitless, etc.), please see the corresponding
manual section for operating procedures.

2.  Enter an event program to automatically inject the contents of
the valve sample loop.  The valve is usually in the LOAD position
(default), during which Relay G is OFF.  When relay G is activated,
the valve is rotated to the INJECT position, in which the carrier
gas stream sweeps the contents of the sample loop onto the
column(s).  Set the valve to INJECT (Relay G ON) 0.1 minutes
into the run unless you have specific run parameters that require
different timing.

Events Table



VI.  Print Your Chromatogram

1.  Choose File / Print from the main menu bar.

2.  In the Print screen, designate which channel(s) you want printed.
Use the radio buttons to pick a single channel, or select “Multiple:” and
click  the checkboxes to select the channels you want to print.

3.  Click the checkbox to select “Print header,” then
click on the “Format...” button to set up the Header.
The Header is printed above the chromatogram on the
page, and can contain such information as the analysis
date, the sample and injection type, column and carrier
gas used, client and lab names, and any special
comments about the analysis that you want printed with
the chromatogram.  Click “OK” when finished formatting
your header.  The Print screen is still open.

4.  In the Print screen, click the checkbox to select “Print chromatogram,” then click
on the “Format...” button.  Choose “Use screen limits” to print the chromatogram as
you see it onscreen.  You can also choose the chart speed, which determines the
number of inches per minute displayed in the chromatogram timeline.  For example,
if your chromatogram is 10 minutes long and you want it to occupy 5 inches on the
paper, choose 0.5 inches/minute.  Click “OK” when finished.

5.  In the Print screen, click the checkbox to select “Print report,”
then click on the “Format...” button to choose the data that will be
included in the report at the bottom, such as the component name,
retention time, peak area and height, etc.  Click “OK” when finished.

6.  Now that your chromatogram is ready to print, click on the Print button in the Print screen.

Quick Start GC Installation Guide
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Removing The Chromatograph From The Shipping Container
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SRI gas chromatographs and stand-alone units are shipped in a sturdy, protective shipping
container. The molded gray plastic container is reinforced and resistant to blows and crushing
pressures typically encountered while en route to the customer or job site. Upon receipt, check to
see that there is no obvious damage to the exterior of the shipping container. Notify the delivery
person immediately of any such damage. The lid of the shipping container is secured closed by a
112" nut and boll set each located on either side of the container. To open the lid of the shipping
container, completely remove the two nut and bolt set and simply open lid. Screw the nuts backonto
the bolts and place in shipping container for future use. The GC is held in place within the shipping
container in custom packing material consisting of (I) rigid foam bottom packing hase, (I) soft foam
top plate, (2) cardboard comer protectors, and (2) straps with fasteners to bind GC within packing
material. Some SRI GCs can weigh more than 70 pounds, and care must be taken to prevent injury
when removing from shipping container. To properly remove the GC from within the shipping
container, firmly grasp the two visible straps ruuning across the soft foam top plate between the two
cardboard comer protectors. Being careful to properly bend your knees, lift the entire GC, still
contained within the packing material, straight up and out of the shipping container. To remove the
packing material from around the GC, begin by removing the two straps bolding it all in place. Place
your fingers beneath the rounded strap fastener edge and pull up and back. When the strap loosens
up, pull the free end of the strap completely through the fastener. Once both straps have been
unfastened, remove the two cardboard corner protectors along with the soft foam top plate and place
hack in the empty shipping container for safe keeping. Next, slide your fingers between the metal
GC hase plate and the rigid foam bottom packing base, and firmly grasp the bottom of the GC with
both hands. Once again being careful to properly bend your knees, lift the GC up and out of the
packing base. Place the packing base, with straps still attached, in the shipping container with the
other packing materials. Be sure to save all packing materials along with the shipping container for
all future shipping needs.
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Lift here

As illustrated by the photo above, lift the 861 OC and
310 GCs by grasping the GC under each side. Before
lifting, check to make sure the bottom cover is securely

attached to the chassis with six screws, and that the
power cord, gas line connections and serial port cable

are disconnected .
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When reshipping an SRI GC or stand alone unit, be sure to use the original shipping container and
all of the original packing material to minimize the potential for damage during shipment. First, make
sure that you have all of the primary packing pieces: (1) molded gray shipping container, (1) rigid foam
bottom packing base with (2) straps and fasteners, (1) soft foam top plate, and (2) cardboard comer
protectors. To properly pack your GC or stand alone unit, begin by placing the bottom packing base flat
on the floor with the straps coming up through the surface of the base as shown in the diagram. Place
your GC on top of the base with the legs inserted in the appropriate cutouts. N~ place the soft foam
top plate on top of the GC and place the cardboard comer protectors over the soft foam top plate. Pull
the straps coming through the packing base up and around the GC, as well as all the other packing
material and secure the two strap ends together. It may be helpful to straddle the GC and use your knees
to squeeze all the packing material together as you firmly tighten the straps . Be sure the straps firmly
secure the GC or stand alone unit in the packing material to properly protect your instrument. When you
are sure the straps are firmJy and securely fastened, grasp the two straps running across the soft foam top
plate between the two corner protectors. Properly bend your knees and lift up the entire GC. contained
within the packing material, and gently place into the molded gray shipping container. Place bubble-wrap
in the remaining empty spaces within the container to prevent any potential shifting during shipment.
Also. include a packing slip inside, as well as one on the outside of the container. and then close the lid.
Lastly place the 112" bolts in the two holes each side of the top surface and properly secure the lid closed
with the liZ" nuts. It is also important to properly insure your GC with the shipping company due to its
high value. Your GC is now ready for safe shipping.
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Contents of accessories kit shipped with new SRI GCs.

1) 6' 08-9 serial cable for connection of GC to computer ( Studentmodel without data system
will not have this item ).

2) Tubing cutter for easy installation of 1/8" copper or 1/16- stainless steel tubing

3) 3ml leak check syringe ( fill with alcohollwater mix to check fitting for leaks )

4) 1ml gas syringe and needle for injection of gas samples into GC

5) 1Qui liquid injection syringe



INSTALLATION

Tubing Cutter - For Facilitating Gas Connections

~-------------------i

i

Included in the optional gas line installation kits
that may be purchased with each SRl Instruments gas .
chromatograph is a disposable tubing cutter. This tool 15
capable of producing clean, fast cuts in chromatography
tubing that nval more time-consuming tubing cutting
methods. The hardened, beveled cutting surface of the
tool enables the user to effect a through-and-through cut
upon the tubing in one motion, cutting COPIX:T and
stainless steel tubing with ease. The ~ut obtained allows
both metal and graphite ferrules to slide onto the tubing
without the normal filing or reaming necessary after
cutting tubing using other methods. No smearing or ,
burring is produced if this tool is used as directed.

Users can make up to ten connections in the time
that it took to cut, file, ream and connect one single
tubing connection, Since the tubing is sheared and not
twisted or stressed, the inside passage is not deformed or
restricted, enabling the user to cut very small mternal
diameter stainless steel tubing (such as 1/16" O.D. x
0.005" 1.0.) that would likely collapse or otherwise
become restricted when cut by any other tool. Cuts on
very small tubing is seld?m atte!TIpted due to the .
difficulty encountered using ordinary methods. By us~g

this tool, delicate tubing cuts become as easy and routine
as larger tubing cuts.

Tubing cuts in tight or hard-to-reach locations can
be performed without difficulty with the use of this tool.
Since the cutting head is practically flat and requrres
relatively little clearance, it can be in~rted into
otherwise difficult spots to perform high precision cuts.
As an example, if gas tubing routed through a .
hard-to-reach area inside the gas chromatograph r~wred

cutting for the insertion of an a~pter or other special
fitting, the cutter head could be ,!,serted to the location
and the cut acheived without having to dissassemble and
relocate or remove the adjacent hardware blocking access
to the tubing. Once cut, the tubing ends co~d be reached
with another tool such as a needle-nosed plier, and
pulled to gain accessibility for the installation of the
fitting.

TO USE: Locate the tubing
to be cut between the
beveled cutting surfaces
while maintaining the cutter
at an angle completely
perpendicular to the tubing.
Holding the cutter steadily,
cut the tubing in one quick,
hard motion. Do not hesitate
during the cut to prevent any
possible twisting of the
blades or the tubing. This
cutter cuts 1/8" and 1/16"
copper and stainless steel
with ease . After extended
use, especially when used to
cut stainless steel tubing. the
cutter blade will become
dull. Discard and replace the
tubing cutting tool when this
occurs to prevent damage to
any future tube cuts.

~==·I====

When making cuts , the tubing should be located
between the two "jaws" of the cutter, making sure that
the cutter grabs the tubing in the "V" notches located on
the blades. The cutter should be held completely
perpendicular to the tubing at the time.the cut is made. to
avoid obtaining a bad angle on the tubing end. Care
should be exercised to avoid pinching the fingers or hand
when operating this tool, as with any other hand-held
cutting tool.

Keep cutter in a
perpendicular
position when
cutting and cut
in one quick,
sharp motion.



Overview

Your SRI H2-50 Stand-Alone Hydrogen Generator consists of a generator cell mounted on a metal chassis.
The generator cell is attached to the chassis with two screws for easy disassembly�just unscrew them, unplug
the power cord, and the entire cell comes off.  On the metal chassis is a pressure gauge, an interior pressure
switch, a dessicant bottle, and a toggle valve shut-off for isolating the generator cell.  The dessicant bottle
contains Indicating Molesieve dessicant beads which turn from blue to gray when they absorb water.  Water
vapor that is released from the generator cell with the hydrogen is removed by the dessicant before reaching
the GC column, thus drying the hydrogen gas.  The H2-50 can supply enough gas for a detector or two as well
as the GC carrier gas.  During operation, there is about 40mL of hydrogen gas stored in the dessicant, which
is enough to operate a split injector for short periods, in addition to the detector(s) and carrier.  The  toggle
valve shut-off facilitates checking for leaks and allows the H2-50 to reach operating pressure more quickly,
while the interior pressure switch maintains the operating pressure.  As a safety measure, a pressure release
valve protects the generator cell from pressure overload.  An external power supply/transformer that is provided
enables the H2-50 to operate on various voltages around the world.  You may use any approved power supply
rated 100-240VAC with 12VDC, 7amp output.  Conveniently, the H2-50 produces 50mL/min at 35psi
(241316Pa, 2.4bar) using distilled water from the grocery store.
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The SRI H2-50 Hydrogen Generator separates water into hydrogen and oxygen using a Proton Exchange
Membrane (PEM).  The water on the oxygen side of the PEM is disassociated into O2 and hydrogen protons.
The hydrogen proton is transported through the PEM to the hydrogen side, where it recombines with an
electron to make H2, then bubbles up through the water reservoir.

Theory of Operation

Operational Diagram of the H250 Generator Cell
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General Operating Procedure
Use the H2-50 on a flat, level surface, away from open flame and any other ignition sources, including

spark sources.

1.  Remove the nut with the septum from the Fill / H2 Out port on the top of the generator cell.

2.  Use the 20mL syringe mounted on the right-hand side of the H2-50 chassis to inject clean distilled water
into the water reservoir.  Although clean tap water will work in a pinch, use distilled water whenever possible.
Fill only to the top fill line; do not overfill.  Replace the nut and septum on the fill port and hand tighten until the
nut contacts the black o-ring on the fitting.

3.  Make sure the dessicant bottle contains dry beads.  Dry dessicant beads are blue in color; they turn grey
when wet.  See below for instructions on recharging and replacing the dessicant beads.

4.  Connect  the H2-50�s �H2 OUT� fitting to the GC�s hydrogen gas inlet.  Output from the H2-50
�HYDROGEN OUT� fitting is connected to the GC with 1/8� or 1/16� O.D. tubing.  Make sure the red and
black power cord is plugged into the H2-50 chassis, and connect the external power supply cord to the
generator and a wall outlet.  Make sure you have the correct input cord for the voltage you are using.  Properly
used, the transformer is not a spark source and poses no ignition threats.

5.  Close the H2 shut-off valve.  Always build up pressure initially with the toggle valve shut; it will take 5-15
minutes.

6.  The H2 gas pressure is preset to 35psi (241316Pa, 2.4bar).  Once this pressure is attained, the interior
pressure switch will shut off the current to the generator.  The water in the generator cell reservoir should stop
bubbling.

7.  Wait 10 minutes to make sure that 35psi (241316Pa, 2.4bar) pressure is maintained.  If pressure is not
being maintained, there is probably a leak.  Check the dessicant bottle; it should be snug against the o-ring.
Make sure the Fill / H2 Out port nut and septum are intact and snug.  Check the bottom of the water reservoir
around the PEM for moisture to ensure generator cell integrity; if you find any seepage, tighten each of the eight
screws that hold the cell layers together.

8.  If you find no indication of a leak after 10 minutes of stabilization at 35psi (241316Pa, 2.4bar), open the
toggle valve to let the H2 gas flow into the GC.

9.  When the water in the generator cell water reservoir reaches the bottom fill line, it is time to refill it.

10.  Close the toggle valve.

11.  Unscrew the Fill / H2 Out port nut and septum and use the syringe to refill the cell to the top fill line.

12.  Replace the nut and septum, and tighten until snug.

13.  Since you have the cell pressure vented, it is a good idea to check the dessicant for any grey coloring to
see if the beads need recharging.  If they do, follow the instructions on the next page (General Operating
Procedure continued).
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Periodic recharging of the dessicant beads will be necessary as they absorb water during operation and
turn grey.  The blue color of the dry beads comes from cobalt chloride.  Take care not to bake out the dessicant
beads with any food item.

1.  Before you loosen the dessicant bottle on the H2-50 chassis, vent the hydrogen pressure in the generator
cell by unscrewing the nut capping the fill port on the top of the cell.  It will hiss audibly until it is released.

2.  Dry the dessicant beads by pouring them onto a paper plate and cooking them in a microwave oven for 2-
3 minutes.  Or, pour them onto a glass or metal pan and bake them in the GC oven at 250oC.  Do not
microwave or bake the plastic dessicant bottle.  The dessicant beads can be recharged over and over again;
they last indefinitely.  Should you need them, dry dessicant beads are available in kilogram quantities from
Alltech (1-800-ALLTECH; part # 05553).

3.  Let the beads cool, especially after microwaving them.  Refill the dessicant bottle with the dry, blue beads.

4.  Replace the bottle on the H2-50 chassis and hand tighten it.  There is an o-ring that engages with the bottle
top; tighten the bottle until it is snug against the o-ring.

5.  The dry dessicant contains some air which will purge out during the first few minutes of operation.  You may
notice your retention times change temporarily since the carrier gas may intially be a mixture of hydrogen and
air for a few minutes after dessicant replacement.  The FID flame may also be hard to light until pure hydrogen
comes through.  You can speed up this equilibration process by building up pressure in the generator cell then
venting with the toggle valve 2-3 times before reconnecting the H2-50 to the GC.  Keep in mind that the
internal pressure switch will cut the current when the cell reaches 35psi (241316Pa, 2.4bar), so you don�t
need to build up too much pressure before venting it.  Experiment to learn what works best for your particular
GC system.

Recharging and Replacing the Dessicant Beads

General Operating Procedure continued
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting

If the water in the H2-50 water reservoir looks cloudy, it needs to be replaced:

1.   Remove the nut with the septum from the Fill / H2 Out port on the top of the generator cell.

3.  Turn the generator over and pour the water out.  When the water is almost all out, shake the generator to
help it drain.

4.  Use the syringe to refill the water reservoir with clean, distilled water through the Fill / H2 Out port.

5.  Replace the nut and septum on the Fill / H2 Out port.

Red & black
power cord

Plate
securing

screws

Plate

Power plug

See the following page for PEM replacement

Fill / H2 Out
port

For service, call 310-214-5092.
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If the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) changes color, it most likely needs to be replaced.  New H2-50
PEMs are available from SRI under part # 8690-0151.

1.  Put the replacement PEM in clean distilled water to soak while you take apart the generator cell.

2.  Remove the generator cell from the H2-50 chassis by unplugging the red and black power cord from the
chassis, and unscrewing the two screws that hold the clamping plate against the cell.

3.  Loosen the eight screws that hold the water reservoir
with a philips head screwdriver.  Loosen each screw in
increments; first one, then the one opposite, and so on in a
star-like pattern.  As you progress, be mindful of the spring
in the water reservoir; don�t loosen the screws too suddenly,
or it may pop open the reservoir, presenting safety and
damage risks.  You can feel the pressure of the spring relax
as you loosen the screws sufficiently; hold the top of the
generator cell firmly with one hand while loosening the
screws with the other.

4.  Once the screws are removed, carefully take the water
reservoir off the bottom of the cell and remove the old PEM.
Be very careful handling and moving the graphite coil, as it
can easily come apart.

5.  Take the new PEM out of its bath and position it centrally
within the ring of screws.  Place the water reservoir back
on the bottom, over the PEM; the PEM should protrude
slightly on all sides of the water reservoir.

6.  Once the PEM is properly positioned, tighten the screws
in increments until the water reservoir is snug against the
bottom of the generator cell.

7.  Put the generator cell back on the chassis and secure it with the plate and two screws.  Plug the red and
black power cord into the chassis.

8.  Plug the H2-50 into a wall outlet and pressurize the generator cell to 30psi.  Check the bottom of the water
reservoir around the PEM for moisture; if you see any seepage, tighten each of the eight screws a little more.

Maintenance and Troubleshooting continued
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Warnings and Safety Precautions:

WARNING!

The H2-50 generates hydrogen, which is an extremely flammable gas.  Under normal operation, the safety
features of the H2-50 protect the operator.  However, operators must use common sense and take basic
precautions.  Hydrogen burns with a flame that is invisisble to the naked eye.  Do not use the H2-50 near any
flames, sparks, or sources thereof, including lab ovens, heater elements, bunsen burners, torches, etc.  When
venting the hydrogen from the generator cell, NEVER open the H2-50 toggle valve near an ignition source!

Hydrogen is non-toxic, but it can cause asphyxiation in confined spaces by displacing oxygen.  Use the H2-
50 in a ventilated room with an ambient temperature of 5-40oC (40-100oF).  If the GC power is interrupted or
cut off during hydrogen generation, flip the toggle valve to isolate the generator cell, then disconnect the
external power source from the H2-50 and the wall outlet.  This is a good general response in any situation of
uncertain risk; if you�re not sure what�s happening, isolate the cell and pull the power plug.  That way, you can
take the time to diagnose any problems without H2 accumulation.  Familiarize yourself with the safe operation
of the GC and other equipment to which you intend to connect the H2-50.

WARNING!

The H2-50 is designed to be safe under the following Environmental Conditions:
• indoor use;
• altitude up to 2000 meters;
• temperature 5oC-40oC;
• maximum relative humidity 80% for temperatures up to 31oC, decreasing linearly to 50% relative

humidity at 40oC;
• POLLUTION DEGREE = 2 in accordance with IEC 664.



Chapter: Hydrogen Generator

Topic: Using the Extended Run H2 Generator kit

The SRI Ext ended Run kit for the H2-SO Hydro
gen Generator consists of a mollified Hydrogen
genet'lltor U I ~nd elect ronics. a pefislallic
pump, and a large dessic8nt cha mber. Th8
exteI ided run eel comes equipped with a water
level sensor which tu rns !he peristaltiC pu:Tlp on
and off automalicany to maintain a conslant
water \e'IIeI inside the cee, A one gallon botIIe
ofgrooery store quality distilled water is sufli
d ent lor twomonths Of ITIOI'e of operation . The
large dessic:ant chamber holds about two
pooolls of indieBting mole sieve desslcant.
This quantity of dessicant is also enough lor
two month cont inuous operation at 40mlImin or
longer if lhe H2 tIow requirement is Iowef. In
the photo to the right, yoo can see the bottom
third of the chambe r has turned grey afte r one
month of use.

The perista llH; punp r&-Cilallates the dislilled
water from the bottla pasI!he oxygen side of
the PEM{ proton e:«:Illlflge IT1eITIbrane J. EJec;.
tro-osmOlic drag pulls the water through the
mernbrane to the hydrogen side. INher1 the
water level lises to the tip of the water level
sensor, the peristaltiC pump Shuts off . Elloess
water is returned to the disliled water bottle .

By pumping the water aaoss the m<ygen si<le
of the PEM inslead of directly into the WIler
reservoi r we can avoid' pumping against the 30
psi of H2 pressure in the water reservoir, wh ich
is hant on any pump and prone 10 leaks. The
oxygen side of the membrane is et ambient
pressure. so a si'"llle periSlalliC pump ca n be
expe<:ted to wOOl reliably and lor . long kill'.
A disposable 5 micron 25mm syringe finer is
usedto prevent dogging of the passageways
insida the H2 generator from dust and small
fibers whictl see m to find thei r way Into the WII
ter reservoi r despit e aUprecautions. This finer
should be ctlanoed wnenever lhe dessi cant is
re-generated. Almost any brand of syrinoe til
ter is OK to use. buI we supply 8 Millipore
Milex-LS part3 SLlS025NS,

S~icone

.".
Tubing
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118' 10.
l i'" 0 .0

PVC inlet
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_ er . Most pump problems result from clolll-
ing fibel3 clogging lhe lntemel weier passages
oI 1he H2 ceO.
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Many aJstomers OIl! to purehase a spare oes-
Sican! Cflamller 50 th.iltwhen tIley anive OR-$ile O-nng

to perfonn the monthly or periodic mainle- i;;::~:'~t'b;;nance , they have a pre-charged dessicant
chamber wh ich they can swap
right into tile syslem, This
aVOids the down-time which
wou ld otherwise resulllrom II>e
tme t la kes to purge air out of
the cIlamber after re-generating
the dessicant beads. Since the
H2-SO makes a ma>dmllm of 50
mfmjnlll e, this can take hours.
1\ makes more sense to swap dessicanl ch am
bers in the field allll re-g enerate the old ch am
ber baCk in the lab.

The dessicant chamber has eig ht W1ng-nuls
which secure the top , I;I,lfTlpressing a nlbber
IHlng wh iCh seals in the pressure ,

To change or re-ge nerate the <Jessjcantbeads,
release the pressure in \he dess;canl chamber
by pushing the button on the top of the si lver
oul~ quick conn ect fttIjng. Verily (using the
pressure gauge ) thatlhe pressure has bled
down 10 .-nbient bel"",~ tile nuts.

Loosen lhe wi "l/'"nulSevenly. Loosen each
wing-nul a lillie bit at a lime befo re removing
any single wi ng-nul, This protects the p1asli(:
top from un-necessary stress

Loosen ea Ch
of tile eight
wi ng-nuls a

l illie at a l ime
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Remove the top ~ 1he~... chamber ~
Irlbng lAra;gtll4l. The Inss InIeI quick COlI
nect filling I'Ia$ • lubl wI'IiCI'l . ld.rd5~ the
....,. to the bottom ~ 1"- dessiclIntchlImbf•.
Inspecllhe outlet at Ille bottom 0( tile lube to
mIlke sure • is not plugged Of blocked (There
is • met al friI in lhe tuDe 10 prevent b1ocl<age
from iJUSl ).

Pl:uthe " • beQ 1nIo. gless~.

Don' use. pIIcslJc or boWl. Mia! a••
Ihe be.ads lor 5--10 minIlI tIle blue CI;IIor

I'l'lwn$. DO NOT USE A MICROWAVE
WHICH IS ALSO USED FOR FOOD.

no. beads >MIl be Wl')'
hal: wilen you1811_

them from the IriI;n;>o
wave oven. so ...,..
them to cool. lllen !lOU"
them bed< into tile~
C8nl c:h8mber. 00 NOT
PUT THE DESSICANT
CHAM BER INTOTH E
MICROWAVE OVEN.

"'".
glass bowl

Purge tile air......
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Overview
The SRI H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator consists of a generator cell mounted on a metal chassis.  The

generator cell is attached to the chassis with two screws for easy disassembly.  On the metal chassis is a
solenoid valve, a pressure gauge, an interior pressure switch, a dessicant bottle, and a toggle valve shut-off for
isolating the generator cell.  The Nafion tube that connects the cell with the dessicant bottle removes most of
the water vapor from the H2 gas; the rest is removed by the dessicant before reaching the GC column.  The
dessicant bottle contains Indicating Molesieve dessicant beads which turn from blue to gray when they absorb
water.  Water is supplied to the generator cell by the peristaltic pump from the provided reservoir bottle.  If the
water level in the cell gets too high, the float switch opens up the solenoid to drain the excess water back into
the reservoir bottle.  The H2-50XR can supply enough gas for a detector or two, plus the GC carrier gas.
During operation, there is about 40mL of hydrogen gas stored in the dessicant, which is enough to operate a
split injector for short periods, in addition to the detector(s) and carrier.  The  toggle valve shut-off facilitates
checking for leaks and allows the H2-50XR to reach operating pressure more quickly, while the interior
pressure switch maintains the operating pressure.  As a safety measure, a pressure release valve protects the
generator cell from pressure overload.  The external power supply with its own transformer enables the H2-
50XR to operate on various voltages around the world.  The H2-50XR produces 50mL/min at 30psi using
distilled water from the grocery store, and can run unattended for up to 30 days.
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The SRI H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator separates water into hydrogen and oxygen using a Proton Exchange
Membrane (PEM).  The water on the oxygen side of the PEM is disassociated into O2 and hydrogen protons.
The hydrogen proton is transported through the PEM to the hydrogen side, where it recombines with an
electron to make H2, then bubbles up through the water reservoir.

Theory of Operation

Operational Diagram of the H250 Generator Cell
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General Operating Procedure
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NOTE:  Use the H2-50XR on a flat, level surface, away from open flame and any other ignition or spark
sources.

1.  Remove the nut and septum with the Nafion tubing from the “Fill/H2 OUT” port on the top of the generator
cell.  Use the provided 20mL plastic syringe to inject clean water into the cell through this port.  Fill only to
cover the plastic disk in the bottom of the cell.  The cell will automatically fill the rest of the way when you
power up the H2-50XR.  Replace the nut and septum on the “Fill/H2 OUT” port and 1/4 turn past finger tight.
Fill the plastic bottle provided y SRI with the same distilled water used in the cell.

2.  There are three tubing lines attached to the H2-50XR: two clear, one green.  Place the ends of all three tubes
into the water bottle, through the holes drilled in the lid.  The ends of the two clear tubes should be submerged
in the water, and the green one should hang just above the water level.

6.  Connect the “H2 OUT” fitting on the H2-50XR to the GC’s hydrogen gas inlet with 1/8” or 1/16” O.D.
tubing.  Now the hydrogen gas will flow into the connected GC.

3.  Make sure the black ground wire is clipped onto the electrode protruding through the top of the generator
cell, and that the red and black power cord is plugged into the H2-50XR chassis.  Then, connect the external
power supply cord to the generator and a wall outlet.  Make sure you have the correct input cord for the
voltage you are using; SRI provides a 110VAC cord.  The power supply can run on 100-240VAC.  Properly
used, the transformer is not a spark source and poses no ignition threats.

4.  Make sure the H2 shut-off valve is closed; the back toggle should be switched back toward the chassis.
Always build up pressure initially with the toggle valve shut; it should take 5-15 minutes.  The hydrogen gas
pressure is preset to 30psi.  Once this pressure is attained, the interior pressure switch will shut off the current
to the generator.  The perstaltic pump will shut off, and water in the generator cell should then stop bubbling.

5.  Wait about 10 minutes to ensure that the 30psi pressure is maintained.  If pressure is not being maintained,
there is probably a leak.  Check the dessicant bottle: it should be snug against the o-ring.  Make sure the “Fill/
H2 OUT” port nut and septum are snug and intact.  Check the bottom of the water reservoir around the PEM
for moisture to ensure cell integrity.  If you find any seepage, carefully tighten each of the eight screws that hold
the cell layers together; don’t force them.  If you find no indication of a leak after 10 minutes of stabilization at
30psi, open the H2 shut-off valve by pulling the black toggle switch out away from the chassis.  Pressurize and
release 2-3 times to get rid of oxygen and nitrogen left in the cell after filling.



Periodic recharging of the dessicant beads will be necessary as they absorb water during operation and turn
grey.

1.  Before you loosen the dessicant bottle on the H2-50XR chassis, vent the hydrogen pressure in the generator
cell by unscrewing the nut capping the “H2O RELEASE” port on the top of the cell.  It will hiss audibly until the
pressure is released.

2.  Dry the dessicant beads by pouring them onto a paper plate and cooking them in a microwave oven for 2-
3 minutes.  Or, pour them onto a glass or metal pan and bake them in the GC oven at 250oC.  Do not
microwave or bake the plastic dessicant bottle.  The dessicant beads can be recharged over and over again;
they last indefinitely.  Should you need them, dry dessicant beads are available in kilogram quantities from
Alltech (1-800-ALLTECH; part # 05553).

3.  Let the beads cool, especially after microwaving them.  Refill the dessicant bottle with the dry, blue beads.

4.  Replace the bottle on the H2-50XR chassis and hand tighten it.  There is an o-ring that engages with the
bottle top; tighten the bottle until it is snug against the o-ring.

5.  The dry dessicant contains some air which will purge out during the first few minutes of operation.  You may
notice your retention times change temporarily since the carrier gas may intially be a mixture of hydrogen and
air for a few minutes after dessicant replacement.  The FID flame may also be hard to light until pure hydrogen
comes through.  You can speed up this equilibration process by building up pressure in the generator cell then
venting with the toggle valve 2-3 times before reconnecting the H2-50XR to the GC.  Keep in mind that the
internal pressure switch will cut the current when the cell reaches 30psi, so you don’t need to build up too much
pressure before venting it.  Experiment to learn what works best for your particular GC system.

Recharging and Replacing the Dessicant Beads

General Operating Procedure continued

GC ACCESSORIES
H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator



Maintenance and Troubleshooting
If the water in the H2-50XR water reservoir looks cloudy, it needs to be replaced:

1.   Remove the nut with the septum from the “Fill / H2 OUT” port on the top of the generator cell.

3.  Turn the generator over and pour the water out.  When the water is almost all out, shake the generator to
help it drain.

4.  Use the syringe to refill the water reservoir with clean, distilled water through the “Fill / H2 OUT”.

5.  Replace the nut and septum on the “Fill / H2 OUT”.

See the following page for PEM replacement

For service, call 310-214-5092.

GC ACCESSORIES
H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator

Red & black
power cord

Plate
securing
screws

Plate

Power plug

Fill / H2
OUT port



Incrementally
loosen the

screws in this
pattern:

8
1

2

3

4

56

7

Position the PEM
centrally within

the circle of
screws

Handle the
water

reservoir
with care;

the
graphite

crumbles
easily

If the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) changes color, it most likely needs to be replaced.  New H2-50XR
PEMs are available from SRI under part # 8690-0151.

1.  Put the replacement PEM in clean distilled water to soak while you take apart the generator cell.

2.  Remove the generator cell from the H2-50XR chassis: unplug the red and black power cord from the
chassis, un-clip the black wire from the ground, and unscrew the two screws that hold the clamping plate
against the cell.

3.  Loosen the eight screws that hold the water reservoir
with a philips head screwdriver.  Loosen each screw in
increments; first one, then the one opposite, and so on in a
star-like pattern.  As you progress, be mindful of the spring
in the water reservoir; don’t loosen the screws too suddenly,
or it may pop open the reservoir, presenting safety and
damage risks.  You can feel the pressure of the spring relax
as you loosen the screws sufficiently; hold the top of the
generator cell firmly with one hand while loosening the
screws with the other.

4.  Once the screws are removed, carefully take the water
reservoir off the bottom of the cell and remove the old PEM.
Be very careful handling and moving the graphite coil, as it
can easily come apart.

5.  Take the new PEM out of its bath and position it centrally
within the ring of screws.  Place the water reservoir back
on the bottom, over the PEM; the PEM should protrude
slightly on all sides of the water reservoir.

6.  Once the PEM is properly positioned, tighten the screws
in increments until the water reservoir is snug against the
bottom of the generator cell.

7.  Put the generator cell back on the chassis and secure it with the plate and two screws.  Plug the red and
black power cord into the chassis.  Clip the black wire onto the ground.

8.  Plug the H2-50XR into a wall outlet and pressurize the generator cell to 30psi.  Check the bottom of the
water reservoir around the PEM for moisture; if you see any seepage, tighten each of the eight screws a little
more.

Maintenance and Troubleshooting continued

GC ACCESSORIES
H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator



Warnings and Safety Precautions:

WARNING!

The H2-50XR generates hydrogen, which is an extremely flammable gas.  Under normal operation, the
safety features of the H2-50XR protect the operator.  However, operators must use common sense and take
basic precautions.  Hydrogen burns with a flame that is invisisble to the naked eye.  Do not use the H2-50XR
near any flames, sparks, or sources thereof, including lab ovens, heater elements, bunsen burners, torches, etc.
Hydrogen is non-toxic, but it can cause asphyxiation in confined spaces by displacing oxygen.  Use the H2-
50XR in a ventilated room with an ambient temperature of 40-100oF.  If the GC power is interrupted or cut off
during hydrogen generation, flip the toggle valve to isolate the generator cell, then disconnect the external
power source from the H2-50XR and the wall outlet.  This is a good general response in any situation of
uncertain risk; if you’re not sure what’s happening, isolate the cell and pull the power plug.  That way, you can
take the time to diagnose any problems without H2 accumulation.  Familiarize yourself with the safe operation
of the GC (or other equipment) to which you intend to connect the H2-50XR.

WARNING!

GC ACCESSORIES
H2-50XR Hydrogen Generator



GC ACCESSORIES
Hydrogen/Hydrocarbon Leak Detector/Monitor

Equipped with a CCD detector, the SRI Hydrogen/Hydrocarbon Leak Detector/monitor connects to
your voltmeter, which provides the digital readout.  As the hydrogen and/or hydrocarbon concentration increases,
the voltmeter reading increases.  The detection limit is approximately 500ppm.  The 110 volt AC unit is
shipped with a 9 volt DC wall transformer, but it may be run on any battery source with voltage between 8 and
15 volts.  Power consumption is approximately 200 milliamps.

To sniff the fittings on a GC for hydrogen or argon/methane leaks,
simply hold the CCD sensor near each potential leak site while
observing the voltmeter readout.  Make sure to zero the signal first,
using the Zero Adjust knob.  Check all potential leak sites on the
outside of the GC, then inspect the chassis interior: gas line fittings,
T’s, and restrictors.

CCD sensor probe

The H2 / HC
Leak Detector

Voltmeter or
multimeter

Zero Adjust knob
Voltmeter
connections

9 volt DC wall
transformer

CCD sensor probe

To use the Hydrogen/hydrocarbon Leak Detector:

1.  Connect the leak detector to your voltmeter: plug the red and black wires into the corresponding sockets on
the voltmeter (RED = positive, BLACK = negative).

2.  Plug in the detector’s power source.

3.  Set the voltmeter to its most sensitive setting (typically 200 millivolts).

4.  Use the Zero Adjust knob to zero the detector signal to the voltmeter.



Doom Hayes Separations, Inc. Analvtical Polymers

Post OffIce Box1674 Bandera,Texas 78003 (830)~12 FAX (830) 796-4655

POROUS POLYMERS
Maximum Surtace Tapped Buill: """""Since the developmentof porous polymers for use in gas

chromatography by Hollis andHayesin themid 1960's,very Haye8ep<!' Operating .... Density Polymer (1...lowest

litttehasbeen doneto improvetheir performance.Commer- ""Iym" Temp. m'",,", ,-. Composition· 9_highest)

ctat polymers such as Porapak~ a'nd Chromesorb" have A 165°C 526 0.356 DVB 7
been available since this time for chromatographic use. (high purrty)
Howeverthesecommerciallyavailablepolymershavebeen EGDM
plagued with problems such as batch-to-batch variations, (high pUrity)
incomplete or inadequate cleanup and shrinkage. These B 190°C 606 0.330 DVBIPEI Bvariationsand inconsistencies in productionand handling
have led to poorperformance and reproducibility. C 250°C 442 0.322 DVBlACN 6

Havesepe analytical polymers and packed columns are D 290°C 795 0.3311 DVB 1

now availableto chromatographers at a reasonable cost.
(high purrty)

Hayes Separations, Inc. takes pr ide in providing the N 165°C 405 0.355 DVBJEGDM 9
necessary technical assistance to support our users. We P 250°C 165 0.420 DVBlStyrene 3guarantee that our polymers are better than any other on
the marketand weare continuing to developand test new Q 275°C 582 0.351 OVB 2
packings for specific separation problems.

R 250°C 344 0.324 OVBINV2P 5

HayeSep~ polymers are thoroughly cleanedand precon- 5 25Q·C 583 0.334 DVBl4VP 4
ditionedfortwelvehours underoxygen·free nitrogen before T 165°C 250 0.381 EGDM 10
pac~ging. Thesehandling techniques produce polymers
which are consistently the same, with no shrinkage and

' OVB Divinylbenzene ACN Acrylonitrileminimum bleed.Columns packedwith HayeSe~ require
EGOM EthyIenegIyeoIdimethacfylate NV2P N-vinyI-2-pyroUidinoneminimum conditioning. PEl Po/yethyleneimine 4VP 4-Yinyl-pyridine

~ A ThiSpolymerseparalespermanentgases(hydrogen,nitrogen,CDtyg&I1,argon.carbonmonoxide,andnitricaxidejaiamblenttemperatures.
It also exhibitsgood separation characteristics lor the C2's, hydrogensulphide and water at higher temperatures.

....... ,
PERMANENT ......
Column: 36' x 1/8- packed

with HayeSepe A

"'"'00 """"ColumnTemp: 25·
Detector: P.E. 900 rc 225 ma

Alt. x 2 ieo-c
Aow: He 23 cclmin
Sample: 25 microliters Air

plus H)'drogenand
Carbon Monoxide

,

•

•

....... 2
PEIlMANENT GAS
STANDARD 500 ppm
Column: 25' x 1mmpacked

withH~A

'7IlI2OO """"
Column Temp: 23"C
Aow: He 1S cclmin
Sample; 20 microliters

1. Hydn:lgen~
2. Nitrogen 45'ltl
3. ~13lll1, ....,...-
S. CarbOn Moraide 33%

o ' " • " i-

,.2._
3. Nitl'ogen..""""".-6. CarbOn r.IQno1Icide ~ ,j

--..I.

........'u

,



Haye5ep ' B Designed to separate the C1 and C2 amines as well as trace level s of ammonia and waler, this polym er enmmares the need tor caustic
washing 01 malerial pr ior to packing.

Figure 3
AMINES ,.,
Colu mn: 5' x 1J8~

SS packed with
Haye5ep' B
moo mesh

Column Temp: 140° up to
191JOC at
16"C1min

Injector Temp: 150"C
Detector: P.E. 900 rc.

175ma
An. x 8 18O"C

Flow:He 30 cclmin
Sample: Q2 microliters

"'on-
COlumn
inject ion

1. Air
2. _'-... 0irn8thytamincI

s.~

6. Elhytene diIrnine

,

•
,

--

•

"-- -
I

Figure 4
AMINES olI2
Co lumn: 5' x 118" packed

,
with Hayesep-' B •
moo mesn

Co lumn Temp: 140"C up to
190"C al 16"CJmin ,

Injector Temp: 150"C
Detector: P.E. 900tc

175ma
An. x 8 181)OC

Flow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: On-column injeCtion

1. Ail
2._
3. EthyI&mine ,
...~

I-r- ,
• •.........

,

Hayes.,- C Thispo/ymef isdesignedfor polarhydrocarbonssuchas hydrogencyanide. ammonia,hydrogensulphideandwater. HayeSepce has
simi lar separation.characteristiCs to Chromoso~ 104.

,.......
AIIIlOHIA IN
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
Column: 5' x 118- packed

_Haye.... C

801100 """"
Column Temp: 700C
InjeClDr Temp: 2OO"C
Detector: P.E. 900rc,

225ma
An. x 2 18O"C

Aow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: 100 micruliters

1. Nt
2. e.tIon Dicl:Dde.-.... 1: tWOll t 5'MI

....2: apptOX 1.5%
... HydrogIn Sulphide
s. Unknown in--15. Unknown in-7._

,
•

' ..

, ,....,......

• Figure fj

TRACE .....MONIA IN WATER
Column: 5' )( 118- SS packed

with Haye$ep" C

" • 801100 """" •
Column Temp: 115"C
InjectorTemp: 140"C
0tMecl0t:P.E. 900 T.e.

225m.
An. x 2 180"C

Flow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: 1 micltllller.... ,
1. Air
2. c.roon DicQ:le.-'."pm
0.-

(boW<o)

"""2
1. Air
2. Cattlon 0i0IticIe
3. Ammonia

"'....o.-(boW<o, ,
, , , ,

• • • •"_..



HayeSep" N, P, Q,R, S.and T Thesepolymersareinterchangeable with the Porapak'!' serieslor separatiol\S01 lowmolecularweight materialscontaining
halogens. sulphurs. water, alcohols, glycols, free latty acids. esters, ketones and aldehydes.

Figure 7
AMMONIA
Column: 8' lC 118" 55 packed

with Hayese~ P
60180 mesh

Column Temp; BO"C
Injector Temp: 1SO"C
Manifold Temp: 18O"'C
Detector: t c 175 rna 2000(;
Flow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: 0.1 micl'oliters of

NH.OH with on
column injection

1. Air
2. Ammonia 35%
'WOo<_

,
o

•

- •

Figure 8 , • •
SOLVENTS •
Column: 8' x 1/8 " 55 packed

with Haye8epl!> P
60180 mesh

Column Temp: SO"C up to
1SO"C at
1SOCJmin

Injector Temp: 1500

Manifold Temp: 1800(;
Detector: 175 rna 2OO"C
Flow: He 30 ccJmin
Sample: 0.2 microliters with

on-column injection

1. Air
,

2. WOo<
' '''''''''''4. Elhanol.-6. Chloroform

--;'-; :
-0-,, , , ,

0 •-

• 1

Fig....
TRACE WATER ANALYStS
Column: 9' x 1/8" Ni packed

with HayeSepI' R
8<Y100 ......

Column T8Il'P: 1180C
FJow: He 30 cclmin
Detector. VarianT.c.

with Bendix~ne

"""""Sample: 10 microliters
Ethyl Chloride

1. Ail
2. W8tIIt 121lP1Tl
3. Hydrogen CNoride

• """ ChIoOdo

•

,,

•

•

I
,
•

F1guRl10
IW'PGAS
Column: 10' x 118"58-"_R
Column Temp: eo-
FJow: He30 cclmin
$ample: 15 microliters

1. Ail

a -a e.t>ooDioddo........-7. Pi...,..... (
'-"-

; -

•

•
,•



Figure 11

HYDR OCARBONS A ND
SULPHUR GASES
Column: S' x 118"

packed wi th
Haye5ep ' a
SOItOO mesh

.
Column Temp: 900C
Flow: He 30 cc/rrun

,
,

1. Air
2. Methane
3. Caroon Dioxide
4, Ethylene •-- ,
6.Elhane
7. Hydrogen Sulfide ,
a Car1:lOnyl Sulfide " •
9. Pl'09)'Iene ~

10. Propane
11. F'Topadiene

~ "
~
0 •-

Figu re 12
C2 's
Column: 5' x 118" 55

packed with
HayeSep ' T

Colum n Temp: 32"C
Defector : Alt . x 216 1800C
Flow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: 50 microliters

1. Air
2, Melhane
3. Carbon Oioxide
4. Ethylene_E_.-

,

••

; ,
•

FIgure 13
METH ANOL IN
PROPYLENEIPROPANE
Column: 5' x 1/8- 55

packed with
HayeSep't T
1001120 mesh

Col umn Temp : 12O"C
Injeaor Temp : 132"C
Del:ector. P.E. 900 T.C.

'225 ma 150"C
Flow:He 30 cclmin

1. Air1MeIhane
2. Ce'bon DiaOde......
... PiCJlOl7iel~

5. ,Of.'"7. _

•

" .

lut. , . ' ,~

Fi gure 14
FORMALDEHYDE
Column: 5' x 1/8· 55 packed

with Haye5epl' T
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 132"C
Injector Temp: 165"
Detector: P.E. 900 tc,

175 MA
Arl . x 32 18O"C
Flow: He 30 cclmin
sample: 0.2microliters

1. Ail
2. _
a w..~.. -

•

•



-,INTRODUCING
A UNIQUE
NEW PRODUCT Comparisons of

D Formulations
HayeSep~ 0 This new polymer niade from high purity
divinylbenzene is unavailable anywhere else. It hasa high
surface area and higher operating temperatures .than
competitive polymers. Availablein four different porosities
with surfaceareasfrom 790toover800 m2/gram.lhisrange
allows flexibility, sinceinwaterJethane separationsporosity
determines the order of elution.

Aver.g.
Ci.m.t.t
lmicroMl

Bulk
Cenllity
gtem/ce

Surf.ce
Poraty At ••

% m2/grlm

These 0 formulations exhibit superior separation
characteristics for light gases. Significant separation
abilities include the separationof CO and CO2 from room
air at ambienttemperaturesandthe separationofacetylene
prior to other C2's. HayeSep~ 0 is particularly usefulin the'
separation and analysisof water and hydrogen sulphide. Dip .0317 .3283 89.1 774

D .0308 .3311 70.35 803

.0332 .3334 64.2 781

,

FIgu,.15
stOnMLX237
Column: 20' x 118~ Ni packed

withHaye~ 0
100f120mesh

Column Temp: 25"C
Injedor Temp: 100"C
Oeteclor: P.E. 900 rc,

225 rna 140"C
Flow: He 30 cclmin
sample; IJaIco YalYe

50 microliters vapor
(ambient)

1. Ni\roglm (balance )
2. Oxygen 7% AIt.x8
3. c.rbon Monoxide nil Alt. x8
4. MlllhaM4.5% AIt.x4
S. C8rbOn Dioxide 15% ArLII4

F"tgul'e 16
GAS MIXTURE
Column: 10' x 118 ~ SS packed

wittJHaye5epf' 0
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 8O"C
Injector Temp: 140 "C
Oete<:1or: P.E. 900 tc

225ma
Alt. II 4

Aow: He 30 ceJmin
sample: vaJco va/Ye

100 microliters

•

,
t . Nilrogen (balanCe)
2 . Carbon o;clUlle 2%
3. NItrous Oxide3'l'o
4 , W8IeI' 0.5%
S. Hydrogen Sulph ide 3%

••
.-J'-'ULJ-;'--' '--

.... ,"~,.., '7;
_-1' u--'-----~, '-:-



Figure 17

SCOTTMIX 218 (PtDgmnmed)
Cok.mn: 20' x 1/8" Ni packed

with HayeSept 0
1O()'I2lJ .....,

ColumnTemp: 4O-cI2 min

"""'........
up lO"O-C
81 24-elmin

InjectorTemp: 100'"C
[)e(BClO!': RE. 900 tc

225 ma l4O'"C
Flow: He30 cclmin
sample: vaIc:o valve

100microliters
(ambiel't)

t . Ni\JoglIn (t*anOI')
2. CarDon Monc-ideWI Nt. x2
3. 1M-. tllll Nt..2
4. 'CatDorl DioDde I'MI Mx2
5.~ t'MI AlLd
6. E1hyIene t'MI AlLd
7. E1tww1% Atl.d

•
•

•

•
•

•

FtgUre 11
C1 • CZ',
Column: 10' x 118" SS packed

with Haye5ep' 0
1001'l2Omesh

Column Temp: 8O'"C Isothermal
Detector. 3700 VarianFlO
Range: 10-11 AtI.. x 16
Flow: H. 35 cclmin

1. Methane till>
2.~tlll>

3. Eth)Wne till>
.. Ethane t'l'o

•

.'

Ii ' , , · . .•_.. • •

......"
C1 - C5PAAAFANS ·
Column: '10' x W .. SS .-• ,-- •_0

• .
1001120 mesh

Column Temp:~ •
up 10 2Q)'"C:

.:zo-ctmin
0«8dDr. 3700 varian fI)
Range: 1I)-n AIt. x 16

FJow: He 35 e::tJn'Wn
Sample: VaIco ....

50 Iiic:l ClliUQ

.
1.~0.1"lllI

z, ....-._.......
4. IIcitlulIN 0.'IO't9lllI
50 &.-. 0.101""._.......~

. • . . . . · · . · · ·• • •_.

FIgu.. 20
TRACEUNSATURATES
CO·CO
Column: 10' x 118 ~ SS

packedwith
HoyoSep' O
100/120 mesh

Column Temp: 13rC up10
2OO-e8I24"C/min

Detector. 3100varian FlO
Range: 1O- n AIt. x 16
Flow:He 35 cchnin

1.~16ppm

2. EJt¥-t t5 ppm
3. ~14.3ppm
.. 16lIen8 t5 ppm
5.~ 14.75ppnl
6. ,....... 16ppm

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Figure 21 Figure 22
TRACE ACETAlDEHYDE TEQUILAHEADSPACE , .
IN AIR 2500 ppm Column: 3' x 118" 55 packed

Column: 3' )( 118" SS wilh HayeSepti 0

packed with 801120 mesh

Haye~ 0 Column Temp: 1000
loot120 mesh Injector Temp : 140"C

Column Temp: ,OOC'C Detector. P.E. 900 tc,
InjectOr Temp: 1..aec 22S rna 140"C

Detecl:or. P.E. 900 t c, Flow: He 30 cc/min

225 rna 14O"C sample : VaJcovalve

Fiow: He 30 cclmin 100 microliters

Sample: Vslcovalve
100 micfOlitefS

•
•

•
1. lIS M. l' 1

2. CarbOn Diolcide AlU<,

1. Air 'WO<M A1t.xl

~ -
........... .....".- --- An.xl

LL2500 ppm (wi. ) .."""'" ....., 8

- . .,-
• • •........ ........,

........
TRACE AU:OHOLS
"WATER
Column: 10' x 118" packed

with Hayesep- 0
8lli1OO mesh

Column Temp: 7S-c up to
150"0 at 1S-elmin

Flow: He 33 ccImin
IriedDr TenIp;125'C
D«edor: PoE. 900rc,..ma

An. x 114Q-C
Sample: 3 microliters

1._
""ppm

~..-

"'ppm
\

"'J
, , .

• •_..

Agure24
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
Column: 10' )( W " Ni packed

with Haye&pe 0
10Q(120 mesh

Column Temp: 6O"C
InjectorTemp: l00"C
Detector: P.E. 900T,C.

225 rna l4O"C
Flow: He 30 celmin
sample: YaJoo vaNe

50 microliters vapor
(ambient)

1. Ait~}

2. CartIon 0itIQde appYJlt 0.1%
3. ........ approK 2,5Ill,
.. H)OoOIn SuIphidI apptOlt 2.5%

•

.• •- ,..



" .

COMPARISON OF " 0 " FORMULATIONS

Retention Time in M inutes

AIR CH. CO, CZH2 CzH. C2H. thO

Dip 0.9 1.7 3.1 5.4 5.8 8.3 9.0

0" 0.9 1.7 3. 1 5.8 6.1 8.' 8.6

DB 0.9 1.6 3.1 6. 1 6.6 8.7 8 .1
- This is our standard O.

Col umn : 10' x 1/8w 55
80/100 mesh

Column Temp: 45°C
Detector: 175 rna Art. x 2 150 0

Flow: He 30 cclmin
Sample: 50 microliters

Vait O valve

Figure 26
HYOROCARBONSISULFUR GASES
Column: 9' x 118" HayeSepl8l Dip

1001120 meSh
Column Temp: 1We
Detector: P.E. Sigma 300 TeO

Low current
Att. x 1

Flow: He 30 CC/min
Sample: 0.5 ee

vaee valve

Figure 25
TRACE ETHYLENE OXIDE
IN NITROGEN
Column: 10 ' )[ 1/8" 55 packed

with Haye5ep® 0
BO/l00 mesh

Column Temp: l3O"C
InjectorTemp: l00"C
Delector: Varian 1400 F.l.D.

Atl t o-' 2 x 2 l-4O"C
Flow: He 30 CC/min
Sample: 250 mieroli1ers

Valco valve

Figure 27
NITROGEN IN OXYGEN
Column: 30' x 118" SS~

wi1tI HayeSepl8) DB
Column Temp: 25"C
Injector Temp: 25'"C
Detector. P,E. 900 T. C.

300m.
Aft. x 2 14O"C

Flow: He 30 CC/min, 90 psig
Sample: 250 microliters

Valco valve

, , .
• • •-

.'
""'" "". NEA · CPO •

"'" •.. 0.71 31.58 ~,. OM • • ........
, .' .n ,. eo-.
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1. NiItogen 0.'"
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fig... 28
SCOTT MIX 234

Column: 30' x' l /8" SS~
wi1tl HayeSep® DB
1001120 mesh

Cokamn Temp:~
n;.c=r Temp; 25-c
Dnedor: P.E.lilOO T. C.

3DJ ma 1«I'C
Flow: .... 30 c:cIn*'l . go psi;
Swnp6e; 250 micloilal-.

Volco.....

1. ~ft AL . OI
t. ~ft -' x:12.......

IIIcInooIldif "'" Nt.. .:12
'" WooiIIw-. ft All. • :12.......
~'" AL .oe

figure 29
AIR
Column: 30' x 118" SSp'acked

with HayeSepI8l DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp :~
n;ectorTemp;~
o..:tor: P.E. lrXI T. C.

300 ma
Att. x 32 1-4Cf'C

Flow: He 30 CC/I'TIift. go psig
Samp6e: 250 rniCn)lhws

Voleo.....

"

• , I , I ,

I • 11 II II ..- ,
•

I

, , ,
I I • I- , ,, .

' '---- - - - - - - - - ----'

fig... 30
NlTllOGEH IN ARGON
Column: 30' x 1.'8" SS P!lCbd

with Hav-StpqJ) 0
1001120 mati

Column T..-np: 25-c
Ir1KtDr T.-np: 25-c
DItKIIOr. P.E. lilOO T. C.

300ma
/IlL II 1 14(f'C

Flow: .. 30 CC'/n'Iift. SlO peig
~250miaoi'"_.....

, , .
• • •-

fig... 31
ETHYLENE AND SCOlT MIX 218
Column: 30' x lW' SS~

• •with H¥Sep81 DB
10Q(12Qmnh

Column Temp: l2O'"C
Infector Tem p: ,2CtC
~ P.E. lilOO T. C.

300 ma
AIL x 1 14CfC

Flow: .... 30 c:cJmin., liIO psig
SampM: 2SOrnic:rorltttl_.....

• •

..- ,........-.- •...........
s.. ~""'"'.- \,.- '-
L a- ~

, , • • , , , • , , , , •
• , • • • • • , • • " " "-



Figure 32
NITRIC OXIDE IN NITROGEN
Column : 30' J( 118" SS pa clced ~

with HayeSep@ DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 22'C
Injector Temp: 22"C
Detector; P.E. 900 T. C. O.

225 ma 14O"C
Flow; 30 cclmin
Sample: 100 microliters

,

Agure 34
IMPURmES IN HYDROGEN
Column : 2$ ' x 1/8"SS P.;!Cked

with HayeSepOJ) DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: Be
Injector Temp: Be
Detector: P.E. 900T. C. D.

225m.
Flow: He 25 cc/min
Sample; 250 microliters

V""'"","

a

•

Figure 33
HYDROGEN IN HEUUM
Column : 25 ' x 118" SS p;pcked

with HayeSep~ 0
100/120 mesh

Column Temp: es-c
Injector Temp: 25"C
Detecto r: P.E. 900 T. C. O.

lSJ rna at 14O"C
Row: 24 ceJmln N2
Sample: 50 microliters

V"'" ""'"

,,

figure 35
AIR IN ARGON
Column: 'Jf1 x lIB" SS l¥Cked

with HayeSeP~DB
1001120mesh

Column Temp: 22"C
Injector Temp: 22"C
Detector. P.E. 900 T, C. D.

22S rna 140"0
Flow: He 30 cclmln
Sample: 100 microliters

VoIoo""'"

,

,
•

,

,
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o
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Figure 36
HYDROGEN/AIR 50{50
Column: 25' x 1/8' SS~ked

with HayeSep@ 0
100/120 mesh

Column Temp:~
Injector Temp: 25"C
Detector: P.E. 9lXl T. C. O.

225 ma l4O"C
Allen x 8

Flow: He 24 CC/min
Sample: 50 mictoJiters

""'" .....
,

Figure 37
9~.6% OXYGEN
Column: 30' x 1/8' SSp'acked

with HayeSep@ DB
100/120 mesh

Column Temp: 22"C
Injector Temp : 22"C
Detector: P.E. 9lXl T. C. O.

225 ma 14O"C
Flow: He 20 ecJmin
Sample: 100 microlilers

Valco valve

,

• , I I I I

o •.....

,.', """'"..-
,
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•
,
•
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figure 38
99.995% ARGON
Column : 3D' x 1~ SS ~ed

with HayeSep® DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 22"C
Injectol' Temp: 22"C
DetKtot:P.E. 900 T. C. D.

,225 rna l4O"C
Row: HI 3DccImln
~: 100microliters

""""-

,

Figure 39
IMPURITIES IN NITROGEN TRIFLUORIDE
Column: 25' x 1~ SS P.¢tec:I r-'

with HayeSep® DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 25"C
Injectot Temp: 25"C
Dttec:tor: P,E.900 T. C.O.

275 rna 14O"C
Aow: .... 30 cclmin "
Sample: 2SOmicroliters

""""-DwtSpeed: 1 cmlmin

,.
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FJgure 40
FAST ANALYSIS
Column: .a" Jt 1/15" Jt .04' 10 58

packed with HayeSeP~ 08
1001120 melh

Column Temp: 7O'C
InjeC'lor Tem p: 7O"C
Detector: P.E. 900 T. C. D.

225 ma t.a-c
Flow: He 16 CC/min
Sample: 10 microlitersv__

,

Ftgure 41
99.7% CARBON MONOXIDE
CokIIIYl: 30' Jt 1/8" SS P1cked

with HayeSeP~ DB
100/120 mesh

Column Temp: 22'C
Inject or Tem p; 22'C
Detector: P.E. 900 T. C. D.

225 rna 1.a-c
Row: Ht 30 ocJmin
Sample: 100 mic:tolitersv__

1. Hilrogen 2.1".- .....
3. CMN>ftDo<>.- 3.0'JI0
... E_ 3.5'10

,
•

.....- '-'1 1'7
•

, , ,
o --

--L, ,,,
o

L-_'-- ----' '

Figure 4 2
SCOTIMIX 234
Column: 30 ' x l /S" 55 pecked

with HayeSe p. DB
1001120 mesh

Column Temp: 22 -C
Injector Temp : 22-C
Oetecto r: P.E. 900 T. C. O.

225 ma 140-C
Flow: N, 30 cclmin
S.arnj)le: 100 microhte,..

Valco valve

,

, . ~..""""",-
•

,
,
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POROUS POLYMER MICROPACKED COLUMNS

Hayes Separati ons, Inc . has been making porous polym ers for ten years. We
have occasionally made micropacked columns fa' various cus tomers as w ell as
supplied packings for th is purpose . A few examples of th ese are list ed on the
following pages . Of interest is the elution time of acetylene relat ive to ethy lene
and ethane. Figure 43 shows acetylene bet ween ethylene and ethane; Figure 47
shows acetylene behi nd ethylene and etha ne; Figure 46 shows acetylene in
front of ethylene and ethane; Figure 48 shows rapid elu t ion of im puri t ies in
methane . References for the production of porous polymers are listed be low.

1) Hollis, O,L. , Analytical Chemistry 38:309-316 (1966).
2) Hollis, O.L. and Hayes, W.V. , J. Gas Chrorn. 4 :235-2 39 (1966) .
31 Hollis , O.L. and Hayes, W.V.. Gas Chrom.. A.B. Littlewood, editor, The

Inst it ute of Petroleum, Rome. 1966. p. 57-74.
4) U.S. Patent- 3.357,158 December 12, 1967.
51 U.S . Patent - 3,458,976 August 5. 1969,
61 1966 IR 100 Award (R&D maqazlne) ,

Figure 43
scorr MiX 216' + MAPP GAS
Column: 10' )( 1f1S- )( .04-

packltd wi1h HlllyeSep' S
1OOf120 mesh

Column Temp: eo·c 3mi n up to
90·C at S·C/min

Detectcr: P.E. 990 T. C. O. 225 ma
Row : He 14 cc lmin
Chart Spied: 1 cm /min
Sample: 50 microli1ers

,
a

.,

figure 44
SCOnMIX234
Column: 20 ')( 1/16- x .04- SS

packed wi1h HayeS ep' D
100/120 mesh

Column Temp : 25·C
Detector: P.E. 900 T. C. D. 225 ma

140·C
An . )( 4

Flow: 13.3 cclmi n He
Chart Speed : 1 cmlmin
Sample Size: 25 microlite f$ ,

•a

•1. NiUogen
2 . Melhane
3. c.arbon Dioxid,
4 . Ethylene
5. Ace tylene
6. E1None

7. Propylen,
8. Propane
9 . Propadiene

10 .Methyacetylene

Attenua tion..
Attenua tion '

, 4 -1,

•

I ,

•

•

"
•

1. Hydrogen 4"
2 . Nitrogen 5"
3. Oxygen 5"
4. Carbon Monoxid, 5"
5. Methane 5"
6. Carbon Dioxide 5"

, I



Ftgure 45
MIX 216 PROGRAMMED
Column: 20 ' x 1 /16~ lC . 04 ~ 55

pecked with HayeSepe 0
100/120 mesh

Column Temp : 25 · C 2min up to
110·C et S·Clmin

Oeteetor: P.E. 900 T. C. D. ~
225 mol 14Q· C
An . x 4

Row: 13.33 <:c lmin He
Chan Sgeed : 1 c:mJmin
Semple Sin: 2S microliters

,

1. Nitrogen 1'"
2. Carbon Monoxide 1'"
3. Metn.ne 1'"
4. Carbon Dioxide 1'"
S. Acetylene 1"
6. Ethylene 1'"
7. Em- 1'"

,

, , .
o 1 2 3

•

I , , I I
4 5 • 7 •

M in.....

•

,
•

, , ,
• 10 11

Figure 46
SCOTT MIX 216
Column: 20 ' lC 1/16- x .04· 5 5 ,

pec ked with HayeSep' 0
100/120 ",u h

Column Temp: 70· Isothermal
Det.ctor:P.E. 900 T. C. D. at 225 me

14Q·C
An. x4

Flow: 13.3 cchnin He
CM n Sp..d : 1 emJmin
S.mpIe Size: 10 mi<:r<Xit.rs

.
, ,

•
1. Nitrogen (bel,nee) • •
2. Methe ne ' ''''3. c.bon Dioxide ,""
4. Acetyl_ ,""
5. Ethytene ,"" , , , , , , , , f16. Ethane '''''

, • , , • • • , ,. ......

Figw lI 47
SCOTT MIX 216
Column: 15 ' x 1f16~ x .03~

pecked with Hey. S. pe It
120/140 m. eh

Column T. mp: 4S ·C
Oeteetor:V ICI miero T. C. D. 120 4 C

An. x 8
Flow: He 8 ee lmin
Chart Sp.ed : 1 cmlmin
Sample Size : 10 microliters

Figure 48
FAST ANALYSIS
Column: 4 8 ' x 1116- x .04- 10 SS

packed with Hey. S.p' DB
100/120 m••h

Column Temp: 70·C
Injector Temp: 70·C
Detector: P.E. 900 T. C. D.

22 5 mol 140· C
Flow: He 16 cc/min
Sample: 10 microliters

Valco valve
,

•,

,
•

lJL
•

1. Nitrogllfl 2.7"
2. Methe ne !balance)
3. Carbon Dioxide 3 .~

4. Ethene 3.5'"
Ii

,
••

, , ,
o 1 2 3......

lhlafK;el".,""
'''''''''',""

1.~

2.Metharw
3. CartIon Dioxide
4 . Ethyt. ne
S. EtNne
6. Acetylene



HAYESEP RT'S RELATIVE TO C2H.

6' X 1/S- 55 Columns

HayeSep 80 /100 mesh

60°C · 30 ceJmin. Helium

Counesy: Brian Thompson, Varien

Compound A B C D DB DIP

CF, .13 .10 .08 . 10 .10 .10

CH, .09 .12 .11 .11 .11 .12

CO, .54 .32 .47 .3 1 .30 .30

N,O .62 .44 .59 .42 .42 .43

Fl1 6 .63 .49 .45 .51 .52 .53

C,H, 1.29 .65 1.03 .64 .62 .64
SF. .8 1 .65 .64 .68 .68 .68

C,H, .8 1 .71 .75 .70 .70 .70

NH, 1.58 .71 1.21 .90 .65 .98

F13 1.10 .90 .64 .87 .88 .90

C,H. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

H, O 7.06 1.14 5.3 1 1.08 .95 1.10

H,S 2.06 1.45 2.20 1.36 1.35 1.39

COS 3.0 2 2.59 3.10 2.56 2. 58 2.59
. F22 7 .63 3.11 ' 6. 34 3.30 3.31 3.35

C,He 4 .70 3.75 4.41 4 .01 4.11 4.10

C,H, 4 .94 4.43 4.70 4 .73 4.84 4 .84

SO, 10. 23 3.84 5.31 3 .67 3 .82 3 .68

PO 6.19 4.63 5.80 4.79 4.87 4.90

MA 8.09 4.70 7 .03 4 .92 4.96 5.00

CP 5.90 5.02 5.89 5.18 5.32 5.26

F12 7.83 5.71 6 .79 6 .38 6.47 6 .46

IC, 17.92 14.73 16. 21 16.74 17.18 17.32

1 .380 24.94 16.00 22 .93 18.62 19 .10 19.48

Fl 14 27 .35 18.35 21.46 2 1.48 22 .11 22.88

NC, 23.60 19.33 21.21 22.26 22.66 23.01



RELATIVE RETENTION TIMES

Ethane = 1.00

Columns 6' x 118" 5S 65°C
. He 30 cc/min

Compound N Q R s T

Hydrogen 0.19 .143 0 .17 .19 .21
Air 0.23 .186 0.2 .21 .25
Nitric oxide 0.25 .217 0 .21 .23 .33

Methane 0.30 .256 0 .28 0.3 .35
Carbon dioxide 0.71 0 .45 0 .50 0 .52 0.85
Nitrous oxide 0.80 0.57 0.59 0.59

Ethlyene 0.83 0.74 0 .78 0.78 0.9
Acetylene 1.41 0.74 1.0 0.87 2.11
Ethane 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Water 10.1 1.45 6 .8 4.12 19.1
Hydrogen sulphide 2.1 1.40 1.73 1.87 2.88
Hydrogen cyanide 19.3 2.31 15.6 8.26 28 .8

Carbonyl sulphide 2.82 2.33 2.46 2.63 3.4
Sulphur dioxide 12.0 3.05 9.78 17.8 19.0
Propylene 4.66 3.20 3.45 3.65 4.91

Propane 4.66 3.67 3.88 4.1 4.63
Propadiene 6.50 4.12 4 .39 4.7 7.55
Methylacetylene 9.5 4.12 4 .84 5.14 11.3

,Methyl chloride 7.43 3.93 4 .67 4.92 9.2
Vinyl chloride 14.9 6.04 9.04 9.7 17.3
Ethylene oxide 17.7 6.06 8 .78 9.7 23 .3

Ethyl chloride 35 .0 12.25 19.3 20 .7 43 .2
Carbon disulphide 32.4 40.7



INJECTORS
Heated Static Headspace Injector

Overview

The Heated Static Headspace Injector is useful for anaylsis of the light volatiles that can be partitioned into
the headspace of a vial containing either a liquid or a solid matrix sample.  It can be used with dirty or complex
samples, such as blood, urine, powders, foods and flavors.  The SRI Heated Static Headspace Injector is built
into the 8610C GC, on the left side of the chassis, eliminating the need for transfer lines and reducing dead
volume.  Thermostatted from ambient to 90oC, a heater body accepts a 40mL VOA vial containing 10-20mL
of sample.  Covered with a protective heat shield, the heater body is heated and mechanically agitated under
control of the PeakSimple data system.  Two needles puncture the vial’s septum top upon insertion into the
heater body.  Purge gas to pressurize the vial is delivered through one needle.  The other needle carries the
headspace vapors to the sample loop on the 10 port gas sampling valve, located in the valve oven.  On the
downstream end of the loop is a solenoid shut-off valve, also controlled through the data system.  This solenoid
shut-off valve opens to fill the sample loop with the sample headspace from the pressurized vial.  A syringe port
allows the addition of internal standards, spikes, etc. into the vial without exposing the sample to ambient air.

The Heated Static
Headspace Injector
is installed on the
left side of the GC
chassis

Solenoid shut-off valve

10 port gas sampling valve
and sample loop

Thermostatted heater body

Syringe port

Purge gas in
Sample out to loop

Heated Static Headspace Injector



INJECTORS
Heated Static Headspace Injector

Theory of Operation

The SRI Heated Static Headspace
Injector uses a mechanically agitated
heater body for sample equilibration, a
10 port gas sampling valve with a 1mL
sample loop, and a sample loop shut-
off solenoid valve.  The headspace
analysis begins with the sample
equilibration period, during which the
gas sampling valve is in the LOAD
position.  A 40mL VOA vial containing
10-20mL of sample matrix is inserted
into the heater body, then heated and
agitated (the time it takes to achieve
equilibration depends on the sample
matrix and the target analytes).  Two
needles in the upper part of the heater
body puncture the septum top of the
vial in order to deliver purge gas into
and route the sample out of the vial.
After the equilibration period, the vial
is pressurized so that the sample will
escape when the solenoid shut-off valve
is opened.  The amount of purge gas
needed to pressurize the VOA vial
depends upon the type of sample.  A
sample with high liquid content can
create sufficient pressure during the
eqiulibration period to fill the sample
loop with headspace.  A dry sample will
require that the purge gas be turned
ON, up to 10psi, to pressurize the
sample vial.  The solenoid shut-off valve
at the downstream end of the 1mL loop
is then opened briefly, and the
pressurized headspace sample fills the
loop as it exits through the valve.  After
the shut-off valve closes, the gas
sampling valve is actuated to the
INJECT position, placing the sample
loop in the carrier gas stream to sweep
the headspace sample into the GC
column, and on to the detector(s).

VOA vial

Purge gas in
from sparge EPC

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC and
polishing filter

To column

Sample loop
shut-off valve

Vent to
atmosphere

1mL sample
loop

Sample

Headspace

Heater body

Valve in INJECT Position

Purge gas in
from sparge EPC

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC and
polishing filter

To column

Sample loop
shut-off valve

Vent to
atmosphere

1mL sample
loop

Sample

Headspace

Heater body

VOA vial

Valve in LOAD Position



INJECTORS
Heated Static Headspace Injector

General Operating Procedures

1.  The Headspace injection technique requires little sample preparation, since just the sample headspace, not
the sample itself, is run through the GC.  Insert 10-20mL of sample into a clean VOA vial and seal it.

2.  The purge gas pressure is controlled with an Electronic Pressure Controller (EPC).  Set the purge gas to 0-
10psi, depending on the liquid content of the sample.  SRI recommends helium purge gas.

3.  Using the trimpot on the top edge of the GC’s front control
panel, set the heater body temperature between ambient and 90oC.
Pressure builds as the vial is heated.  The temperature setting
depends upon the target analytes and the liquid content of the
sample.

4.  Create or load an event table.  Hdspace.evt,  shown at right
and on the Expected Performance page, is included in version
2.66 (and higher) of the PeakSimple software.  A typical event
table heats and agitates the vial for 20 minutes; it may take more
or less time to achieve headspace equilibration.

5.  Create or load a temperature program.  The column oven is
typically held at the initial temperature (ususally 40oC) for the
duration of the sample equilibration period, plus 2-4 more minutes.

6.  Set the valve oven temperature to 100oC or higher to avoid
water condensation (120oC is a typical setting).

7.  Activate and energize your detectors as necessary.  Consult the manual sections for your particular detector(s).

8.  Insert a VOA vial filled with 10-20mL of sample into the headspace heater body: slide the vial into the
heater body from the bottom.  You will feel some resistance as the needles meet the vial septum lid, and once
the needles have penetrated the septum, the vial will stop against the top of the heater body interior.  The
needles will hold the vial in place.  Begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button on the GC or the spacebar
on your computer keyboard.



INJECTORS
Heated Static Headspace Injector

Expected Performance

Column oven temperature program
(Hdspace.tem):
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50oC 23.00 10.00 160oC

Sample: 1µL 100ppb BTEX Plus (vial 25% full of sample solution with 10µL of
100ppb BTEX Plus) VOA vial set to heat from ambient temperature to 50oC
Column: 15m MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium @ 10mL/min

BTEX sample results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 20.350 7332.0805
Benzene 21.483   266.2780
TCE 21.916   119.6645
Toluene 23.266   285.2310
PCE 24.216     98.6710
Ethyl Benzene 25.583   298.6540
Ortho Xylene 26.333   306.6115
Bromoform 26.616     24.4815

Total 8731.6720

FID gain: HIGH
FID temp: 300oC
FID ignitor: -400
Valve temp: 120oC

Events:
Time Event
0.100 F ON ( VOA vial heater)
0.200 D ON (shaker solenoid)
19.400 D OFF
19.500 F OFF
19.600 E ON (purge gas)
19.700 E OFF
19.800 A ON (sample loop exit

solenoid)
19.900 A OFF
20.000 G ON (valve actuator)
27.000 G OFF

The following two
chromatograms were
produced in series by an SRI
GC equipped with a static
headspace injector and an
FID detector.  The first
chromatogram is a 100ppb
BTEX Plus sample, and the
second is a water blank.
Both were run under identical
conditions.  Magnified for
visibility, the water blank
shows the carryover level of
the Headspace injection
system.

Water blank results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 20.350 137.0385
TCE 21.916   10.0770
Ortho Xylene 26.350     3.1305

Total 150.2460

(Note: this chromatogram was generated in our
factory test lab, which has TCE contamination)

The carryover ppb of Ortho Xylene is determined
by comparing the two resulting area counts:



DETECTORS
Helium Ionization Detector - HID

Overview

The Helium Ionization Detector is a universal detector, responding to all molecules except neon.  It requires
only helium carrier and make-up gas, and is sensitive to the low ppm range.  The HID is particularly useful for
volatile inorganics to which the FID and other selective detectors will not respond, like NOx, CO, CO2, O2,
N2, H2S and H2.  It is a robust detector that, unlike the TCD, has no filaments to burn out.  The SRI HID
consists of a detector body, a collector electrode, an arc electrode assembly, and a thermostatted heater block
which can be heated to 375oC.  In SRI GCs, the HID is mounted on the right-hand side of the Column Oven.

HID detector removed from GC and heater block

Close-up of the same HID detector

HID detector between TCD and FID detectors
on an SRI GC

HID

Collector
electrode

Arc
cross

Pointed
electrode

Flat
electrode

Detector body

Support brace

Makeup
gas inlet

Sample-laden
carrier gas inlet

Arc
window



Theory of Operation

The SRI HID detector uses two electrodes which support a low current arc through the helium make-up
gas flow.  The helium molecules between the electrodes are elevated from ground state to form a helium plasma
cloud.  As the helium molecules collapse back to ground state, they give off a photon.  The sample molecules
are ionized when they collide with these photons.  All compounds having an ionization potential lower than
17.7eV are ionized upon contact with photons from the helium cloud.  The ionized component molecules are
then attracted to a collector electrode, amplified, and output to the PeakSimple data system.

DETECTORS
HID - Helium Ionization Detector

NOTE:  If the arc electrode is covered with TeflonTM (translucent) insulation, it should leave 1mm of its tip
exposed.  If the flat electrode is covered with ceramic (white) insulation, then the tip should be flush with the
edge of the insulation sleeve.  There should be a 1-2mm gap between the arc electrodes, and this gap should
be centered in the arc cross.

Sample-laden
carrier flow Makeup gas

flow

Collector
electrode

Ground
electrode

Arc electrode

Helium plasma cloud

Purple arc

Photons in the
make-up gas

stream

Ionization reaction:
photons colliding
with sample
molecules



DETECTORS
Helium Ionization Detector - HID

Expected Performance

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 15.00 0.00 80oC

HID noise run

Columns: 1m Mol. Sieve, 2m Hayesep-D
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
HID gain = HIGH
HID current = 70
HID temp = 200oC

HID noise averages less than 100µV from peak to peak

Test Analysis of 1cc 1000ppm C1-C6

Method: valve injection
Column: 1m (3’) Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
HID gain = HIGH
HID temp = 150oC
HID make-up = 29psi @

         40mL/min

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50oC   1.00 10.00 220oC
220oC 10.00   0.00 220oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2/N2 0.766 3350.0970
Methane 1.066 1163.1965
Ethane 3.550 2161.0940
Propane 8.083 3001.6200
Butane 12.850 3958.3250
Pentane 16.950 4849.9755
Hexane 20.800 5023.0105

   total        23507.3185



General Operating Procedure

1.  Set the HID amplifier gain switch to HIGH for most applications from the ppm level to 1%.  Use the
MEDIUM gain setting for slightly more concentrated samples.

2.  Set the helium make-up gas flow to 40mL/min, and the helium carrier gas flow to 10mL/min.  The make-up
gas flow is critical to the HID’s performance.  With insufficient make-up flow, the chlorinated peaks will be
inverted on the chromatogram; see the chromatograms compared on the HID Make-up Gas Flow page.  Clean,
high purity helium is best; moisture, air, and other contaminants can cause problems.

3.  Set the HID temperature to 200oC.  This temperature will help prevent moisture accumulation in the
detector’s arc assembly.

4.  Zero the data system signal, then switch ON the HID current; the switch is located on the GC’s front control
panel under “DETECTOR PARAMETERS.”  Set the HID current at 100 using the trimpot setpoint on the top
edge of the front control panel.

5.  When the HID is OFF and the signal zeroed, and the HID is then turned ON, the milliVolt offset at HIGH
gain setting should be 200-800mV.  A higher offset means more sensitivity, but less dynamic range.  If the offset
is less than 200, the arc and ground electrodes are probably too close.

6.  Observe the arc window; if you can see the purple arc between the ground and arc electrodes, proceed to
step 7.  If the arc goes sideways to the detector body instead of down to the ground electrode, then the gap
between the electrodes is too large.  If you cannot see the arc,

A.  Use a multimeter to check the voltage between the arc and ground electrodes.  With the HID
current at 100, the voltage reading should be greater than 200VDC (our readings average around
240VDC).

B.  Look through the arc window at the arc and ground electrodes.  If they appear to be touching,
disconnect the red electrode lead wire then check the continuity between the electrodes using a multimeter;
the reading should be open or infinite.

C.  If the continuity between the electrodes is not open, re-gap the electrodes.

7.  Let the milliVolt reading stabilize, then begin the analytical run.

DETECTORS
HID - Helium Ionization Detector



Make-up: 10mL/min

DETECTORS
Helium Ionization Detector - HID

HID Make-up Gas Flow
The following chromatograms were produced by an SRI HID equipped GC.  Excepting the make-up gas

flows, all run conditions  are identical.  The first chromatogram resulted from a make-up gas flow of 20mL/min.
Drastically different in appearance from the first, the second chromatogram was produced with a make-up gas
flow of 10mL/min.  In the absence of sufficient make-up gas flow, the chlorinated peaks are negative.  Not
every HID has the same optimum make-up flow; experiment with different flow rates until you find the best
range for your detector.

Sample: 0.5mL 1000ppm C1-C6
Column: 30m MXT1-5
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50oC 1.00 10.00 140oC

Make-up: 20mL/min
Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.305       4791.9566
Benzene 0.896 14.5888
TCE 1.145 17.9614
Toluene 1.790 19.6294
PCE 2.305 21.3786
Ethyl Benzene 2.998 23.5176
Bromoform 3.221 22.0414
Ortho Xylene 3.470 26.3280

    Total:   4937.4018

Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.381        1771.5762
Benzene 0.876 622.0096
TCE 1.266 527.2432
Toluene 1.771 571.1129
Ethyl Benzene 2.993 379.2581
Ortho Xylene 3.468 312.9010

     Total:   4184.1010



DETECTORS
HID - Helium Ionization Detector

Ground electrode

Arc electrode

1-2mm gap

Use the arc window
to check arc and
ground electrode
positioning.

4mm

Screw
clamp
stop

Cleaning the HID

1.  Unclip the amplifier lead and slide it off  the collector electrode.
Unclip and remove the leads from the pointed and flat electrodes
(note that the green wire is
connected to the pointed
electrode, and the red wire is
connected to the flat
electrode).

2.  Remove the the arc and
ground electrodes by loosening
the 1/8” fittings that hold the
electrodes in the arc cross.

3.  Remove the collector electrode by loosening the 1/4” fitting that secures
it in the detector body.

4.  Use a piece of 100-400 grain sandpaper to clean the surface of the
collector electrode and the point of the ground electrode.  Sand the tip of
the arc electrode so that it is flush against the ceramic insulation, and to
remove any residue.  While handling the electrodes, try to minimize hand
contact by holding them with a clean paper towel.

5.  Remove any sanding residue from the electrodes using a paper towel
optionally moistened with methanol or another quick-evaporating solvent.

6.  Replace the electrodes and check for
proper alignment.  The collector electrode
should extend about 4mm into the detector
body.  An existing screw clamp stop on the
collector electrode should allow replacement

without readjustment.  Should
adjustment be required, loosen
the screw clamp to position the
electrode, then tighten it to hold
the position.  To position the arc

and ground electrodes, remove the arc cross from the detector body by
loosening the 1/4” fitting connecting the two parts of the detector (this
fitting also secures the support brace).  The ground and arc electrodes should have a gap of
about 1-2mm (0.040-0.080”) between them, with the gap centered in the arc cross.  Hold
the arc cross up to the light and verify the electrodes’ positions by looking through the arc
window.  Once the electrodes are positioned, tighten them securely with a wrench.

If your HID baseline seems noisy, try cleaning the electrodes following the steps below.  Over time, the HID
electrodes can develop a coating of soot, which can cause the arc
to flicker or change position, resulting in sudden baseline jumps.

Green wire

Red wire



GC INJECTORS
HTA  Autosampler

2.  Remove the bottom cover from the GC by unscrewing and removing the six phillip’s head screws
that secure it to the GC.  Rock the GC gently onto it’s back and pull the bottom cover off toward you,
as shown.  While the GC is in this position, remove the green and yellow ground wire from the bottom
cover.

The GC ground wire is on the left-hand side of
the bottom cover

1.  The HTA and the GC will arrive in two separate packages: the GC in one crate, the HTA autosampler
and base (including a new GC bottom cover) in another.  Unpack them, but leave the black strap on the
HTA (as shown below) until it is set up and ready to operate.  Lay the HTA on it’s side as shown.  Place
the GC on a level surface so you can work on it.

3.  Place the new bottom cover and HTA
stand base next to the GC, and attach
the green and yellow wire to the bolt
with the washer and nut from the old
GC bottom cover.

HTA autosampler GC bottom cover and
HTA stand base



GC INJECTORS
HTA  Autosampler

4.  Attach the new bottom cover and HTA stand
base to the GC.

5.  Secure the new bottom cover and HTA stand
base to the GC with the six phillip’s head screws
from the old GC bottom cover.

6.  Rock the GC back up onto it’s base.  It is
now ready to attach the HTA and the top part
of the stand.



GC INJECTORS
HTA  Autosampler

10.  The HTA comes with it’s own manual from the manufacturer.  A separate document provides
instructions for a process called “Border Markout” to align the HTA with the GC injection port.  This
process should be run one time after shipping to make sure the HTA and the GC injector port are
aligned.

7.  The top of the stand is bolted to the HTA.  Align the top of the stand with the base, and lower it onto
the pole.  It should slide right into place.  Swivel the HTA into place over the GC injection port as
shown.  There is a latch on the red GC lid to hold the HTA in place; gently push it toward the back of the
GC until your hear a “click.”

8.  Plug the power and interface cables into the rear
of the HTA as shown at right.  Remove the black
strap from the HTA.

9.  Plug the other end of the HTA interface cable into
the left-hand side of the GC under RELAY
FUNCTIONS as shown at left.
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Initial System Inspection And SetupTopic:
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Upon receiving the chromatograph and data system from the freight carrier, immediately
inspect the containers for visible signs of damage . If any external damage is observed, notify
the delivery person immediately. If no external signs of damage are present, proceed to inspect
the contents of the containers. If the materials appear to have been damaged in shipping,
immediately contact the carrier and submit a written report describing the extent of the damage.
All packing materials and containers should be retained if damage is discovered until the carrier
has been able to inspect the damaged goods, If no damage is discovered, packing should be
retained until proper unit operation has been established. The chromatograph, serial data
interface cable and manual are shipped in one container, along with the GC accessory kit. This
container is a reusable plastic shipping container. These containers are rugged and shipped
easily via freight carriers. Most importantly, the plastic container protects larger, more complex
and delicate instruments from costly damage to external accessories. Save the packing materials
after removing the chromatograph, for future transportation.

The contents of the containers should be checked against the packing slip accompanying
the shipment Verify that all specified accessory items ordered such as columns, syringes and
the like have actually been shipped. If any items have been omitted or are missing from the
shipment, contact SRI Instruments for location and/or replacement of the item .

The SRI model 8610C gas chromatograph requires either 110 VAC at 60 Hertz or 220
VAC at 50 Hertz, dependent on which AC power supply was specified when ordered. Both AC
power supplies support the 3-prong grounded outlet. Proper grounding is required to minimize
AC line interference and eliminate ground loops. The 220 VAC plug is keyed so that it cannot
be inserted into a 110 VAC receptacle. A generator or high-eurrent inverter may be used for
operation from a vehicular power source. If an AC power generator is used , as is done in the
field, line voltage and/or current may fluctuate. Appropriate steps should be taken to minimize
any inconveniences caused by line noise or an irregular AC wavefonn.

A standard model 86lOC gas chromatograph measures approximately 18.5" x 14.5" x
12.5" and requires a counter surface space of about 32" x 22". Eight inches of clearance are
needed in front of the left side control panel for the fan, gas line access and the AC power
switch. Another six inches of clearance are suggested in front of the right control panel and to
the rear of the unit for safe operation and ease of access during routine service. The red oven
cover requires a clearance of at least 24" (measured from the counter top) in order to provide
adequate access to the column oven for service. If the chromatograph is equipped with optional
accessories such as the 10 station purge and trap autosampler for the optional built-in EPA Style
purge and trap, the access to the left side of the chromatograph must be increased by a
minimum of an additional 12". The compact footprint of the system is economical on lab
counter space and is ideal for mobile environmental installations .

Prior to placing the chromatograph into service, the gas supply and related plumbing
should be installed and routed. The gas cylinders should be located outside the lab where
possible, with only the lines plumbed inside to the chromatograph, Gas cylinders should be
secured in place with chain or nylon strap to prevent a cylinder from falling and snapping off
the valve. A gas cylinder contains up 10 2700psi and can become a deadly projectile if the valve
stem were snapped off. A regulator should be used to set the supply a gas pressure reduced to a
value appropriate for introduction into the Gc. Gas pressures at each cylinder pressure
regulator should be maintained reasonably above the carrier gas regulator setting in order to
provide a range of control (a supply pressure set to no more than 20psi greater than the EPC
setpoint is recommended). A block valve should be inserted on the output side of the regulator
to permit line service when needed, and to permit immediate shut-off in case of emergency.
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Refrigeration-grade copper tubing may be used for all of the gas supply lines to the
chromatograph. Plastic tubing should never be used as it permits contaminants, includung
oxygen, to permeate and this can cause damage to thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs) and
capillary columns, in addition to degrading the performance of the electron capture detector
(ECD) system. Except in the case of the ECD detector, copper tubing destined for gas supply
lines may be rinsed out with methylene chloride, followed by methanol. If the tubing is destined
for use with the ECD, do not use methylene chloride or any other halogenated solvent as this
would wreak havoc upon the detector indefinitely. It is preferrable to switch to 1/16" slainIess
steel tubing, if available, for the ECD gas lines. It is also a good idea to flame the tubing with a
torch while running clean carrier gas through it so that any possible pre-existing contaminants
will be eliminated from the tubing run . The tubing is heated until it changes color.

In order to eliminate moisture from the gas supply lines, it is recommended that molecular
sieve filters be installed in all of the gas supply lines. SRI 86IOC gas chromatographs are
factory-equipped with electrically heated 1/8" x 3" molecular sieve-filters on the carrier and
sparge gas lines. Although not indispensable , an oxygen filter is a worthwhile optional addition to
an ECD carrier gas supply line. Extremely pure gas should be used exclusively on the ECD
detector (99.9995% purity).

When routing the gas lines, care should be taken to avoid creating spots where moisture
can gravitate and accumulate. Also , gas lines should not be routed near electrical outlets due to
the potential for short circuiting created if the bare tubing were to come into contact with exposed
electrical contacts, instantly melting the tubing at the short circuit site and releasing gas into the
area. If the gas were flammable , a torch-like flame might be produced. If the gas did not ignite
immediately, an explos ion hazard would be created.

Once the gas line connections have been made and leak-tested, and the gas chromatograph
has been located in the counter-top position where it will be used, plug the GC into a properly
grounded AC outlet, and energize the unit, Gas pressures may then be adjusted to proper
operating conditions by means of the gas pressure setpoint trimpots located under the red
protective oven cover. Please review the section regarding the setting of these setpoints for
specific information regarding their use. Connect the 6' DB-9 serial cable to the RS-232
connector on the left side control panel of the GC, and connect the opposite end of the cable to
the COM port to be used for communications on the PC. At this point, start the PeakSirnple
program and wait for the main chromatogram screen to appear.

Once the PeakSimple program is running , select the F1LE- CONTROLS - CHANNELS
menu (CONTROLS - CHANNELS - DETAll.S menu in the MS-DOS version) and observe what
temperature the default temperature is programmed to. This temperature should also be displayed
on the chromatograph's LED display when digital display has been toggled on to OVEN
ACfUAL position. If these two figures do not match within two degrees after a few minutes,
select the CHANNELS - TEMPERATURE menu again and verify that if there is a temperature
program loaded into memory, that it meet your requirements. Otherwise you may edit, replace or
clear the displayed temperature program. Return to the main screen. If the temperatures match,
then the data system is communicating with the chromatograph.

If there is no response from the chromatograph data system to the PC, the pert address
(and/or data acquisition type in the MS-DOS version) information may be set incorrectly in the
OVERALL screen (DETAll.S screen in MS-DOS) for each channel. This will typically produce
the "Channel 1 not functioning" message. Verify that the proper hardware settings have been
implemented. Once this has been done, communication between the chromatograph and the data
system is typically established by activating the channel in the CHANNELS screen. Now the
system may be adjusted to operating conditions.



861DC Power Consumption

Basal Power
With no zones heating, PowerUsage= SOW
With 2 Detector zones heating = 150W
With Detector Zones Stabilized. Total Basal Power = 100W

Column Oven
Temperature Program 40C to 30De @ 5C/min

7/ 1612002

Average
Temp

45
60
85

110
127.5

145
165
185
205

222.5
240
260
280
295

Watts
30
50
70
90

110
130
150
170
190
210
230
250
270
290

Temp Range
40-50
50-70

70-100
100-120
120-135
135-155
155-175
175-195
195-215
215-230
230-250
250-270
270-290
290-300

Colum Oven Power Consumption
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E
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~
~ 200 t------:;~~-_____j I : T~ I
E150 -.-Watts

!.
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~

so

.... C') It),...m_C')- -
sam~ PoInts

Maximum Power Usage
Ballistic Heating to 300e = 675W
Total Power = (Basal + Detector + Column Oven) = 825W

Isothennal Power Usage
Column Oven Stabilized @ 300C
2 detectors @ 1SOC
Total Power = (Basal + Detectors + Column Oven) = 400W
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Topic: PowerSupplies and Space Requirements

Once the equipment has been removed
from all the packing material, check the
contents of the container against the packing
slip and make sure everything listed is
included. If any item(s) have been omitted
or are missing, contact SRI Instruments for
location and or replacement ofthe item(s).

The SRI model 8610C gas
chromatograph requires AC power at either
11 0 VAC at 60 Hertz or 220 VAC at 50
Hertz, depending on the AC power ordered.
Both AC power supplies are equipped with
a three prong grounded outlet (see diagrams
to the right). Proper grounding is required
for safe operation. Do not disable the
ground prong under any circumstance.
These plug configurations are for EIA
standard U.S. outlets. It may be necessary
to replace the plug provided with a local
standard plug.

o •

110 VAC

•

220VAC

A standard SRI 8610C GC measures
18.5" X 14.5" X 12.5" and requires a
minimum counter space of 28" X 22" X
23.5" for proper operation (see diagram to
the right). Roughly 8" of clearance beside
the left side control panel is needed for data
cable. gas line and power switch access. 6"
of clearance to the rear of the GC and 11"
of clearance above the GC is required. This
will provide adequate access to the column
oven for maintenance and provide space for
proper GC ventallation. To the front and
right side, 1.5" of clearance should be
adequate to prevent the GC from coming
into contact with surrounding objects or
falling off the counter. The right side of the
GC does contain general information on
your instrument and some operators may
want additional clearance for easy reference.
The front control panel of the GC should be
easily accessible in order to properly
monitor digital display and control operating
conditions, as well as providing access to
the injection port forsample injections.
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' o",i"ll ,ite h.ndl. , which "OOOK" ,he
"~'" '0,he hi. h_p''''' v' . """, I" p"" se"re,,,,.Tt><-.e ........ ,1. in ~,-"", oIie, .
"ho ic. 01,h..., Ioad in~ ","''''>d,; (om·

p l..I... P.rt,. I, ."" SIJ<, ioo,

Soornpl . I" j. cti"" u,i"g
(ornpl..l. f illing M .. , hod
When i" l""li" n ""Iu"",. ,~, "" I " i'en
e hanK", 0< ",hen ",n~,I. """"-~,ari,,n i,
no' ' '''I" i,. d , <on,ple ' " fiII in~ " ,h~

""" h,~l 01 <ho,,·.. . The com ~I,·It· Iill
",,,, h,>d ",oou,e, "" '. 11..", ",lumc1"<
I'~" i,i , ,,, , ' yp,,,. II, .i>oo, 0 .1'''' ,.1."".
""nd"d "",i.'"",. s" o,ple i, ,11""'",,<1
Imrn . ", in>\<" u, in. , n .." ...... ..""~'n'

INJECT !'osi"""

'ro." ."._ _ .. __ 0.0 0 CT •• _ ,. ,.__ -- _-,,.,.-_ .. ..-...-__'_10_ _ ' ,,".. ....._-_.
_8(1.... £C Tj

.,. t;; = ;:.
~ .--

•-f"~
, , ~,

,~,

I" ' Iw [( '''I! ,."",'" n~"" I,· p'''''''' II,,,, ,
I" rlx " ,,10"'" vi. "" N!, " r<~ , ~ P"'~l~'·.
." xl ..~, l, The li.". ",h" h, ' '''' " in, o.~

hil" ph.,..· ".'1'1"'1 .....1... ,I><, i n ,~"" "w."
""u~ ., 1 ,,, [O !l D. ' ·.In h,' I",,,i.l ly , ~

fo• . _,., , 11< ......, .. ,·u'_.,,,,,, . vi,,,,' , " ,11<.
,.11.·.. i" I~" h "... LOAD .,,,,1'N IK T I~"

, i ri,~". B..I" w ,ho> <u,."", ," ,",'" I. "n
illu" '., ,,,, " oj ,ite i n ' ,~nal " ow P"''-'~'"

1h. ,, ' ,' i" I", ~·",......n, , h~ poN' '" ,he
".\1,,,.Th" .Ut'. ,. p"""", ,I><, <on",-~ Iin~
I "''' ' '~''' in ,he ~",~. The n,,,,,, le p"" ,,
,I~,,, ,, ., II",~'" w·i,h "'''' •



I I

. 9"" • .__..'"_....._._ . Tho .. _..._ l1_ ,O_A__ A _ 72OIl U . C_ .. _

. .~..

I. , I.",,, J 'i""", tl><- 100",",-,lu",",Ho <1,,
pl.c e .,11 ,I><- ",ob,le ph.,.. '0 the I ,~~,.

n,,· 10"", ,,~, the "~,,n~ i" "", t« 1; ,tHo
V(~" ",", i, v."ed bv , h. "~i"ll tbe 100",
, i,e. Si o<. the 10<'1' ''''' tbe vol""",. tbi,
_hod d..... 001 'eqoore l'fK"e u>e of
the 'I,in~•.

I" ",," i.1f l l l m~ 11<>.>d 00 mo", Ih," W):i,

01 ''"' ',,,p ",I"mel• • 11 ,it ,ho, ,,''''ple
di,pe">ed 1,0<0 ''"' ,.,."n~e ....."jl. """'"
the loop. """n w" h "''''1'1", a, <m.II ."
0 .1 ~l , n••", i, , "'" ... mpk "' ."• .

Sample Inj IKlinn u.ing
5u<:linn Mel hod
Rtl<'<>dy"" 972 S II'HK) ,.1...,.; h."" ... '
""",.1 in ' o<1I""t w" h tl><- flow "",.m
Tho, p_""" i n~ ",...thod, ••""'" ,,-,mplt>
,,, ,he met., 1 needl . of the ,.,. ,in~e

T ho",~h ' he " ,,,,,,-,,, i, ,,,,,, 11. m<'!. 1'."
1"'''''''I,k'!eIV "".,lffi by ",inK ' .y,i "!,,,
,,, ,,,, k " ' '''pi" ,n,o ,I><- I."", "a. 1'([ 1(,01,..., ,." ,h. U,i n~ 'hi, " ,, -Ih<><I th<o 'u l,,·
" ", " "1.,,,..1in,,, ,he ...,n,"~ ...,1 ""
'''''I"Y "" in",' i. ,n"-'I1ed i,,'" ,he ",..,I.,
,.",..""i u.....-t ,,, 1>0 11 ",mpl~ i" 'o ,h<.
1,." . M. .. 1e19 125.07 6 Su"';",, Nee<II, '

Ad",>I,'<. .,,' ""< '~'''- ''' 1i ,,,,,1u",l<. ,.,h _
i"" i"" ..m ",,,,,", i. ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,",Ied " . ,I",
,,,,:,,,'" """ hod . A, . h"wn i" F i~. h. ,n,·
."I., ,>l~' n,., '''' , "" inn Iu",l,n" " '''~'

' .mple Inj IKl io n .., ing
P.rli.1 Filling M<-Ihod
A""Ii,.",,", wtHo'e i o ~'<t ion ¥"I"o,,"
, h. n"" f,eqoen ,I.,.. or wl><-n .... mple con·
"'tV.,;.,,, i, i"'I""'.n' , p.>~i.1 f;lli"ll i, ,tHo
""",hod 01 ,ooi,e . Volu"""'''' ""cu' , (''''
,00 pt"d,;"" d.,.,.,..d on ' h" ope<.te>r ',
>1>< 1;'1 k> ,,,.><I . od u>e ,he 'V' inK" typi
c.ll.,. .bout 1% . The v," ume injected i,
......"" .-..,db,. 'he .""",n,d i"""'.....1 ink>
'he loop bl tb. ,.,.nn~e. Th. amou"'
di(,,..",,-(I n,u " I,.. 1. " ,h.n h. lf of
,h. "".1 1,,,,p . olume. Th. p.m.1 h ll
method '*"" n," "'"'tv ,,",p ie. • "d
. Ikow, ,hv ",-,Iu,,", '0 be ,o""""",,,ly
" ,ied without <h.n~ i "ll ,be I... ", .

. .... . . _ _ ..__.... _ . A _ns>UmC . _ ;,,__ __.._,......_.'~1't ,



PEEK R....f~ .... f itt ingo"
eooo-c..

f in ing>~ (5/pIc)

'0"'."............
912'>-076

Suo:OOn~~

1160-010
V.I.... An81e 6r",,~,,'"M<:urwK>& Pone!

1160-029
Rin«Stond lItodft '= .tJI,

.........
m ;.m

for Mo<tm 712S17725;
9725-999

for~.972~72S i

SUin..... Stftl fitt ing>"
eoco,ro,

Nw ..-.l ........... l5Ipk.l
6000-110........ ....
6000-111_.......

~'" (SIpkJ

R.-pll«mHlt 1'.01.. Fittinv, .nd
...cc.....n...

---

,"' ..........
" ....SO ....,"" ...."" ....soo ",m',me
'''''..""

SImple InjecY><......-..
wi1ll pooilion................. -..

9725
9725;

715'M'11S

""-0,,
...s-ez
sos..."
9055-011
9055-02.
9055-025
9OS5.o26
9OS5-o2 7
9OS5-028
sos..."
9055-0n

U. _ _ 11

nE«~:

ezas.. ,nSi
.......... .... "' ) ISOXXl ~

-... PHK ar......
-.", _ .. -- poIyJ>w<

pH ...... 0-1. lioiMI
1....1'. SO'C ...... ,

" ,
''''10 "l

" ....SO ....
IOO" l

"""soo ",m'
''''',""

7755-<115
7755-020
7755-011
775s-oJ2
77Ss-oll
77S5-02 '
77S'M'I2'i
77S5-02..
7755.027
77 55-028
77 5s-029

~ Sift! Soonplo- l OOf""'"
SI. inIno Sift! " ......

o-OUI NG INf Dl-MAl lON
SI.i....... StH'! lniKtion ".1. ...

u._..-....., -..

Sl"'KlflCA l lONS
St. ' ., ..~MotI<4:
m s..w TTni
.......... Sol: II liS bM' tlOOO p"' .

"",,-"'42bM'
17O'.XI poOl.

Wflll'd ) 1.. ............ _ .

SutI~'.. .Iu",""" ~.,.lk,

..-.:J ." i......~
pli ...... (l.1 0 illH ~ 1O. .... 1.<:",,",, )

' ....... I!IO"C .....
• i l l' d lO .... ~b.-.., ..... .... b ...... <o. "'__... _ ...... .:n _
..,., _ .__",--. llI. """ _ u..,, lll.

OIMENSIONS

.....- ..-., , -..
:;j(

llNIOO!IM( PO ftOX 9 " ". 011 ""1 , L A '''''11 lJ, S. ,o. " P H O N E 707 ·..' ,4· '10,(1 "

_.
".



§§R
AHt:ODYNE

Operating Instructions for
Models 7725n725i and 9725/97251
Syringe Loading Sample Injector

I.e D"_"CR[PT10~

Modo" n~ ODd 972S or< ",v«>- poo
wnplo i'j«OOn ..I... i• ..tI ich ,he >ample

i>_,I"""ah. I>o.i1.-i• .-l1< poet i. "'"
fromoft'" .al.. ,Mod<l712.'! i. "'" ...,,,1<..
. ""1' .... lon. and _1912' is th< Pl'.E K
._~

Fif '" I _ . !he flow d, .gram of "'"
...... Th< . i• • i,d• • tt'pf<...., "'" port. in

tho . .... ""or, Th< "';"'.1< "'1" ''''.'' "'"
"..."·b</",,,·br<aIl (MBB) bole 10<>led on
the _ 10« .Tho: MBB JI"-''"I!< i. _ ...

the da ...... li.. . 101. Tho C<>llnec' ing~"I<>

i. l!>< ""Of ",01 ... """"'. ...... ooh d Ii ..
,~

II ",',nled <",,,wl y .io<", (....... _i"" 11_II )
of lh< MOB <!<!.ign is .how. in Fi._ 2.

1O<....,pIe loop i. Iood<d lhtouth""'.-110
port I. "'" LOAD _"'OII.ROUt'o. of ....
knob 110', i"' from LOAD ,"
INJECT. In INJEer _1< pho.. IIo".
throullh ,he loop . Th<flow is '"" inl<mopt«!
'Ok" ,,,;0.01>«1 from LOAD to INJECT. or
bo<O . g" n, Thi. ;,. d<o< '" til< MB8 flow
pa».ap ill "'" . ..tor lac< "hich mol< the
""' eo,,,,,,,,;,,,,he!"", "'" oldOf>< bluk..

There i• • 2·uL in,. mal"mp" loop (PIN
77"-(11') • • ail.ble.]' ." be i lled i.·
. id< ,he inje<1or, in pia« of tt_ f"""
....mb ly.

:t.O SU ' PLIED WITH THf: V"' I.Vf.
SUFPh"d ",,!h II>< ..1.. ,• • .."....,,, ba8 or<

f1l1ln~ for ,ubin~ «>on".;,>On. oDd II><
,I<.... obo 1><10",.

r,===::==- "'·....-"' ....

11>< 22 P"ll" _"' _Ii«! in th< . 01..
"""'Id I>< """"V«! from II>< ...".)lo: port 1><
r"", ",;n~ th< . 01,,,.

3.0 SI' ECIH C",l IONS
• M..;",,,,,, l<"'pey01w< ;ol!O"Clo,"wnl...
" ""I .......~ ro. PEEK. ......
• Buill_in P""i"0SI ",n.in8 . "'i"' hri" mod<i.
ooly).
• Th<I'EEK . .... IS..,'" hold 207~(l(I((l

PO,). I' <1111 b< odju.ted '" hold up '" 276 bar
(4OC(l poi),
• 111< oWnl".. """I . .... i. ... '" IK>kI loiS
(SOJ(I P'i)w. 11"",,b< adju<le<l'" IK>Id up'"
482 bar(7(JOO ;»1).
• 1oII>< pt:E K . 01 , ,, th< ,..",ted ..rfac". ore
pt:E K•• Iu",' no<enmlic, "'"on;n<lt poly""".
• In th< . wn .........1 .&1.. th< _ . u,
r", co"", 3 16 oWul<.. , ,,,,,).oIurni..c."omie.
ond inen poly""".

• Fkl", i• ..,. inte""pt<ol",""n . w;',1>«1 from
LO"'O to INIECT.
• 2_ul. intemolloop" ••ail. hl<,

~.O IMFORl ,lj/;r S"'f1!TY ~(ITICES

~. I W_ "C'Wh<1l "';08 '""'1'1< loop<10<8'"
lbon 100 uL, "'loki J'O"""II r""" m"bd"
pIust com;08 c>o' or ,"" """oil" port wo<n
,0<v.i.. i. IOm<ol lrom INJECT '" LO"'O
E.um.pl< ' l.m1. 1oop "JOCU 20 ul. upon de
,om~ r""", 2OO bor.

oL2 Wa..ln~' Wh<.n u.in8 th<!'l=lle I'ort
Ck U><f><mpty II>< ' Y""I< ,,"wly ,. p.." ....
sol ..., r""" ~"irt in~ Nook 01 younelf.

4.3 Cautioal , U.. th< <<n<<l . "" . y" .8"
.-ll< Ie P"'''.' <1oJfIage '0 ,0<• •1..,

4.4 C••,ioaI, Wb<n u"n8 th< PEEK ...."
0'" 0011 pIo>bc 1"",,1.. in ,0< ""to.- port.
M<t.ol l<ml l<a<on <..... irn-parahle domoJ<
,. th< pl..' ie ""'or,

4.5 C.uti"" , Rin.. th< .&1." of.., u,i08
buff«aoIuDon''''p'''..nl<f}',,&I.from form
,n, • ...,ich <.. <on'" """tc"" 00 II>< roIor_.
4" Cautio., Duo '" th< )l)" pom. '""'1'1<
loop< ror M_ J 11ll17725i or< "" inter-
<I ~,,_ with Ioopo or many"'''''' , " ,n-
1e 1Rheodyo< ......,

SA l:S ING PROPF.R SVR I~(; I'..~

U.. . yringe< ..illl 0.028-, h 0 .0. (22
&Ou~") • 2-,,,,h IOflg_ "houl el«""
toper ..d ..illl9O" po;nl " 11< (........ "nd )
U.,"! II>< i"""""" needle " ze ",i ll domot<
th< inja;to.-.

6.1 IN~"T"'LL'"n ON
. J To """'1M th< . .... 00 • _I. ",,,,,,,,e

th< handk hj' Ioos<ninl ,0< 'wo handle ...
...."""•. U'" II>< ,_ac",w, . uppl.... '0 f ....
,0< .11I.. '" • pond.

h) Rep'""' th<hondle hj' 'i ghl<",. , lh<'wo
"" """... 00 II>< ' ''"'0 Ilili ofth< ....11.
cl CooIl<Clth< 'woven"uheo (,upplO<d)'"port.' and ~. PI"", the ,,",lei end. of both at

lhe sam< horiroolOlicv<l.. "'"' "'th<.-II<
port 10 • •oioh j phooJl1&, See F", l

RHEOD YNE , l.P. • P.O BO X 996 . COTATi . CALIFOR NIA 9'93 ' . U.S .A • 107 ·66 ' ·9050 • FA' 107-66' ·6 739



tt_ ..... -. __
_ .......--10, , ....- _.. ,... --
IlepIoo>t _ .... If ....__.

_"......... _ .._-' I

.... \ --"'"'-""_.... ......:.&._ __ ,.,.......I~ .._. \ "'""....- ..
-~ _..

n.. ...... .-d..of lto:, yn".. ..,II .-.et
.... WllpIc if .....""., '" ooonpI< iI ""....
..... "'" .,... "'" 1lIio• ..,.., .....pI< i. _
"' .... ooonpI< loop .... ....11 _ be~
n.. '''''''-' '*' be _..,. ,;., loeb< it
_.""~

To _ ............... 011 "' _......---., - "".. ... _01 ......
_n....." ..__ ...... _..............--_....-......• __ __ioop.f . 04
10, __ 1"0< _

h ; ' _

............ Ioop

U ...IJJlJ!>7 ING tl Jk HlI .m:k
'IUX~L'RK Or Ul...noM .F.....Il ,U; K

Then io. "n," ""'.i"l "'In' ''
tht 1IaodIt 01110o ..... bod)' ,1"0<_
_,io , n04.. "" _ ... _ lor

00:1""".,_0<1'<'00,IfJOOl_; ."'1Ip
... . ...... _ .. '1_ .. ....
_ .... _ .... _".,_11I<--,.,....... _....- .....-...._ _.... fJ<_ ....
_ II 'ocwoo ,T,.- ....
jlooooOIa OCWOO _ l/2DIII ... U.., .. 1O
... __""food) _....,--,
......... II ,..- • .-.._....

-- (--~:: :>...-

..... . """" 01 i, 11«.... ...,..
bo.. pi>.- _ 011 01 loop io ..-
pIoced _I, 10 "'" __ ..... <fI.....
_ . fi.,S.

To I' l)fiII ..
0.1 S. 1II <&. 1 lOAD...)_ ~_ ..__.

V....I<otl..-. l-S...01_ ....__ ...._-.if_...,.-" _-.; Lood .
d ,...... .. _ .... OO lNJECT

u rAaTltL I..IJO" tl u.JSG
11 ,.... 0001' )_, '

1lIi. io III< 01 <_, 1ft petI" l
fi ll i. ' _ d>e _ "' i. jocOed
iI ... b, ,ho .)TI I. Ibi . mnhod,"'''''''''
I!wI half. loop ""'" oI . ...pI<;. loadod
in ","" loop, for "",... ~..., "" ...... 1Iw>
lOuL i,"", 2(I. "l l""p, With lorll<l'vol""",.

""'" 01 "" ,*",pIt i . ~... "'" . .... '"I>: bThi. ;' l>tc.- ........ n-._Ito:_,
01.... """' .. ,..i<c lll<._. _ it,M
................ ""'" . ff«1 _ ... F'" S.

Toponioll, _ .... loop:
• • III tNJECT,_"'_Pono.-.

... n"", _ pon ..... .... I IIIl.
",_I< pI>oo<. n.;,. .-_ .....-.................__ ,....__ _.,1.
U W"Dl'OG It Sl'tT1t'"n.. ._ ........
. .... __ 01 .,.,.- -.""_ -_ PU'I[ _ . __ I>: _
......,-..,._.~.-

.........- ....n.. __ .......
' 1 .. lOAD. __... _ 6_ .
~,_.."""""~-....-~____ ........ _ .. Ioop. AJ.

_ ..., . _ "'" s.-_".......
IPI'N 912J416. _ ). u.. 01 ....
_ ""-' F;a. 6-

<) .......""' . ,..... .. _ .... ..... '0
INJECT.

----

---
--

.' _~

<...."0.. , ....... ,_, ....."' ......, .....

---
_" Uoo oll__e--

U M......I'oI(; ..... Nf:C"1lQ'Ij..-_-...,.-_01......
.......... " _pnoIfiIIooI;.n.. =,_ ....__
.. ' UK ......... _.__--

J.. r lllSHIM. THf. I!\IJU:TOK
I. INJECT. _ .... _ .. """ ",<10 1-.....

0I_1t"....,ooi., ""_It pone.......
.. _ ... fl, 4, A' ,.... ,i_."'" pump

n".... "'" loop

... O "'rt.n1: LOOP nu.r;(;

.. ; 1 ..~ ... _01 ......
__ 10, _ 01 UM
_ I ~-nio_--_....;...
O-;. .... Ioop __,., ......

loop _ "' Five .. In loop
__ "'... ,..,... lin... pt<ri.......

("Al T IO /\I: lJoo.., ....- . ....
• ' ,.... .. .... ru:1l
_ . -.. .....- will "- ....
...... _ 1o".....W, ...,,_ ,.

d) C_ III< ,.,..,p'" """ 2 onoI ....
__ .. ponS, w.. "'" «>lIm. <11100III'
_ fltd "'" ........... itub>l n...tliq.

R'"E OO~NE , L, P, • P,O , BOX 996 . CO TATI , C"L ' FORNI. ~ 'U ' , U ,S ,A ' 70' ·66 . ,90~0 • f " X 70 7·6 6"·6 73 9



_ If.... ,.-J_ ..........__ _..................._ ,' ,-
-._..__ .. I . .....

4 " . , ......... _ .. ____,.,.. ,. 4_
......-.-_..-

I'" ""-''0'1:.'140;0;""..__.... w_ ...__
, 'oI. ' j nr

_..... -......;'!"-'"'-~~.... ...,. ~___ ,'
r.__01.-,,__

.,............- ...- -_ 1 -,. · 4
0/. ... _ ..... _

~l _ ..~.<h< ........_ _
.... _ _ Slri..,

I'" CH4 NGI'I;(; THE ROTOR~l
To ...... ....__ ......... J_.....-. -....:...-...__.......
"I_"'_,_,""" ' .,-- --,..<1 __"" _
4, u.-..._ _--.....-s... __ 10.2 10" . ...."

14.J ItF..4SSf.lIIBI,Y

•
--. r :.,-'

. .

To_ I I .... _ .....-.-.....
_ 1:

. 1\1 _ _'.0_ "'_ \ •__
",.._.........._", ........
....__ 1'\;.11.

~, a.-",..__._.".. '
nr_ _r- _

<1..- _ ,...
....W_ -. _ .....--41 .... .... _'"""--, .. .... _
....n.._ po"."" th....._' rll ,nto ....
moll"' ....... 1ft "" ""I, ,

.1 Repl""' 1aIOr__ r " ......
b1, "" piN ill """"

"..- .-;",_ .....-.II Add __~T _-"'fI"Il--_ _Ii....".............- \ ,-,., ..-..- ................~_...__o/. .. __

CA.UTION , ()o ft_.b1,.Iooot. ,I><
~ MJ...tI,.. wllFmU Eleht·....., __..........

-----} - - -

!f-- -

-------
H==:'-

""",,,,r.---__-._ _.

,
\'R

If- +- - - - - - - ·

--------

--
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II.J "'!SIT"IN s r_OjSI'OGSWITCH
no. _ -.•..-il_OII

.... 17~ _ 97tli. ~ iI • f«>Il
•__IwJ.__....._ ....
__ no ._._"" l lXl_.~-. , ...

T _ .....
• 1 __ ....

~I __of.. _ ....
d __

'1 __10.1. , ' I .

lUSPU£'A.'l1!i
71n-lM7 V-, __ , _ ""
~,

71~ Ttf.... __ (IOaII pH ""
~,

'I~ Ttf..__ ,_ ""
"""",,,

11.1 urt:Un-;cR~<;

A.SP not"aLEllltOOfT';G

u.r U4.....U;r,If _ _ Ioqoaod_ .. __

- ....... - .... _PCII' .. ......
_ . up.,olho.-- ~I",",","

n pluOled .. Seo:l.. 9.0. If d1i, foils '" Mop
.... 1<0 ...... rq>b<t .... """" ""aI.

, 1.2NU:III.[SUL 1.EA. KAtoE
Sill« ,... """ id< di....... r <>1 ')'Ti n~

_ COlI ."')'. .... .-.:II< oeal (T.fIon

. Iot ill"" """" ""01)....,. """ """"<tl)

...-._ ..bdl n _._·

.... 'hoi, ",ill _ ill of """""'O<f ill-.... '
To -. -......,.. _

_ _ pori. ,..., ill OIl fII-":
__ ""'" .... ..-"""of. peociI ,
R.-tf-...,.,

I U l ";r, elf" ....Ql.fX)l'S tllTEltS Of:
Ul.T SllLtJ'T1O!\lS

T• ...- .... "" ~ •... ...... __ --.-_..__ -_ ........ ;d,;;;;;

'lA~ot" HIGH pH SOLl'TlO"'Sno __ _ 772:51

Tn5o."...........' 1 _
... • . ~. _ .. oIkMM_l.
.. . ...... __ p" « IO ..
_ . U..... Ttf.. _ ""~

1 -no __ .... iII_971$I

ons ilTtf.., nn_ ................
_pH_._'.14

1U A.C("1J.....CV OF llU 1PU: LOOPS
S""'I* """' .-.no

0<"" ....._ coo d,ff.r b, ± ' 0110 lor •
:zo..L loop .n.- iI • ..-diff--.:e for
__ U. ,.....fI.... if)O>O__..----.
IU "rA..U"ITl'
....., . 'v",-,,_o., ,''
_. .... _ . 1'1 for .

pmo<lof__ r..a _"'....
_..,.., ' l . · rt 'i ..
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Chapter: Troubleshooting

Topic: Leak Checking your GC

There are 3 ways to c hec k
for gas leaks in a GC.

The 1st method of leak checking is
called "look ing fo r bub bles" or
·snooping the fittings". Snoo~ is
a specific b rand of leak check so
lution, but SRI suggesls a mixture
of isopropyl alcohol ( IPA )and wa
ter. The alcohol reduces the sur
face tension of the water so it
flows into the cracks between the
tubing and the fitting. otherwise
water alone would be fine. Don't
use soapy water because if the
leak c:tIec:k solution gets inside the
GC tubing or fittings, it will con
taminate the system.

Apply gas pressu re to the system
then place a droplet or two of leak
check solution on the tube con
nections . If tiny little bubbles are
visibie then the fitting is leaking.

Using the liquid leak cheek solu
tion can be difficult however when
there are many fittings to lest or
when some of the fittings are hot,
( this will rapidly boll off the leak
check solution ) making it impossi·
ble to te ll if there are bubbles from
a leak or bubbles from the water
boiling away.

l iquid leak checking is the least
effective way to check for gas
leaks in a GC system.

A low<XlSl diapo$8bIe mOldical synnge1$perfeo:t101 plac
ing• drop ~ _ _ ocOubon lIllhe join! wIlete 1M •

lube and It>efitling meet.
A 3m1.... k _ syringe is prooo;ded with ever)' SRIGC

Put !he leak check
solution • !he joint

between the tube and ,

"''''

Sane GC syslftm$ may~ many pIat:es
where leaks call occur,



Chapter: Troubleshooting

Topic: Leak Checking your GC

The probe can be LJSed on hot fillings, unlj~e

the liquid leal< check llOIution

The~ probe is used to sniII" around the •
fitbng for leaI<ing hel ilXll or hydrogen

ConYnerciallea< detectors are available from _ 
era! different man Liaetu rers. PIices range from

aboo! S600 to S2000

The second method of leak check
ing is to use a leak detector.
Leak Detectors are made by sev
eral different manufacturers, but in
most cases they consist of a vac
uum pump and a thermistor detec
tor which measures the therma l
conductivity of the gas that is
sucked up through the hand held
probe . When helium or hydrogen
flows through the thermistor, the
thermal conductivity is a little
greater than the thermal cond uc
tivity of air. so there is a response
on the meter of the l eak Detector.

Unlike the liquid leak check solu
tion, the l eak Detector can be
used on hot fittings, but is difficult
to use if there is any airflow
around the fittings ( such as in a
GC oven with the fan ronning ) .

App ly gas pressure to the system
then sniff around all the fittings
with the Leak Detector. The dis
play on the Leak Detector indi
cates a leak.

Some leaks may be too small to
detect , and some fittings may be
In-accessible . Be careful with the
probe around live electrical circuits
or heaters



Chapter: Troubleshooting

Topic: Leak Checking your GC

The third method of leak checking
is call the " p ressure drop" test.

The pneumatic system is plugged
at the end of the gas flow path.
This may be the cuuet of the de
tector or the end of the column.

Use a swage10k fittiog or a
swagelok nut with a GC septum to
make a gas t ight seal. If the plug
leaks, the test will not work.

~ -.,.
Plug the proeumatic: system rIf at the end r:A the
gas flC>N path. You have to know v.nere the gas

",.;ts 10 the atmosphere

The system is then pressurized
using the EPC ( electronic pres
sure regulator) blJi ll-in to !he SRI
GC. The EPC is then turned down
( or off ), Because the end of the
gas flowpath is plugged , the gas
is trapped ( under pressure ) in the
pneumatic system. If there is a
leak, the gas pressure will drop, If
the entire system is leak free , the
pressure will remain for many min
utes before it slowly drops, The
rate at which the pressure drops is
indicative of the magnitude of !he
leak

use II swegeIok cap or ~ug litIirg. or usea GC
septum in a , ,, gelol< nul lo make a leak-tight...

ELECTRONIC GAS
PRESSURE CONTROLS_-=..-. • • • • • •

-~- . • • • • • • •..._-~ • • • • • •- -. • • • • • • -• • • • • • •• • , • • , • •• • • • • • •• • • • •, • , • • • ..

-
--
-- -

nn ,
u U •

~

iJI ---' - 1-_.-

Moni lol' the system pressure 10 see If ~ ,
drops fast. slowly or not 8l all

• • • •• • • •
0 • • •
• • • •

• • • • •• • • • •
• • • • •• • •• • • •• • • • •
• • • •
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Chapter: Troubleshooting

Topic: leak Checking your GC

If the cresscre does not drop at I - I COO) I' ..~ai, or dl'tlps vert 1IowIy, then the
entire system is leak-light In
some ways , this is the best way to

"'"""check for leaks, because one test
verffies tha t every connection in • ~--::
the system is holding pressure. Dir.aion <Ifg-. _
WJIh a comp lex gas I ystem, Of

one where some of the fittings are
in-access ible or hot it may be diffi- Plug the pneumatic lYIlem df • the end d the

cult to use the leak m eek liquid or ~fIow~ , You'-10 know ""'*'- IhoI gas
meter. Also, the prMsure drop exits 10 the "" If;l&jA• •

test can delect leaks tha t are too
small for the other methods to see.

I - I (~) ~~ , Itf the pressure does drop quicldy ,
there is a leak in !hlIIYStem. To •
locale the source of the leak ,
move the plug from the end of Ihe · .cC
poelJmatie system to !he neJll fit- - -_ .>

•ting upstream and repeat the lest
tf Ihe system now holds pressure. OIr-.alp_

then the leak must be somewnere
between !he Ioea ~on 0' the previ- ~ the plug ID1hII .--l lllbng"'*'~ In the
OUI plug and the current plug . ~~.-.d~Ihe~drcp-

I-) GXD I- I8y moving the plug location step
by step upstream, eventually it wi. .. "'"""• • • .>

be obviOus where the leak must •be.
DinQon of g-. ""

~"-'_ pluglDh.--l ""' '''''_''rd..-___ ....,.,...~_hdll
~W'llU '-.~_ ...~.
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Chapter:

Topic:

INJECTORS AND GAS VALYES

INJECIlON PORT

Injection JX)I1 ,.....

Location of injection port in typical FlO system.

The 8610 gas chromatograph is shipped equipped
with a direct injection-type injection port. This port
permits on-column manual injections with traditional
chromatography syringes. The injection port is simple
and highly efficient by design. Swagelok stainless steel
hardware is used in the assembly of the injection port.
Injection of gas and liquid samples is performed using
standard syringes equipped with a 26 gao needle.
Beveled (medical-style), straight, and hooked tips are
available from many suppliers in this needle size.
For larger needles, such as a side-port, blunt-tipped
needle, a 1/8" Swagelok stainless steel nut is used in
place of the supplied septa nut. Although several needle
tips are available, hooked-tip needles promote septa life
by slicing through the septa without "coring" the
silicone, as do medical and straight-tipped needles.

SRI model 8610
injection port assembly

26 gaoneedle

:EJ- - -

0.53mm.
capillary
column

I

liS- bulkhead O.53mm capillary liS- to O.8mm liS-
fitting column adaptei graphite ferrule nur

I / ===<~~=

Septa nUl with Black robber
needle guide O-rings (2)

~[lJ -,
I

Silicooe _
·SEPTA 77

CRS#237740

Beveled

Stralgbt
C o

Side-port

Hoolred Syringe needle tip styles

Therefore, they are recommended. "Coring" punches shards of septum into the injection port and may
result in pluggmg of the syringe needle and failure to deliver sample. Over an extended period of
time, these shards could migrate into the column. In a packed column, this accumulation of septum
shards increases the exposed surface of silicone available to produce silicone or "septa" bleed. In a
capillary column, these shards could plug the column completely. Routine maintenance of the septum
prevents this from occuring. A bad septum may bleed excessively or permit carrier gas to leak out of
the system, affecting retention times. It may visibly bulge or show numerous slices or shards of
silicone preluding in toward the injection port. This usually occurs when the septum nut has been
over-tightened and the physical characteristics of the septum have been altered due to compression of
the silicone. If a se~tum is extremely bad, the user might see a puff of smoke blowout from the
injection port after mjection. This is the volatized sample blowing back out through the leak on a
continuous stream of carrier gas. Septa may become tacky and unusable after extended service. The
septa nut should be finger-tight. Once the user feels the septum seat snugly against the bulkhead
fitting, the septa nut has been tightened sufficiently. Use the two black rubber O-rings on the injection
port as a guide - the nut should barely make contact with the outer O-ring when the nut is properly
tightened. NEVER use a wrench to tighten the septa nut. An over-tightened septum will have a
markedly decreased lifetime. Larger side-delivery needles also tend to reduce septa life due to the size
of the puncture created during injection. This requires more frequent servicing of the septum. Please
note that when septum replacement is required during use of the thermal conductivity detector (TeD) .
the filament current should be turned off at the electrometer located on the right side control panel of
the chromatograph. prior to removing the septa nut. Failure to do so could result in the destruction of
the detector filaments due to lack of carrier gas flow through the column and into the detector.

C:\EP2\DOCS\lNJPGOI .EPD REV. Q6..24-92
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mJEcroRSANDGASVAL~

Manual Direct Injection Technique

A slow
injection will

result in broad,
tailing peaks

that may
coelute.

A quick. properly
performed

iqjectice will
result in sharper

peaks.

Jl

When perfornting analyses using manual direct injection, the
method or technique used to prepare the syringe and perform the injection
can mean the difference between obtaining chromatograms that are either
poorly resolved or clean and sharp. Reproducibility can also be affected if
the amount injected varies from injection to injection. This is why it is
imperative that a consistent, reproducible method or technique of manual
injection be used when perfornting direct injection.

Sample volume affects the quality of data produced by the gas
chromatograph. If too much sample is injected, the column becomes
overloaded and the peaks produced will be broad and tailing. Insufficient
sample will likely result in quantitation inaccuracies. If the syringe is not
properly primed and loaded' (or the sample slug contains air bubbles)
when injecting liquid samples, or the syringe has not been properly
evacuated, purged and loaded when injecting gas samples, the sample
amount aetually injected will vary, as will the results obtained. The
procedure indicated below is just one of many in use today by
chromatographers perfornting direct injection of liquid samples. The
syringe and plunger are cleaned. The plunger should not be bent, Then
the syringe is flushed thoroughly, primed, and loaded with precision.

t® t@

'""" ...
oyri...-'"~.wming

thephqer.
Th<a'_
~ein.

""""" ,""",

""'"-,vial, andcjc<:1
MrqlJe CI.lUidc
ofvial wipe
needle, and............
~ coprime:
oyri....

I t Follow the.. mictoIilef• "'_k,
with one

Dnw~ i """ l microliter•
-~• micrclitcr of air,- microliter, of air iIm • """'""'"'<• o(~lc

_.... • I tbe~le,
i1&O theqringe. ......,""- lIIup otair."'" ...
""''''..,

""'" ""syrinre i.
1oelIed. illKlt
!he rlllOdIe imo
tbe iajection
port quickly..........-,
quiel::lyand

""""" "",""",

immediaIely.
.q=on

"""'" ......lea !han2........

Properly prepared, the syringe needle is inserted completely into the injection port in one
smooth, quick motion. Then the plunger is driven home immediately. As soon as the plunger tip hits
the end of the sample chamber, the syringe needle is withdrawn from the injection port in a quick,
smooth motion. This will prevent any sample remaining in the needle from having time to vaporize
into the injection port before or during withdrawal (if this were allowed to occur, it would result in
peak broadening and tailing). You may currently be using a different technique for direct injection.
As long as the method being used is consistent and reproducible, you will obtain reliable, consistent
reproducibility from your direct injection analyses of gases and/or liquids.

REV. 0-17-94
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SRI Septa Overview

Side view Froat View

Side view Froal view

Septum with
added coating

Cut septum

o
Molded septum .-I by SRI

EO@

In order to place a sample into the column of a gas
chromatograph without de-pressurizing the injection port and column
or interrupting the carrier gas flow, some type of penetrable,
resealable membrane must be used. The membrane must be penetrable
to permit the introduction of the syringe needle into the injection port,
but must also have the ability to re-seal itself. If it could not re-seal
itself, each injection would leave a leak that would permit carrier gas
to escape from the system. Each subsequent injection would worsen
the condition, adversely affecting retention times and sensitivity.
Silicone rubber is commonly used to produce injection port septa.
Silicone, due to its formulation, is soft yet maintains the ability to seal
puncture wounds created by syringe needles. Although septa differ in
formulation, proper care will prolong the life of any septum. A
silicone septa (CRS 800-327-3800, part number 23n40) is installed in
all SRI injection ports when shipped. This septum is very soft and
resealable. It demonstrates low silicone bleed and does not affect
sample component elution times. Additionally, this septum exhibits
negligible "coring" for better durability and performance. This septum
seala well in the tapered interior of the liS" modified Swagelok
injection port. The example at right illustrates the difference in
physical appearance between this septum and the staodard cut septa
machine-stamped from silicone sheets. Coated septa are manufactured
this way. The coating is intended to reduce septum bleed and increase
resealability.

All septa are made of silicone rubber that contains polymerized silicone gums. A catalyst is
used to obtain the polymerization that produces the elasticity sought from the septum material.
Unfortunately, some silicone oils remain unpolymerized in the septum and freely diffuse out of the
silicone septum. These oils vaporize into the injection port and are known as septa bleed. Some
manufacturers insert additional oils, making the septa softer and easier to remove from their molds.
This inereases the amount of septa bleed in those pieces. Most low bleed septa are manufactured by
extending the duration of polymerization, resulting in a harder silicone with less bleed. The septa
used by SRI exhibit extremely low bleed while remaining soft and highly resealable.

When silicone oils bleed into the COIUnul over time, the efficiency and performance of the
column is degraded. Columns with a silicone liquid phase, such as QV-l or SE-30 types, will not
display the effects of septa bleed as readily as would a phase such as Carbowax 20M, which would
be adversely affected by the effects of silicone bleed. In other columns, the condition may go
unnoticed initially, especially during isothermal operation until the development of a high unsteady
baseline occurs, acoompanied in some instances by increased noise. When the column temperature is
ramped as occurs during temperature-programmed operations, the silicone oils begin to elute as they
are heated to their respective boiling points. These silicone components will elute through several
runs, producing spurious peaks with often reproducible retention times. This can influence
component identification and measurement negatively.

In some work, where sensitivity is not great, septa bleed is nOl a concern. To identify septa
bleed, especially where temperature programming is employed, cool the unit to ambient temperature
and hold for ten to fifteen minutes. Then ramp the temperature up to the maximum running
temperature normally used, with the sensitivity set to high. Any peaks or baseline drift can be
attributed to septa bleed. One method to minimize bleed is that of baking septa in an oven prior to
insertion into the injection port in order to volalize the silicone oils. The septa may alsobe baked in
the injection port overnight, as long as the column oven is maintained at the same temperature as the
injection port to avoid the accumulation of bleed products. Regardless of septum type, septa should
never be handled except with tools. Finger oils may appear on chromatograms as additional peaks.
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Chapter: INJECTORS AND GAS VALVES

Topic: Near-Ambient Temperature Septum Nut Assembly For Heated Injectors

All SRI Instruments heated injection ports are equipped with a specially-designed septum nut
which dissipates any heat that could be transfered from the heated injection port body (including
split-splitless configurations), to the septum nut and septum by contact. Experience indicates that
when injection ports are permitted to transfer heat to the silicone septum, that septum bleed can and
does occur. Septum bleed is the volatization under heat of silicone oils used in the manufacture and
formulation of today' s high-performance, resealing silicone septa.

~/Graphite
reducing ferrule

Capillary
analytica l
column

Insulated injection port
liner heating assembly

View of fully-assembled
heated injection port

Glass injection port liner (user-supplied)

: :::::::: : :; ~

Exploded view of disassembled
heated injection port ass embly and

specia l septum nut hardware

Heatsunk
septum nut
extension

Column oven wall (861OC)

Spec ial capillary
column adapter for
on-column injec tion

Special nea r-ambient

temperature "ptum~-----~f~E3~~lillliiiii'E;V~~
nut assembly

Split vent (on
"<, split/splirless

injector-equipped
models)

Silicone bleed produces
numerous interference peaks in
chromatograms when the septum
exceeds 180· C and oil vapors are
swept into the column and quantitated.
This situation is undesireable and
easily avoided when the special
septum nut is used.

cq§~I~~
Silicone septum

Only the injection port hardware within
the column oven is heated directly

Cut-away view of assembled heated
injection port assembly

n·-..... ." .
')--'

Note the position of the ana lytical column
within the capillary column adapter and its
position with re lation to the septum and
injec tor liner

The special septum
nut assembly illustrated above
keeps the septum at an adequate
distance from the heated injector
assembly to maintain the septum at
or near ambient temperature with the assistance of the additional mass of the septum nut extension.
This prevents any silicone oils present in the septum from volatizing and being carried into the
column. This feature may be retrofitted onto earlier versions of the SRI GC heated injection port, as
only two new parts are required . The following page contains chromatographs that illustrate the
effect of this new injector design



GC ACCESSORIES
Methanizer

The Methanizer option enables the Flame Ionization Detector to detect low levels of CO and CO2.  It is
installed as the removable jet in a special FID detector assembly.  The Methanizer / jet delivers the column
effluent mixed with hydrogen to the FID detector.  The Methanizer is packed with a nickel catalyst powder on
glass wool secured with two frits.  During analysis, the Methanizer is heated to 380oC with the FID detector
body.  When the column effluent mixes with the FID hydrogen supply and passes through the Methanizer, CO
and CO2 are converted to methane.  Since the conversion of CO and CO2 to methane occurs after the sample
compounds have passed through the column, their retention times are unchanged.  Hydrocarbons pass through
the Methanizer unaffected.  The special Methanizer FID detector assembly operates like the regular FID
detector, except that the FID temperature must be set to 380oC.    Due to the chemical relationship between
nickel and sulfur, the Methanizer can be poisoned by large quantities of sulfur gas.

Methanizer-equipped FID Detector

Expected Performance
The following chromatogram was produced by an SRI Multiple Gas Analyzer #1 equipped with a Methanizer.

Column
effluent

Hydrogen
supply

Air
supply

Ceramic
ignitor

Collector
electrode

Collector lead
to amplifier

Viewport cap nut

Nickel
catalyst

Thermostatted
heater block
and cover

Exhaust

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2/N2 1.650   4731.2140
Methane 3.866   2008.6000
Ethane 7.316   3854.7300
CO2 as Methane 9.250   3142.1040
Propane 12.083   5379.8755
Butane 15.533   7326.4440
Pentane 18.333   9136.3340
Hexane 21.900 10408.3160

   Total 45987.6175

Sample: 41cc room air + 15cc 1000ppm C1-
C6 injected into the 1mL sample loop =
250ppm CO2 and C1-C6



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1

System Overview

Your SRI Multiple Gas Analyzer #1 (MG#1) GC is pre-plumbed and ready to resolve H2, O2, N2,
Methane, CO, Ethane, CO2, Ethylene, NOx, Acetylene, Propane, Butanes, Pentanes, and C6 through C8.
The basic version of the MG#1 has a TCD detector.  An HID detector or an FID with the integrated Methanizer
may be added.

10-port gas sampling valve
and 1mL sample loop

Heated valve oven

Sample IN and OUT

On-column injector

TCD detector

Temperature programmable
column oven

6’ Silica Gel

6’ Molecular Sieve

6’
Silica
Gel

6’
Molecular

Sieve

The MG#1 allows you obtain complete analyses of the fixed and natural
gases listed above with a single injection.  The MG#1 achieves this
using a 10-port gas sampling valve with a 1mL sample loop in the
heated valve oven, and two columns in the temperature programmable
column oven.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1

Theory of Operation
10-Port Gas Sampling Valve Plumbing Connections

The valve, sample loop, and column combination is plumbed in a specific way to allow the MG#1 to
separate hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, methane, ethane, propanes, butanes, pentanes, carbon monoxide, and
carbon dioxide with a single injection.

10-Port Gas Sampling Valve in the LOAD Position

A one-milliliter sample loop is
connected to the 10-port gas
sampling valve.  When the valve
is in the LOAD position, sample
may be flowed through this loop
until the moment injection occurs
(when the valve switches to the
INJECT position).

10-Port Gas Sampling Valve in the INJECT Position

The column sequence is reversed while the flow direction remains the same.

At the beginning of the
chromatographic run, the valve is
actuated to the INJECT position,
depositing the sample loop
contents into the carrier gas stream
and directing it to the two analytical
columns, which are connected in
series through the 10-port valve.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1

Theory of Operation
10-Port Gas Sampling Valve Plumbing Connections

The sample is deposited by the carrier gas stream first into the Silica Gel column, with the column oven
holding at 40oC, where the ethane, propane, butanes, pentanes, and carbon dioxide are retained.  The remainder
of the sample containing H2 (or helium, whichever is not being used as a carrier), O2, N2, methane, and CO,
continues on to the Molecular Sieve column.  During a chromatographic run with the sampling valve in the
INJECT position, the H2 or helium, O2, N2, and methane components are the first to elute through the columns
and into the detector.  This is due to the Silica Gel’s long retention of C2, CO2 and higher hydrocarbons at
40oC.  The sampling valve is actuated back into the LOAD position immediately following the elution of the
CO peak.  This reverses the sequence of the columns prior to the detector, and sends the components preparing
to elute from the Silica Gel packed column (ethane, propane, etc.) to the detector without passing them
through the Molecular Sieve packed column.  At the same time, the Silica Gel packed column is temperature
ramped to promote the rapid elution of the remaining components.

The built-in data system automates the process: the column oven temperature is controlled through a PeakSimple
temperature program, and the sampling valve is controlled through a PeakSimple event table.

Event table:
Time Event
0.000 ZERO
0.050 G ON (valve in INJECT)
6.000 G OFF (valve in LOAD)

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 4.00 20.00 220oC
220oC 10.00 0.00 220oC

After the elution of the CO peak, the valve
is switched back into the LOAD position,
and the C2, CO2, and higher hydrocarbons
come off the Silica Gel column.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1

General Operating Procedures
1.  Set the cylinder head pressure 15-20psi higher than the
head pressure.  The carrier head pressure used to generate
the test chromatograms at the factory is printed on the right
side of your GC.

2.  IMPORTANT: Damage or destruction of the TCD filaments will occur if current is applied in the absence
of flowing carrier gas.  ALWAYS verify that carrier gas can be detected exiting the TCD carrier gas outlet
BEFORE turning the TCD current ON.  Tagged for identification, the TCD outlet tubing is located in the
column oven.  The end of this tubing will be protruding from the column oven wall on the detector side, unless
there is also an FID or HID installed.  In this case, the TCD outlet tubing will be connected to the FID or HID
detector bulkhead fitting in the column oven wall.  Place the end of the TCD outlet tubing in some liquid and
observe.  If there are no bubbles exiting the tube, there is a flow problem.  DO NOT turn ON the TCD current

if carrier gas flow is not detectable.  A filament protection
circuit shuts OFF the TCD current if the column head
pressure drops below 3psi, but it cannot prevent filament
damage under all circumstances.  Any lack of carrier gas
flow should be corrected before proceeding.  If necessary,
reconnect the TCD outlet tubing to the FID or HID when
you are finished testing the carrier flow.

4.  Set the valve oven temperature to 90oC.  If present: set the FID/Methanizer temperature to 380oC; set the
HID temperature to 200oC.

The TCD carrier outlet tubing is
tagged inside the column oven.

Unless connected to another detector,
the end of the TCD outlet tubing will be
on the outside of the column oven wall.

For this particular TCD-equipped MG#1, the head
pressure required for a 20mL/min flow is 29psi.

3. If your MG#1 has an FID/Methanizer, set the FID hydrogen
flow to 25mL/minute, and the FID combustion air to 250mL/
minute.  If your MG#1 has an HID, set the helium make-up
flow to 40mL/minute and the helium carrier to 10mL/minute.
Again, check the “GAS FLOW RATES” printed on the right-
hand side of your GC for its flows and the approximate required
pressures.  Gas flows are adjusted using the trimpots on the top
edge of your GC’s front control panel.  Turn each trimpot while
pressing its LOCAL SETPOINT button until the LED display
shows the same pressure (in psi) as that printed under GAS
FLOW RATES.



5.  Turn the TCD current ON to LOW.  Ignite the FID, if present, by holding up the ignitor switch (lableled
“FLAME IGNITE”) for a couple of seconds until you hear a small POP.  The ignitor switch is located on your

GC’s front control panel under the heading “DETECTOR
PARAMETERS.”  Verify that the FID flame is lit by holding
the shiny side of a chromed wrench directly in front of the
FID exhaust vent.  The flame is lit when condensation is
visible on the wrench surface.
If present, switch on the HID current and set it to 100
using the trimpot and LOCAL SETPOINT button.  You
should be able to see a purple arc between the two HID
electrodes.

Please see the DETECTORS section in your SRI manual for more information.

6.  Ethane is the first peak to elute from the Silica Gel column after the H2, O2, N2, CH4, and CO, which are
separated by the Molecular Sieve column.  The ethane and CO2 will get stuck in the Molecular Sieve column
if the gas sampling valve is not rotated back into the LOAD position (by turning Relay G OFF) prior to the
ethane elution.  Therefore, you must determine the elution time of ethane, so that you can set an event program
that will rotate the valve at the right time during the run.  Type in an event program as follows:

Time Event
0.00 Zero
0.1 G ON
0.3 G OFF

This event program will inject the sample loop contents into the Silica Gel column, then immediately reverse the
columns so the sample will not enter the Molecular Sieve column.  Since ethane is the first peak off the column,
it is easy to determine its elution time.

7.  Set the column oven temperature program as follows: Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 6.00 10.00 200oC

8.  Zero the data system signal by clicking on the Auto
Zero icon on the left side of the chromatogram window.
Inject a sample containing ethane into the gas sampling valve
through the sample inlet on the front of the valve oven.  Start
the run by pressing the computer keyboard spacebar, or
by pressing the START button on the front of your GC.
Note the elution time of ethane.

General Operating Procedures continued

10.  Revise the temperature program if necessary.  The temperature
program used for the test chromatogram on the Expected Performance
page works well with the above event program.

Injection by syringe of
gas sample into valve

Auto Zero icon

Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 4.00 20.00 220oC

9.  Revise the event program so that Relay G
turns OFF just before the ethane peak begins
to rise from the baseline.  A typical event table
for the MG#1 GC system is shown at right.

Time Event
0.00 Zero
0.1 G ON
6.0 G OFF

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1

Expected Performance

Factory Test Analysis of 1% Fixed Gas Standard + Ethane

Sample: 1mL 100% ethane + 49mL 1% Fixed Gas Mix
Columns: 6’ Silica Gel, 6’ Molecular Sieve
Carrier: helium at 20mL/min
TCD gain: LOW
TCD temperature: 150oC
Valve temperature: 90oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 4.00 20.00 220oC

TCD Noise Run
Columns: 6’ Silica Gel, 6’
Molecular Sieve
Carrier: Helium @ 20mL/min
TCD gain: LOW
TCD temperature: 150oC
Valve temperature: 90oC

TCD Noise averages less than 50µV from peak to peak

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 24.00 0.00 80oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
Hydrogen 1.383 0.2460
Oxygen 2.016 10.5440
Nitrogen 2.450 924.9975
Methane 4.550 7.4120
CO 5.510 9.4820
Ethane 7.283 38.2725
CO2 8.383 15.4100

TOTAL 1006.3640

Events:
Time Event
0.00 Zero
0.050 G ON (valve INJECT)
6.000 G OFF (valve LOAD)



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2

System Overview
The SRI Multiple Gas Analyzer #2 (MG#2) is configured on the 8610C chassis.  It is equipped with a gas

sampling valve plumbed with dual sample loops in a heated valve oven, and two packed columns in the column
oven.  The basic model, shown below, comes with a TCD detector.  The MG#2 may optionally be equipped
with a FID/methanizer or HID detectors in addition to the TCD.  A capillary column in parallel with the
Hayesep-D column is an option for separating out hydrocarbons through C20.

The MG#2 separates a wide variety of peaks without co-elution
by turning the carrier gas flow to the two packed columns ON and
OFF individually at different times during the run.  The carrier to the
Molecular Sieve 13x column (carrier #1) is turned ON first to
complete the separation of H2, O2, N2, CH4 and CO.  At this point,
the MoleSieve carrier flow is turned OFF and the Hayesep-D carrier
(carrier #2) is turned ON.  All compounds in the C1-C6 range are
then separated by the Hayesep-D column.  The MoleSieve column
is connected to sample loop 1, and the Hayesep-D to loop 2.

MoleSieve
(loop 1)

Hayesep-D
(loop 2)

Hayesep-D column

Gas sampling valve
with two sample loops

TCD detector

On-column injector

Sample stream
In and Out

Valve oven

Column oven

Molecular Sieve 13x column



The MG#2 GC uses a single automated 10 port Gas Sampling Valve and multiple columns to separate a
wide variety of compounds.  It achieves this by turning the carrier gas flow to each column on at different times
during the run.  This procedure allows the Molecular Sieve 13x column to completely separate H2, O2, N2,
CH4 and CO before the carrier flow to the Hayesep-D column is turned on.  The Hayesep-D column then
separates all compounds in the C1-C6 range.  An optional 30-meter MXT-1 capillary column separates the
remaining hydrocarbons through C20, using the same carrier gas flow as the Hayesep-D column and an FID or
HID detector.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2

Theory of Operation

The MG#2 is plumbed with two separate carrier gas flows, each regulated by Electronic Pressure Control
(EPC) through the PeakSimple data system.  Carrier 1 flows through sample loop #1 to the MoleSieve
column, then on through the “Tee” to the TCD detector.  Carrier 2 flows through sample loop #2 to the
Hayesep-D column, then through the “Tee” to the TCD detector.  Carrier #1 and #2 flows are turned ON and
OFF by PeakSimple, controlled by the user with an Event table.

When the MG#2 valve is
in the LOAD position,
loops #1 and #2 are
loaded with the sample gas
stream while carrier flows
#1 and #2 bypass the
loops and travel on to the
columns.

When the MG#2 valve is
in the INJECT position,
carriers #1 and #2 flow
through the sample loops,
sweeping their contents to
the columns.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2

General Operating Procedure

2.  Damage or destruction of the TCD filaments will occur if current is applied in the absence of flowing carrier
gas.  ALWAYS verify that carrier gas can be detected exiting the TCD carrier gas outlet BEFORE turning ON
the TCD current.  Labelled for identification, the TCD carrier gas outlet tubing is located inside the column
oven.  Place the end of the tubing in liquid and observe.  If there are no bubbles exiting the tube, there is a flow
problem.  DO NOT turn ON the TCD current if carrier gas flow is not detectable.  A filament protection circuit

prevents filament damage by shutting OFF the TCD
current when the column head pressure is below 3psi.
Because this protect circuit cannot prevent filament
damage under all circumstances, any lack of carrier gas
flow should be corrected before proceeding.  NEVER
turn both carrier #1 and carrier #2 OFF at the same time.
Please see the TCD manual section for more information
about the detector.

3.  Set the valve oven temperature to 90oC using the
trimpot on the top edge of the GC front control panel.

5.  Set the column oven temperature program in PeakSimple as follows.  (This is an example; your analysis
may require a different temperature program.) Initial Hold Ramp Final

50.00 3.00 20.00 220.00
220.00 25.00 0.00 220.00

4.  Turn the TCD current ON to LOW.  If present,
ignite the FID/methanizer and set the temperature to
380oC.  If present, turn ON the HID current.

Use the trimpot directly above the “VALVE” zone to
set or adjust the valve oven temperature.

The TCD carrier gas outlet tubing is located inside the
column oven. If there is also an FID detector on your
MG#2, the TCD carrier gas outlet tubing is connected to
the FID inlet bulkhead in the column oven wall. If your
MG#2 has a TCD only, the end tubing will be on the
outside of the column oven, on the detector side.

1.  Set the gas cylinder pressure 15-20psi higher than the
head pressure (helium carrier).  The carrier head pressure
used to generate the test chromatograms at the factory is
printed on the right-hand side of your GC. Verify that with
carrier gas turned off at the cylinder, that the actual GC
pressure reads ZERO.



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2

General Operating Procedure continued

8.  Start the analysis by pressing the START RUN button on the
front of your GC, or by pressing your computer keyboard spacebar.

6.  Type in an Event table.  The example shown is labeled on the
MG#2 valve oven.  The event table should allow for the elution of
CO from the molecular sieve column before carrier #2 is turned
back ON.  The column oven temperature may be increased to
speed the elution of the H2, O2, N2, CH4, and CO.  Hydrocarbons
like ethane and propane end up on the Molecular Sieve 13x column
after its carrier is turned OFF and the Hayesep-D carrier is turned

ON.  The example Event table also turns Carrier #1 ON at the end of the run, while the column is still hot
enough to bake the hydrocarbons out of the MoleSieve column.  This Bake Out phase is required to get rid of
any residual peaks, so that following analyses are not compromised.  Keep Carrier #1 ON and the column
oven hot long enough for any contamination peaks to elute.  Click the Edit drop down menu in the main
PeakSimple window, then choose Overall, then make sure that the “Reset relays at end of run” checkbox is
selected.  Otherwise, you will have to include G OFF at the end of the event table.

The START RUN button is on the lower right
hand corner of the GC’s front control panel.

Example event table:
Time Event
0.000 ZERO (zero data system signal)
0.050 B ON (carrier #2 OFF)
0.500 G ON (valve INJECT)
3.500 B OFF (carrier #2 ON)
3.600 A ON (carrier #1 OFF)
18.000 A OFF (carrier #1 ON-

MoleSieve Bake Out phase)

MG#2 valve oven labels

7.  Load your sample gas stream by connecting the flow to
the sample inlet port (“SAMPLE IN”) on the front of the valve
oven with the provided 1/8” swagelok nut and brass ferrule.

Sample inlet port



Expected Performance
These two noise runs were made with identical parameters (carrier flow, columns, temperature program)

on a Multiple Gas Analyzer #2 GC equipped with FID and TCD detectors.  The only differences are the
detector particulars, which are listed next to the appropriate chromatogram.

FID noise run

FID gain = HIGH
FID temp = 380oC
FID ignitor = -400
Methanizer in FID
     detector body

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 20.00 0.00 80oC

Valve temp = 90oC
Carrier #1 Mol. Sieve 13x = 20mL/min
Carrier #2 Hayesep-D = 20ml/min
Total carrier flow = 40mL/min

TCD noise run

TCD current = LOW
TCD temp = 150oC

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2



Expected Performance

1% Fixed Gas Standard

The first chromatogram shows the TCD response to a 1% Fixed Gas Standard sample.  Using the same
valve temperature, column oven temperature program, carrier flow and event table, the second chromatogram
shows the TCD response to a Natural Gas Standard sample.  The event table used is shown on the General
Operating Procedure continued page.

Natural Gas Standard

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Multiple Gas Analyzer #2

Columns: 2-meter Hayesep-D, 2-meter
Molecular Sieve 13x

TCD current = LOW; TCD temp = 150oC

Carrier: Helium at 40mL/minute combined
(20mL/minute through each column)

Valve temp = 90oC

Column Oven
Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50oC  3.00 20.00 220oC
220oC 25.00   0.00 220oC

RESULTS:
Component Retention Area
Oxygen MS 0.983 3.4190
Nitrogen MS 1.250 72.5450
Methane MS 1.683 706.7920
Methane Hay-D 4.083 587.7140
CO2 Hay-D 4.850 14.7710
Ethane Hay-D 6.216 169.1275
Propane Hay-D 8.866 180.2660
Iso-Butane Hay-D 10.966 126.6950
N-Butane Hay-D 11.400 134.1470
Iso-Pentane Hay-D 13.533 50.1540
N-Pentane Hay-D 13.916 54.4740

TOTAL                      2099.1045

Carrier switch

Molecular Sieve 13x column Hayesep-D column
RESULTS:
Component Retention Area
Hydrogen MS 0.733 00.2510
Oxygen MS 1.016 16.0495
Nitrogen MS 1.166 1108.7680
Methane MS 2.200 16.5050
CO MS 2.600 09.7370
O2/N2 Hay-D 3.950   863.6340
Methane Hay-D 4.433 15.7300
CO2 Hay-D 5.533 12.9205
             TOTAL 2043.5950

Carrier switch

Molecular
Sieve column Hayesep-D column



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger

System Overview

The Mud-Logging GC system is designed to provide a continuous reading of total hydrocarbons in a gas
stream, while periodically performing a chromatographic separation of the sample to determine the composition
of the sample gas stream.  This is accomplished using a 10 port Gas Sampling Valve with a 25µL Sample Loop
in a thermostatted Valve Oven , a 1m (3’) Hayesep D packed column in a temperature programmable Column
Oven, a CCD detector, an FID detector and a built-in Air Compressor.  This GC can be modified to incorporate
a second FID instead of the CCD for total hydrocarbon monitoring.  The model shown below has CCD and
FID detectors.

Speciation of C1-C6 hydrocarbons is handled by the Gas Sampling Valve, Hayesep-D column, and FID
while the CCD provides contiuous, total hydrocarbon monitoring.  Detection limits for this system are 0.1% to
100% for the continuous total hydrocarbon monitor, and 0.005% to 100% for speciated hydrocarbons using
the FID.  The Air Compressor supplies combustion air for the FID, and the air make-up for the CCD.  The
built-in PeakSimple data system displays both the continuous total hydrocarbon reading, using the Data Logger
mode, and the separated peaks.  When the system receives out-of-range readings, an alarm function may alert
the user.

Thermostatted
Valve Oven

Column Oven
On-Column Injector 1m Hayesep-D Column

Gas Sampling Valve,
Restrictors, and
Sample Loop

Sample In & Out
FID Detector

CCD Detector



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger

Theory of Operation
The sample gas stream is connected to a bulkhead fitting on the system’s thermostatted Valve Oven

where it flows through the sampling loop of the 10 port Gas Sampling Valve, and also to the CCD detector.
The fitting labelled “Sample In” (pictured at right) on the front of the Valve Oven is the sample gas stream
inlet.  The user must regulate the pressure of the sample stream so that it enters this inlet at 10psi.  The
instrument is factory preset to deliver 5mL/min to the CCD at 10psi.  The
remainder of the flow, approximately 100mL/min,  passes through the Sample
Loop.  This relatively high flow rate gets the sample from the sampling point
into the GC with minimal delay.

At an automatically repeating time interval controlled by the
user with the built-in PeakSimple data system, the Gas Sampling
Valve injects the contents of its sample loop into the Hayesep D
packed column where it is separated into the constituent
hydrocarbon (C1-C6) peaks and detected by the FID detector.
Between automatic sample injections into the column, the 10 port
Gas Sampling Valve is in LOAD position (top right schematic).  In
this position, the carrier gas flows into the column while sample gas
flows through the 25µL Sample Loop and to vent.  When
PeakSimple automatically moves the valve to the INJECT position
(bottom right schematic), the carrier gas flows though the Sample
Loop first, then sweeps the sample into the Hayesep-D column.

    Once the sample enters the inlet, its path is
T’d through two restrictors and on to the detectors.
To avoid damaging the CCD, the maximum pure
hydrocarbon flow to reach this detector is 5mL/
min.  The restrictors  regulate the flow to the CCD
to 5mL/min when the sample inlet pressure is 10psi.
The remainder of the sample stream (approximately
100mL/min) flows through the Gas Sampling
Valve’s loop and is periodically injected into the
Hayesep-D column, then detected by the FID.

10 Port Gas Sampling Valve



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger

General Operating Procedure Part 1:
Total Hydrocarbons Using the CCD Detector

1.  Connect zero gas to sample inlet at 10psi.  Zero gas has no hydrocarbons.

2.  Zero the CCD detector signal using the Auto Zero button for its channel (typically channel 2).

3.  Connect calibration gas standard to the sample inlet at 10psi.  Calibration gas is typically 100% methane.

4.  The CCD signal will increase approximately 300 millivolts while running 100% methane.

5.  In PeakSimple, open the CCD Channel Details dialog box by right-clicking in that channel’s chromato-
gram window.  Enter the gain factor which will multiply the 300 millivolt signal to produce the desired
concentration unit.  For example: 300 x .33 = 100 if the desired unit is percent.

300 x 3333 = 1,000,000 if the desired unit is parts per million

6.  Also in the Channel Details dialog box, select Data Logger mode by clicking in the appropriate
checkbox.  The CCD signal times the gain factor will be displayed on the screen in large numbers.

PeakSimple
Channel Details dialog box

Chromatogram with
channel 2 in Data Logger mode



1.  Connect the calibration gas standard to the sample inlet at 10psi.

2.  Set the Valve Oven temperature to 90oC.

3.  Ignite the FID.

4.  Set an isothermal Column Oven temperature program as follows:
Initial Temp Hold Ramp Final Temp
200oC 5.00 0.00 200oC

5.  Type in an even table as follows:
Time Event
0.00 Zero

        0.050 G ON
1.5 G OFF

6.  Set the FID gain to MEDIUM.

7.  Start the analysis by hitting the spacebar on the computer keyboard.

8.  In PeakSimple, input the retention windows to identify the individual hydrocarbon components (methane,
ethane, propane, butane, etc).

9.  Calibrate the individual hydrocarbon peaks.

10.  This instrument is plumbed for backflush.  This gives the user the option to set the valve program to
backflush the heavier hydrocarbons after the desired  peaks have been separated.  For instance, if your
application required separation of hydrocabons up to C5, you could set the valve to backflush after the
elution of the C5 component(s), and all the heavier hydrocarbons would together produce one large peak.

General Operating Procedure Part 2:
Speciated Hydrocarbons Using the FID Detector

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger

Expected Performance

CCD Noise

FID Noise

CCD noise level = approximately 40µV from peak to peak

FID noise level = approximately 100µV from peak to peak

Column: 1m Hayesep-D
Carrier: Air @ 10mL/min
Air make-up = 100mL/min

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 5.00 0.00 80oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 5.00 0.00 80oC

Column: 1m Hayesep-D
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
FID gain = High
FID temp = 150oC
FID ignitor = -400
Valve temp = 90oC

40µV

100µV



POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Mud-Logger

Expected Performance

Factory Test Run of a Standard Mud-Logging System (FID and CCD)

Results:
Component Retention      Area
Methane 0.291 6664.1410
Ethane 0.366 2770.3785
Propane 0.483 2762.6450
i-C4 0.691 1754.0118
N-C4 0.750 1913.8415
Pentanes 1.241 1580.4310

Total    17445.4488

Column: 1m Hayesep-D
Carrier: Helium @10psi
Sample: Natural Gas standard
Method: Valve injection
FID H2 = 30, FID air = 6
FID temp = 150oC
FID ignitor = -750
FID gain = MEDIUM
Valve temp = 90oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
200oC 5.00 0.00 200oC

Events:
Time Event
0.000 Zero
0.050 G ON
1.500 G OFF

Backflush
at 1.5 minutes



The SRI Nitrogen-Phosphorus Detector (NPD) has a
linear response selective to organic compounds containing
nitrogen and/or phosphorus. The NPD also responds to
normal hydrocarbons, but approximately 100,000 times less
than nitrogen or phosphorus containing compounds. Due to
its selectivity and sensitivity, the NPD is often used to detect
pesticides, herbicides, drugs of abuse, and other trace
compounds. Nitrogen is the carrier gas of choice for the
NPD detector, but helium is often used, especially when
other detectors are installed on the same GC as the NPD.

Overview

The NPD may be combined with the DELCD for pesticide
screening. The NPD detects Organo-phosphate pesticides
and the DELCD detects the chlorinated pesticides.

The NPD is similar in design to the FID, except it uses a
thermionic NPD bead to generate ions in a hydrogen and
air plasma. Like the FID, the NPD uses a stainless steel jet to deliver sample-laden carrier gas and hydrogen
gas to the detector, and a positively charged collector electrode that also serves as the detector exhaust. The
NPD bead is positioned between the jet and the collector electrode. The tip of the NPD jet is slightly different
from that of the FID jet.

The thermionic NPD bead is
coated with an alkali salt.

The NPD is similar to the FID in design.

DETECTORS
Nitrogen/Phophorus Detector - NPD



Theory of Operation

Inside the NPD detector body, an electrically heated thermionic bead (NPD bead) is positioned between
the jet orifice and the collector electrode. The bead is coated with an alkali metal which promotes the ionization
of compounds that contain nitrogen or phosphorus. Hydrogen and air flows create a hydrogen plasma around
the hot NPD bead. When molecules containing nitrogen or phosphorus enter the plasma from the column and
jet orifice, they undergo a catalytic surface chemistry reaction, producing thermionic electrons. The resulting
ions are attracted to a positively charged collector electrode, then amplified and output to the data system. The
hydrogen to air ratio is too lean to sustain a flame, therefore minimizing hydrocarbon ionization and contributing
to the NPD detector’s selectivity.

Stainless steel jet

Compressed air feeds
the hydrogen flame

Sample-laden carrier gas flowing
from the column to the jet

Positively charged collector
electrode doubles as the

exhaust vent

Thermionic NPD bead

Column

Hydrogen gas

Detector viewport

Hydrogen
plasma

NPD heater
block

NPD jet

NPD bead (the tip is inside the
ionization area of the detector body)

Electrical leads provide current to the NPD
bead to maintain the hydrogen-air plasma

Detector viewport
cap nut

Positively charged
collector electrode

Electrical lead
to amplifier

Area where
ionizat ion
takes place

DETECTORS
Nitrogen/Phophorus Detector - NPD



Expected Performance
The following chromatograms are from an SRI GC equipped with NPD, DELCD and FID detectors.

Since the NPD is not the only detector, helium carrier gas was used instead of nitrogen.  The first chromatogram
shows a separation of 200ppm Organophosphorus pesticide standard, Mix 8270.  The second chromatogram
shows both the NPD and DELCD responses to a mixture of 100ppm Mix 8270 and 100ppm Organochlorine
pesticide standard, Mix 8081.  Other than the sample and length of time, the analytical parameters were the
same for both runs.  The NPD has a much smaller response to the Organochlorine standard (Mix 8081).
Since the DELCD is selective to chlorinated molecules, its response to Mix 8081 supplements the NPD
response for better identification. and quantification.

Sample: 1µL 200ppm
Organophophorus standard
mix 8270
Method: direct injection
Column: 60-meter MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium at 10mL/min
NPD gain: HIGH
NPD temperature: 250oC
NPD bead current: -370
Injector temperature: 150oC

0-37 minutes

Sample: 1µL 100ppm
Organophophorus pesticide
standard mix 8270 +
100ppm Organochlorine
pesticide standard mix 8081
Method: direct injection
Injector temperature: 150oC
Column: 60-meter MXT-VOL
Carrier: helium at 10mL/min
NPD gain: HIGH
NPD temperature: 250oC
NPD bead current: -370
DELCD gain: LOW
DELCD reactor: 260
DELCD temp: 300oC

0-66 minutes

NPD

DELCD

O-Phos

O-Cl

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
100oC 6.00 15.00 280oC
280oC 20.00 0.00 280oC

O-Phos

DETECTORS
Nitrogen/Phophorus Detector - NPD



Expected Performance

The following chromatogram shows an NPD noise run using helium carrier gas and an 80 degree isothermal
temperature program.

This chromatogram shows the NPD response to an isothermal analysis of a 10ppm malathion sample.  Compare
the NPD response to the 100% hydrocarbon solvent with the response to the 10ppm malathion sample.

Sample: 1 µL 10ppm malathion
Column: 15-meter MXT-5
Carrier: helium at 10mL/min
NPD gain: HIGH
NPD temperature: 250oC
NPD bead current: -380
Injector temperature: 200oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
200oC 100.00 0.00 200oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.600 9872.7620
Malathion 9.566 4752.8840

Total    14625.6460

Column: 15-meter MXT-5
Carrier: helium at 10mL/min
NPD gain: HIGH
NPD temperature: 250oC
NPD bead current: -380

NPD noise averages approximately 20µV from peak to peak

20µV Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 24.00 0.00 80oC

DETECTORS
Nitrogen/Phophorus Detector - NPD



General Operating Procedures

2.  The approximate pressures required for the correct
hydrogen and air flows are labeled on the right-hand side of
the GC chassis under “GAS FLOW RATES.”  Set the
hydrogen flow to 3mL/minute and the air flow to 100mL/minute
using the trimpots on the top edge of the GC’s front control
panel.  To adjust a pressure setting, hold down the
SETPOINT button while turning the corresponding trimpot
until you can read the desired pressure setting in the LED
display (make sure the LED “DISPLAY SELECT” switch is
on “ALL BUTTONS”).

1.  Set the NPD amplifier gain switch to HIGH for most applications.

4.  Set the NPD bead current to -360.  Higher current settings may be used, but the life and subsequent
sensitivity of the NPD bead will be reduced.

3.  Set the NPD detector temperature to 250oC: hold down the SETPOINT button while turning the detector
heat trimpot until the desired setpoint is visible in the LED display.

5.  Press the ACTUAL button to observe the temperature of the NPD in the LED display.  When the detector
has reached the set temperature and the signal appears stable, the NPD is ready for use.

NPD/DELCD Combination Detector

NPD Detector

1.  Set the DELCD amplifier gain switch to LOW, and the
NPD gain to HIGH.

2.  Set the NPD/DELCD hydrogen to 3mL/minute and the
air to 100mL/min using the correlating pressure labeled on
the right-hand side of the GC.

Example Gas Flow Rates table: this particular GC
is equipped with NPD/DELCD and FID detectors.

3.  Set the NPD/DELCD detector heat to 150oC.

4.  Set the DELCD reactor temeprature to 260.  The
number 260 represents 1000oC; the DELCD will heat to
about 254 and stabilize.  The visible end of the reactor
tube will glow bright red with the high temperature.

5.  Inject sample when the combination detector has reached the set temperatures and their signals appear
stable.

Note:  Most SRI NPDs are installed on a GC with one or more other detectors.  Therefore, SRI tests its NPD
detectors with helium carrier gas.

DETECTORS
Nitrogen/Phophorus Detector - NPD



The On-Column PTV is a resistively heated pre-column, consisting of a1-meter long segment of 0.53ID
metal capillary column (5µm film thickness), and insulating teflon sleeve.  The pre-column is connected
to the user’s narrow bore column with a special, electrically insulated split “T” inside the GC column
oven.

The pre-column will be factory installed.  Should you need to disconnect it, simply loosen the injector
port fitting inside the column oven and pull the pre-column out.  Loosen the “T” fittings and remove
both the pre-column and narrow bore column from the “T.”  Connect your replacement column to the
injector port fitting inside the column oven.

INJECTORS
OCPTV - On-Column  Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

Like the Split/Splitless injector, the OCPTV has a split vent and needle valve for venting solvent while
concentrating sample.

Overview

St a n d a r d
on-column
injector port

“T” connection

OCPTV

Narrow bore
column



INJECTORS
OCPTV - On-Column  Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

Theory of Operation

Carrier EPC
(electronic
pressure
controller)

Carrier filter On-column
injector

OCPTV
(Resistively heated pre-column)

To column

Split vent
solenoid

Split vent
needle
valve

Split vent exit

Flow splits
at “T”

connection

The GC operator injects sample via syringe through the on-column injection port with the split vent
open to vent the solvent.  After injection and solvent venting, the pre-column heats up while the carrier
gas flows through it to sweep focused analytes from the pre-column to the analytical column.  At this
point, the pre-column is hotter than the column oven.  The temperature difference between the hotter
pre-column and cooler analytical column causes the analytes to focus on the analytical column, resulting
in sharp peaks on the chromatogram.

The 5 micron non-polar phase in the OCPTV pre-column has a high capacity to absorb high boiling
compounds, and is stable at high temperatures.  Like in-tube SPME, the pre-column discriminates in
favor of high boiling semi-volatile analytes, concentrating them in the phase. Unlike a normal heated
split/splitless injector, the OCPTV vents the solvent without expanding it to a gas.  Therefore, the
OCPTV can accommodate larger liquid injections than heated split/splitless injector.

Inside the T Connection - Magnified View

Pre-column Analytical column

Split vent to waste



Expected Performance

INJECTORS
OCPTV - On-Column  Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

The following chromatogram from a GC equipped with an FID
detector and OCPTV injector demonstrates the sharp peaks attainable
from high boiling analytes with the OCPTV.

Sample: 2µL 100ppm diesel range
organics in hexane
Column: 25-meter RXT-1 0.25mm
0.25µm
Carrier: hydrogen at 20psi
FID gain: HIGH
FID temperature: 300oC
FID ignitor: -400
Pre-column vent flow: 100mLs/minute

Column oven temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40.00 1.00 20.00 270.00
270.00 20.00 0.00 270.00

Event Table:
Time Event
0.000 Zero signal
0.050 A ON (pre-column vent)
0.550 A OFF
0.600 F ON (pre-column heat)
11.000 F OFF

This chromatogram is from the same GC.  It was made with the same analytical parameters, except a
slightly different event table was used.  In this event table, the pre-column heat was not kept on long
enough to transfer the highest boiling analytes to the analytical column.  The last three peaks are broad

because the column
oven heat is what
drove them from the
OCPTV pre-column,
rather than the OCPTV
heat itself, as in the
first chromatogram.

Event Table:
Time Event
0.000 Zero signal
0.100 A ON (pre-column vent)
0.450 A OFF
0.500 F ON (pre-column heat)
9.000 F OFF



Expected Performance

INJECTORS
OCPTV - On-Column  Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

The following chromatogram, from an SRI GC equipped with an OCPTV injector and an ECD detector,
demonstrates the low detection levels achievable with the OCPTV.  NOTE: Depending on the
configuration, your GC may have different relay assignments than the examples used here.

Event Table:
Time Event
0.000 Zero signal
0.050 A ON (pre-column vent)
0.980 A OFF
1.000 B ON (pre-column heat)
11.000 B OFF

Column oven temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
50.00 1.00 15.00 260.00
260.00 5.00 0.00 260.00

Results:
Component  Retention   Area
Pesticides 7.590 1864.6387

Sample: 1µL 5ppb pesticides
mix

Column: 15-meter XLB
0.25mm 0.25µm

Carrier: helium at 20psi
ECD temperature: 300oC
ECD current: 200



Chapter: Injectors

The On<olumn injeclor is deS'llned
for ,53mm ( wide-bore ) capillary c<>umns
and 118" pad<ed ~umns One 0/' two
on..column inJf'dot$ can be mounted on
the 9S1OC GC. wh ile a SIIIQIe on-ooumn
n Jec10r can lit on the Model 310 GC, The
pholo at righ l shows a single on.wumn
n ;ector mounted on!l'le 9S1OC GC.

The or>-QOJumn injector is not separately
!l'lermostalled because rtclosely follows
!he te-mpe<ature of the column 0V&rl due
10 its low mass deS'lln and mountiog l0ca
tion on ee wail of the column oven.

Because the insulated overo wa~ on SRI
GCs is only ,75" thick. sample is Injected
onto !he ~urnnwe~ ,"side fhe column
oven. SO no cold s~ts can trap the sa m_
Ple, even If the &ample cons"'l$ of high
bOiling analytes

For most appliCatkms. the on
column injector is the best way to
inject a liquid sample because the
syringe deposits the sample into
the bore of tne coJumn itself.
The column is usually the most in
ert surface avaitable ( f11Of8 inert
than glass injector liners), and un
like healed injectors, the sample
does not undergo a "a sh vapori
zation whiCh can broaden peaks
and result in peak tailing. Also,
because the entire sample is de
posited ca-cotumn, boiling point
discrimination can not occur as it
can with spliVsplitless injection
techniques,

\.1 anl l l ,p"b

Septum nu t WIth !i'lil;one
rut>t>e, septum sea ls .... ' 
her gasin, but anows S1

ringe 10penelrate inlO
~umn

60 mete< ,53mm metal
cap,i ary c:olumn shown
c;onneded to on-ooumn

injector



Chapter: Injectors

Topic: On-column Injector Operation

The oe-eeemn injector consists of:

1) The septum, ( partll'8671)..1353 ) wI1id1
IS ~ pjug oIs.ilicor>e rubber wI1d! allows
ee syringe to penetrate bul whd! pre
v&nlS the carrier gas from escapOOQ. The
septum used onSRI GCs is sometimes
called a ' shimac1zu plug' type 1Ieplum and
is widely aval~b'" from GC supply cata..'
2) The Sj)eQal seplum nul ( partll867G
9090 ) 10< 26-27 gauge syringe needles
The extended snoot on the septum nul
helps guode the syringe needle straight
onto the column.

3) The wide-bol"e capilla IY column
adapter ( part#8690-9093 ) which aligns
ee synnge needle and the column Ins.ode
the on-<:oll.rnnin,ector body

4) The injector body fitting ( partll8671)..
9094 ). ThIS is a stainless steel swagelok
type IilIiog modified with the a<ldillon of ~
carner gas mleltul>e which is wekled mto
the side

5) A 118" to 06 mm graphi te r&dudng
femJle secures the wide-borfl ( .53mm )
capOUaIY column ir1to the injector body fiI·
ting. Eithef soft or hard graphrte femJles
may be used WIth capillary columns

6) A 1/8' swageIoI< type nut (slainless or
brass ) is used to COmpl'esslhe graphite
IemJle arourld the column. Stainless is
recom mended 10< OVen temperatures_,OO'C
7) A wide-bore capdlary c:<:Mumn ( 53mm
i d l 01 any length. The on.ooumn injec
tor is normally tIsed w;th wide"bore capO~

lery or t/8" packed colu mns. not with ce
umns whose Inside diameter ISless
than S3mm s;nce that is the smallest dI
ameter into wI1ich a standard 26 gauge
syrillQe ";11fit.

Manl l 2.nuh

As!lllown above. the 26 gaU9" needle on the stan
dard 10 ul GC syrillQe fits perfectly into the bore 01

a .S3mm wK,le--bore capinaIY column



Chapter: Injectors .

Topic:

To instillithe column in the injector

1) Feed the column end through the 1/8"
swagelok type nul and grapMe reducing
ferrule li the lelf\lle has been previously
Used, inspect rt ca refu lly to mal<e sure ~ is
Sbll intact. Sometimes used f&mJles wi l
Dreak ....sidtl lhe nul end e part 01the fer
rule WI. la ll out What's left inside the nut
ma1 not seal <;<me<:lIy. Try to a'iOid shev
ing bOts of lI ra pMe from the ferrule 1010
the bore of the column as thrs can ca use
peal< tailing and absorption.

2} PuSh the cokJmn aillhe waylhrough
lhe mJec\o{ fitting and out the front Then
slip the wide-b<>re adapler over the end of
the column. Be su,..thal the 1;Q<lic.a1end
01 the adapter is facing out toward$ the
operator. The gash in the adapter allows
camer gas to e nter the col umn even if the
end 01tI1e adapter is plugged off.

3) (1)'0\1are using a metal capil lary as
shown in the photo, use a Sharp fi le mal<e
a SCOf'll ma rk an inch or two from the end
01 the column. Holding~ thumbnail un
der lIle score m an:., snap the column end
off to make a clean breal<. II)'OIJ are us
"'II a poIylmide coated /used silica capi~

Ia<y column, a razor 01' Sharp I<nile edge
IS used to ma l<ethe score man< The end
0I1he colum n is removed toensure !hat
no graphite partic les or othef del)ris which
may have entered the column bore dulirlg
the installation process remains in the

"'~"
HINT. .som., chromalographers use a
sm9IJ reamer ( Dremel tool bit ) to Clean
up arid smooltt Ih6 end 01 /lie tII$lal capil
larycolumn Oom /rOle. Thesrnoo/Jlerhole
allows /lie Syn-'>g9 to enler tile COlumn
with leSS chance ofSNlgging on the lip of
/lie column. The syringe ifS9lfshould be
in good condi tion Wif/l no bum; or kinks
SRI supp/l9s a synnge Wiffla I;Q<llC8f ooe-
~ tip ( parlll867o-9550 ) in 'fOI.H c/loICe
01 5. 6, or 7 em needle lengtfls

Man l t:l.""b

As shown abo\/(!, a sharp lIlangle file is used to sceee
the melal capil lary column a lew inches from the end

which ma1 bave plCl<ed up gral'hlte or other debris
dunnll the installation process



Chapter: Injectors

4) Pull me column and wide-bor.. adapter
back into me injeclor fitting through Il>e
partia lly lightened nut and graphite fer_
rule As you pull, ee column wi ll gradu
~Iy disappear from view inside Il>e inJec
tor litIing. Pull the column unto trle open
end IS abolJt halfway into the I'ittJng T he
exact distance IS no! cnhcal !SO long as
trle svnnge needle ellds up deposlling the
liquid sample in the bore of the col umn
itself. lIthe column is pulled too lar to>
wards the oven, Il>e syringe needle may
de\lOSIlthe sam ple In the adapter _ re it
WIllgradua lly d iffuse into the column
caUslng wide or tailing peak s II the c0l
umn is pos;boned too far oul towards the
operator, the symgeneedle may _g on
the lip 01 the column as it is insefted

W~h the column pos;boned, lighten the
nut and graphite !elTUle. You should fee!
the !emile squis/1 slightly as you tighten
the lerrule. and the column should !eel
snug and immovable. A property tight
ened ferrule can be re-u sed 5-10 times,
while a ferrule which i$ OYer--llghtenecl
must be repIace<l eve<y bme Il>e column
is changed

sors
Metal cafNllary cclmrms aro rJ8SI8f 10 in
mil fIlan poIyJmida coated fused silica
columns because as the syringe enters
me column entrance iI can chip awaybits
of lho fused si/i';a unJass ilLs pertec~y pi;

siIioned TIl6 metal columns are more
IofpMng SlfrCft mecolumn will nol fnK:!urfI
when in contact willi me syringe ntJedIe

A 7/16" wrench IS used tosnug up the ...... alld grapt>
ite ferrule secunng the column to the In,ectof



Chapter. Injectors

Topic: On-column Injector Operation

5) Tignten the septum nut unt ! rt contacts
tile one Of two rubber o-rings OIlme injec
tor bo<:l1 Theo-nngs act as I nelpfu l
gYldI! to aVOId over-bgnlen"lg l/Ie septum
When the soft s ilicon e ru~ of ttle sep
tum is over-compressed, ee syrinlle has
to figllt lIS way througn oft..., plugging ",,",n
septum malerial in l/Ie process A prop
erl\t bgnlened septum cll!a.es eas ily to let
l/II! s~nge needle pass. ttIe<1 se"·l>eals
rtse" wlIen ee syringe is wllhdrawn.
Properl\t bghtened . a plug t)'pe seplym as
Ysed on lhe S RI GC wil last "Il to 300
InjedJons, while an OVI!f-~g ht""ed Ol'll!
will leak aller 10·20 injl!Cbons.

Tn" pnoto above shows the inJl!<;to< filling
with l'Ml o-rings insta lled OIl rt. and the
51!\11um nut tightened up 50 rt just con
tacts l/II! o-rings

If the synnge snags on ltIe edge of !he
cojumn es ~ is inse rted , loosen the
swagelok nut and ferrule and pull the c0l
umn aoolher lew millimeters turthe< to
wards the ,nSlOe of tt>e cojumn 0'1""
Tightan me nut and retest tljI inserting !he
synnge

M.., l t ~.o"h

Test your " s\allahon by Inserting a s1nnge into the
~umn as far as ~ WIll go _ The synnge should glide
,nto the cojumn bor e smoothly WithOut Sl\8gging or

I~ing rougl1



ELECTRONICS
Replacing the OP-Amp Chip in Your SRI GC

The parts kit in the plastic tackle box under the red lid of your SRI GC contains a spare OP80 or LF356
amplifier chip.  Additional OP-Amp chips are available under SRI part number 8690-7000.  FID, NPD, HID,
TID, PID, FPD, and DELCD detectors use the OP-Amp chip.  The OP-Amp chip amplifies the analog
detector signal.  You should replace a detector’s OP-Amp chip when you’re not getting the signal response
that is otherwise consistently observed from your detector, when the detector signal is pegged up (5000mV) or
down (0), or when the detector has failed the Wet Finger test.

Testing the OP80 or LF356 Amplifier Chip(s)

Wet Finger Test:
1.  Make a “V” sign with the first 2 fingers of your hand.

2.  Moisten those fingers (lick them).

3.  Place one finger on the collector electrode, and simultaneously place the other on bare metal, like the
column oven lid.  Make your contact brief, and observe the milliVolt reading.

4.  The data system signal should jump from 0 to 5000mV (max voltage), and come back down when you
remove your fingers.  If your contact does not produce a similarly significant change in the milliVolt reading,
then you should replace the OP-Amp chip.

If your detector signal is pegged up or down, try the following:
1.  Turn OFF the GC power (for at least 10 seconds).

2.  Shut down the PeakSimple software program.

3.  Re-launch PeakSimple.

4.  Turn the GC power ON.

5.  Without zeroing the data system signal, observe the milliVolt reading.  If it is still pegged at 5000mV,
replace the OP-Amp chip.  Sometimes the signal will be pegged at or near 0, but 5000mV is much more
common with a faulty OP-Amp chip.

TSETNIAGROTCETED

)S(ROTCETED DAOLYMMUD SGNIDAER)S(NIAGTEGRAT

DIT/DIH/DPN/DIF CNBforetnecotdetcennocrotsisermhOM00061
dnuorgdnakcaj

TLIFIH,)Vm001(DEM,)Vm0002+(HGIH
)Vm0002+(

DIP CNBforetnecotdetcennocrotsisermhOM00061
dnuorgdnakcaj

WOL,)Vm001(DEM,)Vm0001+(HGIH
)Vm01(

DPF CNBforetnecotdetcennocrotsisermhOM00061
dnuorgdnakcaj

TLIFIH,)Vm001(DEM,)Vm0001+(HGIH
)Vm0001+(

DCLED eriwetihw&derotdetcennocrotsisermhOM001
slanimretwercs

WOL,)Vm041(DEM,)Vm0041+(HGIH
)Vm41(

If you have dummy loads or the means to create them at your disposal, you may use the method outlined
in the table below to test the OP-Amp chip(s).  If the readings are not within the target range, you should
replace the OP-Amp chip(s).

The OP80 Amp Chip



The amp board is the long board on the
right hand side of the GC chassis interior

ELECTRONICS
Replacing the OP-Amp Chip in Your SRI GC

OP80 Amp Chip

Marker

1.  Turn OFF and unplug the GC.

2.   Remove the 6 screws holding the bottom panel on the GC
chassis.  Support the panel while you gently rock the GC onto its
back, then lower the panel to your working surface to access the
chassis interior.

3.  Locate the Amp board
inside the GC chassis on
the right hand side.
Remove the protective
steel plate by loosening the
two thumbscrews that
secure it to the aluminum
stand-offs, and set it aside.

4.  There are four possible places on the Amp board for the OP-Amp
chip, depending on the detector to which it is assigned.  From the top (or
front, with the GC in normal operating position), the Amp board sections
read FPD, FID, PID, and DELCD.  If present, the NPD will be at the
FID position, as would a TID if present.  However, because the circuits
are identical, this is just a general guide.  The Amp board will be populated
according to the detectors installed on the GC.  Note that each circuit
has a pair of chips, almost identical in appearance, installed side by side;
the OP-Amp chip is the one on the left.

5.  Use a small flat blade screwdriver or similar tool to pry the OP-
Amp chip out of its socket and off the Amp board.  (A pocket
knife nail file was used in the picture).

6.  Note the semi-circular depression on one
end of the OP-Amp chip; this is a marker
for proper orientation of the chip, and it
corresponds with a similar mark on the
socket.  The end of the chip bearing the
marker faces the top of the amp board, so
you will install it with that end facing away
from you.  Carefully position the chip over
the socket so that each of the eight pins
occupies a hole and press it into place.

7.  Test the new OP-Amp chip with the methods described on the previous page.

Replacing the OP-Amp Chip

Pictured here is
an amp board
with two OP80
amp chips on it.

Detector
section

Detector
section



GC MAINTENANCE
Replacing the Column Oven Fan Motor

If the column oven fan motor stops turning or begins to make noise, then either the bearings or the
entire motor need to be replaced.  A wobbly fan or noisy operation are indications that you need to
replace the bearings.  In most cases, you can swap out the bearings without having to replace the entire
oven fan motor.  You must first obtain a replacement motor and fan (impeller) from SRI: 8670-6501 for
8610 GCs, and 8670-6502 for 310 and 410 GCs; add a “-1” to the part number for 120VAC, or a “-2”
for 220VAC.

3.  To access the GC interior,
unscrew the six phillip’s
head screws that secure the
bottom panel to the GC.
Rock the GC onto it’s back
and pull the bottom cover off
toward you, as shown.  The
oven motor is behind an
aluminum plate near the
center of the GC chassis
interior.

4.  Unplug the fan, and
unscrew the four screws to
remove the aluminum plate.

Aluminum
shield

Oven
motor

Replacing the Fan Motor Bearings

1.  Remove the screen covering the fan (impeller) and
heating elements by pulling it straight upward.  If you
need to bend it a little to remove it, that’s OK, you
can reshape it before you replace it.

2.  The fan (impeller) is delicate and will likely
sustain damage from this procedure; therefore, you
should not attempt this procedure without a
replacement impeller.  Squirt some WD-40 on the
fan motor shaft near the impeller and let it soak in
for 30 seconds.  Use an allen wrench (3/32) to
unscrew the setscrew that secures the impeller to
the oven motor shaft, then pull the impeller up and
off of the shaft.

Setscrew

Impeller

IF YOU ARE SURE YOU MUST REPLACE THE
ENTIRE MOTOR, SKIP AHEAD TO
“REPLACING THE ENTIRE OVEN MOTOR.”

Oven motor
bearing cap

Unplug the
fan here

Unscrew the
four phillips
head screws
to remove the
a l u m i n u m
plate



GC MAINTENANCE
Replacing the Column Oven Fan Motor

7.  Remove the new bearing/armature assembly from the new motor.  Insert it into the center of the
existing motor and press it into place.  Replace the cap and tighten the two black screws.

8.  Replace the aluminum plate and plug in the fan.

9.  Replace the GC bottom cover and rock the GC up onto its base.  Secure the bottom panel with its six
screws.

10.  Lubricate the new fan impeller and setscrew with anti-seize compound.  Attach the new impeller to
the motor shaft protruding through the oven floor.  When the setcrew is tightened, it locks into a dimple
on the shaft.  Replace the screen, reshaping it if necessary.

6.  Use your SRI screwdriver to pry the bearing/armature assembly
from the fan motor.

5.  The oven motor is secured to the chassis with
four brass stand-offs.  The bearing/armature
assembly is secured to the oven motor by two black
hex head screws through a cap.  Use a 1/4” wrench
to hold the stand-offs while unscrewing the black
hex head screws to remove the bearing/armature
assembly.  Take care not to break or twist the screws.
Once the screws are loose enough, the cap comes
off and you can see the bearing/armature assembly.

Brass stand-offs

Black hex head
screws

Cap

Dimple

Fan motor shaft

Disassembled
fan motor:

Bearing/armature assembly

Cap



Replacing the Entire Oven Motor

2.  You must drill 4 holes into the bottom of
the oven.  Measure 15/16” from the center of
the oven motor shaft on each side, as shown in
the diagram at right, then 15/16” up from the
outer end of each horizontal segment.  Or, you
can use the diagram as a template; just center
the bottom middle circle over the oven motor
shaft.  The picture below shows what the fan
motor looks like underneath the column oven.

Oven motor shaft

GC MAINTENANCE
Replacing the Column Oven Fan Motor

1.  Complete steps 1 and 2 on page 1.

3.  Use a little oil on the drill bit because the oven is constructed of stainless steel.  Drill 1/16” starter
holes in the center of each of the four corner circles.  Gradually increase the drill bit size to 3/8”.

The following picture shows an SRI GC chassis in production with the fan motor installed:

Oven motor shaft

4.  Insert a flat blade scewdriver through each of the corner holes and loosen the screws holding the
oven fan motor to the chassis.



7.  Install the new oven motor in place with the four brass stand-offs and stainless steel washers.
Tighten the screws to center the fan shaft perpendicular to the oven floor, so that the fan can spin freely.
Trim the new fan motor power wires, and connect them to the existing black power wires with the
provided crimp connectors.

9.  Replace the GC bottom cover and rock the GC back onto its base.  Secure the bottom cover with the
six screws.

GC MAINTENANCE
Replacing the Column Fan Oven Motor

8.  Replace the aluminum plate and plug in the fan.

11.  Fill the four holes you drilled in the oven floor with insulation (you can harvest some from another
part of the oven; it doesn’t take much).

10.  Lubricate the new fan impeller and setscrew with anti-seize compound.  Attach the new impeller to
the motor shaft protruding through the oven floor.  When the setcrew is tightened, it locks into a dimple
on the fan motor shaft.  Replace the screen, reshaping it if necessary.

5.  You must access the GC interior to remove the old oven
motor and replace it with the new one.  Unscrew the six
phillip’s head screws that secure the bottom panel to the GC.
Rock the GC onto it’s back and pull the bottom cover off
toward you, as shown.  The oven motor is behind an
aluminum plate near the center of the GC chassis interior.

6.  Unplug the fan, and
unscrew the four screws to
remove the aluminum shield so
you can pull out the old fan
motor (leave the black rubber
grommets in the GC chassis).
Cut the two black wires that
provide power to the motor
(crimp connectors are provided
to connect the new motor to the
black power wires).

Oven motor

Unplug the
fan here

Unscrew the
four phillips
head screws
to remove the
a l u m i n u m
plate

Dimple

Fan motor shaft



INJECTORS
Purge & Trap

Overview

Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap

Heated valve oven
With Ducts

10 port valveCooling fan

5030 purge head

Purge gas
polishing filter

Dual traps behind
protective cover

Syringe port

Sample exhaust to trapsPurge line

CarbosieveTM trap
shipped with the
system

Sample vent from purge
(measure flow rate here)

Built-in to the 8610C gas chromatograph, the SRI Purge & Trap is designed for compliance with EPA
Methods 5030 and/or 5035 for the extraction of volatile organic compounds from water or soil samples.  The
purge and trap technique is applicable to a range of molecules from C3 to C12.  The Purge & Trap hardware
consists of a 10 port valve in a heated, ducted valve oven, two traps, a cooling fan, and the purge head(s).  The
unique dual trap design enables the simultaneous trapping of compounds with different boiling points.  Each
trap has its own heater, and the ends of the traps are enclosed in the valve oven ducts to prevent cold spots.
The cooling fan maintains the adsorption temperature and rapidly lowers trap heat after desorption.  The trap
in the lower position (TRAP 1) is usually packed with TenaxTM-GR at the factory, while the upper trap (TRAP
2) is left empty for the user to pack with the desired adsorbent.  A CarbosieveTM packed trap is also shipped
with the GC for optional installation in the TRAP 2 position. The Carbosieve trap is used only when the
analysis includes light gaseous VOC’s, the most common being vinyl chloride. The Method 5030 Purge &
Trap is the standard model with a fixed purge head that uses disposable 16mm test tubes for ambient temperature
purging.  There is a built-in septum port on this purge head through which gas standards may be spiked.  The

Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap features interchangeable purge heads.  The
5035 purge head is a thermostatted heater body (from ambient to 50oC) which
accepts standard 40mL VOA vials.  Inside the heater body are two needles
which puncture the septum: the longer one bubbles helium purge gas through the
sample, while the shorter needle exhausts sample-laden gas to the adsorbent
traps.  In compliance with EPA Method 5035, the purge head is mechanically
agitated while the sample is being purged.  There is a syringe port on the Method
5030/5035 Purge & Trap that allows water and internal standard to be added to
the sample in the vial without puncturing the septum again.  Operation of the
Purge & Trap is automated by the PeakSimple data system.

SRI GC equipped with
Method 5030 Purge & Trap

Purge head on
a Method 5030
Purge & Trap

5035 purge head
on a Method
5030/5035 Purge
& Trap
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Theory of Operation
The SRI Purge & Trap uses a 10 port

gas sampling valve and dual adsorbent
traps.  Each trap has independent
adsorption and desorption setpoints to
optimize the analyte trapping and releasing
from each adsorbent.

When the valve is in the LOAD
position, the sample-laden purge gas from
the test tube or VOA vial is directed through
the two traps, then out to vent, loading the
traps with sample at the adsorption
temperature (30-40oC).  In this position,
the carrier gas merely enters and exits the
valve.

After a period of time sufficient for the
traps to reach desorption temperature
(200oC), the valve is actuated to the
INJECT position.  In the INJECT position,
the carrier gas flows through the traps in
the direction opposite to the sample-laden
purge gas flow with which the traps were
loaded.  The carrier gas backflushes
desorbed analytes into the column, while
the purge gas flows out to vent.

The valve remains the INJECT position
for the optional bake cycle, during which
the respective desorption temperatures of
both traps are raised an additional 50oC,
and the purge gas polishing filter is
reconditioned.  A relatively high flow of
purge gas sweeps through the hot polishing
filter, which heats whenever TRAP 1 heats.
This purge gas flow sweeps contaminants
from the polishing filter and out to vent.

The valve is then acutated back into the
LOAD position, TRAP 1 and the polishing
filter heat are turned OFF, followed by
TRAP 2, then the purge gas (see the Event
Table on the General Operating Procedures
page.)

Trap heating, valve rotation, and purge
gas control are automated through the
PeakSimple data system.

Purge & Trap Valve in the INJECT Position

Purge gas in
from purge
EPC and
solenoid

Out to On-column
injector and column

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC

Vent to
atmosphere

Helium or nitrogen
purge gas bubbles
through the
sample in the tube

SAMPLE
VIAL

10 PORT VALVE

Purge & Trap Valve in the LOAD Position

Purge gas in
from purge
EPC and
solenoid

Out to On-column
injector and column

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC

Vent to
atmosphere

Helium or nitrogen
purge gas bubbles
through the
sample in the tube

SAMPLE
VIAL

10 PORT VALVE
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Sample Preparation

Method 5035
Method 5035 style purge and trap is for the analysis of VOCs that are purgeable from soil at 40oC.  This

method does not allow the VOC’s to escape the VOA vial until it is punctured by the 5035 purge head
needles.  Approximately 5g of soil, weighed in the field at the time of collection, is sealed in a pre-weighed,
septum-sealed, screw-top VOA vial containing a preservative solution.  There is no need to insert a magnetic
stirring bar since the SRI purge and trap mechanically agitates the VOA vial during the analysis.  Organic-free
reagent water, surrogates, and internal standards (if applicable) are added through the syringe port immediately
before beginning the analysis.

1.  Insert the VOA vial containing 5g of soil and 5mL of reagent water into the Method 5035 purge head.
2.  Using the syringe port, inject 5mL of organic free reagent water, internal standards, and surogate compounds
into the VOA vial.
3.  Begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button or the computer keyboard spacebar.

Method 5030
Method 5030 style purge and trap is for the analysis of VOCs in aqueous samples.  This purge and trap

technique is limited to analytes that purge efficiently from water.  10mL of the sample is placed in a clean test
tube.  The test tube headspace will contain ambient air, so if your laboratory or work area is not free of solvent
fumes, they will show up in your chromatogram.

For aqueous samples:
1.  Insert a 10mL aliquot of the aqueous sample into a clean test tube.

2.  Plug the test tube opening with your thumb and shake it until the contents
are evenly dispersed.

3.  Quickly slide the test tube over the purge gas tubing and into the purge
head, and tighten it in place with the knurled retaining nut.

4.  Immediately begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button on the front
of the GC or by pressing the spacebar on your computer keyboard.

For medium concentration soil samples, do a quick methanol extraction:
1.  Place 10g of sample into a clean glass container.  Add 20mL of methanol
and shake it for 1-3 minutes.
2.  Allow the soil to settle, then pull 100µL of the liquid solution into a glass
syringe and inject it into the test tube containing 10mL of organic free reagent
water.
3.  Plug the test tube opening with your thumb and shake it until the contents
are evenly dispersed.
4.  Begin the analysis.  You may need to dilute the sample more or less,
depending on the concentration.

Always use clean
sample containers

VOA vial

Test tube

Sample preparation depends on the sample type, concentration, amount, etc.  The third edition of SW-
846 from the EPA is accessible on the Internet.  Go to http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/test/main.htm
and click on the 5000 Series link to download Methods 5030 and 5035.



General Operating Procedures
The following are generalized operating guidelines for the SRI Purge & Trap system.

1.  The purge gas flow is controlled with an Electronic Pressure
Controller (EPC).  Set the purge flow (measurable at the trap vent
at the rear of the purge and trap system).  40mL/min is a typical
purge flow.  The pressure required for 40mL/min through a single
Tenax trap is printed on the right panel of the GC.  If you install the
optional Carbosieve trap or another adsorbent trap in the TRAP 2
position, you will need to raise the pressure to maintain the flow.
NEVER use hydrogen as a purge gas.  SRI recommends helium
purge gas.

2.  TRAP 1 is in the lower position in the Purge & Trap, and TRAP
2 is in the upper position.  The trap temperatures are factory set at
200oC for desorption and may be adjusted using the trimpot
setpoints on the top edge of the GC’s front control panel.  For
adsorption temperatures, trap 1 is set at 30oC and trap 2 is set at
35oC.  Trap heating will be controlled by the timed Event Table
during the run.  Note: the actual trap temperatures typically run
5oC over the setpoint.  See the information and instructions on the
following 2 pages for adjusting the trap adsorption temperature
settings.

3.  Set the valve oven temperature to 100oC or higher to avoid water condensation.  If you’re using Method
5035, set the purge head heater body temperature to 40oC.  It is factory set to 40oC but is user adjustable.

4.  Load or create an event table that is appropriate to the sample to be analyzed, or that is designed for
compliance with a particular EPA Method.  The valve oven in your Purge & Trap system is labeled with a
typical Purge & Trap event table for a single Tenax trap.  The event table shown above is an example for both
methods; the only difference is that Method 5030 does not use Relay D (the sample vial shaker).

5.  Load or create an appropriate temperature program for the column oven.  Epap&t.tem is a typical Purge &
Trap temperature program file provided with the PeakSimple software.  As a basic rule for good separation,
the column oven should be kept at 40oC for 10-12 minutes: the first 8 minutes of the run plus 2-4 more minutes
after the valve actuates to the INJECT position.

6.  Activate and energize the detectors as necessary.  For instance, if you had an Environmental GC system,
you would turn on the PID lamp current, light the FID flame, and set the DELCD reactor temperature.  Choose
the detector gain settings according to the analysis.  Consult the manual sections for your particular detector(s)
operating procedures.

7.  When the system is at temperature and displaying a stable signal, insert the sample test tube or VOA vial
into the purge head and begin the analysis.

INJECTORS
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General Operating Procedures Continued
Using Two Traps

The SRI dual trap design gives the Purge & Trap user many options to effectively trap and release analytes
from a particular adsorbent.  Due to its low affinity for water, TenaxTM-GR is especially useful for the purging of
VOCs from aqueous samples, making it a good general purpose trap for EPA style purge and trap techniques.
The CarbosieveTM packed trap is very retentive.  Because it tends to retain a large water peak and smear the
other peaks, it should only be used when vinyl chloride is among the target analytes.  This tendency to smear
may be reduced by manipulating the desorption times for the two traps.  If the CarbosieveTM  trap (TRAP 2)
is desorbed while the TenaxTM-GR trap (TRAP 1) is still cold, the components will refocus on the TenaxTM-
GR.  The TenaxTM-GR trap is then heated to desorb the components in a more narrow band, which results in
sharper peaks on the chromatogram.
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TenaxTM-GR Properties
Composite of Tenax TA and 30% graphite
Low water affinity
350oC temperature limit
200nm average pore size
60/80 mesh size

CarbosieveTM S111 Properties
Carbon molecular sieve
Moderate water affinity
400oC temperature limit
15-40 angstrom average pore size
60/80 mesh size

Available from Alltech
2051 Waukegan Road
Deerfield, IL 60015 USA
908-788-5550
www.alltechweb.com

Available from Supelco
Supleco Park
Bellefonte PA 16823
800-247-6628
www.sigma-aldrich.com

Version 2.66 of the PeakSimple software includes
Epap&t1c.evt for a single trap, and Epap&t2c.evt
for two traps.



General Operating Procedures continued
Adjusting Trap Adsorption Temperatures

4.  When you are finished adjusting both trap adsorption temperatures, place the bottom panel on the GC
chassis.  Support the panel while you gently rock the GC onto its base.  Secure the base with its 6 screws.

3.  The two trap trimpot
setpoints are on the outer
edge of the board.  The
trimpot for Trap 1 is on the
bottom, and the top trimpot
is for Trap 2.  Turn the
trimpot while pressing the
TOTAL button and
observing the bright red LED
display to set the trap
adsorption temperature.

1.  Remove the 6 screws that secure the bottom
panel to the rest of the GC chassis.  Support the
panel while you gently rock the GC onto its back,
then lower the panel to your working surface to
access the chassis interior.

2.  Locate the Purge & Trap board; it is one of a
group of similar-looking boards installed along
the back and top walls of the GC interior.  The
Purge & Trap board has two trimpots right next
to each other, and it is marked with an upside-
down “P&T” on the lower outer corner.

Trap 1 trimpot setpoint
Trap 2 trimpot setpoint

The Purge & Trap board is marked
with “P&T” (upside down) on the
lower right corner

The Purge & Trap Board

The Purge & Trap board
is installed in this area
inside the GC chassis

GC Chassis Interior

During the purge and trap process, the purge gas carries significant amounts of water into the traps.  The
TenaxTM trap is unaffected, due to its low affinity for water.  The CarbosieveTM packing tends to retain the
water, resulting in a large water peak at desorption.  Adsorption settings can be adjusted by the user to set the
Carbosieve trap at a high enough temperature to avoid water retention.  However, this temperature may be too
hot to trap target analytes.  Therefore, experiment to find the adsorption temperatures that work best for your
analyses.  Once pinpointed, they usually require no further adjustment.
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Switching / Replacing Traps
Three traps are included with your SRI Purge & Trap: a TenaxTM-GR trap and a CarbosieveTM trap, both

permanently packed, and a blank trap.  The blank trap may be packed with an adsorbent of the user’s choice
or left blank, depending on the analytical situation.  Follow the instructions below to access the traps for
switching or replacement.

1.  With the red protective GC cover raised, remove the Purge & Trap cover plate by loosening the four brass
thumbscrews at its corners.

2.  Carefully remove the two squares of white insulation from each valve oven duct to expose the fittings that
secure the traps ends to the 1/16” O.D. tubing leading to the 10 port valve.

3.  Gently slide the trap assembly out of the slots in the valve oven ducts (there is enough slack in the heater and
thermocouple wires to pull either trap about 1 inch outside the duct).

4.  Use two wrenches to loosen the 1/8” Swagelok type nuts that secure the traps ends to stainless steel 1/8”-
1/16” reducing unions.

5.  The trap heater is a clamshell design, consisting of two halves.  To remove the heater from the trap, loosen
but do not remove the two securing hex head screws.  The two halves of the clamshell heater will open enough
to let the trap drop out.

6.  Attach the replacement trap to the reducing unions with the trap’s two 1/8” nuts.  Use stainless steel nuts
and brass ferrules when replacing traps.  DO NOT use graphite ferrules, as graphite has some adsorption
properties and may interfere with your analysis.

7.  Slip the trap into the clamshell heater and tighten the two hex head screws.

8.  Gently push the trap ends back into the slots in the two interior duct walls, making sure that the black
spacers are between the duct walls and the trap heater.  TO AVOID DAMAGE, ARRANGE THE TRAPS SO
THAT ONE TRAP’S HEATER WIRES DO NOT LAY ACROSS THE OTHER TRAP’S HEATER.

9.  Repeat the process with the other trap if necessary.  Replace the white duct insulation squares, then replace
and secure the Purge & Trap cover plate.

Trap heater

Hex-head screwsBlack
spacer

Black
spacer

Valve oven duct wall
(slotted to accomodate
the trap ends)

Heater cartridge wires

Reducing
union

1/8” Swagelok
type nut

1/16” O.D. tubing
leading to the valve

SRI Trap Assembly

Thermocouple wire (connected to the
hex head screws by screw terminals)
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Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap:
Changing the Purge Heads

1.  To change the purge heads, first disconnect the two purge gas lines at their fittings on the top of the front
valve oven duct.

2.  If you are removing the 5030 purge head, pull it
out toward the front of the GC, and unplug the 5-pin
XLR dummy plug.

3.  If you are removing the
5035 purge head, squeeze
the protruding tail of the
spring toward the heater
body with your thumb as
you pull the purge head out
toward the front of the GC.
Unplug the cord from the
socket on the GC.

4.  To install the 5030 purge head, line up the securing rod with the hole, and
gently but firmly push it in until it locks into place.  Connect the purge gas in and
out lines to the fittings on the top of the front valve oven duct.  Connect the
dummy 5-pin XLR plug to the socket on the GC.

5.  To install the 5035 purge
head, hold the spring tail in a
downward direction against the
heater body as you slide the
securing rod into the hole until it
locks (the shaker will not work
without the spring).  Connect the
purge gas in and out lines to the
fittings on the top of the front
valve oven duct.  Connect the
5-pin XLR plug to the socket
on the GC.

5035 Purge Head

5-pin XLR plug

Spring tail

Securing rod

5-pin XLR socket

Shaker

1

3

5035 Purge Head

5030 Purge Head
1

2

The spring tail (encircled
in white) protrudes from
the bottom of the front
valve oven duct.



Expected Performance

Sample: 1µL 100ppm BTEX
Plus dissolved in 10mL of
water to yield 10ppb BTEX Plus

The following two sets of chromatograms are from an Environmental GC system equipped with a Method
5030 compliant Purge & Trap, a PID detector, and a FID/DELCD combination detector.  First, a 10ppb
BTEX Plus sample was analyzed using the 5030 event table on the General Operating Procedures page and
the Epap&t.tem temperature file.  Second, a water blank was run through the system under identical conditions
to show the component carry-over level of the Purge & Trap system.  Toluene is used as a representative of the
carryover in the Purge & Trap system; if the carryover level of Toluene is below 0.5ppb, then it will not affect
subsequent analyses.  NOTE: The TCE ghost peaks in the water blank chromatograms are augmented or
caused by our factory test laboratory contamination.

Sample: clean water blank
(NOTE: the chromatograms are
magnified for carryover visibility)

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 10.616   921.0990
Benzene 15.033 1019.9260
TCE 15.883   441.8700
Toluene 17.683 1195.3320
PCE 18.700   383.3770
Ethyl Benzene 20.016 1247.3420
Ortho Xylene 20.800 1258.9260
Bromoform 21.166     78.9360

Total 6546.8080
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DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.883 192.1020
PCE 18.683 209.2260
Bromoform 21.150 126.2820

   Total 527.6100

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 15.016 311.1630
TCE 15.866 258.4360
Toluene 17.666 353.2160
PCE 18.683 233.4780
Ethyl Benzene 20.000 343.9640
Ortho Xylene 20.783 350.7040
Bromoform 21.133   32.3470

   Total        1883.3080

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.750 46.0340

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.883   441.8700
Toluene 17.566     17.4000
Ethyl Benzene 20.016 1247.3420
Ortho Xylene 20.800 1258.9260

Total 6546.8080

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.866 258.4360
Toluene 17.533       4.340
Ortho Xylene 20.783 350.7040

        Total 609.1300
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Carryover is a slight contamination of the purge and trap system by analytes (especially high boiling
components), and is a normal condition of operation.  All purge and trap systems exhibit some carryover.  An
organic free reagent water blank is analyzed after sample runs to determine the carryover level, as shown on
the Expected performance page.  Most regulatory Quality Control requirements allow carryover that is either
less than the Minimum Detectable Limit (MDL) or less than 10% of the reported analyte concentration.  For
example, if the reported analyte concentration is 100ppb, then 10ppb is acceptable carryover.  If the carryover
is greater than an acceptable level, subsequent water blanks are run until the carryover is sufficiently low, or
until the user has determined that there is system contamination that requires further cleaning.

Carryover
Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Most carryover problems occur while analyzing samples of unknown concentration.  Because the user
cannot assume there will be no carryover in this type of analytical situation, a clean water blank should be run
between each sample analysis to ensure that carryover will not affect subsequent sample analyses.  Avoid
carryover contamination problems by screening your samples prior to purge and trap GC analysis.  SW-846
contains two appropriate screening techniques:

♦ Method 5021, in which an automated headspace sampler is used with a PID and DELCD
equipped GC
♦ Method 3820, in which a hexadecane extraction of the sample is analyzed by a FID and/
or ECD equipped GC.

Segregate the screened samples according to concentration, then run the highly concentrated ones first.
Clean the purge and trap system after the high concentration samples have been run, then analyze the low
concentration samples.

The 10ppb BTEX sample analysis resulted in a Toluene peak with an area count of approximately 353.
The water blank analysis shows a Toluene peak with an area count of approximately 4.  Since the carryover of
Toluene is less than 10% or 0.5ppb, subsequent analyses may be resumed.

The carryover level of the 10ppb BTEX sample on the Expected performance page was determined by
comparing the areas of the resulting PID Toluene peaks, where x is the ppb concentration of the carryover:
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Overview

Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap

Heated valve oven
With Ducts

10 port valveCooling fan

5030 purge head

Purge gas
polishing filter

Dual traps behind
protective cover

Syringe port

Sample exhaust to trapsPurge line

CarbosieveTM trap
shipped with the
system

Sample vent from purge
(measure flow rate here)

Built-in to the 8610C gas chromatograph, the SRI Purge & Trap is designed for compliance with EPA
Methods 5030 and/or 5035 for the extraction of volatile organic compounds from water or soil samples.  The
purge and trap technique is applicable to a range of molecules from C3 to C12.  The Purge & Trap hardware
consists of a 10 port valve in a heated, ducted valve oven, two traps, a cooling fan, and the purge head(s).  The
unique dual trap design enables the simultaneous trapping of compounds with different boiling points.  Each
trap has its own heater, and the ends of the traps are enclosed in the valve oven ducts to prevent cold spots.
The cooling fan maintains the adsorption temperature and rapidly lowers trap heat after desorption.  The trap
in the lower position (TRAP 1) is usually packed with TenaxTM-GR at the factory, while the upper trap (TRAP
2) is left empty for the user to pack with the desired adsorbent.  A CarbosieveTM packed trap is also shipped
with the GC for optional installation in the TRAP 2 position. The Carbosieve trap is used only when the
analysis includes light gaseous VOC’s, the most common being vinyl chloride. The Method 5030 Purge &
Trap is the standard model with a fixed purge head that uses disposable 16mm test tubes for ambient temperature
purging.  There is a built-in septum port on this purge head through which gas standards may be spiked.  The

Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap features interchangeable purge heads.  The
5035 purge head is a thermostatted heater body (from ambient to 50oC) which
accepts standard 40mL VOA vials.  Inside the heater body are two needles
which puncture the septum: the longer one bubbles helium purge gas through the
sample, while the shorter needle exhausts sample-laden gas to the adsorbent
traps.  In compliance with EPA Method 5035, the purge head is mechanically
agitated while the sample is being purged.  There is a syringe port on the Method
5030/5035 Purge & Trap that allows water and internal standard to be added to
the sample in the vial without puncturing the septum again.  Operation of the
Purge & Trap is automated by the PeakSimple data system.

SRI GC equipped with
Method 5030 Purge & Trap

Purge head on
a Method 5030
Purge & Trap

5035 purge head
on a Method
5030/5035 Purge
& Trap
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Theory of Operation
The SRI Purge & Trap uses a 10 port

gas sampling valve and dual adsorbent
traps.  Each trap has independent
adsorption and desorption setpoints to
optimize the analyte trapping and releasing
from each adsorbent.

When the valve is in the LOAD
position, the sample-laden purge gas from
the test tube or VOA vial is directed through
the two traps, then out to vent, loading the
traps with sample at the adsorption
temperature (30-40oC).  In this position,
the carrier gas merely enters and exits the
valve.

After a period of time sufficient for the
traps to reach desorption temperature
(200oC), the valve is actuated to the
INJECT position.  In the INJECT position,
the carrier gas flows through the traps in
the direction opposite to the sample-laden
purge gas flow with which the traps were
loaded.  The carrier gas backflushes
desorbed analytes into the column, while
the purge gas flows out to vent.

The valve remains the INJECT position
for the optional bake cycle, during which
the respective desorption temperatures of
both traps are raised an additional 50oC,
and the purge gas polishing filter is
reconditioned.  A relatively high flow of
purge gas sweeps through the hot polishing
filter, which heats whenever TRAP 1 heats.
This purge gas flow sweeps contaminants
from the polishing filter and out to vent.

The valve is then acutated back into the
LOAD position, TRAP 1 and the polishing
filter heat are turned OFF, followed by
TRAP 2, then the purge gas (see the Event
Table on the General Operating Procedures
page.)

Trap heating, valve rotation, and purge
gas control are automated through the
PeakSimple data system.

Purge & Trap Valve in the INJECT Position

Purge gas in
from purge
EPC and
solenoid

Out to On-column
injector and column

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC

Vent to
atmosphere

Helium or nitrogen
purge gas bubbles
through the
sample in the tube

SAMPLE
VIAL

10 PORT VALVE

Purge & Trap Valve in the LOAD Position

Purge gas in
from purge
EPC and
solenoid

Out to On-column
injector and column

Carrier gas in from
carrier EPC

Vent to
atmosphere

Helium or nitrogen
purge gas bubbles
through the
sample in the tube

SAMPLE
VIAL

10 PORT VALVE
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Sample Preparation

Method 5035
Method 5035 style purge and trap is for the analysis of VOCs that are purgeable from soil at 40oC.  This

method does not allow the VOC’s to escape the VOA vial until it is punctured by the 5035 purge head
needles.  Approximately 5g of soil, weighed in the field at the time of collection, is sealed in a pre-weighed,
septum-sealed, screw-top VOA vial containing a preservative solution.  There is no need to insert a magnetic
stirring bar since the SRI purge and trap mechanically agitates the VOA vial during the analysis.  Organic-free
reagent water, surrogates, and internal standards (if applicable) are added through the syringe port immediately
before beginning the analysis.

1.  Insert the VOA vial containing 5g of soil and 5mL of reagent water into the Method 5035 purge head.
2.  Using the syringe port, inject 5mL of organic free reagent water, internal standards, and surrogate compounds
into the VOA vial.
3.  Begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button or the computer keyboard spacebar.

Method 5030
Method 5030 style purge and trap is for the analysis of VOCs in aqueous samples.  This purge and trap

technique is limited to analytes that purge efficiently from water.  10mL of the sample is placed in a clean test
tube.  The test tube headspace will contain ambient air, so if your laboratory or work area is not free of solvent
fumes, they will show up in your chromatogram.

For aqueous samples:
1.  Insert a 10mL aliquot of the aqueous sample into a clean test tube.

2.  Plug the test tube opening with your thumb and shake it until the contents
are evenly dispersed.

3.  Quickly slide the test tube over the purge gas tubing and into the purge
head, and tighten it in place with the knurled retaining nut.

4.  Immediately begin the analysis by pressing the RUN button on the front
of the GC or by pressing the spacebar on your computer keyboard.

For medium concentration soil samples, do a quick methanol extraction:
1.  Place 10g of sample into a clean glass container.  Add 20mL of methanol
and shake it for 1-3 minutes.
2.  Allow the soil to settle, then pull 100µL of the liquid solution into a glass
syringe and inject it into the test tube containing 10mL of organic free reagent
water.
3.  Plug the test tube opening with your thumb and shake it until the contents
are evenly dispersed.
4.  Begin the analysis.  You may need to dilute the sample more or less,
depending on the concentration.

Always use clean
sample containers

VOA vial

Test tube

Sample preparation depends on the sample type, concentration, amount, etc.  The third edition of SW-
846 from the EPA is accessible on the Internet.  Go to http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/test/main.htm
and click on the 5000 Series link to download Methods 5030 and 5035.



General Operating Procedures
The following are generalized operating guidelines for the SRI Purge & Trap system.

1.  The purge gas flow is controlled with an Electronic Pressure
Controller (EPC).  Set the purge flow (measurable at the trap vent
at the rear of the purge and trap system).  40mL/min is a typical
purge flow.  The pressure required for 40mL/min through a single
Tenax trap is printed on the right panel of the GC.  If you install the
optional Carbosieve trap or another adsorbent trap in the TRAP 2
position, you will need to raise the pressure to maintain the flow.
NEVER use hydrogen as a purge gas.  SRI recommends helium
purge gas.

2.  TRAP 1 is in the lower position in the Purge & Trap, and TRAP
2 is in the upper position.  The trap temperatures are factory set at
200oC for desorption and may be adjusted using the trimpot
setpoints on the top edge of the GC’s front control panel.  For
adsorption temperatures, trap 1 is set at 30oC and trap 2 is set at
35oC.  Trap heating will be controlled by the timed Event Table
during the run.  Note: the actual trap temperatures typically run
5oC over the setpoint.  See the information and instructions on the
following 2 pages for adjusting the trap adsorption temperature
settings.

3.  Set the valve oven temperature to 100oC or higher to avoid water condensation.  If you’re using Method
5035, set the purge head heater body temperature to 40oC.  It is factory set to 40oC but is user adjustable.

4.  Load or create an event table that is appropriate to the sample to be analyzed, or that is designed for
compliance with a particular EPA Method.  The valve oven in your Purge & Trap system is labeled with a
typical Purge & Trap event table for a single Tenax trap.  The event table shown above is an example for both
methods; the only difference is that Method 5030 does not use Relay D (the sample vial shaker).

5.  Load or create an appropriate temperature program for the column oven.  Epap&t.tem is a typical Purge &
Trap temperature program file provided with the PeakSimple software.  As a basic rule for good separation,
the column oven should be kept at 40oC for 10-12 minutes: 6 minutes while the sample is purging plus 4-6
more minutes after the valve actuates to the INJECT position.

6.  Activate and energize the detectors as necessary.  For instance, if you had an Environmental GC system,
you would turn on the PID lamp current, light the FID flame, and set the DELCD reactor temperature.  Choose
the detector gain settings according to the analysis.  Consult the manual sections for your particular detector(s)
operating procedures.

7.  When the system is at temperature and displaying a stable signal, insert the sample test tube or VOA vial
into the purge head and begin the analysis.

INJECTORS
Purge & Trap



General Operating Procedures Continued

The SRI dual trap design gives the Purge & Trap user many options to effectively trap and release analytes
from a particular adsorbent.  Due to its low affinity for water, TenaxTM-GR is especially useful for the purging of
VOCs from aqueous samples, making it a good general purpose trap for EPA style purge and trap techniques.
The CarbosieveTM packed trap is very retentive for light hydrocarbons, but since it tends to retain water and
smear the other peaks, it should only be used when vinyl chloride is among the target analytes.  This tendency
to smear may be reduced by manipulating the desorption times for the two traps.  If the CarbosieveTM trap
(TRAP 2) is desorbed while the TenaxTM-GR trap (TRAP 1) is still cold, the components will refocus on the
TenaxTM-GR.  The TenaxTM-GR trap is then heated to desorb all the components, which results in sharper
peaks on the chromatogram.  These two chromatograms are from an EPA style purge and trap analysis.  The
first one was made using Epap&t1c.evt for one trap.  The peak separation is much better on the second
chromatogram, which was made using Epap&t2c.evt for two traps.

INJECTORS
Purge & Trap

Using Two Traps

Sample: VOA-CYL standard
Method: 5030 P&T injection
Column: 60m MXT-1

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
35oC 25.00 0.00 35oC

DELCD gain: MED
DELCD temp: 260



General Operating Procedures continued
Adjusting Trap Adsorption Temperatures

4.  When you are finished adjusting both trap adsorption temperatures, place the bottom panel on the GC
chassis.  Support the panel while you gently rock the GC onto its base.  Secure the base with its 6 screws.

3.  The two trap trimpot
setpoints are on the outer
edge of the board.  The
trimpot for Trap 1 is on the
bottom, and the top trimpot
is for Trap 2.  Turn the
trimpot while pressing the
TOTAL button and
observing the bright red LED
display to set the trap
adsorption temperature.

1.  Remove the 6 screws that secure the bottom
panel to the rest of the GC chassis.  Support the
panel while you gently rock the GC onto its back,
then lower the panel to your working surface to
access the chassis interior.

2.  Locate the Purge & Trap board; it is one of a
group of similar-looking boards installed along
the back and top walls of the GC interior.  The
Purge & Trap board has two trimpots right next
to each other, and it is marked with an upside-
down “P&T” on the lower outer corner.

Trap 1 trimpot setpoint
Trap 2 trimpot setpoint

The Purge & Trap board is marked
with “P&T” (upside down) on the
lower right corner

The Purge & Trap Board

The Purge & Trap board
is installed in this area
inside the GC chassis

GC Chassis Interior

During the purge and trap process, the purge gas carries significant amounts of water into the traps.  The
TenaxTM trap is unaffected, due to its low affinity for water.  The CarbosieveTM packing tends to retain the
water, resulting in a large water peak at desorption.  Adsorption settings can be adjusted by the user to set the
Carbosieve trap at a high enough temperature to avoid water retention.  However, this temperature may be too
hot to trap target analytes.  Therefore, experiment to find the adsorption temperatures that work best for your
analyses.  Once pinpointed, they usually require no further adjustment.

INJECTORS
Purge & Trap



Switching / Replacing Traps
Three traps are included with your SRI Purge & Trap: a TenaxTM-GR trap and a CarbosieveTM trap, both

permanently packed, and a blank trap.  The blank trap may be packed with an adsorbent of the user’s choice
or left blank, depending on the analytical situation.  Follow the instructions below to access the traps for
switching or replacement.

1.  With the red protective GC cover raised, remove the Purge & Trap cover plate by loosening the four brass
thumbscrews at its corners.

2.  Carefully remove the two squares of white insulation from each valve oven duct to expose the fittings that
secure the traps ends to the 1/16” O.D. tubing leading to the 10 port valve.

3.  Gently slide the trap assembly out of the slots in the valve oven ducts (there is enough slack in the heater and
thermocouple wires to pull either trap about 1 inch outside the duct).

4.  Use two wrenches to loosen the 1/8” Swagelok type nuts that secure the traps ends to stainless steel 1/8”-
1/16” reducing unions.

5.  The trap heater is a clamshell design, consisting of two halves.  To remove the heater from the trap, loosen
but do not remove the two securing hex head screws.  The two halves of the clamshell heater will open enough
to let the trap drop out.

6.  Attach the replacement trap to the reducing unions with the trap’s two 1/8” nuts.  Use stainless steel nuts
and brass ferrules when replacing traps.  DO NOT use graphite ferrules, as graphite has some adsorption
properties and may interfere with your analysis.

7.  Slip the trap into the clamshell heater and tighten the two hex head screws.

8.  Gently push the trap ends back into the slots in the two interior duct walls, making sure that the black
spacers are between the duct walls and the trap heater.  TO AVOID DAMAGE, ARRANGE THE TRAPS SO
THAT ONE TRAP’S HEATER WIRES DO NOT LAY ACROSS THE OTHER TRAP’S HEATER.

9.  Repeat the process with the other trap if necessary.  Replace the white duct insulation squares, then replace
and secure the Purge & Trap cover plate.

Trap heater

Hex-head screwsBlack
spacer

Black
spacer

Valve oven duct wall
(slotted to accomodate
the trap ends)

Heater cartridge wires

Reducing
union

1/8” Swagelok
type nut

1/16” O.D. tubing
leading to the valve

SRI Trap Assembly

Thermocouple wire (connected to the
hex head screws by screw terminals)

INJECTORS
Purge & Trap



INJECTORS
Purge & Trap

Method 5030/5035 Purge & Trap:
Changing the Purge Heads

1.  To change the purge heads, first disconnect the two purge gas lines at their fittings on the top of the front
valve oven duct.

2.  If you are removing the 5030 purge head, pull it
out toward the front of the GC, and unplug the 5-pin
XLR dummy plug.

3.  If you are removing the
5035 purge head, squeeze
the protruding tail of the
spring toward the heater
body with your thumb as
you pull the purge head out
toward the front of the GC.
Unplug the cord from the
socket on the GC.

4.  To install the 5030 purge head, line up the securing rod with the hole, and
gently but firmly push it in until it locks into place.  Connect the purge gas in and
out lines to the fittings on the top of the front valve oven duct.  Connect the
dummy 5-pin XLR plug to the socket on the GC.

5.  To install the 5035 purge
head, hold the spring tail in a
downward direction against the
heater body as you slide the
securing rod into the hole until it
locks (the shaker will not work
without the spring).  Connect the
purge gas in and out lines to the
fittings on the top of the front
valve oven duct.  Connect the
5-pin XLR plug to the socket
on the GC.

5035 Purge Head

5-pin XLR plug

Spring tail

Securing rod

5-pin XLR socket

Shaker

1

3

5035 Purge Head

5030 Purge Head
1

2

The spring tail (encircled
in white) protrudes from
the bottom of the front
valve oven duct.



Expected Performance

Sample: 1µL 100ppm BTEX
Plus dissolved in 10mL of
water to yield 10ppb BTEX Plus

The following two sets of chromatograms are from an Environmental GC system equipped with a Method
5030 compliant Purge & Trap, a PID detector, and a FID/DELCD combination detector.  First, a 10ppb
BTEX Plus sample was analyzed using the 5030 event table on the General Operating Procedures page and
the Epap&t.tem temperature file.  Second, a water blank was run through the system under identical conditions
to show the component carry-over level of the Purge & Trap system.  Toluene is used as a representative of the
carryover in the Purge & Trap system; if the carryover level of Toluene is 0.5ppb or less on the PID
chromatogram, then it will not affect subsequent analyses.  NOTE: The TCE ghost peaks in the water blank
chromatograms are augmented or caused by our factory test laboratory contamination.

Sample: clean water blank
(NOTE: the chromatograms are
magnified for carryover visibility)

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 10.616   921.0990
Benzene 15.033 1019.9260
TCE 15.883   441.8700
Toluene 17.683 1195.3320
PCE 18.700   383.3770
Ethyl Benzene 20.016 1247.3420
Ortho Xylene 20.800 1258.9260
Bromoform 21.166     78.9360

Total 6546.8080

INJECTORS
Purge & Trap

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.883 192.1020
PCE 18.683 209.2260
Bromoform 21.150 126.2820

   Total 527.6100

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 15.016 311.1630
TCE 15.866 258.4360
Toluene 17.666 353.2160
PCE 18.683 233.4780
Ethyl Benzene 20.000 343.9640
Ortho Xylene 20.783 350.7040
Bromoform 21.133   32.3470

   Total        1883.3080

DELCD Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.750 46.0340

FID Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.766 58.9100
Toluene 17.566 17.4000
Ethyl Benzene 20.033 51.9080
Ortho Xylene 20.833 91.5290

Total           219.7470

PID Results:
Component Retention Area
TCE 15.750 58.1920
Toluene 17.533   4.3400
Ortho Xylene 20.850 20.8720

        Total   609.1300



INJECTORS
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Carryover is a slight contamination of the purge and trap system by analytes (especially high boiling
components), and is a normal condition of operation.  All purge and trap systems exhibit some carryover.  An
organic free reagent water blank is analyzed after sample runs to determine the carryover level, as shown on
the Expected performance page.  Most regulatory Quality Control requirements allow carryover that is either
less than the Minimum Detectable Limit (MDL) or less than 10% of the reported analyte concentration.  For
example, if the reported analyte concentration is 100ppb, then 10ppb is acceptable carryover.  If the carryover
is greater than an acceptable level, subsequent water blanks are run until the carryover is sufficiently low, or
until the user has determined that there is system contamination that requires further cleaning.

Carryover
Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Most carryover problems occur while analyzing samples of unknown concentration.  Because the user
cannot assume there will be no carryover in this type of analytical situation, a clean water blank should be run
between each sample analysis to ensure that carryover will not affect subsequent sample analyses.  Avoid
carryover contamination problems by screening your samples prior to purge and trap GC analysis.  SW-846
contains two appropriate screening techniques:

♦ Method 5021, in which an automated headspace sampler is used with a PID and DELCD
equipped GC
♦ Method 3820, in which a hexadecane extraction of the sample is analyzed by a FID and/
or ECD equipped GC.

Segregate the screened samples according to concentration, then run the highly concentrated ones first.
Clean the purge and trap system after the high concentration samples have been run, then analyze the low
concentration samples.

The 10ppb BTEX sample analysis resulted in a PID Toluene peak with an area count of approximately
353.  The water blank analysis shows a PID Toluene peak with an area count of approximately 4.  Since the
carryover of Toluene is less than 10% or 0.5ppb, subsequent analyses may be resumed.

The carryover level of the 10ppb BTEX sample on the Expected performance page was determined by
comparing the areas of the resulting PID Toluene peaks, where x is the ppb concentration of the carryover:
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DETECTORS
Photo Ionization Detector - PID

Overview
The Photo Ionization Detector (PID) responds to all molecules whose ionization

potential is below 10.6eV, including aromatics and molecules with carbon double
bonds.  The PID is nondestructive, so the sample can be routed through the PID
and on to other detectors.  It is often used in series with the FID and / or DELCD.
PID detection limits for aromatics are in the ppb range; purge and trap concentration
of the sample can lower detection limits to the ppt range.  Because of its selective

sensitivity, use of the PID is mandated in several EPA methods.  The PID detector consists of a 10.6 electron
volt (eV) UV lamp mounted on a thermostatted, low-volume (100µL), flow-through cell.  The temperature is
adjustable from ambient to 250oC.  Three detector gain levels (LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH) are provided for
a wide range of sample concentrations.  The PID lamp is held in place by a spring-loaded plate, so that the
lamp may be quickly removed for cleaning and replaced without any special tools.  The PID can run on air
carrier for gasless operation, or for stream monitoring applications where the entire stream of sample is directed
through the detector (no column is used).

110 PID
stand-alone detector

BNC connector to amplifier

Amplifier gain switch

High voltage band in black plastic
hood over lamp anode ring

Spring-loaded
retaining plate100µL detector cell

(the area in the
center of the
TeflonTM seal ring)

Heater block

Collector electrode

Collector electrode
support union

Benzene

PID in series
with a DELCD
and an FID on
an SRI 8610C
chassis



DETECTORS
Photo Ionization Detector - PID

Theory of Operation

The SRI PID design uses a 10.6eV lamp
with a high voltage power supply.  Sample laden
carrier gas flows from the analytical column into
the PID sample inlet, where it is streamed
through a 100µL flow-through cell.  When
sample molecules flow into the cell, they are
bombarded by the UV light beam.  Molecules
with an ionization potential lower than 10.6eV
release an ion when struck by the ultraviolet
photons.  These ions are attracted to a collector
electrode, then sent to the amplifier to produce
an analog signal, which is acquired by the
PeakSimple data system.

Unlike other PID designs that heat the entire
lamp, only the lamp window of the SRI PID is
heated.  This results in a longer lamp life for
SRI PID detectors.

10.6eV PID Lamp
(SRI Part # 8670-1242)

Anode
ring

Cathode
base

Simplified PID Operational Diagram

TeflonTM seal
(SRI part #
8670-1244)

PID lamp

Collector
inlet

Sample-laden
carrier gas
inlet (from the
column oven
on 8610 &
310 GC’s, or
the heated
transfer line on
110 models) High voltage band inside

the black plastic hood
(must make contact with
the lamp anode for PID
operation; do not adjust
unless the main GC power
is turned OFF)

Collector electrode
signal cable

Collector
electrode
support
unionHeater block

PID high
voltage

lead

UV
light

100µL PID
detector cell

Spring-loaded
retaining plate

Ions are
attracted
to the
collector
electrode

TeflonTM

seal

Collector
electrode

Partial PID Assembly -
Exploded View

Analytical
column

Column oven wall

Ferrule

The PID cell effluent flows around the
column back to the PID sample gas
outlet, which is connected to the next
detector in series or vented to
atmosphere inside the column oven

NOTE: The end of the
column must be visible in
the detector cell when the
PID lamp is removed from
the retaining plate.  It should
be approximately 1mm from
the lamp window when the
PID lamp is in place.



Expected Performance

DETECTORS
Photo Ionization Detector - PID

PID Noise Run

Column: 15m MXT-VOL
Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
PID gain: LOW
PID temp: 150oC
PID current: 70

Sample: 1µL 100ppm
BTEX plus
Column: 15m MXT-VOL
Carrier: Helium @ 10
mLs/min
PID gain: LOW
PID temp: 150oC
PID current: 70

PID BTEX Analysis (in series with FID and DELCD)

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC 2.00 15.00 240oC
240oC 10.00 0.00 240oC

PID noise averages less than 50µV from peak to peak

Results:
Component Retention Area
Benzene 2.416   313.0540
TCE 3.066   231.5120
Toluene 4.600   309.2120
PCE 5.433   216.6230
Ethyl Benzene 6.700   286.0900
Ortho Xylene 7.383   298.9190
Bromoform 7.650 55.9460

Total 1711.3560



DETECTORS
Photo Ionization Detector - PID

General Operating Procedure

1.  Always ensure that the black plastic hood is in place on the lamp prior to operating the PID detector.  The
hood contains the high voltage band which is maintained at a high potential; never attempt to adjust the PID
high voltage band unless the main GC power is turned off.

2.  Turn ON the GC.  Turn ON the PID lamp current
with the flip switch on the GC’s front control panel.

3.  Set the PID current to 70 (= 0.70ma) with the
trimpot setpoint on the top edge of the GC’s front
control panel.  Use the flat blade screwdriver
provided with your GC to adjust the trimpot.  The
lamp should emit a violet-colored light visible down
the center of the tube

4.  Confirm that the lamp is operating at or near
0.70ma by pressing the PID detector ACTUAL
display button on the front control panel.  The sensitivity of the lamp increases proportionally to the current
applied, but operation at higher currents reduces lamp life.  The PID operating current range is 70-125.  A
setting of 70 should provide the user with sufficient sensitivity and lamp durability.  Most PID applications can
be performed using LOW gain.

5.  Set the PID temperature to 150oC.

6.  Once the detector has reached temperature and the signal appears stable, sample may be introduced.

NOTE: Lamps are a consumable part of the PID detector.  It is recommended to have a spare lamp available
if critical analyses are being performed at remote field sites.  Spare and replacement 10.6eV PID lamps are
available under SRI part number 8670-1242.  Teflon seals are available under SRI part number 8670-1244.

PID - Close-up topview

The violet light is visible here when the lamp is on

The capillary column enters the PID cell from inside the column oven through the bulkhead fitting in the
insulated oven wall.  The column may be installed with the lamp in place.  Insert the capillary column into the
PID detector inlet until the column stops at the lamp window inside the PID cell, then pull it back about 1mm
from the lamp window.  Tighten the 1/8” nut with the graphite ferrule at the PID inlet to secure the column in
place.  The collector electrode is positioned at the factory and should not touch the column under normal
circumstances.



DETECTORS
Photo Ionization Detector - PID

Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Over time, during normal operation, a film of contaminants will condense on the
PID lamp window.  Typically, this film is a result of stationary phase column bleed.  To
minimize contaminant condensation and thus lamp window cleaning, avoid heating the
column any higher than absolutely necessary.  Contaminant condensation can block
the photons, reducing lamp emissions and sensitivity.  Therefore, the PID lamp window
must be cleaned when an appreciable change in sensitivity has been observed by the
operator.  Because the response change resulting from cleaning the lamp window
usually requires detector recalibration, frequent cleaning is not recommended.

1.  Turn the PID current OFF with the switch on the GC’s front control panel.  Turn the GC OFF and let the
PID detector assembly cool enough to touch it without getting burned.

2.  Disconnect the high-voltage band from the lamp anode by removing
the black plastic hood.

3.  Grasp the spring-loaded retainer plate with the fingers of one hand
and push or pull it toward the PID lamp; it doesn’t take much force to
move the plate enough for lamp removal.  Slide the PID lamp up and out
of the PID detector assembly.

4.  Clean the lamp window using a mild abrasive cleanser like Bon Ami
or Comet.  Wet your finger, and make a paste with a small amount of
cleanser.  Scrub the lamp window clean in a circular motion with your finger.

5.  Rinse the lamp window clean with water.  Dry the lamp with a paper towel.

6.  Inspect the TeflonTM seal for cuts or nicks.  A damaged seal will not affect the
PID response, but it may provide a leak site that will reduce the amount of
sample delivered to any subsequent detector.

7.  With the lamp removed, the collector electrode is visible where it protrudes
into the cell.  Check the collector electrode for any visible residues, films,
discolorations, etc.  If present, they may impede the flow of ions from the sample
molecules to the collector electrode.  To clean the collector electrode, gently use
a small file to remove any residues from its tip.  Blow the residue
off the collector electrode and surrounding areas.

8.  Open the spring-loaded retainer plate and replace the PID
lamp snug against the seal.  The lamp window has a slightly larger
diameter than the seal; try to center it against the seal.  Replace
the high voltage band / black plastic lamp hood.

9.  Recalibrate the PID detector before returning it to service.

Cleaning the PID Lamp
The PID lamp window

Make sure the lamp window is centered
over the Teflon seal and snug against it

The collector electrode
protrudes into the cell

TeflonTM seal
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Getting Started

In this section, we will cover the
basic information needed to set up
proper communication with your G.C. or
Data System hardware.
The Windows version of PeakSimple
requires the use of the seriai port
interface that is built into most 8610-C
and Model 310 gas chromatographs.
Thisdata acquisition and interface unit
permits you to acquire up to four
separate channels of data
simultaneously without the need for
additional hardware or acquisition
boards.

The earlier IBM PC-compatible ISA expansion bus data acquisition cards (AD100 and
AD11 0) used by PeakSimple II and PeakSimple III data systems are not supported by
PeakSimple for W indows. However, all chromatograms acqui red using DOS-based
PeakSimple II and PeakSimple III continue to be compatible with this Windows version
and may be imported as native fiies.

Identifying Your COM Port

Before attempting to establish communication between your G.C. and the serial
data system interface, be sure to check that all the necessary electr ical connections
have been made, including the connection of any optional remote start cables.

Select an unused serial port on your PC and identify the COM port number
assigned to it. It is important that this port NOT SHARE AN INTERRUPT with any other
device used in your computer. Typical PCs are equipped with two COM (or serial)
ports. COM 1 is typ ically used by the mouse or some other pointing device. COM 2 may
be open (unused) or shared with another device, such as a fax modem, scanner or other
peripheral. Determine which COM port you will use and remove any other device that
may be in contention with that specific COM port number. Refer to your PC's handware
manual for instructions on changing COM port addresses and device drivers.

Most COM ports are provided with DB-9
connectors (nine pins configured in two rows 
5 pins over 4 pins - within a D-shaped plug or
chassis connector). If your PC has a DB-25
serial port (25-pin connector), you will require
a DB-25 to DB-9 adapter.

0 8-9
Serial Port
Connector

~OOOOOOOOOOOJr
00000000000 J.....

0 8-25
Serial Port
Connector



Establishing Communication

The cable provid ed with you r G.G. or data system has a male 08-9 plug on one
end and a female 08-9 connector on the other end. Plug one end of this cable into your
available computer COM port and plug the other end into the G.G. or Data System 08-9
connector and tighten the retaining screws.
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PeakSimple to reinitialize communication,
click on the ACQUISITION pull-down menu
and select RE-INITIALIZE. If the COM port
information is correct and communication
errors still appear when the computer
attempts to act ivate the serial port interface,
check the serial port connections at both ends
of the interface cable for loose connections.
Also , visually check the serial cable for nicks
or cuts.

Plug your G.G. or Data System into an approved GFGI protected outlet and turn
the power switch to the 'ON' posit ion. Start PeakSimple by double-elicking on the
PeakSimple icon ( or by clicking 'Start', 'Programs', 'PeakSimple' in Windows 95 ).
When PeakSimple loads, it wi ll automat ically attempt communication with your G.C. or
Data System using COM 1 as fhe default GOM port.

If the serial port interface does not
respond, you will see the foll owing error
messages appear on the screen: "Can't
wake- check power and cable" followed by
the message "Acquisition system is not
functioning".

These messages indicate that your
computer cannot communicate with your G.C.
or Data System through the default GOM port,
GOM 1. You will need to set up the correct
GOM port in PeakSimple. To do this, click on
the EDIT pull-down menu and select
OVERALL. Change the PORT NUM8ER to
the GOM port into which you chose to plug
your interface cable. Click O.K..

It is important to understand that in order for PeakSimple to communicate with
your G.G. or Data System, at least ONE channe l must be ACTIVE. To determine which
channels are active, click 0'1 the EDIT pull-down menu and select CHANNELS. A
channel is active if the box next to ACTIVE is marked with a checkmark. The EDlT
CHANNELS menu is described in greater detail in the EDIT section in this manual.



PEAKSIMPLE SOFTWARE
File types used by PeakSimple

chromatogram or data file.  The chromatogram is the graphic depiction of raw analytical data in binary
format.

ASCII file.  You can save your raw data in binary format (.CHR), ASCII format (.ASC), or both.

thumbnail file.  PeakSimple keeps thumbnail snapshots of your .CHR files to facilitate browsing.  In
PeaskSimple version 3.21 and newer, you can elect to not save thumbnails to save disk space.

three dimensional file.  Load multiple chromatograms (.CHR files) for viewing in the 3D display window.
Save the 3D display in a .3D file for later viewing.

temperature file.  TEM files contain the column oven temperature program information: initial and final
temperatures, hold times and ramping rates.  .TEM, .GRA, and .FLO files perform the same function
for different applications; the only real difference between them is their extension.  The user selects
which application and file extension to use in the Channel details window: on the right side under
“Control by,” are three radio buttons with the choices Temperature, Pressure, or Gradient.

gradient file for HPLC.  Gradient files contain the solvent and sample mixing percentages for one or
two pumps.  PeakSimple uses this extension when the “Gradient” radio button under “Control by” in
the Channel details window is selected.

pressure flow file.  PeakSimple uses this extension when you select the “Pressure” button under
“Control by” in the Channel details window.  This is useful when varying the carrier gas pressure,
making use of the Electronic Pressure Controllers (EPCs) in your SRI GC. The user must move a wire
to switch from temperature to pressure control.

event files.  Events are controlled by turning relays ON and OFF.  Event tables allow you to automatically
turn relays ON/OFF at specified times during an analysis.  Integration events can also be automatically
performed using an event table.

components file.  Each channel has it’s own Components table that displays the list of expected
components, their retention times, and calibration files. All component information is input by the user.

component calibration file.  The calibration curve is calculated from user-generated results obtained at
several different concentrations that span the expected range to be encountered in actual samples.
Calibration is required for each component you expect to be present in your sample, and for each
detector to be used in the analysis.  When a component calibration file is saved, it will appear in the
Components window, next to the appropriate component.

results log file.  Use the Post-run actions window to have PeakSimple add the results to the results log
after the analysis.

results file.  The results file displays analytical results in ASCII format.  The results window is accessed
through the View menu.  The results log (.LOG) may be viewed by clicking a button in the results
window.

Control files contain user-defined analytical parameters such as column oven temperature program
(.TEM files), components (.CPT files), and relay event tables (.EVT files), as well as print information
and many other parameters.

autosampler queue files.  The autosampler queue lets you load multiple control files for use with an
autosampler. In batch reprocessing mode, the autosampler queue is used to re-run data under the
parameters of a particular control file.

.CHR =

.ASC =

.THU =

.3D =

.TEM =

.GRA =

.FLO =

.EVT =

.CPT =

.CAL =

.LOG =

.RES =

.CON =

.QUE =



Using PeakSimple: Menus



The FILE-5AVE·AS
Pu ll..[)own Menu

TO save a newly created chro
matogram fiIo!>. ....Iect FILE-SAVE AS
A SAVE CHROMATOGRAM FILE
screet'l will appear which wiq allow you
10 Silve the file in any dIrectory (folder)
on your system. Type a name up to
eight characters into the Fi le Name
box and choose which Channel (1-4 )
you wish to save arwl than click SAVE .
The file will be saved as a binary fi le
by default . with a .CHR extension . You
may also select to eave the file in AS
Cit format with a .ASC extension.

.-..
.±J.:l,.

The FILE-5AVE..-ALL
Pull-Dow n Menu

The FILE-SAVE-AU feature
will automatically wve your chroma
togram as a .CHR fIle; )'OUf tempera
tare program as a .TEM fIle; your c0m

ponent table as a .CPT file; your event
table as a .EVT fIle and then saves
them all under a control file (.CON file),
DEFAULT.CON will be used if no other
name for the control file is specified
IJsing the SAVE-eONTROL FILE fea
ture. All print lntcrmanon is also saved
when you save a control fil e
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The FILE-PRINT
Pull-Down Menu

Numerous fl8lds are available
for pmt informabon When you access
the FlLE..pRINT pul-down menu you
will notice that any combWtation of one
to four channets can be ponIed out on
a SII'lgIe sheet of paper simply by mar1l·
ing the circle next to the channel num
ber , Print informat lOf! conoeming the
~ader. chroma togra m and report
can be easily ecnec
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PRINT HEADER FORMAT

Cliding on the Print Header
FORMAT butto n will allow you to cus
tomize the appearance of your printed
chromatogram header. Input your
Laboratory name, Analysis method,
Sample ty pe, Column, etc and check
the box next to each field. Ana lysis
date prints the date in your PC's BIOS,

The FILE-PRINT
Pull -Dow n Menu (CHANNEL 1)

When you access the FILE
PRINT pull-down menu you will notice
thai you can select to print any combi
nation of mu ltiple channels by clicking
on the circle next to the word multiple.
You may also choose to print individual
channels by clicking on the circle next
to the desired Channel Click on
Channe l 1 10 edit the Channel l infor
mation in the Print Header, Print
Chromatogram and Print Report For
mat fields. Rather than enter unique
infOfmalion for all four channels. you
may wish to check the Use chan nel 1
fo rmat fo r all channels box.

Punt out Temperature Pro
grams, Events and Components file
names by checking their boxes; or cuck
on List to print the compete Tempera
ture Program , Event Table or Compo
nent List Copy from: selects which
channel will provide the List informa
tion. Check the Comments box and
click on Comments ,.. 10 enter custom
ized information about your analysis,
You can change the Font, style and
size of your printed text by clicking on
the Font box, Select a Size that will
provide readable text while still leaving
room for your chromatogram and re
,on

' T ''''' T _-_ ...-



PRINT CHROMATOG RAM
FORMAT
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You can also edit the chroma
togram print param..te'$ when you aC
cess the FILE-PRINT pull-down menu.
Check the Print Chromatogram box
and select Format. The Chroma
togram fonnat screen allows editing of
the chromatogram Start time and Stop
time and the Min and Max millivolt lev
ere.

The Chart speed setting will de
termine the size of the chromatogram
section of your printout. A sett ing 01
1.0 inches/minute for a 5 minute chro
matogram Will produce a 5 inc h chro
matogram print. You may need to ex
periment with this setting to fit your
header, chromatog ram and report
information all on one printed page .
When the Use screen limi ts box is
checked only the dispiayed section of a
chromatogram will be printed. The
Draw retention w indows box allows
for retention windows to be printed as
well.

The Labels section of the
screen leis you select what useful in
format ion will be printed along the bor
ders of the chromatogram, and above
the peaks Clicking on l eft marg in ,
for example , will bring up the Edit for
mat screen which will allow you to se
lect from a list of measurements which
will automatically be calculated and
printed in the left margin of your chro
matogram. To choose RSD, for exam
ple. click on RSD from the left column
and then click on the right arrows {»).
RSD will now appear in the selected
column on the right. Click OK to close
the wmdow. Edit On peaks and Right
marg in in the same manner



PRINT REPORT FORMAT

A report may be printed along
with your chromatogram to summarize
component retention time, area counts
or other data Clicking on the View
pull-down menu and selecting Results
will show a preview of your report

Click on the Pr int Report box
and select Fo rmat. The Report For
mat screen will appear which will allow
you to select from a list of measure
ments which will automatically be cal
culated and printed on the bottom of
your chro matogram. To choose
AREA, for example, cl ick on AREA
from the left column and then click on
the right arrows o», AREA will now
appear in the Selected column on the
right.

Clicking on the box next to Rec 
og nized peaks only will place a check
mark in the box and only those peaks
which integrate properly within named
retention windows will be printed in the
report . Checking the Peaks on
prin ted chromatog ram only box will
allow the report 10 show only Ihose
peaks defined by lhe Chromatog ram
format - Start time and Stop time.
This feature allows you 10 set up your
report to ignore all peaks that appear
outside your window of interest.

Checking lhe Undetected com
ponents also box will report informa
tion about all named peaks even if no
peak is present within the retention
window Checking New page for re
port will print all report information on a
separate page. Click OK to close Ihe
Report format window. You may print
out as many Chromatogram Copies as
you need by entering a number in the
Copies box and selecting Print
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The View-Autosampler Window (cant.)
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Select the Add button to add a control f ile to

_.
-,-,

the queue. Selecting the button opens up the Select
control file window where the file can be loaded into
the list box. Each contro l fi le in the queue must have
a diffe rent name even though almost identical ac-

3 eEllions are performed. I<-_-co", 3 --""-.J

Save

Add MUltiple/Batch Reprocessing 18i:l~)1'~kip!~: ;: 1

The Add mu ltiple button allows the user to
load multiple data files into the list box. Click on the
button to open up the Select control f ile window and
then click on a control file name to open up the Se
lect data f ilenames window. Se lect as many data
fi les as needed by pressi ng the shift button and
clicking with the mouse cursor and then click on OK
to load them into the queue. The Add mult iple but
ton is only useful for use with the Batch reprocess
ing mode.

Delete

After highlighting a control fi le in the list box
to the left select the Delete button to remove that
contro l fi le from the queu e.

Load

Select the Load button to ope n up a previ
ous ly saved que ue file . Clicking on the Load button
opens up the Load autosampler queue window
where the que ue fi le can be selected and loaded.

I ,S'Y·...:,I
Select ing the Save button opens up the Save

autosampler queue window. Save the queue in the
file box by naming the file and selecting save. It is
recommended that all files be saved to the Peak
Simple directory.

Clear

The Clear button erases the entire queue.



The View-Autosampler Window (cont.)

Edit Edt..

After highlighting a control fi le select the Edit button to modify that contro l fi le. Selecting
the Edit button load s the con trol file on the PeakSimple main screen. To make any changes
click on the main screen , do all modifications, and then select Save all from the PeakSimpIe
file menu.

Edit All I· Edjl o!lL I

To edit all the control files in the queue at once click on the Edit all button to open up
the Autosampler queue spread sheet. Many of the commonly adjusted control file parameters
are displayed in the spreadsheet enabl ing the user to input changes to the queue. Not all con
tro l file parameters can be modified using Edit all (only the parameters that are selected in
Fonmat) and so must be done ind ividually with the Edit fun ction .

The Cance l button exits the spreadsheet
window wit hout prompting the user to save.

The Close button exits the window after
prompting the user to save the sprea dsheet.

•
...... , ... .....' 0
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Autosampler Queue Window

Close

Cancel

Add I.Add.. I
Selecting the Add button opens up the Se

lect control file w indow where an existing contro l
file can be added to the queue.

Ad d Copies I Addcop;e,... I
Afte r high lighting a control file in the

spreadsheet select the Add copies button to add
copies of the file to the list. Once the Add copies
window pops up input the numbe r of cop ies to be
made in the dialogue box and specify whether the
file names should be increme nted. T he Add cop
ies button is useful for creat ing a queue from
scratch with a single control fi le.

~ of ccces to .add: IQ
'~7l

P' lncrement data 1~ename for each coPY
. I)

1 0 K ' I c'~ 1



Autosampler Queue Window (cont.)

Delete

The Delete button deletes a highlighted control file off the list. If no file is highlighted
then the last file will be deleted from the queue .

Fill aetosempter ;".'iFill

The Fill button fills a spreadsheet column, row, or
cell with selected text . Once the desired cells are high
lighted clicking the Fill button opens up the Fill autosampler
options box. Input the text to fill in the information field and
specify whether the text should be incremented for each
row.

Update Control Files

Selecting the Update control files button saves all changes to the contro l files in the list.

Print

The Print button prints the queue spreadsheet.

To change the format of the queue spread
sheet and open up the Edit format window select the
Format button. In the Edit format window a format
type can be added by selecting it in the Available
window and then hitting the right facing arrow button.
To remove a format type from being displayed in the
spreadsheet highlight the format type in the Selected
box and click on the left facing arrow.
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ILoad nOwILoad Now

Format

After highlighting a control file select the Load now button to load that control file to the
main PeakSimple screen . Click on the screen and make any changes to the control file and
then select Save all to save the changes.



The View-Channel "X" Options

To view a specified chromatogram channel open the View menu in the PeakSimple
menubar and select a channel to be viewed; either 1, 2, 3, or 4. Keyboard shortcuts can also
be used to alternate viewing between chromatogram channels. Hitting F9 displays channel 1,
F10 displays channel 2, F11 displays channel 3, and F12 displays channel 4. Furthermore the
numerical icons in the PeakSimple toolbar can be used to toggle between chromatogram
channels.
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Unzoom

To unzoorn from a close up view of a chro
matogram select the Unzoom tool from the View
menu or hit F6. PeakSimple will zoom out to the
first level with the soriginal display units of the
chromatogram when the Unzoom tool is used .
The Unzoom button in the PeakS impIe toolbar
can also be used to unzoarn a chromatogram or
F6 on the keyboard .

The Help Menu

The Refresh tool in the View menu re
draws the chromatogram screen to fix any
glitches or resolve an error. Pressing Enter on the
keyboard also refreshes the screen.

Refresh

About PeakNT

To view program information about Peak
Simple click on the About PeakNT option in the
Help menu. The PeakNT window will pop up and
disp lay the information.

Show Tooltips

The Show tooltips option in the Help menu
toggles the PeakS impIe tooltips off or on. When
Show tooltips is checked a helpful text tip will ap
pear when the mouse cursor is held over a tool or
button in PeakSimple. The tooltips provide rele
vant information to the operation and use of the
PeakSimple data system.

PeakNT ~~, , .-

.
i.· .'



The Acquisi tion Menu

The Acquisition menu contains the commands to run a chromatogram run when hard
ware is connected to the PeakSimple data system. All Acquisition menu commands have cor
responding keyboard hotkeys for convenience.

Run

The Run command begins a chromatogram run on
the main trigger group when hardware is connected to the
data system. The error message "No active channels in
group"appears when no hardware is available to make a
chromatograph run . The spacebar can also be used to
start a run .

Stop

Enor
rZ!\ Noactive channelsin ~oup
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The Stop command is used to end a chromatogram run once it has been started. Us
ing the Stop command ends the chromatogram run without running any of the Postrun opera
tions. The End button can also stop a chromatogram run.

Stop+Postrun

The Stop+Postrun command ends a chromatogram run and executes the operations
specified in the Postrun screen. Holding the Control button and pressing End on the keyboard
is the same as the Stop+Postrun command.

Alt

The Alt menu in the Acquisit ion menu controls the acquis ition commands for the alter
nate trigger group. The + button begins the alternate trigger chromatogram run, the - button
stops the alternate trigger run, and the I button on the keyboard stops the run and begins the
Postrun operations for the alternate trigger group. .

Re-init ialize

The Re-initialize command reestablishes the connection between the hardware and
the PeakSimple data system. A connection between hardware and the data system has to ex
ist for re-initialization to occur.



The FILE-PRINT CHANNEL
Pull-Down Menu

After all Print parameters have
been set up, the easiest way to print
out a chromatogram is to use the File
Print Channel quick keys . Hold down
the Ctrl (control) key and then press
F9 (function #9) to instantly print the
Channel 1 chromatogram. Press Ctrl
FlO to print Channel 2, Ctrl Fll for
Channel 3 or Ctrl F12 for Channel 4.
Of course you may also select these
commands from the pull-down menu.
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The FILE-PRINTER
Pull-Down Menu

SETUP
...__.._ lIDO

Selecting Printer setup from
the FILE pull-down menu will allow you
to enter the Printer Properties screen
for your spec ific prin ter. This screen is
similar to W indows Printer Properties
screen that is accessible from the Win
dows Control Panel. Typica lly, using
your printer default settings with por
trait orientation will prod uce a visually
appealing printout.

The FILE-OPEN CONTROL
FILE Pull-Down Menu
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PeakSimple for Windows uses
Contro l Files, identified with the ,CON
extension, to save the operating set
tings of specific methods. To load a
Control File , drop down the FILE
menu and select OPEN CONTROL
FILE. A window will open which will al
low you to use standard Windows navi
gating tools to select from a list of
,CON files , located on the Drive or Di 
rectory of your choice. Click on the
desired Fil e Name and then click O,K,
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The FILE-SAVE CONTROL FILE
Pull-Down Menu

Once you have set up all of the
user-definable parameters within Peak
Simple for Windows that meet the re
quirements of your system and/or your
specific analytical method , it is wise to
save these settings for future use.
PeakSimpIe uses control files, identi
fied with a .CON extension, to save the
operating settings of specific methods,
this includes the event tabie , tempera
ture program, component table, print
information, calibration table, etc.

A control file is like a photo
copy of your operating settings that you
can reload for use at any time. When
using control files, you only need to
set analysis parameters once and then
save them using a descriptive file
name, followed by the .CON extension,
(for example, BTEX.CON). To save
the control file, drop down the File
menu and select Save control file .
Enter the name for your file in the File
name box and click O.K.. If you want
these current settings to be loaded by
defauit each time you start PeakSim
pie, name the control file Default.con.

Son-e conliollile DEI

~ Oe/dlA Wl

,:]V"lcon
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FILE-ALT NEW
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FILE-EXIT

Exits PeakS impIe for Windows.
Click Yes to save any changes made
to your control file parameters.

The FILE-ALT NEW feature will
clear the display of all active channels
in the Alternate timebase without start
ing a new chromatographic run.
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The EDIT-CHANNELS Pull
Down Menu

'..
The EDIT pull-down menu al

lows you to modify most of the operat
ing parameters for your specific appli
cation. Selecting EDIT-CHANN ELS
will bring up a screen which will enable
you to select which of the four chan
nels are active, displayed and inte
gra ted. Each channels' operating pa
rameters such as Details, Tempera .
ture, Events, Integration, Compo
nents and Postrun information can be
easily modified,

The EDIT-CHANNELS-DETAILS
Screen
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Clicking on the Details box for

Channel 1 will bring up a screen where
you can enter a Description of your
analysis. End Time displays the length
of the chromatographic run in minutes.
By default, the End Time is deter
mined by the length of the temperature
program but you may modify this field
to end the chromatographic run at any
time.

The Sample Rate should be set to a rate sufficient to ensure that 20 data samples
are collected for each peak . For example: A Sample Rate of 1 Hz will allow the collec
tion of 20 data points from a peak 20 seconds wide from base to base. And a Sample
Rate of 10 Hz will allow the collection of 20 data points from a peak 2 seconds wide
from base to base. The analog to digital converter is limited in its ability to sample
high rates when many channels are active . The limits are: 50 Hz with one channel ac
tive, 10 Hz with two channels active and 5 Hz with three or four channels active .

The Default Display Limits can be adjusted to view data above and below the 0
mV basel ine. A minus (-) setting for minimum will display negative going peaks. The
ratio of min.lma x. display limits is maintained when you click on the Display minus and
plus buttons in the maindata acquisition screen.

The Remote Start feature allows the user to start a chromatographic run using an
external signal such as a footswitch. Check the box to enable Remote Start. (There
must be an internal connection made to the AID board in order for this option to work .)



The EDIT-CHANNELS-DETAilS
Screen (continued)

Unretained Solute Time

If resolution has been selected to
be printed in the chromatogram report,
then a Unretained Solute Time value
needs to be entered to ensure correct
resolution calculations. Enter the num
ber of minutes an Unretained Solute
takes to pass through the column. Th is
value is used in the determination of
peak resolution statistics.

Control By
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MODEL 202 AID BOARD
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The AID Board that is built into the SRI gas chromatograph includes two digital-to
analog converters or DACs. DAG1 is primarily used to control the column oven #1
temperature ramp by introducing 10mV I °C to the oven heating circuit and is pro
grammable by editing the Channel 1- Temperature control window. DAC2 is primarily
used to control the column oven #2 temperature ramp. Carrier gas E.P .C. pressure is
also programmable by editing the Channel 2-TemperaturefPressure control window.
The DACs may be used to control Pressure by following the procedure described be
low and then selecting Pressure in the Control By window of the Edit-Channels
Details screen.

To avoid startup difficulties, the
Carrier E.P.C. is shipped disabled. To
enable the use of the DACs to set up a
Pressure Program , only a single wire
needs to be moved inside the G.C..
Unplug the G.G. and remove the six
screws which secure the bottom cover.
Tilt the G.C. onto its back and remove
the bottom cover. The AID Board is
green in color and is mounted on the
right-hand side of the G.C. chassis .
Locate the Green wire with a W hite
stripe on the AID Board. This is the
Carrier Program wire. Norma lly this wire is connected to a ground (GO) screw termi
naL Unscrew the Carrier Program wire and connect it to the temperature/pressure #2
(TP2) screw terminal also on the AID Board. Re-attach the bottom cover, connect
power and re-establish communication between the G.G. and the computer. Select
Pressure in the Control By window of the Edit-Channels-Channel 2-Details screen.
A pressure program ramp set up in Channel 2 will now control the Carrier Gas E.P .C.
pressure by introducing 10mV for every P.S.!.. Turn the Carrier 1 Local Setpoint to
zero. This is necessary since the Local setpoint is added to the programmed E.P.C.
input in determining the Ca rrier 1 totalsetpoint.



The EDIT-CHANNELS-DETAILS
Screen (continued)

Trigger Group

The Trigger Group selection
assigns the channel to the Main or Att
trigger group . The picture at right
shows the Channel 1 Details screen
with the Main Trigger Group selected .

o-n..J 1 del.. EJ

Any Channel with the Main trigger group selected will start running when the
SPACEBAR is pressed and end when the END key is pressed . Any Channel with the
Alt trigger group selected will start running when the + (plus) key is pressed and end
when the - (minus) key is pressed . When acquiring four detector signal inputs from
one gas chromatograph ; verify that all four channels' Trigger Group is set to Main.
This ensures that all four channels are acqu iring data synchronously by using the
same timebase. If two channels of data are coming .from an SR'I gas chromatograph,
and you also wish to acquire two channels from an external input device such as an
HPLC, then select the Alt trigger group for channels 3 and 4. This allows for asynchro
nous data collection.

Subtract Baseline In Channel " X"

Checking Channel1's box for Subtract Baseline In Channel "X", where "X" is
1,2,3 or 4, will caus e the chromatogram in Channel 1 to subtract the baseline stored in
Channel "X", while running in real-time. Load the baseline to be subtracted into an
inactive channel to ensure that the data is not deleted by the start of a new run on that
channel. (Uncheck the active box, see Edit-Channels) . Baseline subtraction can
also be performed using PeakSimple's Edit-Subtract/Add Channels feature, how
ever, this is not a real-time function , but a post-run function , done at the end of the
chromatographic run.

Overlay Data In Channel "X"

Checking Channel1's box for Overlay Data In Channel "X", where "X" is 1,2,3
or 4, will overlay the data stored on Channel "X" onto Channel 1 using contrasting
colors . The channel selected for overlay can be either an active or inactive channel.
When the overlay channel is active then the overlay will be seen in real-time.

Relative Retention Shifts Are Based At "X" Minutes

Relative Retention Shifts Are Based At "X" Minutes. Enter into this box the
time , in minutes, that the sample is actually injected onto the column. This is done to
ensure that relative retention times are correctly calculated. See the EDIT-CHANNEL
COMPONENTS section of this manual for more details.



The EDIT-CHANNELS-DETAILS
Screen (continued)

Setting Up Gradients for Liquid
Chromatography

Data System users may wish to
use the N O Board DACs for setting up
an HPLC solvent gradient. PeakSim
pIe for W indows allows the user to con
trol the flow of two pumps, provided
they operate from a zero to five volt (0
5V) ramp input.

To operate the pumps, several in
ternal connections must be made be
tween the HPLC and the Data System.
Unplug the Data System and remove
the two screws which secure the top
cover. Route the Pump A and Pump B
control wires from the HPLC to the
Data System and connect the Pump A
control wire to TP1 and the Pump B
control wire to TP2. Re-attach the top
cover, connect power and re-establish
communication between the Data Sys
tem and the computer.
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Set up the Gradient ramp on
channel one (TP1) to control the flow
of Pump A into the system (1OmV I %)
and the Gradient ramp on channel
two (TP2) to control the flow of Pump
B. Modifying the Gradient ramp pro
gram on Channel 1 to rise from 10% to
90% will automatically create a Gradi
ent ramp program on Channel 2 that
decreases proportionately from 90% to
10%.

Gradient Limits Zero and Span
may be scaled in the Edit-Overall
screen to account for any offsets.
PeakSimpIe allows for a voltage offset
and scaling factor in these fields to cali
brate the voltage output to match the
pump's requirements.



The EDIT-CHANNELS
INTEGRATION Screen

PeakSimple for Windows allows you to
define specific integration parameters
necessary for the proper analysis of
your sample data, such as peak and
baseline sensitivity and area reject.
Any of the Integration parameters de
scribed below may be modified either
before or after data collection.
Pressing the ENTER key will update
the report and the results of the chro
matogram currently being displayed .

Peak Detection Sensitivity

mttte1tt¢, !M --

The Peak sensitivity selling determines how PeakSimple detects the beginning
and end of a peak . A high Peak number requires only a smali slope change to initiate
the start or end of a peak. A low Peak number requires a very large slope change to
initiate the start or end of a peak .
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The Baseline sensitivity setting determines how PeakS impIe attaches the base
line to the data line . The iarger the Baseline number; the more likely PeakSimple wili
draw the baseline to a valley between two peaks. The smalier the Baseline number;
the more likely PeakSimple wili drop a vertical line from a valley to a horizontaliy con
structed baseline below the peak .
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The EDIT-CHANNELS
INTEGRATION Screen
(continued)

Area Reject

If a chromatogram contains peaks
whose area counts fall below the
threshold defined by the Area Reject
for that channel, the peak will be ig
nored and no integration will occur. If
the peak area is of interest, you can
lower the Area Reject value until the
peak in question is integrated.
Integrated peaks are marked with a cir
cle at the top of the peak.

Standard Weight

PeakSimple for Windows deter
mines the internal or external standard
results by the ratio of the STANDARD
divided by the SAMPLE.

The Standard Weight setting
may be changed to adjust the chan
nel's quantification, affecting internal or
external peak results by the factor en
tered. For instance: A setting of 2.000
will double the weight of the standard
thereby doubling the internal or exter
nal standard results . (Increased to
20.000 in the example shown.)

Sample Weight

The Sample Weight setting may
also be changed to adjust the chan 
nel 's quantification, affecting internal or
external peak results by the factor en
tered. For instance: A setting of 2.000
will double the weight of the sample
thereby halving the internal or external
standard results. (Decreased to 5.000
in the example shown .)
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The EDIT-CHANNELS
INTEGRATION Screen
(c o n tin ued )

Spike Channel

Another feature of PeakSimple for
Windows allows you to display the reo
suits of a matrix Spi ke Channel sub
traction . The examp le shown below
demonstrates the peak area counts of
a unspiked channel being subtracted
from the area counts of a spiked chan
nel.
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Notice that the area counts for Benzene are 939 on the spiked channel, and 242
area counts on the unspiked channel.

After Spike Channel Subtraction
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After selecting channel 2 as the Spike Channel, the area counts for channel 2 are
subtracted from channel 1 to equal 697, (939 - 242 = 697). The difference of 697 indi
cates the area counts of the amount of sample spiked into channel 1.



The EDIT-CHANNELS
TEMPERATURE Screen

PeakSimple for Windows features
temperature-programming of the G.G 's
column oven(s). Access the Edit·
Channel 1-Temperature screen to
specify the temperature parameters to
be used during the analytical run. The
temperature program is capable of
executing an unlimited number of tem
perature ramp and hold periods during
the analysis as well as maintaining a
single temperature throughout the run
for isothermal operation.
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The Temperature Segment De
tails Screen

The Add Button

Glick on the Add button from a blank
Channel 1 temperature control window to
create a new temperature program for Col
umn oven #1. (Use the Edit-Channel 2
Temperature screen for controlling column
oven #2). Type in the required data in the fol
lowing fields; Initial temperature, the Hold
period in minutes, the Ramp rate in °C I min,
and the final Temperature , or the duration of
the Ramp.
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The length of the run is automatically

calculated by PeakSimple based on '~~~~~=i!!~~iiii~~~~~
the information provided in these fields, 11
and is also displayed in the Edit
Channels-Details End Time field. Ad
ditional ramp segments may be added
by clicking the Add button again.

In isothermal operation, the Initial
and the final temperature are the
same, so a Ramp rate of 0.000 is en
tered. The Hold period determines the
length of the analytical run.



The EDIT-CHANNELS
TEMPERATURE Screen
(continued)

The Change Button

Click on an existing temperature
program segment to select it. Click on
the Change button to change the pa
rameters of the segment.

The Remove Button

Click on the Remove button to remove
the segment from the current program.

The Load Button

Click on the Load button to load
an existing temperature control file ,
designated with the .TEM file exten
sion.

The Save Button

Click on the Save button to save a
new temperature control file , or to up
date an existing one . Remember to
use the .TEM extension when naming
the temperature control file . The saved
file name appears at the top of the
temperature control window indicating
the file in use.

The Clear Button
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Clicking on the Clear button deletes all temperature data from the temperature
control window. The temperature program name is also removed.

The Print Button

Clicking on the Print button sends the file data and temperature program profile
to the printer.



The EDIT-CHANNELS
COMPONENTS Screen
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PeakSimple for Windows can
identify and quantify sample compo
nents through the use of a component
tabl e. The component table enables
PeakSimpIe to recognize each peak by
its retention time and compare the area
counts against the calibrat ion curve to
produce actual con centration data.
The user can edit the component table
for each channel by accessing the
Edit.Channels-Components screen .

When a component table is
loaded , the table will show each com
ponent by its peak number, peak
name, the start time for the retention
window, the stop time for the retention
window, and the associated calibration
file name. Different component tables
may be used for each active channel
and any component table can be
saved as a component file for future
use . Component files are designated
with a .CPT extension. The compo
nent file-name appears at the top of
the Components screen.
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COMPONENT DETAILS
Component delallr Ei

Select Add to add a new compo
nent to a blank or existing component
table. The Component Details screen
will open allowing the user to input spe
cific peak parameters. As a minimum,
enter the Peak Number, Peak Name,
Start time and End time. Other op
tional parameters are the Expected
peak time, the concentration Units to
be reported , any Internal Standard or
Reference peak information, peaks
measured by Area or Height, handling
of Multiple Peaks, the Multiplication
Factor and Alarm parameters.



The EDIT-CHANNELS
COMPONENTS-DETAILS Screen
(continued)

Peak Number, Peak Name, Start and End

A blank Component Details screen is
opened by selecting the Add button. Enter a
unique Peak Number for each component,
typically starting with 1 and incrementing for
each additional peak. Then enter a unique
Peak Name for each component. Start and
End define the beginning and ending of the
retention windows, which is used to identify
the peak . The width of the retention window
should be set wide enough so that small fluc
tuations in the peak's retention time will still al
low for proper integration.
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The internal standard calculation
yields a result which is the external result
times the ratio of the known concentra
tion of the internal standard peak di
vided by the external result for the in
ternal standard peak. As shown in the
example to the right, note that while the
external result for Benzene yields 104.95 ,
the internal result yields exactly 100 (the
known concentration) as a result of the
calculation 104.95 x 100/104.95. In the
same way , the internal result for every
analyle peak which is referenced to Ben
zene is calculated as external result x
100/104.95 = internal standard result.

Internal Standard calculations are used to correct for injection size variations, or
to compensate for changes in detector sensitivity. An internal standard peak is added
to the sample prior to injection at a known concentration . The internal standard peak
is calculated just like any other peak using a calibration curve, typically a single point
calibration. The known concentration of the internal standard peak is entered into the
Internal Standard dialog box of the Component Details screen. In the example
shown below, Benzene has been chosen as the internal standard peak. The known
concentration of Benzene is entered as 100, and ppm is entered in the Units dialog
box. When a chromatogram is integrated and a report is produced , the external calcu
lation yields a result which is the peak area x calibration factor (slope of the calibra
tion curve) = external standard result.



The EDIT-CHANNELS-COMPONENTS-DETAILS Screen (continued)

Internal Standard Peak

PeakSimple allows any peak to be referenced to any other peak for internal stan
dard calculations . Typically all analyte peaks will be referenced against a single Inter
nal Standard Peak (Benzene [peak #2) in the example shown below). To reference
other peaks to Benze ne , the number 2 must be entered in the Component Details
screen dia log box labeled Internal Standard Peak for each analyle peak . Notice that
the Results screen , (View-Results) , w ill reflect the new value for all the peaks' inter
nal results.
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Reference Peak

A Reference Peak is used to shift the retention windows of other peaks. In the
exam ple below, ethylbenzene eluted prior to its retention window so therefore it was
not integrated. By entering a value of 4 in the Reference Peak box, ethylbenzene 's
retention windows are referenced to chlorobenzene, [peak #4] . Ethylbenzene's re
tention wind ow is then shifted by a percentage equivalent to chlorobenzene's dis
tance from the middle of its retenti on window. Thi s shift in the ethylbenzene retention
window allows ethylbenzene to be integrated.
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Click on an existing component to
select it. Click on the Change button
to change the parameters of the com
ponent.

The Save Button

The Change Button

The Load Button

Click on the Load button to load
an existing component file, designated
with the .CPT file extension .

Click on the Remove button to remove
the component from the component ta
ble.

The EDIT-CHANNELS
COMPONENTS Screen
(continued)

The Remove Button

Click on the Save button to save a
new component file, or to update an
existing one. Remember to always use
the .CPT extension when naming the
component file . The saved file name
appears at the top of the components
window indicating the file in use.

The Clear Button
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Clicking on the Clear button de-
letes all component data from the component window. The component file name is
also removed.

The Print Button

Clicking on the Print button sends the file data and the component table informa
tion .to the printer.



The EDIT-eHANNELS-eOMPONENTS Screen (co ntinued)

The Ca librate Button

After creabng iii componen t table, each component in the table ......n need to be ca li
braled This allows PeakS,,"pIe fOf Wmows to nol only ilSenbfy each analy1e peak.
but also to quant ify each peak using a ca llbratlOfl curve The ca libratlOfl curve is cal
culated from user-generated results obta ined at 5eVeI<I1different concentrations tha t
span the expected range to be encounlered In actual samples.

Inject a standard containing a known conc:entratiClfl of the component you wish 10
calibrate . Use a ecoceoneuco htgher than wha t you would expect to encounter in your
analyses. Another few samples should be run al lower levels, using precise dilutions
of your standard Make note of the area counts or peak he~ht at each concentration
Of use the shortcut method described in the next section.

The Calibration Window
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In t h e Ed lt - Chann el s -
Com ponents screen. highlight the
component to be cal ibrated and select
Calibnl te If this is the first time ca li
brating a compooent, an error mes
sage wil appear wtlicIl says -Not
enough d<lta points- , ThIS is simpty a
waming to inform you that PeakSirnple
currently does nol have enough data
points fOf the ca libration method in
use. Once enough data is entered for

the calibration curve, ir ns message wi ll _J~::.cJ!:~~~r;.;;J:=~~~~~no longer appear. Click OK to bypass
lhe error message and continue to the
ca libration window
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The Calibration window will open
and allow you 10 enler the raw data
thai you previously obtained In the ex
ample sOOwn, data is entered into the / ~I-: : :
table in the upper left comer of the ca li- -a-
brabon screen. beg.nmng with the Iowrt- :f;....~=-
est C(ln(;entJaliOn and ending with the
highest eoocereatco. If you wish 10
enter the data ., descer'Khng order. ,/
check the Show Ii. t in desc.."ding / ~ /
order box. When entenng data into
the tab le, fi~t enter the concentration

height obtained
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As data is entered for each con
centration, a data point will be added to
the calibration curve displayed in the
lower section of the window, You may
use as many as seven concentration
levels for your calibration curve. In the
fictitious example to the right, a Ben
zene standard was injected in concen
trations of 10 ppm, 50 ppm, and 100
ppm. The area counts from the FlO
detector were 100. 500 and 900. re
spectively, Notice the three corre
sponding data points on the newly cre
ated calibration curve,

The Calib rate Button
(cont inued)
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When calibration for each compo
nent has been completed, click on the
Save button to save and name the
component's calibration file , Then click
on the Close button to close the cali
bration window. In our example. a
unique file named BenzFIO.ca i was
created. The BenzFIO.cal file name
will now appear in the Components
window next to Benzene,

Calibration is required for each
component you expect to be present in
your sample, and for each detector you
will be using in your analysis Once
calibration curves have been com
pleted. and calibration files saved,
every component in the component ta
ble should show an associated calibra
tion file. PeakSimple will now be able
to quantify each component when ac
tual samples are injected,

WARNIN G :
Do not use the same calibration
curve file name for two diffe rent
channels or detectors s inc e each
detecto r requires its own calibration
curve. (ie BenzFJO,cal; Benzf!Q.cal;
."')



Calibration Screen Shortcuts

As an added convenience, PeakSimple for Windows offers shortcuts to com
monly used screens. These shortcuts may be accessed by pointing to the desired
channel and clicking once on the r igh t mouse button , The following pages de
scribe the shortcuts available to set up calibration tables and calibrate components,

After a known standard has been run and the peaks have been identified, a new
component table may be constructed by simply positioning the mouse pointer over a
peak and clicking once on the right mouse button, ("right-clicking) . The shortcut menu
will appear. Select Ad d component from the menu, A retention window will be drawn
horizontally across the peak. Right-click again over the peak and select Edit compo
nent The Component Details screen will open allowing the peak to be named and
numbered , The example below shows Benzene as peak #2. The component has
been named s-cenzeoe to avoid confusion with a benzene peak from another detector
such as a PID,

Note: It is important that you choose the component name carefully since the
cal' bratio n file name Is derived from the fi rst eight lettel'5 of the component
name. The s-ceneene ca libration file would be named F·benzen.cal.

. ~ -- --

Right-click over the peak again and
select Calibrate. If no calibration curve
exists for the peak, a window will open
asking if you would like to use a calibra
tion fife, PeakSimple offers a template
calibration file aptty named TEMPLATE.
CAl. Click yes to use the default TEM
PLATE calibration file or select your own
by clicking Browse , This example uses
the temptate calibration frle. Another
window will open asking you to select the
Recalibra tion Level. Select 100 for 100
ppm standards. 50 for 50 ppm. etc.



Calibrat ion Screen Shortcuts
(continued)
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In the example to the right, the
updated F·ben:ren .CAL calibration
table reflects the new area count of
939.627 at the concentration level of
100 ppm. (The previous calibration
data of 900 area counts at 100 ppm is
shown in the Previous #1 column
which is 'grayed ocr). Notice also that
the third data point (100 ppm) in the
calibration curve has been shifted up
slightly to incorporate the new data,
(939.627 area coonts). At this point, if
the new calibration curve data is
deemed to be acceptable, click on
Close to automatically save the new
calib rat ion f i le , an d close the
Calibration window.

Click OK to accept the Recalibra
tion Level. The Calibration screen will
open and a nashing asterisk (. ) will
appear along the existing calibration
curve depicting the new data point.
Notice that the calibration curve has
been named F-benzen.CAL. If the
new ca liabration data po in t is
acceptable, click Accept New to
update the calibration curve data.

Cali brate All

PeakSimple offers a time-saving
feature for reca librati ng all peaks with
just one mouse click. Afte r a
calibration curve has been created for
each component. click on Vi ew
Results to bring up the results window.
Select Calibrate All and choose an
appropriate Recalibrat ion Level, then
click OK . P eak S i m p le will
aut om ati ca ll y rec ali b ra t e a ll
components at the selected level and
save each component's updated
calibration file.
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To improve the calibration accu
racy, chromatographers may prefer to
average the areas of 1, 2 or 3 replicate
injections. The Use radio button allows
the user to select how many injections
are used in the calculation of calibra
tion factors, (CF) Calibration Factors
are used to construct the calibration
curve using the formula CF " area
count divided by the amount injected.
The example to the right shows the
calibration data at the 100 ppm con
centratcn level, (circled), with the Use
button set to the default setting of Cur
rent Area I Height Only . This setting
uses only the latest calibration data to
calculate the calibration factor for the
#3 data point. (CF =939.627 f 100 =
9396)

This next example shows how the
calibration curve is changed when the
Use button is set to 1 Prevtcus Areas
Als o. This setting averages the last
two areas to deri"'e the average cali
bration factor. Notice that the calibra
tion factor is now 9.198 when the two
area counts are a",eraged together,
(939,627 + 900.000 J2 = 919.814 aver
age area counts. The CF is calculated
as' CF =919,814 f 100 " 9.198)

Cal ibrat ion Screen - Use and
Stati stics Radial Bu ttons

Setting Use to 2 Previous Areas
Also will average the last three areas
to derive the calibration rector.

The Calibration Statis tics screen
shows calibration curve details such as
the Average Slo pe of the Curve. the
Y Intercept , the Linearity of the curve.
the Number of (cal ibration ) Levels ,
the Standard Deviation and Relati ve
Standard Deviation of Calibrat ion Factors , the R2 and the Formula used which
is based on the Method selected,



Calibration Window- Methods

Recalibration type EiThe Method button opens the Re
calibration Type window which allows the
selection of one of six formulas used to
draw the calibration curve. The algorithms
are described below and corresponding
calibration statistics are shown.

In the following :
X tstne sum of the externa l measures over the cali bration lev

ets
Y is the sum of the corresponding areas at those ca libration

levels
n is the number of act ive calib ration levels
Sever al other sums are used. for insta nce:
X2 is the sum of the squares of the external measures
Y4 is the sum of the (area to the 4th power)
XY is the sum a/the (exte rnal me asure >area)
X2Y is the sum of (external me asure squared ' area)
YIX is the sum of the (area I exte rnal measure) etc .

OK r

FlIfmula; ;..'

Avg. dope oj cuiv';::
v inlc,cept;

line... it,:
N...b.... of M!Vels:

SO/le lal ive SO 01 CP,,;
,~
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The resulting ca libration curv e is defined as

Single line:

Single line through origin :

where:
x is externa l measure
y is area
A=( (XY · n) -(X "Y) l i D
B=( (X "Y2) · (XY· X) li D
D=«X2"n) - {X"X)

EPA rules allow Ihe use of Single line Fit provided that the
standard deviati on of calibration factors is <20 %,

y=AY.+B

where:
x is extema! measure
y is area
A=(YIX)/n

There is no resulting formula here, just interpolation between
the levels, and the origin. There must be at least one calibratio n
level.

y=AY.

Multiple line segments;

The resulting calibration curve is defined as

Notes:
The resulti ng factor is therefore the average of the calib ratio n

factors at the calibration levels . Note: any expl icit cali brat ion
level point at x=O is ignored (and n is reduced by 1). There mus t
be at least one calibra tion level. not including any level al )(=0 .

Noles:
This is a least sq uares fit algo rithm over tne calibration levels .

A point at (0 .0) is also assumed (by incrementing n) unless
Ihe re is already a value at :<-0, or if [Statist icsJR2 lncludeZero is
set to 0 in the PEAKW IN.l NI file . There must be at least 2 can
brat ion leve ls



Calibration Window- Methods
(cont inued)

Parabolic:

The resulting cali brat ion curve is defined as

y=Ax2 +B

where:
x is external measure
y is area
A"' ( (X2V ' n) - (V ' Xl» / 0
B=( (V ' X4) - (X2Y' X2) >/ 0
0=( (X4 • n) - (X2 • X2 ) )

Notes:
This is a least squares fit algorithm ove r the cal ibration levels.

A point at (0,0) is also assumed (by incrementing n) unless
there is already a value at 1("0, or if IStatislicsjR 21nciudeZero is
set to 0 in the PEAKW1N,INI file. There must be alleasl2 cali
bration levels (3 jf th e origi n is not assumed)

Quadratic through origin:

The resulting calibratio n curve is defined as

y=Ax2-+Bx

where:
x is external measure
Y IS area
A=( (XV ' X3) · (X2Y • X2) I 0
B=( (XV ' X4) - (X2Y ' X3» I 0
0=( (X3 • X3) - (X4 • Xl)

Notes:
This is a least sq uares frt algo rithm over the ca libration levels.

There must be at jeast z cal ibratio n levels.

Quadrat ic:

The resu lt ing cal ibration curve is de fined as

y:Ax2+Bx+C

whe re :
x is external mea sure
y is area

A= ( (XY"X-Y"X2 )"(X2 "X2-X"X3) 
(X2Y"X2-XY?:3rcX"X· X2" n) ) I D

B:( (XY"X2· Y"X3)"(X2"X3-X?:4) 
(X2Y"X3-XY"X4)"(X2 "X2 -X"X3) ) IE

C=( (XY"X2-Y"X3r(X3"X3-X2"X4) 
(X2Y*X3· X*X4) "(X2"X2-X"X3) )IF

D:( (X3"X-X2 "X2)"(X2 *X2 -X"X3) 
(X4"X2 -X3"X3)"(X"X-X2 *n) )

E=( (X2"X2·X?:3r (X2"X3-X"X4) ·
(X3"X3-X2"X4)"{X*X2·X3"n) )

F: ( (X"X2-X3*n)"(X3"X3-X2"X4) ·
(X2*X3-X"X4)"(X2"X2-X*X3)

Notes:
This is a least SQuares fit algorithm over the calibration leve ls.

A poin t at (0,0) is also assumed (by incrementing n) unless
there is already a va lue at x=O, or if (Sta t islics)R2InctudeZero is
set to 0 in the PEAKWIN.lNI file . There m ust be at least 2 ca li
bration levels (3 if the origin is not assumed ).

Calibrahon slatldlCS 1'3

CalibratIOn slatlshcs E3

Calibration slal,shcs Ei



The Calibration Window
(continued)

The Accept New Button

If the new calibration data is ac
ceptable, Click Accept New to update
the calibration curve data.

The Close Button

Automatically saves the new cali
bration file and closes the Calibration
window.

•
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The Load Button LDadca l,b, ..hon f,le DEI
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Click on the Load button to load
an existing calibration file, designated
with the .CAL file extension.

The Save Button
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Clicking on the Clear button de
letes all calibration data from the cali
bration window . The calibration file
name is also removed.

Click on the Save button to save a
new calibration file, or to update an ex
isting one. Remember to always use
the .CAL extension when naming the
calibration file. The saved file name
appears at the top of the calibration
window indicating the file in use.

The Clear Button

The Print Button

Clicking on the Print button sends the file data and the calibration curve informa
tion to the printer.



The Edit-Channels-Postrun Window
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ExeciJIe: I
r: Restarl . rl,m~fter. I !J·.Qq rrin.Jtes ro- times lotal

r Ae&ar.brate at leVel: E
W hen selected , the Auto- increment check

box will incrementally add a numerical digit to the
entered filename after each run. For example, a
chromatogram fun saved as RUN.CHR would be
saved as RU N1.CH R after the second run and
RUN2.CHR after the third run .

Save fil e as " X"

Auto-increment

The Save file as checkbox, when selected ,
automatically saves a chromatog ram file to disk
after a run is completed . The file will be saved un
der the file name and path entered in the informa
tion field to the right of the check box.

The Postrun Screen is used to determine
all the acti ons that are to be done in PeakSimple
after a chromatogram run. Clicking on the
Postrun box for channel 1 in the Channel con
tro ls window wil l open up the Cha nnel 1 post-run
actions window.

The Save resul ts checkbox whe n selected will save the data in the res ults screen to
disk after a chromatog ram run (Note: This is not the raw data but ins tead is the ASCII results) .
The Add to res ults log " X" checkbox adds the resu lts of a run to the resu lts log specified in
the information field to its right. It will be saved under the same filename as the raw data but
with the exten sion .RES, for example 602 .RES. The Print results checkbox wi ll pr int what
ever is specified to be printed in the Print format window, this might include the chromatogram
and its results data . The Update DDE link checkbox when selected will automatically update
the Dynamic Data Exchange link once the run is completed .

Execute "X"

The Execute information field opens any executab le file ( .exe , .bat , .bas ) after the
chromatogram run is completed . Note : Be sure to include the full fitename and path for the ex
ecutable file. Control is returned to PeakSimp le when the called application closes .

Restart run after "X"

The Restart run after "X" checkbox and information field restarts a chromatog ram run
afte r an inputted de lay time. The delay time is inputted in minutes and can be repeated as
many times as is entered into the times total information f ield. Note: If 0 is entered into the
times total information field then the run will be restarted an infinite number of times .



The Edit-Channels·Postrun Window
(continued )

Recalibrate at level "X"

The Recalibrate at level ·X- checkbox and
information field recalibrates all identified peaks
at the end of a run at a given level from 1 to 7.
This feature is normally implemented as part of
an autosampler queue . Detailed instructions are
given in the Autosampler queue documentation
section.

Smooth first
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r SIl'OOth fn l t(
r Copy &la 10cha1r>el: 11

OK Cancel I
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The Smooth first checkbox runs the smoothing algorithm as it was last applied to the
chromatogram before the final integration is done. If the box is left unchecked no smoothing
will be done to the chromatogram run.

Copy data to channel "X"

The Copy data to channel "X· checkbox and information field inputs the chromatogram
run into whatever channel is selected in the information field. Only the values 1 to 4 can be in
putted into the information field as there are four chromatogram channels in PeakSimple.



Th e Ed it-Overall Window

The Overall contro ls window is used to de
fine and con trol many of the opt ions in PeakS im
pie . Click ing on Ed it in the PeakSimple menu bar
and then Overall from the drop down menu will
open up the Overall controls window.

Unknown peaks are labeled " X"
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<lovieo JlUI"l>o<: W Abbreviated """'"
w R.._ ......The Show retention windows checkbox

is checked by default and thus retention windows
are visible in Peak Simp le; unchecking the Show
retention windows checkbox removes the reten
tion windows fro m sight. The COM Port I USB
device number "X" information field specifies
the COM port or USB device number that is to be
used for the connection between PeakSimple and
hardware, The COM port number is typically 1 or
2 while the USB device number is typically be
tween 5000 and 9999.

Label peaks onscreen by

The Unknown peaks are labeled informa
tion field, when filled out, labels all unknown
peaks the value that is in the information field. If
the word Peak was entered into the information
field then all unknown peaks wou ld be labeled
Peak .

The Labe l peaks onscreen by opt ions box enables a peak to be labeled by as many as
four options , The Number checkbox labels all peaks with the ir peak number . The Name
checkbox labels all peaks with their fu ll name. The Abbreviated name chec kbox labels all
peaks with a shorter , four character abbreviated name while the Retention time checkbox la
bels peaks with their retention times. The Draw label vertically checkbox specifies whether
peaks shou ld be labeled horizontally or vertically on the chromatog ram scree n. W hen toe box
is checked the peaks labels wi ll be drawn vertically when it is deselected they will be drawn
horizontally.

TOIIJ :2 .633 1

Gradient settings

Gradie nt settings are on ly used when PeakSimple is controlling an SRI HPLC Pump.
The Min and Max voltage sett ings are used to calibrate the Pump.



The Edit-Overall Window (continued)

Default display period
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The default display period options box is
used to define the default display limits for a
PeakSimple chromatogram. The Start informa
tion field is used to specify the default beginning
limits while the End field is used to specify the
end to the default display limits. The start and
end display limits can also be adjusted by the left
and right arrows below the chromatogram in the
main display window.

Postrun file overw rite protection

Postrun file overwrite protection protects a
saved file from being written over when the auto
increment feature is selected in the Postrun win
dow. Instead of writing over a used filename an
auto-incremented run will select the next unused
number in the sequence to save the file to disk.
For example , if file TEST02.CHR already exists
on disk PeakSimple will save the file as
TEST03.CHR.

Amounts below an MOL of "X " will be reported as "y u

Peaks with a value below a specified Minimum Detection Level or MOL will be reported
as whatever is specified in the second informat ion field, typically N/D or not detected . The
number that is below the MOL will not be reported, only the entry in the second information
field will be seen.

Default data file path

Typically all PeakSimp le files are saved to the PeakSimple directory but by entering a
full directory path into the Default data file path information field another directory can be se
lected to save files to. Note: It is recommended that users save all PeakSimple files to the
PeakSimple directory. If necessary export files to a different directory after saving them to the
PeakSimple directory.

Reset relays at end of run

The Reset relays at end of run checkbox when selected turns off all relays (A-H) at the
end of a chromatogram run. If the box is left unselected the relays will not be shut off after a
chromatogram run.

Hardware loopback and Software loopback are used for system validation and will
be discussed in further detail in the Loopback test section .



The Ed it-Overall Window (cont inued)
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The Save files in both .A SC and .CHR for
mats checkbox when selected save s f iles in the
.ASC format (ASCII) and the .CHR format
(chromatogram) . If the che ckbox is not selected
f iles will be saved only in the .CHR format.

Automatically save data every "X" minutes

Save files in both .ASC and .CHR formats

The Automatically save data every "X"
minutes checkbox and informat ion fie ld when se
lected saves the data during a chromatogram run
at intervals specified by the information in the in
formation f ield. Th is fea ture is useful for runs
where power outages are frequent and data can 
not be lost.



The Edit-Colors Window

The Colors window determines the color schemes
that are to be used throughout PeakSimple . Open the
Colors window by selecting Edit from the PeakSimple
menu bar and then Colors from the list of options.

Selecting the Background button with the mouse
cursor opens up the Background colorwindow. The back
ground color can be chosen from a set of 48 colors by se
lecting a color and then affirming the choice by clicking on
the OK button.
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The Graph background window is opened up by
selecting the Graph background button in the Colors
window. The graph background color is changed by se
lecting a color and then clicking on the OK button to make
the color change.
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The color of the labels controls the color of the
words that belong to the peaks. The color of the labels is
changed by selecting the Labels button to open up the
Labels color window. In the Labels color window select a
color and then press on the OK button to make the
change to the labels color.
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• ••••••••••••••••••••r.rThe color of the zero axis is chosen by clicking on

the Zero axis button 'and then selecting a color from the
Zero axis color window. Clicking on the OK button closes
the window and makes the change to the color of the zero
axis. Don't set the Zero axis color to the same color as the
Graph background because they won't be distinguishable
from each other.

The baseline is the line that runs along the bottom of the peaks and its color is
changed by selecting the Baseline button and then choosing a color from the Baseline color
window. The change is made once the OK button is selected and the window is closed.

The peak color is the color of the circle at the top of
each identified peak and is determined by the Peak color
window which is opened up by selecting the Peak button
in the Color window. Select the desired peak color and
then click on the OK button to close the window and affirm
the change.

The data line is the signal line that makes up the peaks in PeakSimple and its color is
defined by selecting the Data line button in the Colors window and then selecting a color from
the Data line colors window. Once the desired color is selected apply the color change by
clicking on the OK button to close the window.



The Edit-Colors Window (continued)
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The overlay line is a data line from a chroma
tog ram that has been overlaid on top of an ex isting chr o
ma togram and its co lor is changed by selecting the Over
lay line button in the Colors window and then selecting a
co lor with the mouse curso r in the Overlay line co lors win
dow. The color changes are made once the OK button is
selected and the window closes.
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Retention windows are the horizontal bars that ap
pear onscree n and the ir color can be changed by clicking
on the Retention windows button in the Colors window
and then selecting the desired color in the Retention win
dows colors window. To apply the color chan ges cl ick on
the OK button to close the window.
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Printed line thickness

The thickness of the Data line and the Overlay line
when a chromatogram is printed is determined by the
Data line information field and the Overlay line informa
tion field. The thickness of the Data line is determined by
the numerical value in the Data line information field , lar
ger numerical values will result in thicker lines. The thick
ness of the Overlay line is also determined by the numeri
cal value in its informatio n f ield. Larger numbers in the in
formation fie ld will result in a th icker overlay line.
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Manual Integration
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The manual integration tools are used to
manually draw in the baseline in a Pea kSimple
chromatogram . The manua l integration toolbar is
opened up by selecting Edit from the PeakSimple
menu bar and then cl icking on the Manual inte
gration opt ion . The manual integration too lbar
appea rs to the right of the Pea kSimple too lbar in
the upper righ t hand corner of the screen .

Off Integration Tool Iet::s l
The Off integration too l or the mouse cur

sor is used to end a manua l integration mode
once it has bee n selected . When the mouse cur
sor icon is se lected no more changes to the
basel ine of a chromatog ram can be performed
until another manual integration tool is selected .

None Integ rat ion Tool Ibl
The None integration tool adds the area of

one peak to the area of an adjacent peak. Once
the None integration too l is se lected click on a
valley between two peaks with the mouse cursor
to change the base line.

Drop Integration Tool IInI
The Drop integration tool drops the base

line between two peaks straig ht down onto an ex
isting baseline. The Drop integ ration tool is used
by selecting the Drop tool in the manual integra 
tion toolbar and then click ing on a valley between
two peaks to change the baselin e .

Sased Integration Tool 1.tA1
The Based integratio n tool raises the

baseline to a valley between two specified pea ks.
To cha nge the baseline select the Based tool and
click on a peak with the mouse cursor to raise the
baseline up to the vall ey.



Manual Integration (continued)
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The Lead skim integration tool skims a
peak's area off of the leading edge of an adjacent
peak . To skim a peak off of the leading edge of
another peak select the Lead skim tool from the
manual integration toolbar and then click on the
valley between the two specified peaks with the
mouse cursor.

Lead Skim Integration Tool
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Trail Skim Integration Tool

The Trail skim integration tool skims a
peak's area off of the trailing edge of another , ad
jacent peak. To skim a peak off of the trailing
edge of another peak select the Trail skim tool
and click on a valley between two peaks with the
mouse cursor to make the change.

Lead Horizontal Integration Tool Iml
The Lead horizontal integration tool draws

the baseline horizontally for the leading peak
while the trailing peak's baseline stretches from
the horizontal line to the next valley. The Lead
horizontal tool is selected in the manual integra
tion toolbar and once a valley is selected the
change to the baseline is made.

Trail Horizontal Integration Tool Iffil
The Trail horizontal integration tool draws

the baseline horizontally for the trailing peak
while the leading peak's baseline stretches from
the horizontal line to the previous valley in the
chromatogram. The Trail horizontal tool is used
by selecting the Trail horizontal tool in the manual
integration toolbar and then clicking on a valley
with the mouse cursor to make the change.



Manual Integration (continued)

Inhibit Integration Tool

The Inhibit integration tool ends a base line
after a valley thereby stopp ing the peak's area
from being counted along with the rest of the
chromatogram . To use the Inh ibit too l select the
tool in the manual integration toolbar and then
cl ick on the valley between two peaks to end the
baseline.

Rubber Band Integration Tool l.b<1
The Rubber band integration tool is used

to manually draw the baseline in a chroma
togram. The Rubber band tool is selected in the
manual integration toolbar and is clicked and
dragged on the chroma togra m to draw in the
baseli ne.

Undo Integration Tool
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The Undo integration tool removes all
changes done to the basel ine of a chromatog ram
with the man ual integration tools. To use the
Undo tool click on the tool in the manual integra
tion too lbar and all cha nges will be undo ne.
Note: Changes made to a chromatogram with the
Reverse and Zero integration fools cannot be un
done with the Undo tool.

Reverse Integration Tool 1 ~a-t;1

The Reverse integration tool inverts a se
lected peak or a selected group of peaks in a
chro matog ram. A peak is inverted by se lecting
the Reverse tool in the manual integrat ion toolbar
and then cl icking and dragg ing the mouse cursor
over the peak.

Zero Integration Tool

The Zero integration tool sets the value of
the data line at zero starting at a selected point.
To zero the data line at a given point select the
Zero tool from the manual integration toolbar and
click on the data line with the mouse cursor.
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The Edit-Valleys Only Option

The Valleys only option is avai lable on ly when the Manual
integration too lbar is ope n in PeakSimpte . The Valleys on ly option
can be selected by opening up the Manual integration too lba r in
the Edit menu and then selecting the Valleys only opt ion immedi
ate ly below Manual integration in the drop down menu . When the
Va lleys only option is selected all changes made to the basel ine of
a chromatogram will snap on ly to the valleys of the chromatogram.
When the Valleys only option is turned off changes made to the
baseline of a ch romatogram wi ll go to wherever the mouse cu rsor
was clicked .

£ile .Edit :Y:iew a cquisition Help I

D Cbannels...
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v Manu.:;1 inteqretion

Subtlacl/add channels...
Smoothing ..

The Edit-Subtract/Add Channels Menu

The Subtract/Add channe ls menu removes
or adds the analog data signal f rom/to one chan
nel in PeakSimp!e from/to another channel. The
SubtracVAdd channels menu is opened by select
ing the Edit menu and then by clicking on Sub
tract/Add channel in the drop down menu .

Subtracting a Channel

To subtract one channel from another
channel click on the Subtract radio button with
the mouse cursor and se lect the channel that is
to be taken away in the first dialogue box. In the
second dialogue box se lect the channel that is to
have the f irst se lection taken away from . Cl ick on
OK with the mouse cu rso r to effect the changes.

Adding a Channel
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To add one channel to another channel
select the Add radio button in the SubtracVAdd
channels menu. Se lect the channel tha t is to be
added by se lect ing a number in the first dia logue
box and then choose the channel that it is to be
added to by se lecting a number in the second
dialogue box. All changes are made once the OK
button is se lected.
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The Edit-Smooth in g Window
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Data smoothing : iJ;

The Data smoothing window determines
all the smoothing options that are to be per
formed on a data line. The Data smoothing win
dow is opened up by selecting Edit from the
PeakSimple menu bar and then selecting
Smoothing fcom the list of options.

Method

The So urce channel dialogue box speci
fies which channel the data line that is to be
smoothed is in. The Destination channel is the
channel that the smoothed data line from the
source channel will be displayed in.

The method of smoothing is determined by
Ihe smoothing algorithm selected in the Method
box. The Moving Average algorithm sets each
sample to the average of the samples around it
including itself. The number of samples taken into
account depends on the Fitter width. The Olym
pic algorithm is simi lar to the Moving Average but
the highest and lowest values in the set of sam
ples are discarded before the average is taken.
The Savitsky-Gol ay algorithm is similar to the
Moving Average but each of the samples is
weighted according to a set of weighting factors.
Increasing the number in the Orde r diatogue box
gives more weight to the central samples when
using the Savitsky-Golay method.

Filter Width

The Filter width dialogue box controls the number of samples that are to be taken into
account when using the Moving Average smoothing method. A filter width of 2 means thai
2+1+2 samples are taken while a filter width of 5 means that 5+1+5 samples are taken.

Iterations

The Iterations dialogue box conlrols the number of times a smoothing method is to be
applied to a chromatogram peak. Every iteration smoothes the data line more Ihan the previ
ous iteration eventually making the data line flat.



The Re-Integrate Option

The Re-integrate option is used to fully re-integrate a baseline in PeakSimple. When
changes are made to a baseline often a partial integration will occur, selecting Re-integrate
will perform a full integration on the baseline. The Re-integrate option can be selected by
clicking on Edit in the PeakSimple menu bar and then Re-integrate from the list of options.

The View-Results Window

The Results window displays the results of
the chromatogram runs performed in PeakSim
pie. The Results window is opened up by clicking
on View in the PeakSimple menu bar and then
selecting Results from the list of options.

The Channel option scrollbar specif ies
which of the four channels the results data should
be displayed for. When the Recognized peaks
only checkbox is selected only the results for
named peaks will be displayed. The Undetected
components also checkbox displays the results
for the undetected components as well as the de
tected components in the chromatogram run
when the option is selected.

•.'tt. la ·:'

Update

The Update button in the Results window
updates the DDE link between the Results data
and the DDE host program (typically Excel).

Save

Selecting the Save button in the results
window opens up the Save results file window. In
the Save results file window the results file is
saved with a .res extension. The file is an ASCII
file and not the raw chromatogram data.

Integration

As a convenience the integration button in
the results window opens up the same Integration
wi ndow that can be accessed in the Channels
window. For more information on the Integration
window consult the Channels-Integration portion
of this manual.
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The View-Results Window (cant.)

Format

Select ing the Format button in the Results
window opens up the Edit format window. The
Edit format window allows the use r to specify the
information that is to be included in the Re sults
table.

The Available options box in the Edit for
mat window displays all the available options that
can be included in the results but that aren't se
lected. An option is added to the Selected op
tions box by highlighting the item in the Available
box and clicking on the right facing arrow button.
To deselect an option from the Selected box
highlight the item and click on the left facing ar
row button. The Dec . places dialogue box speci
fies how many decimal places a highlighted unit
will display in the Results table.
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Close

The Close button exits the Results window
and returns the user to the main screen.

Calibrate

The Calibrate button recalibrates a recog
nized peak in the Results table. Highlighting a
peak name and selecting the Calibrate button
opens up the Recalibration Level window. The
window specifies which peak level should be cali
brated. Following the Recalibration level window
is the Calibration window which is discussed at
further length in the Calibration section of this
document.

Calibrate All

The Calibrate all button recatibrates all the
recognized peaks at once. The Calibrate all but
ton calibrates all peaks with existing calibration
curves on a particular calibration level. If named
peaks are in the results table without calibration
curves an error message, (NOT ENOUGH DATA
POINTS), will be displayed. The calibration will

--....



The View-Results Window (cont.)

Copy

The Copy button in the results window copies the results report to the Clipboard. Once
the report is copied it can be pasted into other programs i.e. Excel.

Copy Results Log

The Copy results log button copies the .log file for the results to the Clipboard. This log
file can be pasted into any Windows program. A certain number of lines in the results log will
always be copied, by defau lt the number is 20. If more than 20 lines are needed for an appli
cation the user must modify the peakwin.ini file located in the Windows folder. The default en
try in the file is ( SpareLines=20 ), delete the number 20 and insert the number of lines that
are needed (up to a maximum of 100).

Clear Results Log

Clicking on the Clear results log button erases the results log file.

Show Results Log

The Show results log button when se
lected opens up Windows Notepad to view the re
sults log.

Add to Results Log

To add the current report to the results log
click the Add to results log button. The report can
automatically be added to the results log at the
end of each chromatogram run by checking the
Add to results log checkbox in the Postrun win
dow.
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The View-Relay/Pump Window
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The Rela y/pump window manually co ntrols
the actions of the relays in PeakSimple. The Re
lay/pump windo w is opened up by opening the
View menu and then selecting Relay/pump win
dow from the list of options.

SelectinglDeselecting a Relay

To manually activate a relay cl ick on the
letter next to the relay label to make the button
dark. To deactivate a relay se lect the specif ied
lettered button to turn it black. Pressing the con
tro l button and the letter corresponding to the re
lay together also selects/deselects the relay.

Pump Speed

When an SRI HPLC pump is connected to
the data system the pump speed can be con
trolled in the Relay/pump window. To change the
pump speed click on the arrow icons to increase
or decrease the pump speed. The pump speed
can also be entered by highlighting the value in
the box and typing in the new number.

Describing a Relay
Event de,cnphon ' .

To label a relay in the Relay/pump win dow
right click on the main screen and select Events
from the list of options. Once the Events window
is opened up clicking on the Describe button
opens up the Event description window. To enter
a relay description click on the specified relay's
dialogue box and type in the information . The de
scription of the relays has no effect on the relay
function and will not affect hardware.
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The View-Autosampier Window

The Autosampler window allows a list of con
trol files to be run automatically. Contro l fiies are the
master files which specify all parameters including
temperature programming, component, and event
files. These control files run tasks in PeakSimple.
To open up the Autosamp ler window click on the
View menu in the menu bar and then select Auto
sampler from the available options.

Start/Stop

The Start button when pressed begins the
operation of the autosampler queue or reprocessing
queue. A queue must be created or loaded before
the control files can run. Once the autosampler is in
operation the Start button changes into the Stop
button. The Stop button ceases the autosampler op
erations that were previously running.

Batch Reprocessing Mode
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To select Batch reprocessing mode click on the check box to the options left. Whiie us
ing the Batch reprocessing mode the user loads a list of previously stored chromatogram files
in the list box to the left and then selects a control file which will reprocess the data files.
When the operation begins PeakSimple will load each data file in the list into channel 1, per
form the specified functions, and then increment to the next data file in the list.

The Start at dialogue box specifies which control file number to begin operation at first.
If no number is entered the autosampler will begin at the first control file . The Stop at dia
logue box specifies the last control file to be run before operations of the autosampler cease.
If no number is entered in the dialogue box the autosampler will end after the last control file
in the list is run.

The Delay "x" minutes radio button when selected specifies how many minutes Peak
Simple will wait before running the next control file in the list box. The Wait for remote start
radio button when selected instructs the autosampler to wait for a remote start signal before
advancing to the next control file.

The Restart at end checkbox restarts the queue after getting to the end of the control
files in the list box. In the " x" times the user enters the number of times the control files in the
list box should be cycled if the Restart at end checkbox is selected. If the value 0 is selected
the queue will be cycled continuously.

Close

The Close button closes the Autosampler window when it is selected. 00", J



10 Station Purge-and-Trap Autosampler
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The SRI 10 Station Purge-and-Trap Autosampler permits the unattended sparge , concentration,
and analysis of up to 10 separate water and I or soil-in-water samples, when used in conjunction with
the SRI EPA-Style Automated Purge-and-Trap Sample Concentrator option available as a built-in
option for all SRI 8610C gas chromatographs. The PeakSimple data system (or other data system
offering timed event control of external events via relays) is required for automated operation of this

system. Manual controls are also
provided for direct, manual control by
the analyst, including a remote cabled
sample position stepping control that
features a digital LED display of the
sample position in use. The toggle
switch on this control has two
momentary-on positions. Pushing the
toggle switch to the up momentary-on
position causes the automated sample
stream selection valve to step to the
next sample in order. Pushing the
toggle switch down causes the
sampling valve to return to the home
(sample sparge head I) position. The
sample sparge heads are numbered
according to their sampling order. A
stainless steel knurled fining holds the
disposable glass sample tubes in place.
Teflon ferrules in the knurled fining
seal the sample tubes in place,
preventing gas leaks.

10 STATION PURGE-AND-TRAP AUTOSAMPLER SIDE VIEW
Only two gas connections are

needed to supply the autosampler with sparging gas, and to deliver the sample-laden sparge gas to the
purge-and-trap sampler's dual trap concentration system. These two gas lines replace the sparge head
assembly on the EPA-style purge-and-trap system, A remote control signal cable connects the
autosampler valve control electronics to the data system external event control circuitry. This simple
cable requires only three connections to the data system event control relays, common, step, and
home. The data system must provide a momentary closure between the common wire and one of the
two action wires to move the stream selection valve to the desired position.

Any of the to sample vessels may also be used to contain a clean water blank (or air) for use
between analyses for blank runs. The stream selection valve must be stepped to this blank position,
and then to the desired sample position for blank operation . A large volume headspace sample may
also be introduced into the system for concentration onto the dual adsorbent traps, as each sparge
head is equipped with a gas injection port for manual syringe injections. In this manner, a 5Occ,
l(X)cc, or larger volume headspace sample can be passed through the traps, in order to acheive low
sample detection levels unattainable by regular headspace injection on-eolurnn using standard
microliter to milliliter volumes. The sparge gas supply should be turned on to assist the
injected sample to flow through the traps when this feature is used.
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10 Station Purge-and-Trap Autosampler (continued)
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SRI 10 STATION PURGE-AND-TRAP AUTOSAMPLER FRONT VIEW

allows the analyst to have access to each sample sparging head and injection port, and to move the
autosampler around on the lab bench as needed, while maintaining all connections and operahility. As
the autosampler is a stand-alone unit, it does not require a hard attachment or bracket for GC
mounting. A 3' length of 1/16" stainless steel tubing carries the sparge gas from the GC's EPA-Style
Purge-and-Trap Sampler sparge gas outlet (previously supplying gas to the single sparge head), and
an insulated, electrically-heated capillary transfer line returns the sample-laden gas to the
purge-and-trap system's dual adsorbent traps via the GC-mounted purge-and-trap plumbing and
sampling valve hardware. The glass sample tubes are low-cost disposable 16mm x 250mm (2Occ)
straight-mouthed test tubes available in bulk packs from SRI or any laboratory supplier. The sparge
head assemblies are stainless steel hardware that is heated by the valve oven that they are mounted to,
eliminating cold metal condensation of sparged analytes . The bilateral configuration of sparge heads
with respect to the stream selection valve, located inside the heated, insulated valve oven, permits the
use of the minimum amount of valve plumbing. This ensures efficient and complete transfer of
sample-laden gas through the autosampler system, for delivery to the GC and purge-and-trap
concentrator. The headspace gas injection ports use the same 1/8" molded silicon septa that are used
in the Ge's direct on-column injector, minimizing the need to maintain a variety of consumable
replacement parts. Unlike the on-column injector, the headspace injection ports accept needle sizes
larger than 26 gauge, such as those commonly found on large volume gas sampling syringes.
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Connecting The Free-Standing Hl-Station Purge and Trap Autosampler

FRONT VIEW OF H)·STATION PURGE-AND-TRAP AUTOSAMPLER

The physical appearance and configuration
of the to-station purge-and-trap is subject

to change without notice due to continuing
improvements in hardware design

REV. 11-03-96

The SRI lo-station purge and trap autosampler
option for the SRI gas chromatograph is a free-standing
purge and trap system that may he connected to any
purge-and-trap concentrator-equipped brand of gas
chromatograph in a matter of minutes. The system
permits a user to load and sparge any combination of up
to 10 sample and blank test tuhes and select sampling
stations by means of a cabled digital remote control.
Control of the injection valve is performed by another
cabled remote control (a three-wire cable is also provided

Sparge gas inlet to permit relay .switching under
/ data system or integrator

"=/Fb control). The system includes a
heated valve oven that prevents
any condensation of analyte in
the valves or adjacent
plumbing. The sparging heads
are also maintained warm to
prevent adhesion of sample on

the interior surfaces. A transfer line
must be used in order to move the
sample analytes from the valve oven
to the injection port or sampling
valve of the host chromatograph. A
built-in heating element prevents
sample analyte from condensing in
the line, actually 36" of virtually
indestructible, fused-silica lined
stainless steel capillary tubing.
Connections are as follows: connect
the sparge gas supply to sparge gas
inlet tubing. 5psi of helium is
preferred. Connect the heated

--- transfer line to the sparge head
port of the purge-and-trap system.
Momentary connection of green and
red wire of three-wire cable rotates
the sampling valve to LOAD.
Joining the green and black wires
rotates the sampling valve to the

INJECT position. The
green wire is the control

cable's GROUND. These wires
can he connected to data system
relays or other switches. Plug the
power cables into an AC outlet and
allow the system to wann up. It is
now ready for use.
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10 PORT AlITOSAMPLER REMOTE CONTROL CABLE
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Connecting The On-Line Liquid Sampler To An Existing SRI Purge-and-Trap

The on-line liquid sampler accessory for the SRI purge-and-trap sampling system is an external
unit designed to deliver, purge, and evacuate a liquid sample from the SRI purge-and-trap sample
concentrator, on a repetitive basis, under data system automation. This permits the unattended
monitoring of any fluid effluent or stream on a continuous basis. In order to operate this accessory,
the following installation steps are required:

1. Locate the three cables exiting the rear of the on-line liquid sampler. Find and connect the AC
supply cable to an available AC wall outlet, A second cable terminates in a remote control wand for
the optional manual operation of the liquid sanopling valve. Operation of this control is by means of
the toggle switch provided. Make sure that the valve is in the LOAD position before proceding. The
third cable is the control cable for the sampling valve actuator. Of the 5 wires in this cable, only
three are used (green, black, and red) for control of the valve loading and injection. Connect these
wires to an unused relay (or relays) in your data system (green is common).

2. Four ports are located on the front panel of the on-line liquid sampler. The upper left port is the
liquid sample.inlet, where the incoming sample flow is connected, The lower left port is the sample
outlet for liquid that has passed through the 5ec sampling loop to the drttin line. Route the drttin
away from the GC and any electrical devices and connections. The upper right port is the sparge gas
inlet. Disconnect the sparge gas supply line from the GC to the original purge-and-trap sparge head,
and connect it here. The lower right port is the sparge gas outlet from the internal liquid sampling
valve. This outlet is directed to the inlet of the modified sparging head provided with this unit.

3. Remove the original purge-and-trap sparging head from the GC purge-and-trap sampler, and
replace it with the sparging head provided with the on-line liquid sampler. Note that it is equipped
with two lines that enter the sparge head through the top. From modified

One line delivers the liquid sample, propelled by the flow =s:;r:~ sparging bead to
of sparge gas through the liquid sampling valve. The second sampler (carries soleacid-ccatrolled

line is the drain line that carries spent sample from the sample into --+- ~ drain line

sparging head to the drain line , after passing through a modifiod
solenoid-controlled valve that controls draining. pu<ge-0Dd-tnp

sparging head)

Liquid
sample inlet

J~~S~P";j}g~ "",lot
"""l'mg

sample-laden gas
to purge-and-trap

concentrator

LiqWd
sample outlet -f?iWli!l

(dnin)

Spuge gas
W@!iB'r outlot

(to sparge
head)

FRONT VIEW OF ON·LINE
LIQUID SAMPLER ACCESSORY

MODIFIED SPARGE
HEAD FOR

PURGE-AND-TRAP
SAMPLER



Chapter:

Topic:

PURGE-ANn-TRAP

Connecting The On-Line Liquid Sampler To An Existing SRI P-&-T (con' t.)

4. Once the on-line sampling accessory hardware has been connected to the SRI purge-and-trap
sampling system, edit the purge-and-trap timed event table in order to control the on-line sampler as
an integral part of the purge-and-trap system. The event table used should be similar to the timed
event table that follows, making note that events H and D specifically control the liquid sampling
valve retation and the sparge head drain valve, respectively. Once the event table has been input and
saved, the system is ready for operation.

TIMED EVENT TABLE FOR ON-LINE LIQUID SAMPLING ACCESSORY

TIME EVENT

0.100 EOn
0.200 HOn
4.500 D On
5.100 E Off
5.300 DOff
5.400 H Off
6.000 c On
6.100 FOn
8.000 GOn
12.000 EOn
13.000 GOff
13.100 BOn
14.900 FOff
15.050 EOff
15.100 C Off
15.200 BOff

DESCRIPTION

Sparge Gas Activation (Gas On)
Rotate Liquid Sampling Valve To INIECT Position
Sparge Head Drain Valve Open To Drain
Sparge Gas Activation (Gas Of!)
Sparge Head Drain Valve Closed
Rotate Liquid Sampling Valve To LOAD Position
Heat Trap If2
Heat Trap #1
Rotate Purge-and-Trap Sampling Valve To INJECT Position
Sparge Gas Activation (Gas On)
Rotate Purge-and-Trap Sampling Valve To LOAD Position
Add 50 Degrees To Trap Temperature Setpoint (For Balteout)
Heat Trap #1(Heat Of!)
Sparge Gas Activation (Gas Of!)
Heat Trap If2 (Heat Of!)
Add 50 Degrees To Trap Temperature Setpoint (Back To Normal)

SIMPLIFIED PROCESSION OF OPERATION - ON-LINE UQUID SAMPLING ACCESSORY

1

At 0.2 minutes. the
sparge gas forces

liquid sample frcm
the sample loop in
the <l&"liDe liquid

sampling accessory
into the sparging

bead foranalysis.

2

Through 4.5
miDmes. the sparge

gas ""'"' throuab
the meuured

volume of liquid in
the spugiDa beod,
ODd the spa,.. gas

passes 10 the

~
cooceatl ator.

3

At 4.5 minutes. the
spa,.. gas forces the

liqWdiDthe
sparging head c;U of

the vessel as the
dnin soJeuo;d voJvo
opeas, .nowiDg the

sample to be drained
oomplotely.
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Topic:

PURGE AND TRAP CONCENTRATOR

HARDWARE ORIENTATION

Cooling fan for traps
maintains selected
adsorbtion temperature
and rapidly lowers trap
temperature from
desorbtion temperature
( typically 200 C )

Purge and Trap Sample
Concentrator Option is mounted in
the special ducted heated valve
oven located on the left side of the
8610C Gas Chromatograph. The
Purge and Trap option is not
available on the Model 310 GC.

Purg e vessel uses
disposable 16mm test
tubes and rugg ed needle
sparging tube . Sparge
head allows gas standards
to be spiked in through
built-in septum port .

The SRI Purge and Trap concentrator allows low levels of organic compounds in water to be
automatically extracted from the water matrix and collected on one or two series mounted
adsorbent traps. The purge and trap technique is applicable to a broad range of molecules from
about C3 to C12. Molecules heavier than C12 do not purge well from water nor do polar
molecules which resist purging due to their solubility. The SRI Purge and Trap is unique
because of the dual trap design which allows two different adsorbent trapping materials to be
used, and each material can be adsorbed and desorbed at individual temperatures and different
times. This flexibility allows for tighter desorbtion bandwidths, and great er water rejection
than other Purge and trap designs which have only a single mixed adsorbent bed trap .
Additionally, the disposable test tubes which hold the water sample are inexpensive (5 cents
each U.S) so they can be thrown away in the event of contamination . A 10 position
autosampler can be easily added to the Purge and trap for un-attended operation.
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Topic:

PURGE AND TRAP CONCENTRATOR

HARDWARE ORIENTATION

Column oven

The Purge and Trap option is
mounted on the GC chassis in
a special dueled heated valve
oven just to the left of the
column oven

To change traps this cover
plate must be removed by
loosening the four brass
thumbscrews located at the
comers.

Traps are located between
ducts so that the ends of the
traps are enclosed within the
heated duct area while the
body of the trap s are
suspended in the trap heaters
between the ducts. A
protective grill keeps fingers
and tools out of the trap heat
zone while allowing hot ai r to
escape.

A vent tube is located at the
back of the P&T valve ov en.
The sparge gas exit s from this
vent tube after passing through
the traps.

10 port elect rically operated Valco va lve mounted in the
heated va lve oven is the heart of the purge and trap
hardware. The valve oven is typicall y set to 150
degrees C so water wi ll not condense.

Ducts enclose ends of t raps within heated va lve oven to prevent cold spots.
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Topic:

PURGE AND TRAP CONCENTRATOR

HARDWARE ORIENTATION

Remove the protective wire
grill from the top of the valve
oven for better access to the
traps

Remove the two squares of
white insulation from each duct
to expose the fittings which
secure the trap ends to the
1/16th inch O.D. tubing leading
to the Valco valve.

To access the traps for maintenence or replacement:

1) Remove the left side plate from the purge and trap valve oven by loosening the 4
brass thumbscrews at the corners.

2) Remove the protective grill from the top of the valve oven by loosening the two
screws.

3) Carefully remove the two squares of white insulation from the ducts at the ends of
the traps.
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PURGE AND TRAP CONCENTRATOR

HARDWARE ORIENTATION

1/8th to 1/16th reducing
fitting at end of trap

Clamshell type trap heater halves can be
separated by loosening two hex head type
screws.

There is enough slack in the heater/thermo-couple wires to pull the t rap about 1 inch beyond
the duct . To remove the trap:

1) Loosen the 118th inch swage lok type nuts which secure the trap ends to stainless steel
1/8 to 1I16th reducing unions using two wrenches.

2) The trap heater is a clamshell design which will separate when the two hex head screws
holding the heater together are loosened. With the trap heater apart the trap itself can
be removed.



Chapter: PURGE-AND-TRAP
Diagnostic Flowchart

Topic: Troubleshooting Purge and Trap Contamination Page 1 of 2

Is the to-port gas sampling valve oven temperature set and
operating above 150°C?

Set valve oven
temperature
above 150°C
and perform 2

blank runs.
Does the

contamination
persist?

Contamination
problem has

been resolvecl.

The concentration is below 0.5 ppb
(1120 of the area obtained from a 10

ppb staneard). This level of
background is acceptable and

insignificant and will not adversely
affect your analysis.

Determine the concentration of the contamination.
Compare its area to the area obtained from a 10 pPJ

standard analysis. Is the concentrat ion of contamination
significant (> 1120 of 10 ppb [0.5 ppbl )?

Tum ott the sparge gas
pressure (set to a psij. After

perlorming two blank analyses,
are the contamination peaks

still a problem?

Use this
troubleshooting

flowchart ff you are
experiencing
difficulty with
contamination

when perfonning
purge and trap

analyses.

Tum the sparge gas pressure
back to normal setting (4-5
psij. Bake out the polishing

filter. Then run 2 clean water
blanks. Is contamination still a

problem?

Proceed to
page 2 of

the
diagnostic
flowchart.

Repeat the cleaning
of the complete

sparging apparatus,
including the water
trap. This should

eliminate the problem.

Contact SRI
Instruments for

technical assistance in
diagnosing this

condition.

Localized
heal

cleaning
resolvecl

the
problem.

Replace the entire sparging
apparatus with a section of clean
tubing. After performing two more
blank runs, is the contamination

still a problem?

Using a heat gun, heat the entire sparge
head assembly with the sparge head's
injection port nut removed while sparge
gas is flowing. After perlorming a blank

analysis, is the contamination still a
problem?

Clean the sparge head,
backtlow trap and air gas lines

in between. Then make two
blank runs. Is the contamin ation

still a problem?

The contamination.
now insignif.cant, was
located in the area of
the sparge! backflow
heads and/or related

tubing.

The
contamination.
now reduced to
an acceptable

level, appears to
have been

accumulated on
the poishing

filter. The
poishing fitter

should be
baked-out

periodically as
part of routine
preventitive

maintenance.



Chapter: PURGE-AND-TRAP
Diagnostic Flowchart..

Topic: Troubleshooting Purge and Trap Contamination (continued) Page 2 of 2

From page 1

Call SRI for
further

assistance.

Dirty tubing.
New tubing
was the fix.

Replace the traps with
blank tubes. Perform 2
more blank runs. 15 the

contamination still a
problem?

set the trap temperature
to 2500 C. /5 the

contamination still a
problem?

It appears that the traps
that were in use are

defective and retaining
contaminants. Replace

the traps to eliminate the
problem.

• prior 10 removing the rotor, note the
~n of a letter stamped on one end Of
the metal tin protruding from the lOp. This
letter ind iCates the rotor temperature
rating, but also assists In ()(lentlng the tin
j:rOperty dlXing reinstallation 01 the rotor
attar cleaning. Much Uke a automotive
disb'tllJtO(. the rotor can be reinserted
1SOo wrong. resulting in valve ranee.

Replace all 1/16·
stainless steel purge

and trap tUbing
around the gas

sampling valve. 15
contamination still a

problem?

The traps were
retaining analyte.
Spent traps may

tend to retain
analyte.

Replacement
maybe

indicated.

Remove" and clean
the sampling valve

rotor. Clean the rotor
seat. Perform 2 blank
runs. Is contamination

still a problem?

Wrth a clean test tube, sparge and carrier gas flowing and
the gas sampling valve in the INJECT position, bake out

the traps for 15 minutes. Activate relays C and F with trap
setpoints of 300° C. In the INJECT position, the traps will

exhaust to the column (raise the column temperature).
Perform 2 blanks. Is the contamination still a prcoem?

Remove trap heating events
(relays C and F on) from
event table. Perform two

more blank runs. Is
the concentration of

contamination still a problem?

GrapMe is adsorbent.
It is possible that the
ferrules could adsorb

analyte if exposed to a
high concentration.

New ferrules
eliminated the high
contamination level.

The sampling valve rotor and I or
seat was contaminated. Cleaning the

rotor area surfaces eliminated the
problem. Further cleaning may be
necessary as contaminaJ:ion works

through the valve body.

The sampling valve rotor and I
or rotor seat appear to have

been contaminated. Cleaning
the area eliminated the
contamination problem.

Dirty
tubing.

New
tubing
was

the fix.

Use this troubleshooting
flowchart if you are

experiencing difficulty
with contamination when

performing purge and
trap analyses.

Begin on page 1.

Replace the graphite ferrules securing the
traps and the column. Clean the fittings.

Look for graphite shavings in trap and
column ends. Remove shaving if

found. Then perfocm a blank analysis. Are
the contamination peaks still a proolem?

Remove" and clean the gas
sampling valve rotor. Clean
the rotor seat. Reinstall the
rotor. Is contamination still a

problem?

Replace the
stainless steel
tubing around

the gas sampling
valve. Is the

contamination
stili a problem?

Call
SRI
for

tech.
support



INJECTORS
PTV - Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

Overview

The Programmed Temperature Vaporization (PTV)
injector is composed of the same parts as the Heated
Split/Splitless injector: the injector body, a
SilcoSleeveTM liner, an injector purge restrictor, a
precision needle valve for adjustment of split flow
rate, a split flow solenoid that turns on & off from
the PeakSimple data system, and an aluminum heater
block containing a heater cartridge and Type K
thermocouple.  Contrasted with the Split/Splitless
injector, the PTV injector has a removable insulating
sleeve, a larger (250 watts) heater cartridge with

ballistic heating capability, and carrier flow ON/OFF control.  The SilcoSleeveTM liner can be packed
with a variety of optional adsorbents, depending on the application.  The SRI PTV injector has three
modes of operation: 1) large volume liquid injector, 2) an offline thermal desorber, or 3) an online thermal
desorber in conjunction with a gas sampling valve.

Injector body

SilcoSleeveTM liner packed with adsorbent

Standard Split/Splitless capillary adapter & liner

PTV and Split/Splitless injector components

Split flow exits to purge
vent and needle valve

Tenax-GRTM packed
SilcoSleeveTM liner,
partially slid out for visibility

Front of Valve Oven and Column Oven - top view

Sample loop inlet (top)
and purge vent (bottom)

Needle valve
precision control

Aluminum heater block

End fitting where column connects or, as in this SRI
Multiple Gas Analyzer #1, tubing to a gas sampling valve

Carrier gas inlet tubing

Column Oven
wall

Septum nut
and septum

Tubing to gas
sampling valve



INJECTORS
PTV - Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

The Programmed Temperature Vaporization injector is basically a Heated Split/Splitless injector
with the ability to rapidly heat to 300oC.  This ballistic heating capability enables large volume liquid
sample injections.  The PTV injector can be used as a thermal desorber for volatiles and semi-volatiles,
online or offline.  Multiple liners with different adsorbent packings may be interchanged in the SRI PTV
injector.  The adsorbent used depends on the compounds of interest, as each has its own selective retention
properties.

Theory of Operation

Large volume injections allow analysis of samples with low concentration of target analytes.  Liquid samples
from 1µL to 200µL may be injected using the SRI PTV injector.

B.  The split vent is then
turned OFF, the PTV
injector is ramped to 200-
300oC, and the carrier flow
transfers the analytes onto
the column, which is still cool
at this point.  The cool
column temperature
promotes condensation and
focusing of the analytes and
helps prevent smearing and
excessive tailing.  Each of
these events is automatically
controlled through the
PeakSimple data system, so
operators can precisely
control their timing.  The
operator sets the PTV
injector temperature by
adjusting with a screwdriver
the appropriately labelled
setpoint on the GC’s front
panel.

A.  To begin, both the Column Oven and the PTV injector are held at 40-60oC.  Prior to injection, the split vent
is opened.  Thus, the large volume liquid sample is injected into the PTV injector at 40-60oC with the split wide
open.  Introducing the sample
at a low temperature allows
the solvent to vent while the
injector liner packing  retains
higher boiling point  analytes.

1)  Large Volume Liquid Injector

A

B



Liner plugged with rubber
septums for storage or transport

PTV Injector liner capped

Theory of Operation continued

INJECTORS
PTV - Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

For online thermal desorption, the PTV can be plumbed with
a gas sampling valve.  In this mode of operation, the PTV functions
as a sample loop, trapping and concentrating compounds for
analysis.

2)  Offline Thermal Desorber

3)  Online Thermal Desorber

When the gas sampling valve is in LOAD position, the PTV
injector can be loaded with sample through the sample inlet and
outlet.  The PTV injector is at 40-60oC.  Analytes are trapped in
the injector’s liner packing.

LOAD Position:
(Relay “G” OFF)

In the INJECT position, the PTV injector ramps to 300oC,
vaporizing the sample.  The carrier gas flow then flushes the
desorbed components onto the column(s).  The valve should be
rotated back to the LOAD position after the components are
transferred to the column to avoid smearing and peak tailing.

INJECT Position:
(Relay “G” ON)

For offline thermal desorption, the SilcoSleeve
liner packed with adsorbent such as Tenax-GRTM is
loaded with sample outside of and separate from
the GC.  Although the best analysis is obtained from
a fresh sample, the ends of the liner may be plugged
after loading sample with rubber septa or capped
with rubber end caps for storage or transportation.
Turn off the flow before removing the injector liner
by activating relay B, which stops the carrier gas
flow.  Leave the EPC flow off until the beginning of
the analytical run (see the event table at right).  To
replace the liner, unscrew the septum nut and septum
protruding from the front of the Column Oven wall.
Remove the rubber septa or caps from the liner and
slide it in with the gash toward the operator.  Replace
and close the septum and nut.  With the carrier flow
still turned OFF, start the run.  When the PTV
injector reaches temperature, the carrier flow is
turned ON and the analytes are swept onto the
column.

LOAD

INJECT

Example PTV as
offline thermal desorber
event table



General Operating Procedure
Large Volume Liquid Injection Steps

4.  Inject 1µL to 200µL of liquid sample into the PTV injector.  In the “Expected Performance” example,
100µL of C10-C28 hydrocarbon mixture was injected.

2.  Type in an event program as follows:
Time Event
0.00 ZERO
3.00 A OFF (split vent closed; if you get too large a solvent peak, keep the split vent open
longer)
3.10 B ON (carrier OFF)
3.20 C ON (PTV injector heat)
5.00 B OFF (carrier ON)

INJECTORS
PTV - Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector

1.  The split vent must be opened manually prior to the run by activating one of the relay outputs from the
PeakSimple data system.  Relay A is typically used to activate the split vent solenoid.  If another relay has been
allocated to this function, it will be noted in the relay assignment chart located on the right hand side panel of the
GC.  Enter the desired relay commands in the PeakSimple Events table.  The split vent can also be turned ON
(or OFF) by opening the relay window then clicking on the letter A.

5.  Hit the RUN button on your GC or press the spacebar on your computer keyboard.

Open the Relay window in PeakSimple
by clicking on the View drop-down menu
and choosing Relay/pump window

Example PeakSimple PTV event table

3.    Carrier gas exits the split vent only when Relay A is activated.  Connect a flow measuring device to the split
vent exit tube.  Lower the GC lid (when open, lid interlock disables the solenoid function), activate Relay A,
and adjust the needle valve to the desired flow.  For most liquid injections using a PTV, the split vent should be
wide open.  This allows the trapping material to retain the compounds of interest and quickly flush the solvent
to vent.  If the split ratio is set too low, some of the solvent and analytes may enter the column before the PTV
injector is heated up, resulting in smeared or double peaks.



Expected Performance
The following three chromatograms are from the FID in a SRI GC with a PTV injector upgrade. The liner

was packed with 0.1 grams of Tenax-GRTM adsorbent.  All three 25 minute runs utilized the same temperature
and event programs.  In the first one, a 1µL 2000ppm C10-C28 sample was injected through the PTV injector.
In the second chromatogram, the same sample was diluted 1:100, then 100µl injected, achieving results consistent
with the first run, and demonstrating the
high volume liquid injection capability of
the PTV injector.  In the third
chromatogram, 100µL of methanol was
injected as a blank, resulting in a small hump
between the 4 and 7 minute marks and
miniscule peaks which correspond to
contaminants in the methanol blank and
bleed from the Tenax-GRTM.

PTV = 110oC (3min) to 275oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
110oC  7.00 15.00 270oC
270oC 20.00  0.00 270oC

Events: (A = split vent)
Time Event
0.00 ZERO
3.00 A OFF
3.10 B ON
3.20 C ON
5.00 B OFF

Temperature programs & events for all 3 runs:

1

2

3

Chromatogram 1 Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.866              84953.1370
C10 5.366 5299.9150
C12 7.300 5034.0980
C14 10.233 4814.2000
C16 12.450 4600.0300
C18 14.216 4436.1780
C20 15.750 4528.2890
C22 17.150 4570.0975
C24 18.483 4778.9380
C26 20.033 4863.4290
C28 22.216 4135.4760

Total     132013.7875

Chromatogram 2 Results:
Component Retention Area
Solvent 0.450             499472.8740
C10 5.433 2258.5340
C12  7.366 2614.0540
C14 10.266 3813.8985
C16 12.483 3924.8340
C18 14.266 3939.9080
C20 15.800 3933.0400
C22 17.200 4660.5860
C24 18.516 4737.3130
C26 20.083 4174.2920
C28 22.266 3260.1120

Total     536789.4455

INJECTORS
PTV - Programmed Temperature Vaporization Injector



8610C Power Consumption 7/1612002

Basal Power
With no zones heating, Power Usage = SOW
With 2 Detector zones heating = 150W
Wrth Detector Zones Stabilized. Total Basal Power = 100W

Column Oven
Temperature Program 40C to 30De @ 5C/min

Average Colum Oven Power Consumption
Temp Watts Temp Range

45 30 40-50 350
60 50 50-70
85 70 70-100 300

E
110 90 100-120 ' 250

127.5 110 120-135 go
145 130 135-155 "'200• I : T~ I165 150 155-175 •

~ 150 -+-Walls
185 170 175-195 !.205 190 195-215 E ' 00

222.5 210 215-230 •>-
240 230 230-250 so
260 250 250-270

0
280 270 270-290 - .., ~ >- m - ..,- -295 290 290-300

sam~ PoInts

Maximum Power Usage
Ballistic Heating to 300e = 675W
Total Power = (Basal + Detector + Column Oven) = 825W

Isothennal Power Usage
Column Oven Stabilized @ 300C
2 detectors @ 150C
Total Power = (Basal + Detectors + Column Oven) = 400W



Chapter : INSTALLATION

Topic: PowerSupplies and Space Requirements

Once the equipment has been removed
from all the packing material, check the
contents of the container against thepacking
slip and make sure everything listed is
included. If any item(s) have been omitted
or are missing, contact SRI Instruments for
location and or replacement ofthe item(s).

The SRI model 8610C gas
chromatograph requires AC power at either
11 0 VAC at 60 Hertz or 220 VAC at 50
Hertz, depending on the AC power ordered.
Both AC power supplies are equipped with
a three prong grounded outlet (see diagrams
to the right). Proper grounding is required
for safe operation. Do not disable the
ground prong under any circumstance.
These plug configurations are for EIA
standard U.S. outlets. It may be necessary
to replace the plug provided with a local
standard plug.

o •

llOVAC

•

220VAC

A standard SRI 8610C GC measures
18.5" X 14.5" X 12.5" and requires a
minimum counter space of 28" X 22" X
23.5" for proper operation (see diagram to
the right). Roughly 8" of clearance beside
the left side control panel is needed for data
cable, gas line and power switch access. 6"
of clearance to the rear of the GC and 11"
of clearance above the GC is required. This
will provide adequate access to the column
oven for maintenance and provide space for
proper GC ventallation, To the front and
right side, 1.5" of clearance should be
adequate to prevent the GC from coming
into contact with surrounding objects or
falling off the counter. The right side of the
GC does contain general information on
your instrument and some operators may
want additional clearance for easy reference.
The front control panel of the GC should be
easily accessible in order to properly
monitor digital display and control operating
conditions, as well as providing access to
the injection port forsample injections.
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Dlnvited Paper'[l================
Recent Advances in Thermionic Ionization Detection

for Gas Chromatography
P .L. Patterson

Detector Englneenng & TechnolOgy. Inc.• 2212 Brampton Road. Walnut Creek . California 94598

Abstract

1'tMrmk)niC Ionlz.atlon datec1:Of1I an m~ widety used for
1M spKtflc detection 01 nIil~ compounda
ln ga~ography. 1'heopetatlng n..cNnisrn ofthne
del.etOf8 .. . surface lontzaUon proc . .. ln whk:h t he k.y
patamet.,...re the wor1t funcUon 01 tIM tlMrmkm k: .mi..
aion surfaca, ttt. tamparJIture o f tM thlIrmlonic surface.
and tM eompo"'Uon 01 tM gaa anvironment In tM imm.
dllile viclntty 01 1M tMrmloniC IWrface. By s)'*tamlltic
variations 01 aKtl 01 tha.. ttl,... kay pa,..malan. tM
111Chnlque of ~rmloniC ionization delectlon hu been
graatly axpanded t o encompaaa a nl.lmbar of dlffarent
moon of '"90".., a ll 01 whiCh use similar datllClOl' hard
wara and electronic eomponen ts.

Introduction

Thermionic ioniza tio n detectors (TID) are best known in gas
chromatography (GC) for their application to the specific detec
lion of nitrogen (N) or phosph orus (P) compounds. All modern
TI Ds are tuenlially derivation s of a basic design first described
by Kolb and Bischoff ( I ) in 1974. The main component in this
type of detector is an elect rically-healed thenni onic em ission
source in the fann of a bead or cylinder which is usually composed
o f an alkali-metal co mpound impregnating a glass or cer am ic
mat rix. In t h~ TID. the thermionic source is positioned so th at
sample compounds ma y impinge upon its surface. and an y
lcnuancn produced is measured by an adjacent collector elec
trode. Kolb and Bischoff were the firsl lOreport that a thennionic
source comprised of a Rb-silicale glas s bead prod uced very
specific NP responses when the bead was operated at high temp
erarares in a gas envi ronment of dilute H. in air.

Since the original wo rk of Kolb and Bischoff. there have been
co nlinu ing developmen ts in NP detectors . with much emphas is
o n improved melhods of co nstr uct ion and composition of the
thermionic emission sou rces. Th e most imponant develop ment.
ho wever, has been the recognmcn in recent years lhat me opera
non mecnanem of a TID is a surface ionization process(2) ra ther
th an the gas phase lc meaucn process originally proposed by
Kolb et &I. 11 ,3). Once it was clea r Ihal a surface ionizalio n

process was operanve, il was possible to identify three key
operating parameters which control the ionization prod uced.
These parameters Ire: the electronic work function of the therrn
ionicemission surface which is detennined by the chemical com
position of Ihe surfa~; the temperature of th e thermion ic sur
face; and the chem ical composit ion of the gas environment im
mediately surrounding the thermionic surface.

The identification of these parameters has led to a d earer
understanding of the com plex chemistry act ive in NP detection ,
andhas provided an important guide for expanding the applica
lions of thermi onic ionization teehn iques , Throu gh syuernane
variations in each of the key parameters. many different modes
of detector respo nse have been achieved (3-6). Hence, the tech
nique of thermionic ioniza tion detection now correctly refers
to a number of GC detector responses which are related through
lhe use of man y com mon hardware and electronic components.
This article reviews the present state of development of the
members of this unique gro up of detectors.

Types of Thermionic Emission Sources

All commercially available TIOs use thermi onic emission
sou rces formed accor ding to on e of the following four general
methods:
(A) homogeneous alkali-glass bead formed on a loop of bare

platinum wire (I);
(8) alkali salt aclivato r coated on a ceram ic cylinder core con

taining an em bedded heater coil (7);
(0 homogeneou s alkali-ceramic bead form ed on a coil of

nichrome heater wire (2,8 .9);
(0) multiple layers of cylindrically-shaped ceramic coatings. with

a nca-ecrresbe. elearically<ondu cting sub-layer of Ni
ceramic com pletely covering a loop of nichrome wire. and
a surface layer comprised of alkali and/or other additives
in a ceramic matrix (S,10) .

Thermionic sources representing all four categories cited
above have been used in NP detect ors avai lable from differenl
manufacturer s. Generally. those sour ces form ed from ceramic
materials prov ide grealer flexibility for varying the chemical
compcsincn o f the sourc e. Th is is because Ihe ceramic eom
positions are for mulated and coated from a slurry at room
temperature (91. whereas the glass eem pcsmons are formed in
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Modes of Response

Schematic illus tra tions of fo ur different versio ns of therm
ionic ioniza tion detection equipment a re shown in Figures I
through 4. Common components in each version are as fo llows:
(AI an electrically-hea ted, thermionic/catalyt ic source co n-

str ucted of mu lt ip le layers of ceramic coatings;
(B) a cylindrical collector electrode surrounding the cylindrically

sha ped thermionic source;
(0 a source power su pply that provides heating current to heat

the source to typical tempera tures of 400° to 8OO"C, and
a bias voltage to polarize the source str ucture at a nega tive
volt age with respect to the collecto r;
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(0 1 an electrometer tha t meas ures negative ionizat ion currents
ar riving a t the collector electrode.

The TID hardware usually mounts onto an FID- IYpedetector
base thai is resident on a GC. so that two differe nt detecto r
gases ma y be supplied in addition to the GC effluent. Therefore.
changes in [he mod es of detector respo nse [hat correspond to
the schematics of Figures I through 4 are accomplished by
chan ges in the type of thermionic source. changes in the com
position of gases supplied to the detector. or by chan ges in Ihe
oper a ting tem perature of the therm ionic surface.

Most of th e TiCs available commercially funct ion by the col
lect ion o r nega tive ionization rather than posi tive ionizatio n.
In the discussion that follows. it wiU be shown that the concepts
of negat ive ion chemistry provide a logical panern for correlating
the responses of the different modes of thermionic detection.

T1D-I-N 2 [AIR]

T1D-l ·N1; Nltrof.leetronevat lve specifi c response
The simplest mode of ther mionic detect ion is represented by

[he schematic in Figure 1. In th is mod e. the low work function
thermio nic so urce designa ted by the TlD-J nomenclature is
operat ed in a detector gas environment of N,. Because the derec
tor gases a re inert , sam ple compo unds interact directly with the
TI D- I surface. which is typically hea ted (0 temperatures in the
range of 400° to 6Q0 0 c. The ionization process in (his case is
d irect transfer of negative charge fro m the TID-I surface to

Low'Co'
Tl0-2

Table I. Thermionic Source Surface Layers

a prec ess that proceeds thr ough a molten glass sta te ( II).
The detailed chemical eomposit ions of thermionic emissi on

sources a re usually regarded aseonfi dential pr oprietary infor
mat ion by the manufacturer. Since the first alkali-glass bead
repon ed by Kolb and Bischof! used Rb asthe alkali compound.
there existed for many years a belief that Rb was an essential
component for optimu m NP r espon~. However, in recent
years. l'iP detectors with sta te-of-the-an performance specifica
tions have been reponed in which Cs rather than Rb is used
as the alk ali compo nent (S) . Also. another recent report (12)

has described an NP detector which usesa LaB./SiO, bea d and
no alkali additive. In accordance with a mechanism of surface
ioniza tion prevailing in the TID. the most important character
istic o f the thermionic emission surface is its elect ronic work
function (i.e., the amo unt of energy required to emit a un it of
electrical charge fro m the surface). Alkali-metal compounds
have been especially success ful additi ves because they lower the
work function of the glass or ceramic matrix. thereby facilitati ng
the emission of charged particles fro m the heated thermionic
surface. The math ematical relationships between work func
tion. surface temper ature. and thermionic emission current have
been discussed (2.12).

The development of multiple-layered, ceram ic-coated tberm
ionic emission sources has allo wed examina tion of coatings of
many different chemica l composit ions without the risk of
materials in the sur face layer corroding the heater wire . In the
sea rch for expanded app lications for thermionic ioniza tion
techniques. lhe basic task is to defme a speafic match of a toerm
ionic source type with an operating ps environment and a range
of operating source tem peratures. To dat e, thr ee different
chemical composit ions of thermionic sources hav e been shown
{5,61to haveuseful applic:ations in differing modes of thermionic
detection . Thesesource compositions are shown in Table I. Data
obtained using these three types of therm ionic emission so urces
are presented in the following sect ions.

CFIO
Fl\lu,,~ 1. SChemanc ~luS1ratlOll Olltle deteetl()l'l conflqurauon for me!llem'»Ol'llC
IO/UZiItlon modes TlO·I ·N. i ll(! T1D·1·i lr, Detector gas 1.FIO·Ht ll"Ilet lme:
detector !liS 2.. nn-a« In let hne.
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the sample molecule . Consequently, this mode of response pro
vides exceptionally high spec ificity and sensitivity to many com
pounds con taining the nitro (NO,) functional group (5,13), as
well as to cert ain other electron egative compo unds (e.g. , pen
tachlorophenol, diazepam, and methaqualone) . This mode o f
detection is very sensitive 10 the detailed electrcnegauvn y of
the sam ple's molecular struc ture, as has been illustrated by th e
observa tion that a larger signal is obt ained for the z.a-ecmer
of dinitrotoluene in comparison 10 the z.s-Isc mer (5). The
T ID- I-N, mode is superior to a convent ional NP detector or
an electron capture detector (EeO ) for detection of trace level
nitr o-compounds such as nitr o-PAH, nitr o-explosives, nitro
pesticides te.g., parathion, merhyl parathion), nitro-drugs, nitr o
de rivat ives. For many nitro-compounds , the specificity vs.
hyd rocarbons is an astonishing 10', and detecnvity is in the 0. 1
to I.o-pg range (5).

TlD-1..lr: Hslogenlnltro speci fic re1900"
When the TID-Ilhermionic source is opera ted in an oxygen

containing gas environment ra ther than on e of N" spec ific
responses to halogenated co mpou nds arc enhanced while
responses to nirro-ccmpounds are decreased. somewhat (14). Th e
TI D- I-air mod e o f detection is generally no t as sensitive as an
ECD or Ha ll detector for chlorina ted co mpounds , bUI it pro
vides ha logen specificity at higher concentra tions where ECO
and Hall are saturated . Typical specificity is 10" and detectivity

is 0.1 to 1.0 ng. T his is an especiall y simple mode of detectio n
for ethylene dibromide (EDB) in the headspace vapo rs of food
products .

TID-2·H2/s lr: Nitrogen/phosphorus specIfic res ponse
The schematic illustration of Figure 2 represents the situation

rhat prevails in an NP detect ion mode. For Ihis mode, H , and
air gases are supplied to the detector, and a thermionic source
of moderate work function (i.e. , TID·2) is operated hOI enough
(600° to gOO·C) to cause therm al/chemical decomposition of
the HI and 0 , gases . A crit ical parameter in this NP mode is
the resrricnon of the H, to low flows (e.g ., 3 10 6 ml/ mi n) which
are nOI sufficient to mai main a self-sustainin g flame at the sam
ple conduit (i.e. , j et structur e) depicted in Figure 2. Instead,
a flame-lik e gaseo us bo undary layer is created in the immediate
vicinity of the hot thermionic source. Since this boundar y layer
is very reactive chemically, sample compounds are deco mposed
by the active gas phase chemistry , and electronegative produ cts
of deco mposition are selectively ionized by surface ionizat ion
on the thermionic source. N or P compounds are io nized with
especially high specificity by this process. An essential condition
for the onset of NP detection is that the thermionic source must
be hot eno ugh to " ignite" the boundary layer chemistry. Under
t hese co nditions, a thermioni c source of moderate wor k Iunc
tion provides the op timum com promise of sample respo nse
signal vs. detector background signal. A low work function them-
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Remote FlO: OrgancMead specific respon..
This mode of detect ion is a simple variat ion of the FT ID in

which no electrical heating is supplied to the thermionic source.
and the ion-supp ress voltage depicted in Figure 4 is not app lied.
In th is case. the thermionic sou rce serves merel y as a polarizer
to drive negat ive ion s in the flame effluent to the TID collector
electro de. The ionization sensed in this mode corres po nds to
long-lived negative ions originally produ ced in the flame.
Because of the lar ge sepa ration belween the name and the TID
collector electrod e. the bulk of the hydroca rbon ionization pro
duced by the flam e is dissip ated (i.e., posit ive-negative ion
recombination o r neutralization at a wall surface) befor e
reaching the TI D collector. However. certain hereroatcm com
pou nds appear to co mbust to negative ion products which are
especiallystable and long-lived. The outstandi ng demonsrratiOll

FTIO: Nl1rogenlhalogen specifIc respon..
Figure 4 depicts a furt her detection mode in which the therm

ionic source an d collector electrode structure are positioned well
downstream of the active region of a self-sustaining flame. The
basic concept (6) of this flame thermionic ionization detec tion
(fr IO) mode is to bu rn sam ple compou nds in a self-sust aining
H,/ air flame at a flame jet, and to selectively re-ion ize elec
tronegative co m bustion products by means of the thermionic
ionization co mpo nents located downstream. In the frIO, a
large physical sep aration between the flame and the thermionic
source/collecto r electrode provides minimal collection of ioniza
tion produced in the flame, but excellent collection of ioniza
tion produced at the heat ed surface of the thermionic source.
Ah auxiliary ion -suppress voltage can beapplied 10 further pre
vent ionization produced in the flame from reaching the ioniza
tion collector. Thi s mode of detection provides specific respo nses
to compounds con taini ng N or halogen atoms with a spec ificity
of 10' and detecrivity of 1.0 ng. The precombustion of sam ples
in the flame minimizes interferences from sample matrices
and provides more uniform respo nses independent of the
original molecular structure of the sample compound. Both the
low work function (TID-I ) and moderate work function (TI D-2)
thermionic sources have been used in this fr IO configu ration.
FTIO-I provides good responses to both nitrogen and halogen
compounds. wher eas FT IO-2 respo nds best for halogen com
pounds with sup presse d nitrogen response.

tion processes identical to tho se which occur in a conventiona l
FID, and surface ionization processes at the catalytic: source
structure which especially enhance the ionization efficiency of
many hererc atom compounds (especially halogenated and phos
phorus compounds).

Like a conventional FI D. the magnitude of the gas phase
ionization is determined prim arily by the magnitudes of H, and
air flows and the size of the jet orifice , so that addit ional elec
trical healing of the CFIO source has lit tle effect on the gas
phas e ionizat ion. However , the magnitud es of ionization pro
duced by surface processes at the CFIO source is strong ly depen
dent on the electrical heat ing of the sou rce. Hence. in many
cases. respo nse facto rs for heteroarom compounds can be
enhanced to be co mparable to hydroca rbons by a j udicious
selection of source heati ng current. For this CFIO mod e of
detection. the thertmcnic/catalytic source of highest work func
tion is most suitable because the flame heat would otherwise
cause an excessive thermion ic emission background signal . The
CFIO provides detecuvu ies in the !O- to lOO-pg range for most
organic compounds.
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CFID: Unlvel'Slll response to .11 org.nlcs
Figure 3 depicts a mode of response achieved when the H ,

flow [Q the detector is sufficient to produce a true self-sustaining
flame burn ing at the jet structure. This mode of operation has
been designated (5) catalytic flame ionization detection (CFlO)
because of its dose similarity 10 a conventional FID. The CFID
is essentially an FlO which has been modified by inserting an
elect ri -ally-hea red ca talytic sou rce co mprised of a Ni-impreg
nated ceramic into the cente r of th e active flame region . In this
detection mode. the catalytic source structure ser ves the three
fold function of name ignitor. flame polar izer. an d catalytic
combustion modifier /thermionic sur face ionizer. In the CFI D.
tWO types of ionization processes are active : gas phase Ionize-

ion ic source te.g.• TID-I ) ope rated under these conditions would
produce an overwhelmingly large background signal. Conversely.
a high work funcucn thermionic source (e.g. • catalytic name
ionization detect ion ) operated under these ccnditic ns would pro
duce smaller NP signals and less specificity than the moderat e
wor k functio n ther mionic sou rce. Typical performance specifi 
cation s for NP detectors are detecuvuies in the range of I to
10 pg, and specificity with respect to hydroca rbons in the ran ge
of 10' to 10'.
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o f this effect is the specific detection of lead co mpo unds in
gasoline. Since the thennionic source is not electrica lly-heated
and is ncr used as a source of surface ionization, an y type of
thermionic so urce may be employed in this mode,

Experimenta l

The applications data pr esented in this repo rt were obtain ed
with equiptnent previousJy described (5.6,14). All the data ....ere
obtain ed usinga Modc13740 gas chromatograph (Varian .Associ
ates) equipped with either a T ID/ CFlD detect or assembly
(f1D-I·N), TID- I·air. TID-2-H ./ air, and CFID modes) or an
FrIDIT ID detector assem bly (FrIO and rem ote flO modes)
(Detector Engineering and Technology). The TID-I , 11D-2. and
CFID thermionic emisuon sources ....ere also manufact ur ed by
Detector Engin~ring and Technology, as was the Mod el 4000
detector current supply. Negative ionizati on signals from the
detector were measured using the differential elect ro meter
(Varian) in a negative po lari ty configur ati on.

The detector assemblies mounted onto th e Fl D- base on the
Ge, so that different detector gas environments ....ere imple
mented by plumbing in the appropriate gas through th e two
gas lines that normaDy su pply H. and air to an flO. Typical
gas nows supplied for differen t modes of detection are detai led
in Tab le II.

All the dat a prescrlted in this rcpon were obtai ned using glass
columns. 6 ft x v. in. x 2 mm i.d., packed with either Jer.
SP-22S0. 3'7. SP·2100.or I IIJt SP ·1240 DA on IOO/ I20 Supclco
pon (Supclco) or 80/IOO Chro mosorb 102. The GC carrier gas
in all cases was N, at a now rate of 30 m1/min. For complex
sam ples like gasoline, the chromatographi c separat ion was in
tentionally very poor in order to prod uce a challenging detector
environment to demonstrat e specificity o f response in the
simultaneous presence of man y overlapping compo unds .

Sample mixtures that were analyzed included a 1'$0 test sam
ple (ng levels o f azcbenzene, methyl parathion. and malathion)
(Varian) ; Base-NeutraJ 1 sample: (Supdco); phenol mix (Supelco);
DCMA PCB mixture (Supelco); and nitroaromatic mixture
(Supelco) diluted in reagent -grade benzene. Gasoline, cologne,
and diesel fuel sam ples were analyzed by direct injection o f 0.5
to 1.0 ~I amoun ts onto the column. Other samples chromate
gra phed were a 107e v/ v each mixture of acetone and carbon
tetrachloride in water; and an li lT. v/ v each mixture of meth
ylene chloride, n-C•. benzene. i-e.. toluene, n-C .. p-Xylcne,
n-C.. . and n-C" .

Teble II. Typical Goa. A ow. Supplied lor
Elich Mode 01 Detection.... .. t .. ,

Tl). l-Nt 10mllll'llll Nt 60 mlIITIIIINJ

Tl). l -u 10 mVrnlll air 60 ""nm air

TJO.2-Ht1aa' 3 mlImdl Ht 60 m1/mil air

"'. 2S mlIrMlHt 200 m1/rml all'

mo 20 m111T1lll Ht 200 mlInvn U'

Remole FlO 2O ITWII'llIl Ht 200 mlImen U

Applications·

Specially form ulated test samples ar e of len employed to
demonstrate the spc'Ci licity and sensitivity of NP detectors. The
data. in Figure 5 CO"CSP' ,d to such a test sample comprised
of 2.2 ng each of azcbenzene (N) and meth yl parat hion (N.P).
4.4 ng of malath ion (P ), and 4400 ng of n-C " in a solvent of
tsc-cenne. The data illustrate clearly the substantial differences
in res ponse between tWOdifferent modes o f thermionic detec
t ion. an d the very high specificity o f the TI D-I-N, mode for
sensing the NO. gro up in methyl parathion . Th e ionization
signals in both chromatograms are very large. indicating deice
uvtues in the PI and sub-PI ranse.

Figure 6 sho....s another comparison of th e TID-I-N, mode
vs. the NP mode of detection for a sample consisting of 15 Pi
amounts of the 2.4- and z.e-tscmees of dinitrotoluene in a
relat ively impure. reagent grade benzene solvent . For many
nitro-compounds. the TID-I-N, mode provides substantial im
provements in speOficity and sensitivity in compariso n to an
NP mode. However, the NP mode (i.e •• TID-2-H./ air) provides
more universal detection for all N-compo unds . In Figure 6, the
differin, magnitudes of T ID-I -N. signals for the two dinitro
toluene isomers aIso demonstrate that the TID-I-N. signals are
very sensitive to the detailed electronega tive char acter of the
sample's molecular structure.

Fis ure 7 shows the differinl responses of six modes of thenn
ionic det ection in the analysis of base neutral compounds of
concan as water pollutan tS. The CFl D provides universal
response to all compo unds in this sam ple with a relativdy uni
form sensitivit y of 0.01ca ul/gC. The TID- I-N, mode of opcra-

.0- ....... __ . _,• .

TI D -2-H IAt R
2

AlO

M'

T I D - 1- N
2

F'9ure 5. Chrom~toQlims S/'IowII'l9 two modes of response to ~ lest WIIIlle
COOWtllt19 ~ lVge conctIItrJlIOn ot ~ hytIrocaroon Ie) iIOCl e aee IeYeIs 01
uooenzene (AZOI. metIlyl PM""'" I",PI. anCJ INIatIlion (MALI. Botti dlro
m.1tograrns weft rectlrOed e ee same sensIbviry of 128 )( 10- " iJ11I)SI'I'nV .
Column: sP·22S0. iSOl!lenNt 11 210et.
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respo nse to many hydrocarbon com pounds . However , when
heteroatoms, such as 0, Cl, or P, are present in the sample com 
po un ds, the FlO respons e is frequ ently significantly lower than
its res po nse to hydrocarbons. In contrast, the CFID appears
10 yield mo re uniform response to all organic compounds ir-

TI 0 - 1- 02

1 .. 10 -10

.' \.. TID -% -H 2, ...I .

16 .. 10-'

k

15 pg
e IN ITR OrOl UEN ES

tion provides very specific responses o nly to a ni tro -compound
(2,6-diniu otoluenej and a chlorina ted compou nd (3,3 '-dichloro
benzidene], The lack of significant TID·j ·N, respon se 10 nino
benze ne . bi s(2-chlor oethyl}ether, bis(2-chloro isopropyl}elher,
or a-bromcphenyt-pnenvl-erher demonstrates that the TID-I· N,
respon se depe nds on how the electronegative funct ic nallties are
bo un d up in the molecular st ruct ure of the sam ple compound.
When the detecto r gas environment of the TID· I source is
chang ed fro m N, to 0 .. the TI D-I-O, mode provides enhanced.
relative responses to the chlorinated compounds and a diminished
relat ive response to th e nitro-compound. The TlD-I·O, mode
continues to provide good discriminat ion in favor of chlorinated
compo unds with respect to hydrocarbons, while exhibiting some
low level respo nses to phthalate compounds. The TlD.2.H,/ai r
mode respo nds to all the N-compounds , with some small inter
ferences fr om chlorinated compounds . The FT ID· I mode uses
a TI D-I so urce and pr ovides responses [0 all the nitrogen and
halogen compounds in [he sample. The FTIO-2 mode uses a
TID- 2 source which produces respo nses to the halogenated com.
pounds but suppressed respo nses to nitrogen compounds in
comparison 10 FT IO-l . Th is set of six ch romatograms provides
a good illu stration o f how the detec to r response can be varied
through simple changes in the composition o f the detector gas
enviro nm ent.

Figure g'shows chromatograms of a sample mixtu re consisting
of 75 ng each of 2-chlorophenol, 2-ni trophenol. phenol, 2,4-di
methlyphencl, and 2,4 dichJorophenol; 2IS ng each of 2,4,6-tri
chloro phenol. and 2.4-d initrophenol; and 375 ng each of 4

cblcro-e-crescr, 4.6-dinitro-o-cresol. pen tachlorophenol. and
4-nitrophenol. The CFID provides a relativel y unifonn response
of 0.004 coul/ge for aU these compounds . (Note; The flame
tip orifice fo r these C FIO data was 0 .062 in. instead of 0.031
in. , which is nonnally used . The small er orifice usually provides
impro ved sen sit ivities of approximately 0.01 cou l/gC.)

The CF IO data provide a good illus tration of a principal dlf
terence in the responses of a CF ID vs. a convent ional FID. It
is well kn own that conventional FIDs provide relat ively uniform

1 X
10- 12

2,"

N

3 . 2 '"

2," FTI O - 2

FlQure6 Cnrcmatoqrams etlmparing the responses 01 theTID· I- N2 mode and
tne T1D·2·H2/alr (NP) mode to traces 0' dlMrotoluenes. Column: SP·21 00. 160°
to 2OO"C at 10o/mill .

Figure 7. Chromatograms shOW1ng six diHerent modes 01 uetectcr response
to a sample o! base neutral compounds, !n increaSIng order 01 retention lime.
thecomponents 01 the sample are bls(2·chlofoethy!)etner: bls(2-chlorClSOpro
py!\etller: mtro tereene: acenaphlhylene: dimetnyrpl'ill'lalate: 2.6-tlinitrotl)/uene:
4-bromophenyl·phenyl ether: dl·ll·butylphthalate: blS/2-etllyll'lexyllpl'ilhalate: 3.
3··dlc/llorobenzu:lIne: and benlO(bl"lIOranthent Column: SP-2250; l00"C. held
lor 4 min. then 100" to 270"C at 16°/mln.
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respective of whether they are hydrocar bon or heteroatom com
pounds. Thi s is the result of the addit ional ion ization process
thai occurs at the surface of the catalytic CFI D source.

As anticipated. the TlD·I ·N , mode in Figure 8 provides high
specificity and sensuiviry to certain nitre - and polychlorinated
phenols. The responses 10 pentachlorophenol and a-nurcp henol
are more than 100times larger than the CFID responses to these
compounds. Comparing the respo nses of a-nirrophenol and
z-nurcehenc t again illustrates a significant ly greater TID· I·N,
response for the isomer with the nitro gro up located at the 4_
posit ion in the molecule.

In the third chromatogram in Figure 8, the low work func
tion thermionic source (TID·I) was operated in a detector gas
environment comprised of approximately equal flows of N, and
air . This illustrates that the composition of the gas environment
is an addit ional parameter which can be used to suppress the
response to certain compo unds while enhancing the response
10 others.

The bottom chromatogram in Figure 8 shows the anal ysis of
the pheno l sam ple for the casewhere beth detector gases I and
2 are air. Responses are now obtained for all th e chlorinated
and nitro-phenols, with the dinitro-compounds continuing to
give the dominant responses. The responses to 2-nitrophen ol
and 4-nitrophenoJ are now comparable, in contrast to the
TID-I-N, response in which there was signi fican l preference for
the nitro group in the e-lccanc n vs. the 2-loca tion .

Figure 9 demonstrates the high specificity for lead alkyls in
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Figure 8. Chromat09rant$ showingdillerent IT1lXles otdetector responseto pnenol
samplecont3lnlng 2-chlorophenol; 2-nitrophenol: phenol; 2.4·dlmelnyipnenol;
Z.4·diclllolopl'lenol: 2.4.6-triCn lorop/'lenol: 4-<:hloro·m·creso!: 2.4-dinllfophenol:
4,6-dlnllro-o-creso l; pentactacrccoenof: and 4·nitrophenol ln order of increas
ing retenren rsne. Column: SP·1240. 100° to 210"Cat 8°/mln.
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gasoline provided by the rem ote FlO mode of detection.
Prev iously. GC / at omic absorption spect roscopy (AA$) in
ur umentaucn has been described for the specific detection of
lead a1kyls in gasoline or other samples (I S). By comparison
with AAS. the rem ot e FlO provides excellent sensitivity and
specificity. and is considerably simpler and less expensive to
opera te. The data show n in Figure 9 were obtained by direct
injections -ofO.s-.Jamcums of the gasolines onto a temperatur e
programmed. packed column.

The rem ote FlO mode of detection has some configuration
simila rities 10 a hydrogen atm osphere flame ionization detec
tor (HAFIO) . wh ich has also been repon ed to provide specific
detection of lead a lkyls in gasoline (16). Both the remot e FlO
and HAFID use a co llector electrode well removed from the
flam e jet Structure . However . th e signals in the remote FlO are
largest with an oxygen-rich flam e. whereas the HAFIO req uires
a hydrogen-rich atmosphere doped with siWle.

Gasoline is a readily available. complex mixtu re of organic
compo unds which is especial ly well suited to demonstratin. the
different respo nses obtained in the famil y of thermionic detec
tion modes. Fi. ure 10 shows multiple modes of analysis of a
sample of reauJar . asoline.Th e chromatographic~tionwas
performed on a packed column to purposdy create the demand·
in. situation in wh ich man y overlapping compounds ar e pre
sent in th e detector volume at the same time. This situation is
shown to be the case by the CFIO respo nse. When the same
gaso line sample is chromategraphed using the rem ote FlO
mode. selective res po nses ar e obtained only for the five lead
alkyls. The remo te FlO da ta in Figure 10 were obtained with
an FTIO detector assembly and a TID-2 source mo un ted on
a Model 3700 GC (Varian). The detector conditions were H, - 30.
air = 200 rnVmin; zero heating CWTent to the 110-2 source; and
flame ion-suppreu voltage disconnected. The FTI0-2 data in
Figure JOcorrespond to th e follawina changed detector condi
tions; H.;. 30. air ... 80 mVmin; source heatin. current : 3.2 A;
and ion-suppress voltage on. Th is change in conditions produced
an m0-2 responsewhich was selectivefor the halogenated lead
scavengers. eth ylene dichloride (EOC) and eth ylene dibromide
(EOB). Figure 10 show s tha t selective responses to EOB and
tetraethyllead (TEL) are also obtained in the TID-I -ai r mode .
while the TID-I- N, mode pro vides responses to all the lead a1kyls
and lead scavengers . No te th e large TID- I-N, response to TEL
in comparison to tet ram eth yllead (TMLl. thereby illwtrating
a greater electronegative character for the TEL molecular stru c
ture vs. TML. Note also that precombustion of all samples in
the flame of the rem ote flO mode provides a more uni form
response for al l lead a1kyls irrespecti ve of their original
molecular structures.

Figure 11 illustntes 5iJ. di fferent detector responses in the
analysis of diesel fu el containing a trace nitro-compound add i·
uve. It is clear fro m the CFID chromatogram that th ere are
man y un resolved component peaks in this packed column anal
ysis. A primary objective of this panicular SC't of analyses was
to define the best meth od of measuring the amount of th e nitre
compo und added to such samples. The T ID- I-N, mode clearl y
gives the besl spec ificity and excellent sensitivity to the nitro
add itive. The other specific modes of detection illustr a te selec
tive enhancement of other segments of this complex sample in
addition to the nitr o-additive. For example. the cluster of peaks
at late reteenon times in the TID·2-H ,/air chromatogram un
doubtedl y correspo nds to other N-compounds in the sam ple.
The t WO FTID-I chronwograms illustJale that the H,..air mixture
rat io is a furt her means of signifi cantly altering the FTlO re-
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sponse. The mixture of 20 ml/rnin H,. 100 mll min air represents
an oxygen-rich flame, while the mixture of 3S mllmin H,. 70
ml/min air is a hydrogen -rich flame. Generally, stoichio metric
or oxygen-rich flames are the most useful for the FTID.

Figure 12 shows multip le mode analyses of a commercial
brand of cologne. These sets of chromatograms illustrate the
advantageous use of the specific detect ion modes to enhance
responses for trace fragran ce compo nents in colognes. The
TID- I-N, mode is especially useful becauseit is non-destructive.
Therefore, TID·I ·N , emits exhaust gases that are characterized

by dislinctly different fragrances that change with time as the
various segments o f the chroma togram elute. For the cologne
shown. as well as for other brands that have been examined.
the set of chromatograms obtained from the different modes
of thermionic detection provide a characteristic fingerprint that
distinguishes one brand from another.

All the modes of detection described in this ar ticle measure
negative ionizat ion current s. The magnitudes o f these currents
are very dependent on the electronegative character of the
chemical species adjacent 10 the heated thermionic source.
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Figure 11. Chromatograms shOWingdifferentdetector responses to a sample
01 diesel tueI COOlalOOlg atrace nttro-comPOufl!l aaditrve ldenh~ed by me astensx
Column SP·21llO. 90° to 270"(; at 10o/mln.

Figure \2. Chromatograms stlowing multiple modesof detector response to
a Drand 0' cologne ranoomly otltalned. Column: SP-2100, HJOo to270"(; at
16°/min
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Figure 13 illus trates how the respo nse to a group of polychlcr 
inated biphenyl (P CB) compounds change s with precornbus
tion o f the compo unds . The da ta obtained with a TID-2 source
in an air environment exhibi t large differences in respo nse be
tween the di fferent PCB compounds, similar to the known
char acteristics of an ECD. The FTID-2 data show that the
precombustion o f the PCBs yield negative ionization currents,
which are larger in magnitude as well as more uniform per Cl
atom. In this case of PCBs, precombustion improves the detect
ab ility by producing chemical species more electronegative than
the original compounds. For other compo und types, precom
bustion sometimes causes the opposite effect of producing com
bustion products which are not as electronegative as the original
co mpo und.

The data in Figure 14 provide an illustr a tion of the relative
eiect ronegariviry of phenol compounds before (TID- I-air) and
after (FTIo.l) combustion . The FrIO-I mode of operation can

2
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be easily con vened to the TID-J-a ir mode by simply turning
off the H , fuel to the FrIO flame. Figure 14 shows that the
FTID- I mode produces a much more uni form response for all
the chlo ro- and ni rrophenols of thi s sample. but the absolute
magnitudes of FTID respon se for the dinitrophenols. pen
tachlorophenol, and 4-nitrophenol are substantially lower than
the TID-l-air response to these compounds.

Figure 15 illustrates the use of the TlD-I-air mode 10 detect
EDB in food products. A simple headspace techniq ue was used
for the data . One of the advantages of the TID-I ·air mode is
that it is insensitive to the large air compo nent in the injection
headspace vapors, Hence, all chromatographic peaks that are
obtained ma y be amibuted to vapors emanating from the food
product itself. In addition to EDD, this cake mix sample pro
vided other large T ID-i -air signals, thereby suggesting the
presence of ether halogenated or electronegative constituents
that may be of interest in such products. With a beu er optimiza
tion o f GC co lumn for the EDB separation , this simple tech
nique sho uld be capable of EDB detection in the I to 10 ppb
range of co ncentration in the food produ ct.

Figure 16 illustrates that one difference between a CFID and
an FID is that the CFlD will provide significant responses to
halogenated compounds . Figure 17 fun her shows that the CFID
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f igure 13. Ctlromat09rams ~Iustrating detector responses obtamed before
(TID-2·.tlf1 and after (FTI[).2) combustion of PO/ydIlOnru.ledblp/lenyI COffiPO\.I(IdS,
PCB peak IdenlilicatKlns: 1=1000 ng2-c hloro-. 2=1000 oc a.a-eencrc-.
3= 100no2.4.5-tne:tllon;, 4=100 ng 2.2'.4,4'·tetrac:hloro-. 5= 100 no2.3'.4,5',
6-pentachloro-, 6...100n1l2.2'.3.3'.6.6'·heuchlorotllphenyl.Column: SP·22S0.
2000 10 270"C at l Qofmln.
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Figure 14, Chromatoorams illustrating detector responses Obtained betore
(TID-' ·alr) and alter (FTIO·1) combuSllOn of phenol compolJnll$. Sam~. col·
umn. and program were the same as In Figure 8,
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respo nse 10 halogenated compounds can be selectivelyenhanced
by increasing the source heati ng current, while the CFID
respon ses to hydrocarbons remain unchanged. Consequently,
by judiciously adjusting the source heat ing current, the CFID
response to halogenated and some other hetercatcm compounds
can be tuned to yield about the same response factor as obtained
for hydrocarbons .

The developrnerns of thermion ic techniques in GC have also
spawned applications of the rechnolngv in liquid chromatog
raphy detecucn (1 7), thin layer chromatography (18). and mass
spectromet ry ion sources (191. Since there remain to be studied
many diffe rent combinations of thermionic source compost
lions. thermionic source temperat ures. and gas environm ent
compositions. it is probable that the technology will continue
to evolve in coming years.

Summary

Figure 16, Companson or CFIOandFlO responses to awater sample ccmao
ing acetone and carton telractllonde, Column: OJromosortl 102. isothermal
12ll"C.

The preceding da ta have demonstrated tbat thermionic ioniza
tion techniques and equip ment have applications in gas
chromatography that go well beyond the usual NP detection,
such as that ofTID-2·H ,/air. To achieve the best possiblesignal
to-noise ratio and specificity for each mode of detection, the
specific chemical composition of the thermionic emissionsource
needs 10 be matched with the temperature and gas phase en
vironm ent in which the source is operated.

From their extensive use in NP detection. thermionic ioniza
tion detectors are known to often exhibit decreasing sensitivity
with increasing operating time as a result of depletion of the
thermionic sc urce activny. Consequently, the thermionic source
usually needs 10 be replaced al periodic intervals. Of Ihe dif
ferent modes of detection described in this report, the NP mode
is the most demanding with regard to the operating life of the
thermionic source. Generally , in modes of detection (e.g.,
TID· I·N,) where the operating temperature is lower and the gas
environment is less reactive. the thermionic sources maintain
their responses over longer periods o f lime. For all modes of
detection. a practicalguideline for achievi ng the longest possi
ble source lifetime is to operate me thermionic source just hot
eno ugh to achieve the response required.
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FiQure 17. Companson ofCFIDresponses to sample or memaeneclllOnde and
venous hydrocarbons at lWO differenl maQniludes or Ileating current to tt\e
catalytic source. Column: SP·2100. 40° 10 1800(;at IOo/min.
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Figure 15 Example of TID-1 'a1f application todetermine EOBIIItake mil . $ample:
r eacscace vapors rrom0.7QmDuncan Hines Delule YellowCake Mil Inasealed
2·ml Vial, SamphnQ procedure: neat sealed sample vial 10 12llOC: extract 200
" llleadSjlace vapor wltll gaS'~Q llt syrinQe: injectInto GC andstart column oven
temperature program. Column: SP·2100. 40° to 1100C ar mvrmn.
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Chapter: PEAKSIMPLE SERIAL DATA SYSTEM INSTALLATION

Topic: Serial Data System Remote Start Operation

The SRI serial port data system offers a remote starting capability as a standard feature. This
permits the user to start the data system (and SRI gas chromatograph, if attached) by means of a
switch closure, such as a footswitch . In some applications, such as when a different brand of gas
chromatograph is being used with the serial data system. the chromatograph offers a remote start
signal output (or switch closure output) that permits starting an integrator or other device when the
START button is pressed on the chromatograph's on-board control panel. Typically, this signal can
be used to start the serial data system.

is! DD 0 A switch closure between terminal
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A simple footsWitch or pushbutton
connected as shown in the diagram at left
may be used 10 provide the switch closure

required by the serial data system

PeakSimple DETAll..S screen

Serial port data system interface board (Lawson 202) Once the hardware has been
configured for operation, the PeakSimple
program must be instructed to seek a
remote start signal for the appropriate
control group. This is selected from the
CONTROLS - CHANNELS - DETAlLS
screen for each channel in use.

The REMOTE box located in the
lower central portion of the screen should
be "X"ed on. As shown at left, the screen
indicates the selection of the remote start
feature for the MAIN control group. The
factory defaulted MAlN group channels
are Ch. I and Ch. 2. By default, Ch.3 and
Ch. 4 are set to the ALTERNATE control
group.
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GC DETECTORS
Reduction Gas Detector - RGD

Overview

The RGD comes with a 10-port
gas sampling valve and 1mL
sample loop for injecting samples.

Exit tube

The RGD exit tube is not factory
equipped with a mercury vapor
filter, since it was designed for trace
detection.  Depending on the
concentration of the reducing gases
in the sample, you may want to add
a filter for safety.  The amount of
mercury vapor produced is
proportional to the concentration of
reducing gases in the sample.

The SRI Reduction Gas Detector is the most
sensitive detector available for hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, and other reducing gases.  Low ppb
detection limits are achievable for hydrogen.
Detection limits in the ppt range are achievable
for carbon monoxide.

10-port gas
sampling valve
in heated oven



GC DETECTORS
Reduction Gas Detector - RGD

Theory of Operation
The SRI RGD detector uses a mercuric oxide (HgO) reaction tube and a mercury lamp in a heated UV
detector cell.  The reaction tube is heated to 260-300oC.  Located immediately downstream of the reaction
tube, the UV detector cell is heated to 170oC.  The UV detector cell is equipped with a mercury lamp and a
UV photodiode. When a reducing gas such as carbon monoxide elutes from the GC column, it reacts with the
HgO to form gaseous mercury vapor, which is then swept into the UV cell. The gaseous mercury absorbs the
UV light from the mercury lamp as it flows through the cell. The change in transmittance is converted by the
data system into an absorbance output (1.00 volt per absorbance unit), which is linearly proportional to the
amount of reducing gas.

Detector cell
exit tube

Photo diode
lead

to amplifier

Heater blocks
RGD jet with HgO
reactor tube inside

Sample flow

Detector
cell

Photo diode
detector

Leads to lamp power terminalMercury lamp

Column

Optical path
with heater
clam shell

RGD reactor tube

Quartz wool HgO Frit

CO + HgO = CO2 + Hg (vapor)

H2 + HgO = H2O + Hg (vapor)



GC DETECTORS
Reduction Gas Detector - RGD

Expected Performance

50ppb

25ppb

Sample: 100mLs room air in
1000mL tedlar bag = 50ppb

Sample: 50mLs room air in
1000mL tedlar bag = 25ppb

The following two chromatograms
were produced with an SRI RGD
equipped GC.  Room air samples
were diluted with nitrogen in tedlar
bags, then injected by gas sampling
valve onto the Molecular Sieve
packed column.

Common Analytical Parameters:
Valve injection; 1mL sample loop
Column: 2-meter Molecular Sieve 13X
Carrier: helium at 5mLs/minute
RGD gain: HIGH
Reactor temperature: 290oC
Detector temperature: 170oC
Valve temperature: 60oC

This chromatogram shows the noise
level of the RGD detector, which is
approximately 500µV from peak to
peak.

500µV

Results:
Component Ret.Time Area
HYDROGEN 2.433 100.8250
OXYGEN 3.500 796.4090

Results:
Component Ret.Time Area
HYDROGEN 2.450 55.2755
OXYGEN 3.516 571.6580



GC DETECTORS
Reduction Gas Detector - RGD

General Operating Procedure

1.  When your RGD GC arrives, the photo diode amplifier leads
will have been disconnected for transport.  Locate the insulated
electrical lead with two protruding wires: 1 black, 1 yellow.  These
wires plug into the back end of the RGD assembly, where the
photo diode is located.  The black is the ground wire; plug it
onto the upper prong.  Plug the yellow wire onto the lower prong.

2.  Turn ON the main GC power (the switch is located on the
left-hand side of the GC).

4.  Turn ON the detector lamp by flipping the switch on the
GC’s front control panel.  Detector heat is factory set at 170oC,
which is hot enough to keep the mercury vapor from condensing.
The reactor is factory set at 290oC (a higher temperature gives
greater sensitivity).

5.  The mercuric oxide needs time to equilibrate when it is first installed, or when the reactor tube is changed;
24 hours works well.  Leave the reactor and detector temperatures on the above settings continuously with the
carrier gas flowing for day to day operation.

6.  The first analytical run of the day should be discarded, because the purged reactor will generate unusually
high area counts which will not be reproducible once the detector equilibrates.  The reactor can also be
poisoned by very high sample concentrations.  Purge time with clean carrier gas is usually the best cure.

3.  Connect helium or nitrogen carrier gas to the fittings on the
left-hand side of the GC.  The pressure for the required flow is
printed on the right-hand side of the GC.  The required flow for
the RGD is 5mLs/minute.  This flow gives the best response.

photo diode amplifier leads
yellow black
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Maintenance

Reaction Tube Packing and Replacement

WARNING!  Always avoid contact with the HgO.  Wear protective gloves and eyecovers, and take care not
to inhale the powder.

Remove the quartz wool and HgO with a long sharp object, and dispose of them properly.  Wipe any HgO off
the sharp object with a disposable wipe or tissue and discard.  Re-pack the reactor tube with 1/8” of HgO and
add fresh quartz wool.  The HgO must cover the face of the frit entirely to force the sample through the HgO
and into the UV cell.

The graphite ferrule seals the end of the reaction tube around the column.  Change the graphite ferrule when
you change the reaction tube.

Graphite ferrule Column Quartz wool Frit1/8” HgO

2”

SRI provides you with one replacement reactor tube in your accessories kit.  However, you may also remove
the mercuric oxide (HgO) and re-pack the reactor tube, for which you will need fresh HgO and quartz wool.
HgO powder is available from Sigma-Aldrich: part #203793-2G: www.sigmaaldrich.com, or call: 1-800-
325-5832.  Quartz wool is available from Restek: catalog #20999: www.restekcorp.com, or call 1-800-356-
1688.
To remove the reactor tube, loosen the fitting that secures it to the column and RGD jet, and pull the reactor
tube out.

Loosen this fitting



Packing the RGD reaction tube 
 

1) The RGD detector is located at the 
right rear of the SRI 8610C GC’s 
column oven. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2) A 1/16” od stainless tube and 1/8 to 

1/16 soft graphite reducing ferrule 
connects the column effluent to the 
RGD’s inlet bulkhead fitting inside 
the column oven.  The soft graphite 
ferrule seals against the reaction 
tube to insure that column effluent 
actually passes through the reaction 
tube and not around it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Withdraw the reaction tube from 
the detector inlet.  Be careful, the tube 
may be HOT. 

ferrule 

Page1 RGDInstructions.pub 



Packing the RGD reaction tube 
 
4 The reaction tube is open on one 
side and is closed with a stainless steel 
frit on the other.  The tube is shipped 
empty.  It is the customer’s responsibil-
ity to pack the tube with mercuric oxide 
( HgO ). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 Obtain HgO power from Aldrich 
or other supplier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 Obtain quartz wool ( fused silca 
wool ) from restek or other supplier 

Page2 RGDInstructions.pub 



Packing the RGD reaction tube 
 
7 Transfer a small amount of HgO 
powder into a dish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8 Roll a bit of the quartz wool into a 
cigar shaped plug and coat it with the 
HgO powder.  Insert the plug into the 
blank reaction tube.  Optionally insert 
another plug of un-coated quartz wool 
after. 
 
 
 
 
 
9 Insert the packed reaction tube 
into the detector inlet.  Set the reaction 
tube temperature to 260C.  RGD cell 
temperature to 180C.  Note the trans-
mittance reading on the detector before 
heating the tube.  When the tube is first 
heated some mercury vapor may be 
released lowering the transmittance.  
Condition the system until the back-
ground drops to a useable level. 

Page3 RGDInstructions.pub 



Chapter: Injectors

Topic: Heated SpliUSplitless Injecto~

The $(I ll! lIow ISadjUSted by rota~ng !hIS

""""

Septum nul mounted on front of SpllllSplitless
InJ8Clo<,

The plumbiog sdlemabc shown at left
illustrates the hardware comprising the
Heated Spll\!Splitless Injector

---
------,......~,--,.

---
• •._-

----

The lid on me vaNe oven has been re
moved to expose the SpIlliSplilless hard
ware wtlictl is "'stalled in the v<!j\18 oven.

The Heated SClillSpl~less Injector can be
mounted on the 8610C or 310 GC. It IS
SIlOwrl installed on ee 8610C GC at P'lghl

When moonted on the 8610C GC cnes
s<s. !tie p<ecision reene val"", wtIOC/l 00
/Usl$ the spjitllow rate is mounted in the
heated va"'" ov,," alongside the column-

.."""" "-*~. ,~...__ ..ca ......



Chapter: • •Injectors

Topic: Heated Split/Splitless Injector=

The "'J8Clor Ilner is shown alnghl
removed from the aluminum healer

""" ""-
1) Carner gas..,1et tubi ng .

2) Septu m nut and se ptum,

3) SRI staInless steel in,ector Wner,

4) End fitting whe<& column c0n.

nects and spWt !low exItS to purge
vent and needle valve

The Heated SplitlSplotless Injector parts are
s.hown at Ie1'l removed from the GC lor clar'J!)'.

1) Injector purge reslnctor. A fe'N mtlmin of
ca rner !il"S contnuou5ly exrt the injector
through th is restriclor tubOng to prevenllligh
boihng point analytes from dlffus'"9 back into
the inJ8Clor.

~,._ _ * 2) Preasion needle va"'e lor adjustment of
s.pIrt /low I'iIltI

i::;~% 3) SpOtI\ow solenoid tums spirt on/off und&(
":" control of the PeakS<mple data system

'"o'-_ ;l.4}Column is secured into injector u&lng nut
'. and gl'ilph ite ferru le

5) AJumlnum heater block conta..,s heater
____J cartridge and Type K thermocouple.



Chapter: Injectors

Topic: Heated SplitlSplitless Injector

A \lariely of inJedor
liners can be used
WIth the Split!
Sp itless injector
depend ing on the
column aOda~;"

eaton

SRlsta,nless liner
WIth ".;,je-bore C0l

umn adapter,

SRI designed the
SplillSplitless injectot
to use the same see
liner 35 Hl!WIell_
PacI<¥d 589OJ6e90
series GCs, A huge
variety and selection
of su,lable injedor
i ner types can be
purcnase<l f!'Om chro
malOgrap/1y catalogs
such as A1ltech,
Reslek , &'pelco and
others. The liner 5lI1l
pM!<! WIth tM SRI GC
is an unbreakable
stainless st&el ly?e
IOTlich alSOadapts /IX
on-<XIlumn injection
onto~ capil
lary columns

The SRI sta,n!ess steel in_
jector !lnar supPlied with the
GC as sla nda«! eq uipment
is snown at right WIth ee
".;,jlHlO<e column adapler
slipped ""'" the column in
preparation /IX final adjust·
ment lor oo~umn ,njec
tIon ( ..... oo..:olumn injec_
tor ;nstructioos l.

WiOe-bofecolumn
(53mm) adapter identical
to that used ,n oo~umn
injector fits perlectly onto
recess in stalOless steel ;n
jectoo' liner



Chapter: Injectors

OpIC: Heated SplitiSplitless Injector

To remo..,.,!tIe Injector I;"", Imm It>e SplillSplilleSS
injedor:

1) LOOS&I1 ee brass lhumb$creWholdinlllt>e 1116"
stainlesS union in the carrier gas supp~ line .

2) USIng IwlI 114" wrenches. Ioos.el1 l11e nut and Iet
rule on ee downstream side of the umon and
dOsconned tt>e tubing leadIng to tt>e injeClor.

3) USIng a 7116" and 1/2- wrench, loosen the nut
and Ilrapl'lIte IerfUle securing the column to lhe oven
SIde of the in/BdOr



Chapter: Inj ectors

Topic: Heated SplitJSplitless fnjector ·~=

TO remove the ;"jectof lioef /rom the Spl itlSpMless
...Jedor:

4) Us,ng a 1/2" and 9/16" wrench remov<lthe
swagelok type nul ISeCUring the end ~lting,

5} The end ~ttng 1$ $/>oWn hl!fl! 'emoved /rom the
GC lor clarity, ~lice the hard 114' hard g'aphite
( mi>:ture 01 graphite and VllSpel ) ferrule on this end
of !he liner. II you a,e usn'9 a glass liner instead 01
~, a sottgraph,te ( 10004 graph~ ) ferru le
maybe a tletterchooce A g,aphrletelTUle Os usedon
1!1 0s end of !ll<lliner so the nut can slide oIllhe liner,

6) The injector liner and came, iniel fiI1Jng can then
be removed /rom the GC by pulling st""llht out to
wards the operalOf ,



Chapter: Injectors

Topic: Heated SplitlSplitless Injector

To replace the injection liner:

7) Usmg a 112" and 9<16".....encn re""""I! !hI!
5Wagl! k:lk Iy?e nut securing !hi! enc fitt ing. The stee
11!55 steel i n.... provided as standard equ ipml!/lt w;th
lt1e S91it/splilless "')eCtor U5l!5 a braSS ferrule 00 the
5I!plum end of lhe liner . bot if you replace lhe sta in.
less lin.... WIttl a glass liner , you w;M need to use a
114" soil graph,tl! /(Orrule ,nstead

Align the flat surfaces of the nut and filting '-

B} The glass IinI!r ;lnd I>nd fil1mg is shown here par_
lially insetted ...to \he hI!aII!r DlDCk and removed !rom
lhI! GC !of clarity. Be SUfe to align \he flats on lhI!
nul and !hi! fil'bng so that the camer gas inlet lube ....11
adopt the same onentalion once the liner is fully in
setted into the heater block.

9) The inJl!ClOf I.......arocl ca ......... inle\l'i\tIng can then
be installed into the GC by sliding straight ... towards
the column oven

Sta,nless steel linef
W1th b<a55 IemJIe



Chapter: Injectors

;J"'opic: Heated SplitJSpJitless Injector

To install a narrow bore (.25mm )
capillary column:

10) Use some whlte conecbOn ftuid to man.: the col
umn apprOXlrnall!ly 1SO ( 4cm ) I'rom It>a end. Slip a
118" swagelok type nut and 11S" t0 5mm graphIte re
ducIng ferrule 0Yf')( the column, You can use soft or
hard graphite ferrule!i

11) US"'9 ;1 7/16" ;In<! 112" wrench secure the co
umn Into lhI! inject ion I..... ' so that tI>e white man.: on
the column is just viSIble. The Inlenl ;s to ~lbon the
end oIlhe column upstream 01 the splrt venteXit \lJbe
which IS~ into the SIde oI l11e end filllng

12} AdJusl the spirt flow rale USIng the nee<lle valve
located on the front 01 tI>I! va"'e o.....n,



Chapter: Injectors

Topic: Heated SplitiSplitless Injector

To install a narrow bore (.25mm )
capillary column:

13} The $pljt vent mu$l be opened by activating one
01 the relay 0IJ1pUIS from the PeakSimpie data $y$

tern . Typic:;llly Relay A is used 10 activate the spI~

vtInt iIOlenoo:l. If another relay M$ tleen ~Ioc:ated 10
this fImcIioo. ~ will be annotated in the relay i.$$ign
ment cl\art located 00 the right Mnd side panel 01
the GC Relay A can be turned onIoff by display;ng
the relay windoW and then USIng the mou..., 10 d ick
on the letter A.

1<1) The re4ay can be turned onIoff automalicajly dur
"'II an analysl$by entemg the relay commands in
the PeakSimpIe even t table

I~

..

,..... ~
~...J _",",~J ~

~ ~.,...
:.. -- ,

15) Carner 9"" WIllonly ex,t the $pI~ vent when Re
lay A is activated. Connect your bubble-melef or
other I'k7w meas.unng device 10 the $pIit vent ex~
tube, Activate Relay A. Make $lire the red Ikl of the
GC is down ( Ikl interlock Oisables solenoid func
tion ), AdjU$t the needle vaM! to obtaIn dl!'$ired lIaw



GC INJECTORS
SPME Injection

Pictured above is a typical SPME fiber assembly, and a Supleco SPME holder. SRI prefers to use the fiber
without a holder, after removing the spring. Without the holder, the SPME assembly is lighter, and easier to
leave in the injection port for desorption and conditioning. Whether you use a holder or not, be sure to handle
the fragile fiber with care.

Exposed fiber Plunger

1.  Load the SPME fiber by exposing it to a sample inside
a vial.  The length of exposure time depends upon the sample
and the fiber coating.

2.  Pull the fiber back into the barrel. Inject into a hot injector
by inserting the syringe, pushing the plunger to expose the
fiber in the megabore column, and letting it remain there
long enough to release all the analytes. Pull the plunger back
in so the fiber doesn’t break, and withdraw the syringe.

SPME injections may be made with the following SRI syringe injectors: split/splitless, PTV, and heated
vaporization.

4.  SRI recommends that you do SPME injection directly onto a megabore (0.53mm) column, like any other
syringe injection. If you want to use a narrowbore column, SRI can provide you with a simple adaptor (see
next page).

Solid Phase Microextraction

3.  Condition the SPME fiber between runs by leaving it in
the hot injector port long enough to remove any analytes.

Supleco manual SPME fiber holder
(www.sigmaaldrich.com/Brands/Supelco_Home.html)

Carefully insert the SPME
syringe into the hot injector
port and push the plunger



GC INJECTORS
SPME Injection

The adaptor consists of a length of 0.53mm capillary column and a small piece of 0.50mm ID silicone tubing.
Insert the narrowbore column into the 0.53mm section.  Slide the silicone tubing to over the joint. Insert the end
of the adaptor into the graphite ferrule and swagelok injector fitting.

The megabore injector liner provides high linear carrier gas velocity to sweep the desorbed analytes onto the
column.

Using this simple adaptor, you can perform SPME fiber injections into narrowbore columns with the following
SRI heated syringe injectors: split/splitless, PTV, and heated vaporization.

Narrowbore Column Adaptor

column
oven
wall

adaptor
injection port

injector fitting

graphite ferrule

narrowbore
column

Swagelok nut

silicone tubing

Swagelok nut

0.53mm adaptor

narrowbore column

graphite ferrule



DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD

Overview

The Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD)  is the most universal detector available.  Depending on the
compound, the TCD responds with a detection range of 0.01% to 100% (100-1,000,000ppm).  The SRI
TCD consists of four filaments housed in a stainless steel detector block.  The TCD detector block is installed
in its own thermostatically-controlled oven for stability.  The TCD oven is mounted on the right rear of the
column oven.  The TCD filament control switch and the bridge terminal block to which the filament leads are
connected are located to the immediate right of the detector oven.  Since the four TCD filaments can be
damaged or destroyed if energized in the absence of carrier gas flow, a TCD filament protection circuit is
provided in all TCD-equipped SRI GCs.

TCD Detector on an SRI GC TCD Detector on an SRI GC with
detector cover and top/front
insulation removed for clarity

Color-coded TCD
filament leads are
connected to the
bridge terminal block

TCD filament current
control switch

TCD detector oven setpoint (trimpot)

TCD Detector
(paired with an
FID detector) on
an SRI 8610 GC

TCD Detector on
an SRI 310 GC

Color-coded
filament leads

Insulation

TCD detector
body

TCD detector
housing



One of four TCD filaments TCD filament bridge red/green
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DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD

Theory of Operation
The TCD detector measures the difference in thermal conductivity in the carrier gas flow and the analyte

peaks.  Every compound possesses some degree of thermal conductivity, and may therefore be measured with
a TCD detector.  Due to its high thermal conductivity and safety, helium carrier is most often used with TCD
detectors.  However, other gases may be used such as nitrogen, argon, or hydrogen.

The Wheatstone Bridge circuit
design in the SRI TCD uses four
general-purpose tungsten-rhenium filaments for sample analysis.  Two of
the filaments are exposed to the sample-laden carrier gas flow and provide
the actual chromatographic signal.  The other two filaments are provided
with clean carrier flow, enabling them to be used as a baseline reference
signal.  When the effluent from the column flows over the two sample
stream filaments, the bridge current is
unbalanced with respect to the
reference signal.  This deflection is
translated into an analog signal which
is sent to the data system for analysis.

The four pairs of filament leads are
color-coded in two-color units; each
color is used on two different leads.  All
eight wires are connected to the bridge
current supply via four setscrew-type
terminal connectors on the top control
panel of the GC.  Silkscreened labelling
on the chassis indicates which color
wire connects to each terminal.

The TCD detector block is divided
into two cells containing two filaments each.  One cell holds the reference pair while the other cell holds the
sample pair.  All four TCD filaments are physically identical except for their color-coding.  The carrier gas is
plumbed so that is exits the Electronic Pressure Controller module, flows through the polishing filter, through
the reference side of the TCD bridge, then through the injection port to the column, and from the column to the
sample side of the TCD bridge.  After the flow passes through the sample cell, it is directed back out of the
TCD oven and into the column oven through the TCD detector outlet, where it may be routed to a subsequent
detector or to vent.  All four TCD detector inlet/outlet tubes are 1/16” stainless steel.

Simplification of filament interconnection

Color-coded
filament leads

Reference gas in

REFERENCE

SAMPLE

Sample gas in

REFERENCE

SAMPLE

Red

Green

Red

Blue

Green

Black

Blue

Black

TCD carrier gas flow diagram



Expected Performance

Carrier: Helium @ 10mL/min
TCD gain = LOW
TCD temp = 100oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 15.00 0.00 80oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
Oxygen 1.633   19.7500
N2  2.150 121.0880
Methane  3.033 563.6130
Ethane 7.550 128.2185
CO2 9.983   11.9860
Propane 13.683 113.9220
Iso-Butane 18.150   69.4960
N-Butane 18.766   67.4460
Iso-Pentane 22.550   20.1490
N-Pentane 22.866   19.1560

Total:      1134.8245

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40oC   5.00 10.00 220oC
220oC 16.00   0.00 220oC

Events:
Time Event
0.00 ZERO
0.050 G ON (valve inject)
6.00 G OFF

DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD

Sample: natural gas standard, 1mL sample loop Columns: 1m Molecular Sieve, 2m Silica Gel

Factory Test Run of a TCD-equipped SRI GC

TCD Noise Run

TCD noise averages 10µV frompeak to peak



Expected Performance

DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD

TCD Room Air Analysis

TCD Breath Analysis

Column: 3’ Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium at 10mL/min
Sample: 0.5cc room air,

direct injection
TCD current: LOW
TCD temperature: 100oC

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 4.00 0.00 80oC

The CO2 content of the room air analyzed is approximately 350ppm.

Column: 3’ Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium at 10mL/min
Sample: 0.5cc human breath,

direct injection
TCD current: LOW
TCD temperature: 100oC

Temperature Program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
80oC 24.00 0.00 80oC

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2 N2 0.700 1379.4740
CO2 2.700     61.9540

Total 1441.4280

Results:
Component Retention Area
O2 N2 0.716 1021.3830
CO2 2.766      1.5060

Total 1022.8890



General Operating Procedure

1.  Check to make sure that the TCD filament current is switched OFF.  Plug in and turn on your GC.  Allow
the TCD detector oven to reach temperature (100oC) and stabilize.  With the “Display Select” switch in the
UP position, press on the TCD Temperature Actual button on the front control panel to read the TCD cell
temperature.  The TCD oven block is set to 100oC at the factory, but is adjustable by turning the trimpot
with a small blade screwdriver while observing the TCD BLOCK setpoint temperature on the digital display.
The trimpot is located on the top edge of the GC’s front control panel, under the red lid.

2.  All TCD-equipped SRI GCs are tested with a 1m, 1/8” stainless steel silica gel-packed column.  The
carrier gas head pressure is preset at the factory to 10mL/min for this type and size column.  Look on the
right side of the GC for the carrier pressure that correlates to a flow of 10mL/min.  Because different
columns require different flow rates, the carrier head pressure may be adjusted by the user with the trimpot
above the “CARRIER 1” buttons.

3.  Make sure that the setpoint and actual pressures are within 1psi.

4.  Damage or destruction of the TCD filaments will occur if current is applied in the absence of flowing carrier
gas.  ALWAYS verify that carrier gas can be detected exiting the TCD carrier gas outlet BEFORE energizing
the TCD filaments.   The carrier gas outlet tube is located on the outside of the Column Oven on the same
side as the detector.  Place the end of the tube in liquid and observe (a little spit on a finger can suffice).  If
there are no bubbles exiting the tube, there is a flow problem.  DO NOT turn on the TCD current if carrier
gas flow is not detectable.  A filament protection circuit prevents filament damage if carrier gas pressure is
not detected at the GC, but it cannot prevent filament damage under all circumstances.  Any lack of carrier
gas flow should be corrected before proceeding.

5.  With the TCD filaments switched OFF, zero the data system signal.  Switch the filaments to LOW.  The
signal’s deflection should not be more than 5-10mV from zero for a brand-new TCD detector.  Any more
than a 5-10mV deflection indicates partial or complete oxidation of the TCD filaments; more deflection
means more oxidation.   Therefore, it is a good habit to use the data system signal to check the working
order of the TCD filaments.

6.  In PeakSimple, set an isothermal column oven temperature ramp program as follows:
Initial Temp. Hold Ramp Final Temp.
   80oC 7.00 0.00    80oC

7.  Zero the data system signal (clicking on the Auto Zero button at the left edge of the
chromatogram window is one way to do it), then start the run (hit the computer
keyboard spacebar or hit the “RUN” button on the GC).

8.  Inject sample.  Injection volumes of 0.5mL for gas and 1µL for liquid is recommended
to prolong TCD filament life.

Auto Zero
button

DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD



All TCD detectors are susceptible to filament damage or destruction if operated at high current in the
absence of carrier and/or reference gas flow.  The filaments will incandesce and burn out if the carrier or
reference gas flow is interrupted due to a variety of possible factors such as a column break, inadvertent
column disconnection during column changes, removal of the septum nut for septum replacement, or when the
carrier gas cylinder runs dry during an analysis.  The SRI TCD filament protection circuit is a current “cut-out”
circuit that monitors the column head pressure during GC operation.  Under normal circumstances, there is no
reason for the column head pressure to drop below 3psi, with most columns operating at 8psi or above.  When
the head pressure sensor located in the carrier gas flow path drops below 3psi, the protection circuit is activated,
and the current to the TCD filaments is interrupted immediately.  A red LED on the GC’s front control panel
under “DETECTOR PARAMETERS” will light to indicate that the protection circuit has detected a gas
pressure loss and shut down the filament current.  The cause of the protection circuit activation should be
immediately investigated and corrected.  As an additional caution, use HIGH current only with helium or
hydrogen carrier gases.  With nitrogen carrier, use LOW current only, or the filaments may be damaged.  The
pressure at which the protection circuit activates is user adjustable with the trimpot on the top edge of the front
control panel, above the label reading “TCD PROTECT.”

TCD Filament Protection Circuit

1- Pressing the LOCAL SETPOINT button displays the filament cut-off setpoint value (factory set at 3psi) in
the bright red LED display in the upper right corner of the GC’s front control panel.  If the carrier gas pressure
reaches or falls below this value, the filament current will immediately be interrupted.
2- Pressing the TOTAL SETPOINT button displays the carrier gas pressure present in the GC system.  Under
normal operation, this value will be well above the 3psi cut-off setpoint.
3- The STATUS LED glows bright red only when the TCD protection circuit has been activated.
4- Pressing the ACTUAL button displays the voltage present across one half of the TCD bridge.  A value of
3.5 to 4.5 volts is typical when using high current; low current will display 2.5-3.5 volts (note: the LED displays
4 volts as “400,” 3.5 as “350,” etc.).  Any value lower than these indicates a potential problem in the TCD
detector bridge.

DETECTORS
Thermal Conductivity Detector - TCD

TCD protection circuit LED lit on an SRI
model 8610 GC front control panel

1-
2-
3-
4-

LED panel
displays control data
corresponding to
the button pressed

Bright red LED display

1-
2-
3-
4-

LOCAL SETPOINT button
TOTAL SETPOINT button

ACTUAL button

STATUS LED

The DISPLAY SELECT
switch allows the user
to choose between
displaying the control
zones using the buttons
or the column oven
temperature



Standard TCD filament with rubber O-ring gasket 8670-9120
High temperature TCD filament with copper gasket 8690-9123

TCD Troubleshooting

When the TCD fails to perform normally, review operating conditions to ensure
that carrier gas flow to the detector is unimpeded, and that the column oven
temperature, carrier gas flow rate, and carrier gas EPC pressure are all within the
desired operating parameters.  If all conditions are properly met and the detector
continues to perform poorly or fails to perform at all, check the TCD filaments for
damage.  The main diagnostic test is to measure the resistance of each filament using
the ohmeter function of a multimeter or volt-ohmeter (VOM).  At room temperature,
the resistance of each filament should be 32-34 ohms.  At 100oC, the filaments are
around 40 ohms each.  If any filament is significantly different from the others, the
TCD bridge will be unbalanced, noisy and drifty.  All eight filament wires must be
disconnected and tested.  Since all the leads are bundled together as they exit the
TCD detector assembly, you may need to use the multimeter  or VOM to determine
the actual pairs.  It is normal for each filament to have a slightly different reading
within the appropriate operating range, so match the readings to determine the lead
pairs.

With the power turned off and the power cord unplugged from the electrical
outlet, raise the red lid to access the TCD detector.  Exiting the right side of the
TCD detector oven is the bundle of 8 insulated, color-coded wires in pairs.  Each
pair of wires represents one filament and is connected to the appropriately labeled
terminal for its paired colors. One filament has red/green, one red/blue, one black/
green, and one black/blue.  The red/green and black/blue are the sample side
filaments, and the ones which typically deteriorate first.  Remove the 8 wires from
the bridge terminal by loosening the retaining setscrews with a small blade screwdriver.
Measure the resistance across the filament leads using an ohmeter, making sure the
correct pair of colored wires is tested together for each filament.  An infinite reading
is an indication that the filament is open, or burned out.  If any of the filaments has a
significantly different resistance than the others (which should be in the ranges
mentioned above), it should be replaced.  Replacement filaments, o-rings, and TCD
blocks with four new filaments are available from SRI.  In addition to the standard
filaments, optional gold-plated filaments for improved corrosion resistance are also
available.

SRI TCD detector replacement parts
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Many multimeters  are
available; these two are
from Fluke Corporation:
USA: 1-800-44-FLUKE
EU: (31 40) 2 678 200
www.fluke.com

(filament part #s are also listed on the top of the TCD oven in your SRI GC)



Replacing the TCD Filaments

A.  Standard TCD detector block access
1.  With a small blade screwdriver, free the filament leads from the bridge terminal by loosening the
setscrews.

2.  Remove the detector assembly cover  by unscrewing the thumbscrew then sliding the cover off
toward the right-hand edge of the GC; gently remove the white insulation to reveal the detector block.

3.  Disconnect the detector block gas inlets and outlets.  The reference gas inlet is disconnected at the
polishing filter immediately behind the column oven.  The reference gas outlet is disconnected  inside
the column oven.  Disconnect the sample gas inlet at the fitting on the column.  The detector block
sample gas inlet tubing has a copper sheath for identification.  The sample gas outlet is usually routed
out the right side of the column oven.

Exploded view of the standard TCD detector assembly

SRI TCD detectors are made to last a long time without ever replacing the filaments.  However, any TCD
filaments that fail the diagnostic ohmeter test mentioned previously will have to be replaced.  While they share
the same outer assembly, there are a few differences between the high temperature TCD detector block and
the standard TCD block.  Both designs are discussed.  All filaments are fragile; handle them with care.  Have
colored ink pens, electrical tape, whatever you will use for color coding close at hand before you begin.  It is
best to go slowly, color-coding then replacing each filament one at a time.  IF YOU MIX UP THE FILAMENT
LEADS, YOUR TCD WILL NOT WORK!

DETECTORS
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(Standard TCD detector block access continued)
4.  Cut the fiberglass tape wrapped around the detector block and peel it off.  Unwrap and remove the
heater rope from the detector block (it is probably affixed to the thermocouple wires with more
fiberglass tape).

5.  Disconnect the thermocouple by loosening the small philips head screw which holds it on the
detector block clamshell.  Next, remove the clamshell by unscrewing the two small philips head screws
that hold its halves together.  Gently remove the white insulation to reveal the detector block.

6.  The TCD filaments are secured in the detector block by two plates, each of which is held in place
with three hexagonal head screws.  Holding the detector block with one hand, use an Allen wrench to
unscrew and remove the hexagonal head screws from one of the filament securing plates. Then, slide
the filament securing plate off the filaments and leads.  Set it securely aside.

7.  Once the securing plate is removed, the filament and rubber O-ring that seals it can be gently pulled
out of the detector block cell.  When replacing a filament, its rubber O-ring should also be replaced.
Check the lip of the detector block cell for fragments of the old O-ring and if any are present, remove
them as they will interfere with proper sealing of the cell.  If you’re replacing one reference or sample
filament, replace the other at the same time.  If you didn’t have fun disassembling the TCD detector
block, replace all the filaments while you have it open.  It’s a good idea to remove then replace one
plate and corresponding pair of
filaments at a time to avoid mixing up
their connections.

8.  To install a new filament, color-
code it the same as the filament you
are replacing, then slide it, leads first,
through the appropriate hole in the
filament securing plate.  An existing or
replacement filament should occupy
the other hole.  Place a new rubber
O-ring against the rim of the detector
block cell which will accept the new
filament.  Place filament securing plate
and filaments against the detector block
with the filaments inside the detector
block cells.  Replace and tighten the 3
hex-head screws.  Repeat this process
on other side to replace the
corresponding filament.

9.  Reverse your steps for TCD
detector reassembly.  Steps 7-10 of
the high temperature TCD detector
block access instructions detail
reassembly of the inner clamshell and
outer detector housing.

Filament securing plate

Filament

Sample cellReference cell

Detector block

Rubber O-rings

Hexagonal head
screws

Insulated filament leads

Exploded view of the standard TCD detector block

Replacing the TCD Filaments continued
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Replacing the TCD Filaments continued

B.  High temperature TCD detector block access
The high temperature TCD assembly is the same as the standard: outer housing around an inner
clamshell case.  The high temp detector block uses gland nuts and copper gaskets to secure the four
filaments in its two cells.  Instead of the heater rope, it employs a heating cartridge, which is inside the
inner clamshell case with the detector block.

1.  With a small blade screwdriver, disconnect the filament leads from the bridge terminal by loosening
the setscrews.

2.  Remove the detector housing by unscrewing the thumbscrew then sliding the housing cover off
toward the right-hand edge of the GC.  Gently remove the white insulation to reveal the detector
block.

3.  Disconnect the detector block gas inlets and outlets.  The reference gas inlet is disconnected at the
polishing filter immediately behind the column oven.  The reference gas outlet is disconnected  inside
the column oven.  Disconnect the sample gas inlet at the fitting on the column.  The detector block
sample gas inlet tubing has a copper sheath for identification.  The sample gas outlet is usually routed
out the right side of the column oven.  Once these three fittings are loosened and the detector block
tubing freed, gently pull the detector block away from the housing.

DETECTORS
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Exploded view of high temperature TCD detector block and inner clamshell

Copper gaskets

Gland nuts

Filaments
and leads

Detector block
Installed/secured filaments

Half of inner clamshell case Half of inner clamshell case

Insulated
padding

Insulated
padding



Replacing the TCD Filaments continued

(High temperature TCD detector block access continued)

4.  Open the inner clamshell case by unscrewing the two small philips head screws that hold the two
halves together.  Gently remove the white insulation  to access the detector block.

5.  The filaments are held in place by gland nuts; loosen these nuts to
remove the filaments and copper gaskets.  Color-code the new filament
the same as the one you are replacing (you can use colored marker
pens, electrical tape, etc.) before completely removing the old one.
Slide the gland nut off the existing filament, toward the ends of the
filament leads.

6.  Put the new filament’s leads through the gland
nut.  Slide the gland nut up the filament’s leads until it
rests against the base of the filament.  Place the
copper gasket against the rim of the detector block
cell opening.  Carefully insert the filament and gland
nut together into the cell opening.  Tighten the gland
nut to secure the filament in the cell.

7.  When you’re finished replacing filaments, place the re-assembled detector block
inside the inner clamshell with the insulation and heater cartridge.  Make sure the gas
inlet and outlet tubes are running through the cut-outs in the clamshell.  Secure the
clamshell with its two screws.

8.  Reconnect the TCD detector gas inlets and outlets.

9.  Replace the inner clamshell and its insulation inside the detector housing that is permanently mounted
on the column oven wall.  Replace the housing cover and secure with its thumbscrew.

10.  Reconnect the filament leads to the bridge current terminal block.  Use the color guide labels on
the terminal block to insert the color-coded leads into the appropriate terminal.

Slide the gland nut
down and off to
remove the filament

DETECTORS
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Chapter: INJECTORS

Topic: THERMAL DESORBER OPERATION

The SRI Thermal Soil Desorber accessory is
useful for the analysis ofvolatile and
especially semi-volatilecompounds in soil
or other granular solids. Because the
analyte can be extracted from the soil by
heat alone, with little or no sample
preparation, field analyses can be performed
without liquid solvent extraction. In
addition, very high sensitivity for semi
volatile compounds such as diesel fuel can
be obtained because essentially all the
analyte is extracted from up to a gram of
soil and deposited on column.

The SRI Thermal Soil Desorber accessory is
mounted in a heated valve oven on the left
hand side of the 861 OC Gas Chromatograph.
The glass tube which contains up to a gram
of soil is inserted into the hot ( 250 C )
desorber cell through an opening in the top
of the GC's red lid, and then secured by
tightening the nut and 3/8" graphite ferrule.
The handle of the manually operated Valco
10 port valve exits from the left rear of the
heated valve oven, and is rotated to direct
the carrier gas flow down and through the
hot soil, transporting any hydrocarbons with
boi ling points below 300 C onto the GC
column. The stainless steel tubing leading
fromthe Valeo valve to the column is
routed and insulated to maintain a high
temperature all along the path to the column
oven to prevent high boiling compounds
from condensing or tailing.

Valco Valve handle
rotates to inject

sample

Heated Valve
Oven contains

ThermalDesorber

H007.doc Transferline fromvalve to columnmustbe kept as
hot as possible to avoid sample condensation.

Arrange insulation to create"hot pocket" in this area.
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THERMAL
DESORBER

DETAIL

To column

To column

For replacem ent
tubes. ccraact:

SANDFlRE
SClENTIFlC LID.

(604) 826-5355
part 00. 5-91 00

(pock of 10 1Ub<»

10 PORT VALVE DIAGRAM
"INJECT" POsmON

Sample

Desorber tube
'-cover hardware

to PORT VALVE DIAGRAM
"LOAD" POSmON

+- ) /8 - O.D .glass
desorption tube

1117('),,",,"><-- Gas inlet

J-.._~. ) /8- graphite ferrule
; .L •..j~"E- (CRS part # 211600 )

+- Glass YoIQOI

Carrier in

Carrier in

+- Glass YoIQOI

~
Desorber opening .

Located on lop left side
, of chromatograph. HOT.

Desorber--.

With the SRI 8610 Thermal Desorption unit,
samples of soil or other solids can be analyzed for
organic compounds without any extraction or other
special sample preparation. The sample being tested is
placed directly into the 3/8" O.D. machine glass
desorption tube. The bottom end of the tube is plugged
with glass wool. This holds the sample in place without
restricting gas flow. A one gram sample weight is
adequate. The open end of the tube is then packed with
glass wool to secure the sample and inserted into the
opening of the 3/8" stainless steel Swagelok* hardware
attached to the pigtailed gas tubing. This hardware is
the desorber tube cover and seals the organics in until
desorbed. The gas tubing supplies the carrier gas. The
sample tube is then inserted into the heated desorption
chamber and secured by the 3/8" Swagelok* nut,
When the sample is in place, the injection valve is
rotated (either manually or automatically, if so
equipped), and the volatized organics flow into the
column on the carrier gas.

Historically. samples in soil have required
solvent extraction with methlyene chloride, hexane,
carbon disulfide or others prior to injection into a gas
chromatograph. Unfortunately, solvent extraction often
dilutes the sample and adversely affects detection
limits. The detection limit for diesel fuel in soil by
extraction is typically 10 ppm. When thermal
desorption is employed, 10 ppb is attainable. With the
phasing out of the use of CFCs such as freon and the
ever-increasing scrutiny of laboratory solvent usage,
the stripping of analytes from the soil by and into the
column by thermal desorption is a practical (and
sensible) alternative.

In the past, direct thermal desorption of average
soil samples had been difficult due to the massive
amounts of water liberated. This tended to extinguish
the flame of the FJD detector (typical detector for
hydrocarbon analysis). Water elutes along with the
early gasolioe components and may interfere with the
quantitation of benzene and toluene. Water does not
interfere, however, with diesel quantitation because the
diesel compooents elute well after the water.

The AD detector-equipped SRI 8610 gas
chromatograph is supplied with an advanced desigo Desorber
ceramic ignitor which can be nm hot continuously,
thus re-igniting the AD flame should it momentariIy be
affected by the passing water vapor. This minimizes
the water interference and flame-out difficulties
normally experieoced with high moisture content
samples analyzed with an AD detector.
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The column is connected to the
injection valve inside the valve oven using a
1/16" to lI8" adapter and 0.040" J.D.
stainless steel tubing (1/16" O.D.). This
ensures a uniform sample temperature while
en route to the column and eliminates any
possible cold spots.

EXAMPLE OF TEMPERATURE
PROGRAM FOR DESORPTION

The ignitor element may be set to
6OO"C (a dull red glow) for the duration of
the run in order to avoid any possibility of
Fill flame-out should the sample have a
high moisture content. The ignitor element
can operate continuously at this high
temperature without affecting its normal life
expectancy.

Replacement desorber tubes may be
ordered directly from Sandfue Scientific
Ltd. in Mission, B.C., Canada at phone
(604) 826-5355 (part no. S-91(0).

To operate the SRI model 8610 thermal
desorption unit, the following steps are required:

1. Place a clean desorption tube with a glass wool
plug at one end on a scale of known accuracy. The
tare weight is obtained . This is done by either
weighing the clean, empty tube and recording the
weight, or by placing the tube on the weighing
platform and zeroing the balance.
2. Load the sample into the desorption tube and
place the tube back on the balance. The gross or
sample weight is recorded. The actual sample weight
is obtained by subtracting the tare weight from the
gross weight. A sample of solid weighing between
0.1 and 1.0 gm is recommended for best results. It is
preferable to use a small sample due to the moisture
that average samples contain. A small sample is less
likely to interfere with the AD detector flame. A
larger sample will permit the user to attain lower
detection limits, but water content must be
considered.
3. The tube containing the weighed sample is
plugged with glass wool to hold the sample inside
and the tube is inserted into the 3/8" opening of the
Swagelok'" hardware comprising the desertion tube
cover. The end of the plugged tube is slid into the
opening with the nut loosened . Once the tube has
been inserted, the nut is tightened to seal the sample
in the assembly.
4. Verify that the injection valve is in the "LOAD"
position. Insert the sealed desorption tube assembly
into the desorption chamber opening on top of the
chromatograph and quickly secure it in place by
tightening the Swagelok" nut at the opening. Care
should be exercised when performing this step. as
the desorption chamber is typically maintained at 350
degrees C and a burn potential exists.
5. Initiate the chromatogram either by keyboard or
foot switch.
6. As soon as the desorption tube assembly has been
secured into the desorption chamber. the injection
valve is rotated to the "INIEcr" position. and the
sample is allowed to flow into the column, After the
sample has desorbed completely, the valve is
returned to the "LOAD" position. The tube may then
be removed from the desorption chamber and
cleaned. The contents of the tube should be removed
and discarded. Once the tube has been thoroughly
cleaned, it may be returned to service. If in doubt. a
blank run should be used to verify that the tube has
been cleaned adequately. Once the blank
chromatogram is acceptable, the tube may be re-used
for a subsequent sample.

Users may make their own tubes if so desired.
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Thermal Desorber Soil Sample Preparation
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Borosilicate desorption tube

I) To ensure that the soil sample analyzed is
representative of the site sample, mix the soil in
the sample container completely. Then weigh 10
grams of soil from the sample container into a
150 ml beaker.

3) Roll a small amount of glass wool into a ball
with your fingers, then insert it into one end of
the glass desorption tube so that it remains in
place. Then place the tube on a tared balance.
Record the tare weight,

4) Load approximately 0.5 grams of the
soil-sodium sulfate mixture into the desorption
tube .

2) Add 10 grams of granular sodium sulfate
(NaozS0.) to the beaker and mix with a stirring
rOO or spatula. The granular sodium sulfate,
when mixed with the soil, absorbs most of the
moisture from the soil, allowing clay soils to be
ground into smaller particles. This is important
because dense clay will not fully desorb. The
mixture of soil and NAzSO. should be of a
granular consistency with small uniform
particles.

5) Insert another plug of glass wool into the
desorption tube to hold the sample in place. Do
not compact the sample when inserting the glass
wool or the sample may not desorb thoroughly.
When properly loaded and plugged, the tube
should resemble the diagram to the rigbt.

6) Place the loaded desorption tube on the
balance and record the undesorbed weigbt. After
desorption, allow the tube to cool and re-weigh
to obtain the desorbed weigbt. The hydrocarbon
content can then be calculated hased on either the
desorbed weigbt of the sample or the undesorbed
weigbt (wet weigbt) of the sample. The
difference between the two weights represents
the amount of moisture left in the sample
following the mixture with sodium sulfate.
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Thermal Conductivities of common gases

As illustrated by the table below, Helium and Hydrogen have
the highest thermal conductivities of any gases. The TCD de
tector responds to the difference between the thermal conduc
tivity of the carrier gas and the analyte peak. The greater the
difference, the better the sensitivity. For this reason, Nitrogen
is only used as a carrier gas when hydrogen or helium is the
target analyte. Argon is sometimes used as a carrier gas, but
would have little sensitivity towards ethane or propane, for ex
ample, because the thermal conductivity of the argon ( 39 ) is
very close to that of ethane ( 43 ) or propane ( 36 ).

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
SOME COMMON GASES

Air 58
Argon 39
CO 53
C02 34

H2 419
HE 343
N2 57
02 58

Neon 109
Methane 73
Ethane 43
Propane 36
Butane 32



Sample pump

Standard pump

Standards
preparation
module

HID Detector

Gas Extraction
Loop

Dual 10-port
Gas Sampling Valves

Molecular Sieve
packed column

Silica Gel packed column

TCD Detector

Solenoid Valves

The TOGA GC may also be used to perform more general dissolved gas analyses (DGA) with sample
liquids like water and soft drinks.

System Overview

Use the SRI TOGA GC to determine the type and quantity of gases dissolved in transformer oil, and to
create dissolved gas standards.  The TOGA
GC is equipped with two peristaltic pumps,
one to convey the sample oil into the gas
extraction loop, and one for making
standards.  Along with the standard pump,
the standards preparation module allows you
to prepare dissolved gas standards.

The gas extraction loop uses dual
10-port gas sampling valves with
solenoids for helium purge/flush.
The TOGA GC may be equipped
with a TCD detector, an HID
detector, or both.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC



Transformer
oil IN from

syringe

Solenoid
valve 1

Solenoid
valve 2

Valve
2

Valve
1

Permeation tubing

1/8” Teflon

Waste

3/8” thick wall

Helium purge IN Helium purge OUT

Peristaltic
pump

LOAD:

Solenoid 1
helium IN
relay “A”

Silica
Gel

Mole
SieveCarrier

Solenoid 2
OUT to vent
relay “C”

Valve 2

Valve 1

to detector

LOOP

Sample
IN & OUT

INJECT:

Solenoid 1
helium IN
relay “A”

Silica
Gel

Mole
Sieve

Carrier

Solenoid 2
OUT to vent
relay “C”

Valve 2

Valve 1

to detector

LOOP

Sample
IN & OUT

Theory of Operation

Valve 1 is plumbed to the Molecular
Sieve 13X column, then to the Silica
Gel column.  Valve 2 is plumbed to
the gas extraction loop.  While the
transformer oil is being pumped
through the gas extraction loop, both
valves are in the LOAD position.
During this time, the gases dissolved
in the transformer oil are extracted by
selective permeation through the
membrane.

When the valves are rotated into the INJECT position, the
gases that have permeated the membrane are swept from the
extraction chamber onto the Molecular Sieve 13X column,
then on to the Silica Gel column.  The permeation tube is
heated to 150oC while the solenoids are turned ON to sweep
the extraction chamber clean with helium for the next sample.

The TOGA GC uses a dual 10-port
valve and gas extraction loop
configuration for extracting and
injecting dissolved transformer oil
gases.  The gas extraction loop consists
of a permeation tube encapsulated in
a glass tube equipped with a heated
trap, and replaces the sample loop in
the valve circuit.  Teflon tubing is used
to convey the sample oil from the
syringe to the permeation tube, and
from the permeation tube out to waste.
The Teflon tubing and the permeation
tube are secured in the gas extraction
loop, with the permeation tube

centered in the glass tube which functions as the extraction
chamber.  When the transformer oil is pumped through the
permeation tube, the dissolved gases therein selectively permeate
through the heated (70oC) membrane into the surrounding
extraction chamber.  Plumbed to the dual 10-port valves are two
solenoid valves for purging the gas extraction chamber with
helium between sample injections, to prevent carryover.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC



Expected Performance
These two chromatograms show a 100ppm DGA standard as separated by the TOGA GC.  The permeation
chamber was baked out at 150oC between runs.

Hydrogen
O2
N2
Methane
CO
Ethane
CO2
Ethylene
Acetylene

732.8160
76505.4300

118654.2520
1388.4300
1083.2865
1247.8820
1941.6180
798.1490
251.2315

Results:
Component Retention Area

1.283
1.950
2.483
4.283
5.366

10.083
12.816
13.683
16.616

HID gain = HIGH
HID temp = 250oC
HID current = 100

TCD gain = LOW
TCD temp = 250oC

Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40.00 7.000 10.000 100.00
100.00 0.000 20.000 250.00
250.00 5.000 0.000 250.00

Sample: 10mL 100ppm DGA standard
Columns: 1-meter Molecular Sieve, 2-meter Silica Gel
Carrier: Helium @ 20mL/minute
Pump rate = 2.0mL/minute
Valve oven temp = 90oC
Permeation tube temp = 70oC

Events:
Time Event
0.000 C ON (OUTLET SOLENOID)
0.050 A ON (INLET SOLENOID)
1.000 A OFF
1.050 C OFF
1.100 E ON (SAMPLE PUMP)
7.100 E OFF
7.150 ZERO
7.200 G ON (VALVE 1 INJECT)
7.250 H ON (VALVE 2 INJECT)
7.750 H OFF
7.850 C ON (OUTLET SOLENOID)
7.900 A ON (INLET SOLENOID)
7.950 F ON (TRAP HEAT)
16.500 F OFF
17.500 A OFF
17.700 C OFF

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC



General Operating Procedure

2.  Turn the GC ON and let the system warm up and stabilize.  Once you have ensured proper carrier
gas flow, turn the TCD gain switch to LOW (this turns the current ON).  The TCD temperature is
factory set at 250oC.  You may adjust this temperature if required.  Turn ON the HID current.  The HID
temperature is also factory set at 250oC.  Set the HID gain switch to HIGH.  See each separate detector’s
manual section for more operating details.

6.  Connect the sample syringe outlet to the gas extraction loop inlet through the SAMPLE IN line.

1.  Connect your helium source to the carrier and detector make-up gas inlets on the lower left-hand
side of the GC.  The pressures correlating with the proper flow rate for your instrument are printed on
the right hand side of the GC, in a table under the heading GAS FLOW RATES.  For best EPC
performance, set the incoming helium pressure 15-20psi higher than the pressure listed in the table.

7.  Hit RUN on the front of the GC or hit the spacebar on your computer keyboard.

3.  Type in this column oven temperature program for channel 1: Temperature program:
Initial Hold Ramp Final
40.00 7.000 10.000 100.00
100.00 0.000 20.000 250.00
250.00 5.000 0.000 250.00

4.  Type in the following event table for channel 1: Events:
Time Event
0.000 C ON (OUTLET SOLENOID)
0.050 A ON (INLET SOLENOID)
1.000 A OFF
1.050 C OFF
1.100 E ON (SAMPLE PUMP)
7.100 E OFF
7.150 ZERO
7.200 G ON (VALVE 1 INJECT)
7.250 H ON (VALVE 2 INJECT)
7.750 H OFF
7.850 C ON (OUTLET SOLENOID)
7.900 A ON (INLET SOLENOID)
7.950 F ON (TRAP HEAT)
16.500 F OFF
17.500 A OFF
17.700 C OFF

NOTE: Turning ON the two solenoids for 30 seconds before the run pre-purges the extraction chamber.
As shown in this event table, open solenoid C first, then A.  Close A first after 30 seconds, then close C.
Maintain this order to avoid collapsing the permeation tubing under excessive gas pressure.

What this Event Table will do:
-Pre-purge the gas extraction loop.
-Turn ON the sample pump for 6 minutes (or until the
waste line is full; your sample may take more or less
time).
-Zero the data system signal.
-Actuate Valves 1 and 2 to the INJECT position.
-Leave Valve 1 in INJECT and return Valve 2 to the
LOAD position.
-Turn ON the two solenoids.
-Heat the gas extraction loop to 150oC for several
minutes (again, your sample may take more or less
time).
-Turn OFF the two solenoids.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC



Changing the Permeation Tube
1.  Remove the plate covering the gas extraction
loop by unscrewing the four brass thumbscrews
that hold it in place, and unplugging the fan power
cord.  Remove the two squares of white insulation
to reveal the permeation tube assembly.  Gently
slide the assembly out of the valve oven ducts.

2.  Loosen the glass tube’s two stainless steel
nuts and Teflon ferrules with a wrench to free
the Teflon line.  The fittings with the attached
gas line are stationary.

3.  Slide the Teflon tubing out of the glass tube
until you can see the permeation tube.

4.  Pull the old permeation tube off the Teflon
tubing and discard.  Wipe any oil off the Teflon tubing with a KimWipe or other lint-free wipe.

5.  Slide the permeation tube over one end of the Teflon tubing.  It is a tight squeeze to get the Teflon
tubing into the permeation tube.  To facilitate this, the Teflon tubing is cut at a 45o angle or sharper.
Slide it on about 3/4” on each side.  The permeation tube should be 7 inches long.  It will be stretched
slightly inside the glass tube.

6.  Slide the permeation tube and Teflon tubing back into the glass tube and center it.

7.  Re-secure the two stainless steel nuts and Teflon ferrules onto the Teflon tubing.  Make sure that the
permeation tubing protrudes beyond the stainless steel nut, so that the nut and the ferrule are securing
it to the Teflon tubing.  You may have to stretch the permeation tubing a bit to fasten it with the nuts and
ferrules.  While you are tightening the nuts and ferrules, firmly grip the Teflon tubing where it protrudes
about 2-3” from the end of the trap to avoid twisting or kinking the permeation tube.  When you are
finished, check the flow through the permeation tube to ensure there is no constriction (it should be the
same as it was before you replaced the permeation tube).  Once the transformer oil starts flowing
through the permeation tube, it will stretch, resulting in a corkscrew appearance, which is normal for
operating mode.

8.  Slide the entire assembly back into the valve oven ducts.  Replace the two squares of white insulation.
Replace the cover plate and secure its four thumbscrews.

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC



Gas standard Sparge vessel
Standard
pump

Standard pump inlet tube Standard pump outlet
tube

Sample IN tubeSample OUT tube

Standards Preparation with the TOGA GC

1.  Attach the standard peristaltic pump inlet to a gas
standard; we used a tedlar bag filled with gas
standard.  The standard pump outlet should already
be connected to the sparge vessel.

2.  Fill the sparge tube with water or oil, and
turn ON the standards pump (usually Relay
D; check the right-hand side of your GC
for your specific relay assignments).

3.  Continuously pump gas
standard through the sparge
tube.  Over time, it will
equilibrate; this could take up
to two hours.

5.  The extracted standard will return to the sparge tube to be regenerated for subsequent analysis.

6.  Re-attach the SAMPLE OUT tube to the waste connection, and the SAMPLE IN tube to the next
syringe.

Gas standard
Standard pump

inlet tube

Sparge
vessel

Standard pump
outlet tube

Standard
pump

Sample OUT tube

Sample IN tube

Gas
extraction

loop

4.  To sample the standard you’ve
created with the tedlar bag and liquid-
filled sparge tube: attach the SAMPLE
IN and OUT tubes to the STANDARD
IN and OUT tubes on the top of the
sparge vessel.

SPARGE VESSEL TOP

STANDARD IN
and OUT tubes

Standard pump outlet
tube connects here

Left open for venting

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
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General Information

Many factors determine the solubility of gases in a given liquid, such as
temperature and pressure and type of liquid.  The following tables were
downloaded from the internet and are provided here for general information
only.  Table 1 lists the saturation solubilities for dissolved gases in transformer
oil (percent by volume).  The saturation solubility for a gas is the maximum
amount of gas a liquid can hold when 100% of that gas is bubbled through
the liquid and fills the headspace above the liquid.

Table 2 shows the solubility of gases in water (ppm
by weight) for general DGA.
PPM by weight = the weight of the gas divided by
the weight of one liter of water (2.205 pounds).

POPULAR CONFIGURATION GCs
Transformer Oil Gas Analyzer (TOGA) GC

The following equation can help you convert the percent by volume numbers to ppm by weight (within
about 15%):

Table 2
Gas Solubility (ppm by weight)
Acetylene 117ppm
Ammonia 5290ppm
Bromine 1490ppm
Carbon dioxide 169ppm
Carbon monoxide 28ppm
Chlorine 7290ppm
Ethane 62ppm
Ethylene 149ppm
Hydrogen 1.6ppm
Hydrogen sulfide 3850ppm
Methane 23ppm
Nitrogen 19ppm
Oxygen 43ppm
Sulfur dioxide 1128ppm

X X X = = = 3.2ppm H21L oil
0.910kg

0.07L H2
1L oil

1 mole H2
24L H2

2g H2
2 moles H2

g
kg0.0032 3.2g

1000kg

hydrogen (H2):

(24L is a constant representing the volumn occupied by 1 mole of an ideal gas at room temperature and pressure.)

Table 1 Solubility of Gases in Transformer Oil:
Gas      % by volume
Hydrogen 7
Nitrogen 8.6
Carbon monoxide 9
Oxygen 16
Methane 30
Carbon dioxide 120
Ethane 280
Ethylene 280
Acetylene 400

“The majority of gases that are indicative of faults are also those
that are in general the more soluble in the oil.”
—Table and quote from “Dissolved Gas Ananlysis of Mineral Oil
Insulating Fluids,” by Joseph B. DiGiorgio, Ph.D., for Northern
Technology and Testing.
http://www.nttworldwide.com/tech2102.htm

100%
gas in

Headspace

Table 2 is from The Wired Chemist:
http://wulfenite.fandm.edu/data%20/Table_16.html



TUBE VOLUME SELECTION GUIDE

INTERN AL MICROLITER S INCH ES PER INTER NAL MICROLITERS IN CH ES PI

DIAMETER PER INCH MICROLITER DIA METER PER INCH MICROLITER

0 .001 0.0129 77.6979 0.051 33.4757 0 .0299
0 .002 0.0515 19.4245 0.052 34.8014 0.0287
0.003 0 .1158 8.6331 0.053 36.1527 0.0277
0.004 0.2059 4.8561 0.054 37.5299 0.0266
0.005 0 .3218 3.1079 0.055 38.9327 0 .0257
0.006 0 .4633 2.1583 0.056 40 .3613 0.0248
0.007 D.6306 1.5857 0.057 ''' .8157 0.0239
0 .008 0.8237 1.21 40 0.058 43.2958 0 .0231
0 .009 1.0425 0 .9592 0.059 44.8016 0 .0223
0.010 1.2870 0 .7770 0.060 46.3332 0 .0216
0.011 1.SST.! 0 .6421 0.061 47.8905 0 .0209
0.012 1.8533 0 .5396 0.062 49.4735 0.0202
0.013 2. 1751 0.4598 0.063 51.0822 0.0196
0 .014 2.5226 0 .3964 0.064 52.7167 0.0190
0.015 2.8958 0 .3453 0.065 54.3770 0.0164
0.016 3 .2948 0.3035 0.066 56.0630 0.0178
0.017 3 .7195 0 .2669 0.067 57.7747 0.0173
0.018 4. '700 0.2398 0.068 59.5122 0.0168
0 .019 4.6462 0 .2152 0.069 61.2754 0.0163
0.020 5 .1461 0 .1942 0.070 63.064J 0.0159
0.021 5. 6758 0 .1762 0.071 64.8790 0 .0154
0.022 6 .2292 0. 1605 0.072 66.7195 0.0150 ,...
0 .023 6 .8084 0 .1469 0.073 68.5856 0.0146
0 .024 7.4133 0 .1349 0.074 70.4775 0 .0142
0.025 8.0440 0 .1243 0.075 72.3952 0.0138

0.026 8.7003 0 .1149 0.076 74.3386 0.0135

0.027 9 .3825 0 .1066 0.077 76.3077 0.0131

0.028 10.0903 0 .0991 0.078 78.3026 0.0128
0.029 10.8239 0.0924 0.079 80.3232 0.0124

0.030 11.5833 0 .0863 0.080 82.3696 0.0121

0.031 12.3684 0.0809 0.081 84.4417 0.0118

0.032 13 .1792 0.0759 0.082 86.5395 0.0116

0.033 14.0158 0.0713 0.083 88.6631 0.0113

0.034 14. 8781 0.0672 0.084 90.8124 0.0110

0.035 15.7662 0.0634 0.085 92.9875 0.0108

0.036 16.6799 0 .0600 0.086 95.1882 0 .0105

0.037 17.6195 0.0568 0.087 97.4146 0.0103

0 .036 18.5847 0.0538 0.088 99.6670 0.0100

0. 039 19 .5758 0.0511 0.089 101.8450 0.0098

0.040 20.5925 0.0486 0.090 104.2488 0 .0096

0.041 21.6350 0.0462 0.091 106.5783 0.0094

0.042 22.7032 0.0440 0.092 108. 9335 0.0092

0.043 23 .7972 0.0420 0.093 111.3145 0.0090

0.044 24.9169 0 .0401 0.094 113.7212 0.0088

0.045 26.0624 0 .0384 0.095 116.1537 0.0086

0.046 27.2336 0.0367 0.096 118.6119 0.0084

0.047 28.4306 0.0352 0.097 121.0958 0.0083

0.048 29.6532 0.0337 0.096 123.6055 0.0081 ,.--

0.049 30.9017 0 .0324 0.099 126.1409 0.0079

0.050 32.1758 0 .03 11 0.100 128.7020 0.0078
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SRI Instruments 
PeakSimple 2000 

Chromatography Integration Software 

Basic Tutorial 

Installing PeakSimple 2000 from floppy disk 
or CD-Rom 
 
A. Start the Windows operating system in use on 

your computer. (Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000) 
 
B.   Insert the PeakSimple 2000 disk or CD into your 

floppy disk drive.  
 
C. Go to the Start menu in the bottom left hand cor-

ner of the windows screen and select Run from 
the set of icons. 

 
D.   From the run menu, type X:\setup (where X is the 

letter of your computers disk drive).  
 
E.   Now click on the Continue button with your 

mouse cursor or press the enter key on your key-
board to begin installation.  

 
F.   To complete installation follow the onscreen in-

structions provided by the installation wizard.  

Installing PeakSimple 2000 from software 
download 
 
A. Start the Windows operating system and use an 

online browser to access www.srigc.com. 
 

B.   From the menu on the left hand side of the screen 
select Download our Software and then download 
PeakSimple 2000 from the following page.  

 
C. Save the file to a temporary folder and then double 

click on it from My Computer to allow the program to 
self-extract.  

 
D. Once all the files have been extracted successfully 

double-click the install file and press the Continue 
button when prompted.  

 
E.   Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the in-

stallation of PeakSimple.  



Launching PeakSimple 2000 
 
1. Click on the windows Start button in the bot-

tom left-hand corner of the screen. Select 
Programs and then PeakSimple from the list 
of program groups on the screen and then 
click on PeakSimple.  

 
2.  This will launch PeakSimple and initialize the 

data acquisition system.  
 
3. If PeakSimple comes up with an error mes-

sage stating “Acquisition system is not func-
tioning” with a countdown timer, it is indicating 
that there is a communication problem be-
tween the computer and the data system or 
that the data system and the hardware is not 
connected. Click OK to continue working with 
PeakSimple.  
 

4.   Most of the commands and options in Peak-
Simple are equipped with tool tips that will 
automatically pop up to display useful infor-
mation when the mouse cursor is held over a 
command. To turn off the tool tips deselect 
the tool tips option in the Help menu.  

 
 
Opening a PeakSimple Data File 
 
 
1.   To open a PeakSimple data file or chroma-

togram, begin by selecting File in the Peak-
Simple menu bar and then choose Open… 
from the set of options.  

 
2. The Load Chromatogram File window is now 

open. The PeakSimple software includes a 
number of sample chromatogram data files 
that can be opened, displayed, and manipu-
lated. One file, 602.CHR, will be used 
throughout the rest of the tutorial. Select file 
602.CHR from the PeakSimple directory, 
choose Channel 1 as a destination channel, 
and then select Open to load the file.  

 
 
 
 



Adjusting Display Limits 
 
1. To adjust the display limits of a chromatogram 

click on either the + magnifying glass icon or 
the -  magnifying glass icon to the left of the 
chromatogram. This will increase or decrease 
the limits by a factor of two each time you 
click on the icons.  

 
2. After opening chromatogram 602.CHR, prac-

tice making the display limits smaller but the 
peaks larger by clicking the + magnifying 
glass icon.  

 
3. Practice making the display limits larger but 

the peaks smaller by clicking on the - magnify-
ing glass icon.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
Zooming 
 
1. To zoom in on a specific part of a PeakSimple 

chromatogram, click and hold the left mouse 
button and drag it over the desired area.  

 
2. After opening chromatogram 602.CHR hold 

the left mouse button and drag it over the 
base of the toluene peak. Let go of the mouse 
button and there will be a larger view of the 
area that was selected.  

 
3.   To return to the original display limits of the 

chromatogram and unzoom the area selected 
press F6 or select the unzoom icon located in 
the PeakSimple toolbar at the top of the 
screen.  



Dragging Retention Windows 
 
1. To drag a retention window bar place the 

mouse cursor on the bar until a double sided 
arrow pops up. Click on the left mouse button 
and hold and then drag the retention window 
bar to its desired place.  

 
2. After opening the chromatogram 602.CHR 

zoom in on the benzene peak and the smaller 
peak to its left. Locate the benzene retention 
window bar and drag it over to the smaller un-
named peak to the left of the benzene. Be-
cause this is a small peak it is not immediately 
recognized.  

 
3. Right click on the chromatogram over the un-

named peak and select Integration from the 
resulting menu.  

 
4. From the integration window locate the Area 

Reject dialogue box, erase the 100.0 in the 
box, and add the number 10.0 to the dialogue 
box. Click OK and the integration window will 
exit.  

 
5.   Press the Enter or Return key on your key-

board and the smaller peak will now be recog-
nized as Benzene.  



Manual Integration 
 
1. To manually adjust the integration baseline 

and peak separation in a chromatogram use 
the manual integration toolbar provided by 
PeakSimple. To open up the manual integra-
tion toolbar select Edit in the PeakSimple 
menu bar and then click on the Manual Inte-
gration option. The manual integration toolbar 
will now appear to the left of the chromato-
graph. 

 
2. The manual integration toolbar contains nine 

types of manual integration options. Four of 
the most commonly used options are None 
integration, Drop integration, Based integra-
tion, and Rubber Band integration.  

 
3. To make a baseline ignore a peak use the 

None integration tool. After opening chroma-
togram 602.CHR and the manual integration 
toolbar, zoom in on the baseline of the solvent 
peak and the smaller unrecognized peak im-
mediately to its right. Click on the None inte-
gration tool in the manual integration toolbar 
with the mouse cursor and then click on the 
valley between the two peaks where they 
meet the baseline.  The area of the small 
peak is now added to the solvent peak.  

 
4. To undo the changes made to a chroma-

togram at any time simply click on the Undo 
integration tool in the manual integration tool-
bar. After selecting this tool all integration 
changes made to the chromatogram will be 
undone.  

 
5. Click on the Undo tool with your mouse cur-

sor and select the Drop integration tool to en-
able the dropping of the baseline below the 
between the two peaks. After selecting the 
Drop tool click where the valley of the peaks 
meet the baseline with the cursor. The base-
line should now be dropped below the base of 
the peaks and a line should extend from it to 
the baseline.  



6.   After the manual integration between the two 
peaks is dropped  use the Based integration 
tool to raise the baseline to the valley between 
the peaks. Once the Based integration tool is 
selected, click on the valley between the sol-
vent peak and the smaller peak to its right 
with the mouse cursor. The baseline will now 
extend up to meet the valley of the two peaks.  

 
7. Once again click on the Undo tool in the man-

ual integration toolbar to remove all changes 
done to the chromatogram. Select the Rubber 
Band integration tool to manually draw a 
baseline. Once the Rubber Band tool is se-
lected take the mouse cursor and click on a 
part of the baseline. While holding down the 
left mouse button extend the line to another 
part of the baseline further to the right of the 
starting point and let go of the mouse button. 
The base line will now be drawn according to 
the line that was drawn using the Rubber 
Band integration tool.  

 
 
Calibration 
 
1. To turn the raw area of a peak into a real-

world number the peak first needs to be cali-
brated. To calibrate the Toluene peak in chro-
matogram 602.CHR, open up the file and then 
right click using the mouse on the Toluene 
peak.  After right clicking on Toluene select 
Calibrate Toluene from the resulting menu.  

 
2.   From the Recalibration level window click on 

the third level radio button 3 (100.000) and 
then select OK with your mouse cursor.  



3. After selecting OK from the Recalibration level 
menu the Calibration menu for Toluene will 
pop up. Check to make sure the flashing as-
terisk on the calibration curve is on level 3 and 
then click on the Accept New button to the 
right of the window.  

 
4. Once the new data is accepted, click on the 

Method button immediately below the Accept 
New button. The Recalibration type window 
will now open allowing the user to select a 
method of calibration. By default the calibra-
tion type is set at Multiple Line Segments. Se-
lect the Quadratic (Ax2+Bx+C) radio button 
and then click on OK with the mouse cursor.  

 
5.   After changing the method of calibration click 

on Statistics in the upper right hand corner of 
the Calibration level window. The Calibration 
statistics window will pop up revealing the sta-
tistics for the calibration of Toluene. Click OK 
with the mouse cursor to close the Calibration 
statistics window and then select Close from 
the Calibration window to finish calibrating 
Toluene.  

       
 
Overlay 
 
1. To compare two or more chromatograms 

overlay them using PeakSimple. To overlay 
two chromatograms first open chromatogram 
602.CHR and then click on the 2 button in the 
PeakSimple toolbar. A second chromatogram 
channel is now open in the PeakSimple win-
dow. 

 
2.   Once the second channel is open select File 

from the PeakSimple menu bar and then click 
on Open. The Load chromatogram file win-
dow will open up displaying a list of files to 
load. Select chromatogram FID602.CHR to 
load and then select the 2 channel radio but-
ton to load the chromatogram in the second 
channel.  



3. Once FID602.CHR is open in the second 
channel right click using the mouse on the 
chromatogram in the first channel and select 
Channel Details from the list of options.  

 
4. After the Channel 1 details window appears 

on the screen locate the Overlay data in 
channel check box and select it. Look to the 
dialogue box to the right of the Overlay data in 
channel check box and insert the number 2 in 
place of the 1. Click on OK with the mouse 
cursor to exit the Channel 1 details window.  

 
5. The chromatogram FID602.CHR is now in 

place overlaid on top of chromatogram  
      602.CHR in channel 1. Chromatogram  
      602.CHR is in blue while FID602.CHR is in 

red.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Printing a Chromatogram 
 
1. To print a chromatogram first open chroma-

togram 602.CHR. Once the chromatogram is 
open select File from the PeakSimple menu 
bar and then select Print from the drop-down 
menu.  

 
2.   The Print window will open and will allow the 

user to customize the printing of a chroma-
togram. Click on the Format button for the 
Print header to open up the Header format 
window. Add or delete any information in the 
window by clicking on the fields and inserting 
the desired information. Click on the OK but-
ton when all the desired information is input-
ted to close the window.  



3.   In the Print window click on the Format button 
for Print chromatogram to open up the Chro-
matogram format window. Locate the Chart 
speed dialogue box and insert the number of 
inches each minute on the chromatogram will 
take up when printed (for a nine minute run try 
0.50 inches per minute). After the Chart speed 
is entered click on OK to exit the window.  

 
4.   In the Print window locate the Print report 

check box and click on the Format button to 
its right.  

 
5.   Once the Report format window is open click 

on External in the Available dialogue menu 
(on the left) and then click with the mouse cur-
sor on the right facing arrow button to add Ex-
ternal to the Selected dialogue box (on the 
right). After External is added to the Selected 
dialogue box click on Units with the mouse 
cursor and click on the right facing arrow but-
ton to add Units to the Selected dialogue box. 
Click on OK with the mouse cursor to exit out 
of the Report format window.  

 
6.   Select Print in the Print window to print the 

chromatogram or click on OK in the Print win-
dow to exit the window.  

 
 
Exporting to Excel 
 
1.   In the PeakSimple toolbar click on the Re-

sults window button to open up the Results 
window. Once the Results window is open 
click on the Copy button to copy the results 
data to the Windows clipboard.  

 
2.   Make sure Microsoft Excel is loaded on the 

computer. If Excel is not loaded you can copy 
results data and chromatograms to Microsoft 
Word or PowerPoint. Open up Microsoft Excel 
by clicking with the mouse cursor on the Start 
button in the bottom left of the Windows 
screen and then Programs and then Micro-
soft Excel in the Windows Program menu.  



6.   Once Excel is opened select Edit from the Ex-
cel menu bar and then Paste from the drop 
down menu. The results data is now placed 
into the columns and rows of Excel. Using the 
mouse cursor, select a box to the right of the 
results data in the Excel spreadsheet. Go 
back into the PeakSimple for Windows NT 
program and hit Close to exit the Results win-
dow.  

 
7. Right click with the mouse cursor anywhere 

on chromatogram 602.CHR and select Copy 
picture from the resulting menu. Go back into 
Excel and select Edit from the Excel menu 
bar and then Paste from the drop down menu. 
The PeakSimple chromatogram will now be 
displayed next to its results data in the rows 
and columns of Microsoft Excel.  

 

This concludes the PeakSimple 2000 Basic Tutorial 
 

An Advanced Tutorial can be obtained by going to: 
www.srigc.com online  

 
If you have questions or would like to place an order call: 

(310) 214-5092 
 
 





7.  Connect Power to the Model 302
The Model 302 is provided with a power cord which
plugs into a standard 110 (or 220) volt outlet.  Plug the
Model 302 into the wall outlet.  Turn ON the power switch
and verify that the POWER LED on the front of the Model
302 is lit.

8.  Install PeakSimple Chromatography Software
8-1.  Locate your copy of PeakSimple, which is shipped inside the front
cover of your manual.  Insert the CD or floppy disk(s) into your computer�s
appropriate drive.

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

The power LED is lit when the Model 302 is
connected to a power source & switched ON.

8-2.  Open the appropriate drive through My Computer, then double
click on �Setup.exe� and follow the instructions.  By default, the
setup program places the PeakSimple application directory on the
hard drive: c:\peak2000.  If you put the application directory
elsewhere, take note of the path as you may have to enter it in a
dialog box during the USB driver installation procedure.

9.  Install the USB Drivers
There are three important files saved to the PeakSimple application
directory at the conclusion of the software installation: LL_USB.inf,
LL_USB.sys, and LL_USB2K.sys.  These files are required for
Windows to recognize the A/D board connected to the computer�s
USB port.
9-1.  Double-click on the My Computer icon on your desktop, then
on Control Panel, then on Add New Hardware, which should open
the Add New Hardware Wizard.
9-2.  Click the Next button twice, until you get to the screen that
gives you a choice between letting Windows find the new hardware,
or selecting it yourself from a list.  Click the radio button to choose
the hardware from a list and click the Next button.



Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

9-3.  Scroll down the
hardware list, click on
Universal Serial Bus
controllers, then click
Next.  From the
following screen click
the Have Disk button.

9-4.  Click Browse and navigate to the PeakSimple application
directory, or type in the path (�c:\peak2000� or the name you
have chosen).  The Wizard should find the LL_USB.inf file.  When
you click OK, the Wizard will verify that you want to copy files
from the PeakSimple directory (�Copy manufacturer�s files from:
c:\peak2000�).

9-5.  When you click
OK again, the Wizard
will confirm that the
drivers are for Lawson
Labs.  Click Next on
this screen and the
following screen, and
Windows will finish
installing the software
for the Model 302.
Click Finish.

9-6.  Restart your computer (you MUST restart your computer
before the drivers will work).  Open the Control Panel again, then
System, then click on the Device Manager tab.  If the USB drivers
have been successfully installed, the Universal Serial Bus controllers
section will list �Lawson Labs, Inc. USB Data Acquisition
HdwrVer-04.�



Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System

10.  Launch PeakSimple

10-1.  Double-click on the PeakSimple icon to launch the program.  Verify that
communication has been established between your computer and the Model 302.
An error message  will appear if communication is not established.  This is normal
until you complete the following step.

10-3.  For the remote start option:
Open the Edit menu and choose Channels.  Click on
the Details button for channel 1.  Verify that Remote
start is enabled (the box should be checked).  Repeat
this step for channels 2-6 if necessary.

10-4.  For information about using Event tables, manual Relay activation, etc., see the �PeakSimple Tutorials�
and the �PeakSimple Software� sections  in the manual (and online at www.srigc.com�click on the �Download
Our Documents� button on the homepage).

10-2.  Each SRI USB data system has a
unique 4-digit USB device number
beginning with �5� (5031, 5032, etc.).
This I.D. number is printed on the back
of your Model 302, and on your
PeakSimple disk.  Open the PeakSimple
Edit menu and choose Overall.  Enter
your Model 302 I.D. number in the box
labeled �Com port / USB device number.�
Click OK, and PeakSimple will attempt
to �wake-up� the data system.  Click the

Save All  icon so you don�t have to

re-enter the USB device number.

Enter the 4-digit USB device number here



Technical Support:
If you have questions or problems, call SRI for free technical support at 310-214-5092, 8am - 5pm California
time.

11-2.  Hit your computer keyboard spacebar to begin the run, and the data is plotted onscreen in the
chromatogram window.

11-3.  Hit the End key on your computer keyboard to stop the run.

11. Starting an Analysis
10-1.  The upper right corner of the PeakSimple chromatogram window contains real-time information pertinent
to your analysis in progress.  The status of the run (STAND BY, RUN) is displayed in capital letters next to the
millivolt (mV) reading, underneath the amount of time into the run.

Press the End key
to stop the run

Press the spacebar to begin the run

Model 302
Six Channel USB PeakSimple Data System



Stream Flow using Standard Vacuum Pump

Stream Flow· 1/801 Tubing

3116/03

The flow was measured fromtheexit
port of a standard Rena Vacuum Pump.
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1) PeakSimple for Windows software and Chromatography Data System
( PeakSimple ) is written, manufactured and maintained by SRI Instruments, Inc. a
Nevada Corporation.

2) PeakSimple for Windows software has been under continuous development
since 1994. Periodic testing of the software is performed by SRI employees .

3) PeakSimple software is designed to be self-validating to enable quick verifi-
cation by customers that PeakSimple is functioning consistently, reliably and ac
cording to specifications under actual operating conditions.

4) Self-validation is performed by configuring PeakSimple into the "Loopback
mode" ( see loopback instructions in manual ). In this mode , an actual user gener
ated chromatogram which is loaded into channel 4 is re-played ( like a tape re
corder) through the TP2 output channel, and then re-acquired and processed
through any one of the remaining input channels. This is done 7 or more times to
insure that data is being processed consistently and reliably.
The results from multiple loopback analyses are used to calculate the percent rela
tive standard deviation ( precision) of each peak in the chromatogram. Chroma
tographic data is highly variable, and the precision obtained is dependent on many
factors including the peak shape, signal to noise ratio, interferences, co-eluting
peaks, data acquistion rate and customer selected integration parameters. For this
reason, self-validation is more valid than factory validation, since self-validation
takes into account the exact chromatographic conditions and user specified pa
rameters in effect for the particular application whereas factory validation can not.



Loopback Test: For Data Validation

A loopback test may be performed if you are required to validate the precision of the
G.C. or Data System's analog to digital conversion . This test requires the user to install a
jumper wire on the ND board inside the G.C. or Data System.

Description of Test:

A jumper wire is installed on the ND board between 'temperature program one',
(TP1), and 'channel one signal input' , (Sig. 1+). A data file is then loaded into channel
four . When the 'Ioopback' mode is selected in PeakSimpIe, the data on channel four is
routed out TP1 to the channei one signal input. When a chromatogram run is started ,
channel one will begin to reproduce the data loaded into channel four . After the run has
completed , area counts from a specific data peak maybe collected and the run repeated
several times. After at least three runs, the user may then calculate the average area
counts and the percent relative standard deviation,(%RSD) and thus the precision of the
ND converter. Less than 0.5% RSD is typical for the SRI Model 202 and 203 ND boards.

Setting Up The Hardware:

With the G.C. unplugged, remove the six screws securing the bottom cover. Flip the
G.C. on its back and locate the ND board on the right-hand side. Remove any wires from
'TP1' and 'SIG 1+' and add an insulated 22 AWG wire between TP1 and SIG 1.
Refer to the diagram below for jumper placement.

1· ·· · · ·· · 1

1············ 1** .. C D ~ ~Q H ... ' ...2

'0_
04TAI'OIlT
~0It ClIIH!CT'ION TO

u_. , _ C-.nvl-

SINGLE CHANNEL
LAWSON 203 BOARD

FOUR CHANNEL
LAWSON 202 BOARD

'0_
041._r
"011C_CnoN TO

,-----,'~~

ADDA JUMPU fROfII TPl TO$IG I.
ANO VeRIFY $IG l_1S GROUNDED

c.-.. -..n ('I VOLTO """'4
• ! • •

Most systems will
contain the Four
Channel 202 Board .
Also, verify that SIG 1
is grounded. Add
another jumper if
needed.

Some systems will
contain the Single
Channel 203 Board.
Also , verify that SIG 1
is grounded. Add
another jumper if
needed.

You could also run the
TP1 wire to SIG 1+
through a relay for
automatic hardware
setup .



Loopback Test: (continued)

Setting Up The Software:

Re-attach the bottom cover and
plug the G.C. back in. Turn the G.C.
power on and start PeakSimple. Verify
that the computer is communicating
properly with the G.C..

In the EDIT-OVERALL screen,
check the LOOPBACK box. Set the
START TIME to a minutes and the
END TIME to 10 minutes. Also verify
that the SHOW RETENTION
WINDOWS box is checked.

In the EDIT-CHANNELS screen,
check the ACTIVE, DISPLAY and
INTEGRATE boxes for channel 1. And
check the DISPLAY and INTEGRATE
boxes for channel 4.

In the EDIT-CHANNEL 1
DETAILS screen , set the END TIME to
10 min. Set the SAMPLE RATE to 1.
Set the DEFAULT DISPLAY LIMITS to
256 MAX and -25.6 MIN. Set the
TRIGGER GROUP to MAIN. Click OK
to close the DETAILS screen. Then
repeat for CHANNEL 4-DETAILS.

Ol I:" ::'c.:....

' "'''' '' '' ' -~IiS'!~

In the EDIT-CHANNEL 1
INTEGRATION screen, set the AREA
REJECT to 100. Set the PEAK
DETECTION SENSITIVITY to
'PEAK=95%, BASELlNE= 60%'. Set
the SPIKE CHANNEL=NONE,
STANDARD WEIGHT=1, SAMPLE
WEIGHT=1, and make sure the
TANGENT DETECTION BOX is
UNCHECKED. Click OK to close the
INTEGRATION screen . Then repeat for
CHANNEL 4-INTEGRATION.
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Loopback Test: (continued)
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In the FILE·OPEN screen, select
CHANNEL 4 at the bottom of the window
and then highl ight the 602.chr sample
chromatogram file and select OPEN.

In the EDIT·CHANNEL 1
COMPONENTS·LOAD screen, highlight
the 602.cpt sample components fi le and
click OPEN. Click OK again to close the
COMPONENTS screen. Then repeat for
CHANNEL 4-COMPONENTS.

Software Setup: (continued)

The 602.chr sample chromatogram
that is now displayed on channel four
represents the data that will be fed back
through the N O converter.

Starting the Run:

Auto-zero channel 1 by clicking
the 'Z' button. Depress the SPACEBAR
and the chromatogram will start running.
The data on CHANNEL 1 should appear
to be an exact replica of the data that
was fed into CHANNEL 4.
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Collecting the Data:

After the run has completed , make
note of the area counts of one of the
peaks by left-clicking on one of the
peaks. To luene, for example, may have
an area count of 931 .

Repeat the run three or more
times; for each run, record the area
counts of the same peak. Once the data
has been collected from at least three
runs; an average area count can be
calculated as well as the percent relat ive
standard deviation.
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Loopback Test: (continued)

Calculate the Standard Deviation:

Using the data collected, calculate the average area counts for Toluene. Typically this value
is around 950. Then calculate the %RSD which is usually less than 0.5%. You may notice
that there is a small magnitude of error between the CHANNEL 1 and CHANNEL 4 area
counts. This is due to the D/A converter and not the AID converter. Since the loopback test
measures the PRECISION of the AID converter and not its ACCURACY, this minor
discrepancy is insignificant.

Save Your Loopback Test as a CONTROL
FILE:

If you wish to run this test again or if you
continue with the next step and modify the
Peakwin.in i file, you will need to save the
loopback parameters as a CONTROL FILE.
In the FILE·SAVE CONTROL FILE screen,
type in loopback.con and click OK,

Modifying the Peakwin.in i File , (optional)

.._'~.......,...,

~ ~~· I"""' '''':'''''J

If desired, any inaccuracy of the D/A converter can be adjusted by attenuating the
LOOPBACK OUTPUT to match the input signal. This adjustment can be made by entering
the line "LoopbackFactor=X" in the [Lawson] section of the PEAKWIN.lNI file located in the
WINDOWS directory. The default value of 'X' is 0.098.

NOTE: Changes to the Peakwin.ini file will not be recognized unless the
PeakSimple application is restarted. After you have obtained the avera ge area count for
Toluene on CHANNEL 1, exit PeakSimple by pressing 'Q', then 'Y'.

To calculate the new value for 'X', first determine the average area counts of a specific
peak for CHANNEL 1 and also determine the area count of the corresponding peak on
CHANNEL 4. Next, divide the CHANNEL 4 area count by the CHANNEL 1 area count.
Multiply this ratio by 0.098. Substitute this new value for 'X' .

For example, using 602.chr as the chromatogram file, the toluene area count for
CHANNEL 4 is 953. If the average area count of toluene on CHANNEL 1 is 931 then the
ratio would be 953/931 = 1.0236. Multiply 1.0236 x 0.098. the answer is 0.1003128. Round
this new value for 'X' to 0.1003.



Loopback Test: (continued)

Modifying the Peakwin.ini File, (continued)

Find the PEAKWIN.lNI file in the WINDOWS sub-directory. Double-click to open it.
Scroll down until you find the [Lawson) section. Place the cursor at the last line of the
[Lawson] section and type "LoopbackFactor=X", and then press ENTER.
X is the value you calculated earlier. For example "LoopbackFactor=O.1003".

[lawson]
Debug""
DebugRead- "
Si ngl e-Channel - O
SalTlpleRate- "
Auerage-1
Filter-2
Interual-O
Calibrate"'1
RelaySense= 00
BaudRate=1
TineOut-SOon
MaxCount-1
EdgeTrigger-2
Gain-1
LineFrequency -60
localAuerage-4

loopbackFactor-O.098

[PR
TopMargin=OOO

--"

II O=exclude 1=include changes r-sq s t at is t i c

/ 1 debug ~ 1 for OH-writes lawsonXX.err on f ai l ure
II 1- write s eri al data strealTl to disk-large file s
II 1 · s i ngl e - channe l high speed data Illode enabled
II Hz, O~calculated internally for best resolution
II o~ no aueraging
I I 2 sets internal AID filter cutoff - 400 hz
II sees , O~calculated internally
II 0=no 1=yes calibrate during sign-on s equence
II 00-FF in hexadecimal sets TTL logic state
/I 0=9600 1=4800 2=2400 3=1200 4=600 5=300
II millisecs before automatic restart. 0 fo r never
II Any Ualue s e t s temp prog to .01 degree resolution
110m no edge trigger 1- positiue edge 2- neg. edge
II Sets RID board gain
II Sets line freq for Hodel 203 board only
II n-(1-20) Sets running average for 203 board
II n-O,1 Set to 1 to assume Model 203 connected

II Uof dots to leaue as page margin

Press ALT-F then S to save the file . Press AL T-F then X to exit. Restart
PeakSimple and load the loopback.con control file you saved earlier. Run the
loopback test again. The accuracy of the D/A converter shouid be improved . (Channel
1 toluene area counts should closely match the channel 4 toiuene area counts) .

End of Test:

Turn off G.C. power and re-connect the original AID board wiring . The loopback test is
completed.



Chapter: INJECI'ORS & GAS VALYES

Topic: LOOP SAMPLING 6 PORT MODE REV. 9-7-91

WAD POSmON - TURN SHAFI' CCW

CARRIER

'--"""'TO COLUMN

SAMPLE

IN

Valco's ten port valve catalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. Yau
can order Valco's catalog
from:

SRI has plumbed the valve in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

earner gas flows onto the
column while sample gas flows
through the sample loop.

In the INJECT position:

earner gas flows through the
sample loop and then onto the
column. our

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

INJECT POSmON - TURN SHAFI' CW

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

CARRIER -~

our
SAMPLE

IN

L-;> TO COLUMN



Chapter:
Topic:

INJEcroRS & GAS VALVES
ALTERNATE LOOP SAMPLING
OF lWO DIFFERENT STREAMS REV. 9-7-91

SRI has plumbed the valve in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

Sample loop A is in position
to be loaded while sample loop
B has carrier gas flowing
through it onto the column.

In the INJECf position:

Sample loop B is in position
to be loaded while sample loop
A has carrier gas flowing
through it onto the column.

Valco's ten port valve catalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. You
can order Valco's catalog
from:

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

LOAD POSmON - TURN SHAFT CCW

CARRIER -"""'\

IN

SAMPLEB

J+~OUT

OUT

SAMPLE A

IN

INJECf POSmON - TURN SHAFT CW

-;

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

CARRIER

OUT

SAMPLE A .......:~:/

IN

IN

SAMPLE A

OUT

L-7- TO COLUMN



Chapter: INJECTORS & GAS VALVES

Topic: THERMAL SOIL DESORBER REV. 9-7-91

SRI has plumbed the valve in
your GCaccording to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

Carrier gas flows onto the
column while the desorber is
isolated.

In the INJECT position:

Carrier gas flows through the
desorber and then onto the
column.

Valco's ten port valve catalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. You
can order Valco's catalog
from:

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

WAD rosrnos - TURN SHAFT CCW

CARRIER -,

'--....::::>ro COLUMN

INJECT rosmox -TURN SHAFT CW

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

CARRIER-~

'--7' TO COLUMN



Chapter:
Topic:

INJECTORS & GAS VALVES

SIMULTANEOUS INJECllON OF THE SAME
SAMPLE JNI'O TWO SEPARATE COLUMNS REV. 9-7-91

LOAD rosmoN - TURN SHAFT CCW

INJECf rosrrtox - TURN SHAFT CW

CARRIER A

H-7'TO COLUMN A

J-+---7 TO COLUMN A

~-CARRIERA

.--';>:>-TO COLUMN B

,--)';) TO COLUMN BCARRIER B

OUT

SAMPLE A

IN

CARRIERB -,

OUT

SAMPLE

IN

GC serial number:

Date:

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

SRI has plumbed the valve in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

Both sample loops are in the
load position while carrier A
flows onto column A and
carrier B flows onto column B.

In the INJECf position:

Carrier A flows through loop
A onto column A while carrier
B flows through loop B onto
column B.

Valco's ten port valve catalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. You
can order Valco's catalog
from:

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON. TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345



Chapter:
Topic:

INJECTORS & GAS VALYES
LOOP SAMPLING WITH
BACKFLUSH TO DETECTOR REV. 9-7-91

INJECT POSmON - TURN SHAFT CW

WAD POSmON - TURN SHAFT CCWSRI has plumbed the valve in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

The sample loop is in position
to be loaded while carrier gas
flows through the column and
onto the detector.

In the INJECT position:

Carrier gas flows through the
sample loop and then on to the
column. however the direction
of flow through the column is
opposite from the direction in
the WAD position.

Valco's ten port valve calalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. You
can order Valco's catalog
from:

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

CARRIER-,

OUT

SAMPLE

IN

CARRIER

OUT

SAMPLE

IN

C
DETECTOR 0

L
U
M
N

C
DETECTOR 0

H--='<,~ t
M
N



Chapter:
Topic:

INJEcroRS & GASVAL~
LOOP SAMPLING WITH BACKFLUSH
OF PRE-COLUMN TO VENT REV. 9-7-91

SRI has plumbed the valve in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the WAD position:

The sample loop is in position
for loading. Column I has
carrier flowing through and out
the vent. Column 2 has flow
from carrier 2.

In the INJECT position:

Carrier 2 is venting while
carrier I flows through column
I and 2. The direction of flow
through .column I in the
INJECT position is reversed
from the WAD position.

Valco's ten port valve catalog
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. Y011
can order Valco's catalog
from:

LOAD rosmoN • TURN SHAFT CCW

CARRIER -"""'

COLUMN 2

.H-'''=- CARRIER 2

OUT

SAMPLE

IN

'---3'TO VENT

INJECT rosrnox - TURN SHAFT CW

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

CARRIER

OUT

SAMPLE

IN

~--:',. COLUMN 2

H-<E- CARRIER 2

TO VENT



Chapter: INJECTORS & GAS VALVES

Topic: Dual Loop Injection of Two Separate Streams Onto One Column

10 Port Gas Sampling Valve in LOAD Position

10 Port Gas Sam pling Valve in INJECT Position

This gas sampling valve configuration permits two separate
loops to be loaded simultaneously from two streams and

injected together onto the analytical column.

Sample loop 2 out

Sample loop2
internal standard

To
cohaon

"---.......- Sample loop 2 in

Fig. ISample loop 1
sample stream

Sample loop I in __oJ

Sample loop 1 "'" - .......-+<

The following is a
description of the 10 port gas
sampling valve plumbed to
permit the loading of dual
loops from separate streams
for injection as a single
sample onto a single
analy tical column.

In the LOAD position:

Two separate loop circuits
exist in this configuration.
Sample loop #1 receives
sample through port #1, and
vents through port #2.
Sample loop #2 receives
sample through port #8 and
vents through port #7.
Meanwhile the carrier gas is
routed into port #4 from the
injector, through the valve ,
and out through port #5 to
the analytical column and
detector.

'This configuration is convenient for applications where an
internal standard must be inserted into the sample prior to

analysis. Both samples are then merged and depos ited
on-column for analysis when the sampling valve is rotated to

the INJECT position.

Carrier gas in -~--::X:::-=::.{~-

In the INJECT position:

When the valve is rotated to
the INJECT position , both
sample loop inlets and outlets
are isolated (ports #1 and #2,
and #7 and #8) . The carrier
gas entering the valve at port
#4 is diverted into loop #1
through port #3. Loop #1 is
now in series with loop #2
and the contents of both
loops is swept out by the
carrier gas flow, to exit
through port #5 to the
analytical column for
analysis. At no time is the
carrier gas flow to the
column interrupted,
protecting both the column
and the detector.

Sample loop 1 out - .......-+{

Sample loop 1 in

Sample loop I
sample stream Fig. 2

To
column

')-1_- Sample loop 2 out

'-~- Sample loop 2 in

Sample loop 2
inlenW.....wd



Chapter:
Topic:

INJECTORS & VALVES
Liquid and Loop Sampling with Backflush
of Pre-column to Vent(Using External Liquid Sample Valve)

SRI has plumbed the valves in
your GC according to the
accompanying schematic.

In the LOAD position:

The liquid sample valve (LSV)
in in position forloading while
the gassample valve is in inject
position.

In the INJECT position:

Carrier gas flows through the
liquid sample slot in LSV and the
lO-port valve then on to the
column.

The lO-port valve remains in the
inject position throughout the
injection procedure and then
switches to load positionfor vent.

Valec' s ten port valve catalogue
has a large assortment of
plumbing applications. You can
order Valco's catalogue from:

VALCO
BOX 55603
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(800) 367-8424
(713) 688-9345

Your Valve was plumbed
by:

Date:

GC serial number:

LOAD POSITION

LIQUID SAMPLE

0: ~~t· .

INJECT POSITION

•
"".,-<-1-<1)

COLUMN



Ana l. Chem. 1996, 68. 3431-3433

Effectiveness of Purge-and-Trap for Measurement
of Volatile Organic Compounds in Aged Soils

Minoo D. F. Askari,t Michael P. Maskarinec,* StacY" M. Smith,* Paul M. Beam,li and Curtis C. Travis*":'

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996, EM451, 1()()() Independence Avenue, U.S. Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C. 20585, and Chemical and Analytical SCiences and Health Sciences Research Divisions, Oak Ridge
National Laboratories, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

The U.s. EPA-recommended method for measurement of
trace levels ofvolatile organic compounds (VOCs) in soil,
purge-and-trap, measures the readily desorbable organic
contaminants from soil pore spaces and external soil
suriaces. It does DOt, however, measure contamination
that has diffused into intemal micropores of soU matrix.
Thus, the purge-and-trap method measures only a small
fraction of total soU contaminants, especiaUy in long·
contaminated. soUs, where .....90-99% of contamination
may be in the interior of the soU matrix. We compared
three methods for determination of VOCs in aged field
samples: purge-and-trap, methanol immersion, and hot
solvent extraction. Hot solvent extraction proved to be
much more effective than the U.S. EPA-approved purge
and-trap technique. For three Iong-cootaminated soils
containing such VOCs as trichloroethene, benzene, tolu
ene, chloroform, methylene ch1oride, and ciI·l ,1-dichJo
roethyIene, recoveI)'from purge-and-trap ranged between
1.5 and 41.3% that of bot solvent extraction. Our data
show that purge-and-trap mayDOtbe the bestmethodology
for measuring soU VOCs concentrations, particularly in
aged soils. It is clear from this and previous studies that
the best ovenill choice for soU VOCS measurements is hot
solvent extraction. These results also indicate the inef
ficiency of purge-and-trap as a method for evaluating vapor
extraction remediation technology. Our resul1s suggest
that the EPA should review the use of the purge-and-trap
method for measuring VOCS concentrations in soils,

Aaitical requirement in the cleanup ofcontaminated soil sites
is an accurate detennination of the nature and extent of soil
contamination. The primary U.S. EPA-recommended method
(EPAlSW-84fi..5030A and 826OA) for measurement of volatile
organiccompounds (Voes) in soilsis-purge-and-trap,I.2l.L followed
by gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy. Under this protocol.
organic-free water containing internal standards and surrogates
is mixedwitha soil sample and heated to 40 °C. An inert gas is
bubbled through the solution at ambient temperature, and the
vapor is passed through a sorbent colwnn. where the volatile
components are adsorbed. After purging is completed, the
sorbentcolwnn is heated and backflushed with inert gas to desorb

. lin~ity of Tennessee.
' Chemical and AnaJytical Sciences Division. OR."'L
' t'.S. [)epartJllml of Entl%)·,
- HealthScien~ Resean:h Division. ORNL

mEnvironmenw Protection Agency. Cod, of Ftdmll Rtf'lII2/il1'U. PaM ztil;
nlle 4(); U.s. Government Prin ting Offlre; Washington. DC. 1!/!14: Chapter
I. App. 1lI. p 67 aul)· 1. 19941.

50003-2700(96100009·1 CCC: $12.00 (': 1996 Amencan Chemteal Soc.ety

the components onto a gas chromatographic column.I Use of
purge-and-trap to measure VOCs in soil is based on the assump
tion that soil VOCs rapidly equilibrate with soil water. Recent
studies.2-~ however. strongly question this assumption and
indicate that soil desorption is a biphasic process with an initial
rapid surface desorption followed by a much slower. diffusion
limited,desorptivephase from the interior of the soilmatrix.Ht>- !l

The biphasic nature of desorption casts doubt on the widely
used.EPA-recommended purge-and-trapmethod. When soilhas
been in contact with VOCs for a long time period (aged soils).
VOCs diffuse into soil micropores, where they are unavailable for
purge-and-trap measurement, Except: for a single studt involving
l.2-dibromoethane (EDB), the impact of soil aging- on the
effectiveness of VOCsmeasurement techniques is largely unex
plored. The present study focuses on the effectiveness of three
commonlyused techniques for measuring VOCSconcentrations
in aged soils: purge-and-trap, methanol immersion, and hot
methanolextraction. Sincevaporextractionis a currentlypopular
technique for removal ofVOCs from soils, we subjected one soil
sample to air stripping to evaluate the effect of vapor extraction
on the extraction efficiency of purge-and-trap measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Soils. Soil samples were obtainedfrom three geographical1)'

distributedsiteswith a lQ-2().year historyofVOCs contamination.
The Kentucky soil had bigb clay content, with 100 ppb of
trichloroethylene. The Louisiana soilwas a silty loam. with3000
ppb ofcis-l ,l-dichloroethylene and 6000 ppb of trichloroethylene.
The Florida soil was silty, fine to very fine sand, containing
methylene chloride at 240 ppb. benzene at 2 ppb. toluene at 190
ppb. and chloroform at 2 ppb.

Sample CollectiOD. Soil samples were extracted with a
hoUow-stem auger and split-spoon sampler. Undisturbed soil

(2) Steinberg. S. M.; Pipattllo. J L: Sawhney. a L E"Wruol. Sci. T«hol,
J987,21. 1201-1208.

(3) Pavlostathis. S. G.: MatMvan.G. N.E"I'i"", . Sci. TedrJUll. 1992. 26. 532
53&

(4) Karl. A.T.: fu. G. E"wroll. sc TtcIlruJl. J994, 28. 859-867.
(5) flTtS. A.: Kindel. B. T.: u.puma. P.; Pernm. G. P. E"w"", . Sri. Tet/,,,oI.

J995. 29.1564-1568-
(6) Piamlello. J J E" lIil'OOl. Tl1Zitoi. 0._. 1990, 9. 1107-1115_
(7) Piamlello.].J.: Frink. C. R.:Marin. P. A.:Dontt. E.x.j. C_...i". H.,JroI,

1990, 5, 195-214.
(8) Sawllney. B. L : Pi~lello. J J : Steinberg.S. M.j. E"lIi"",. OIUl/. 1988.

17. 149-152.
(9) V.ilkowski. P. ] .: Gaff. P. R.: Fernra. R A.t. Conus...i" . Hydro!. 1988, 2.

249-ug.
( 0) Pavlostalhis. S. G.: JI{!Ial. I\. E"lIi"",. Sci. TtcIl"ol. 1991 , 25. .274 -27!1,
(II ) Tn vis. C. C.: Macinnis. ]. M. E"lIiOll" . Sci.T"hor~. 1992, 26. 18&5-1887.
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hot methanol
txtraetio'" (rng(\q:)

240 =]1·
41 700± 2082"

121 700 == II 719'
630= 58"
JSO ± 2Y
270 ± 37'
130 ± 29

methanol
imm~io'" (rntlkg)

140 == 15
26 000:4~

&5 000 :!: 13 BY
530 : 3J·
UO± 5"
240 ± U '
110: 5"

100 ± 57
3070 ± 35 1
5900± 1210
240 ± 63

2 ± 1
190:: 4J

2: 0

compounds

trichJorof:thylene
ci5-1.1«hloroethylene
trich~thylene

methylene chloride
benu~

tolutM
chloroform

soil type. component

Kentuc~' (clay)
louisiana (silry loam )

Florida (~'. fine to very fiDe Ynd)

Table 1. Comparison of Three Me thods for measuring VOCs in Soils

purlZ~d-tr3p
(mg/kg)

Ta ble 2. Comparison of Ezt,.ction Methods for Lou is Lanil SoU after 1 Week o' AIr Stripping

compound

methylene chloride
cis·1.t-dichloroethylene
trichloroethylene

puJ1'e-and-traP"
(mg/kg)

94±5O
86 ± 39

310 ± 60

methanol
immersion" (ma/kg)

150 ± 43
390 ± 122l

5400± 916'

hot methanol
extraction- {mglki)

J60 ± lIO
2110 ± 1688'
5500 ± lOBI '

• AYffage of three soil sam ple measurements .• Significantly high~ mean than pu~d-tnlpat 95%In>el of confidence. <Significantly high~

men! Ibn! purg e-and-tr.lp at 90\ level of confidence.

cores wert sealed in glass jars with minimum headspece and
Slam! at 4 °C on arrival. AI the start of each experiment. the
sample cere was plugged and subdivided 10 obtain three 5-g
subsampl~ Scbsamples wert mruded dirtttIy into VOA vials
(Dynateeh. Baton Rouge. 1A) and mixed with 5 mL of Wllter

containing internal standards and surrogales before capping.
Measurements ofVOCs. Contuninants were extr'ackd from

soilsamples by methods of purge-and-trap, methanol immersion.
and hoi methanol extraction. Contaminant concentrations were
txprtSsed as microgr.ams per kilogram of soil.

hrgH1Ui-Trap. Sample aliquots were purged using a Dynat
ech PTA-30 autosampler and a Tekmar (Cincinnati. OH) LSC2
purge-and-trap device. Soil samples of 2 g each wert purged al
40·C. The trap was desorbed. and measurementwas perfonoed
with a Hewlett-Packard Model5890/5971GC/MS. using and EPA
method 8260.1:;.'.13 All quality assurance measures given in the
method were followed.

Methanollmmenitm. FIVe milliliters of purge-aod-trap grade
methanol was added 10 sample aliquots. The vialwas capped as

prmousl)' described and vigorously shaken for 30 s to facilitate
wttting of the soil surface. A501tLaliquot of~ methanol was
then rtmO'Ved and added 10 5 mL of water containing internal
SWldards and surrogates. Thewaterwas 1heosubjectedto~
and-trap and analyzed for the concentration of chemicalsby GC.

Hot Metha1lOl EztradUnt. Hot methanol extraction was per

fonned in the same manner as methanol immersion ex~ that.
prior to withdrawal of the' aliquot of methanol the VOAvial was
placed in a40°C ultrasonic water bath for 30min. The methanol
was drawn and anal)'zed as described above.

E:.rtrrutUm Fol1owi7IlAir StriPPilll. TheLouisiana sample was
mixed in a j:3 rat io with calcium oxide to prevent solidification
during air stripping. The sample was then placed in a Buchner

funnel with a vacuum running from the bottom of the funnel
through aflask. Aml»entair was passed through the sampleusing
a YaOJum of 450-675 mmHg for 1 week. Occasional mixing of
the soil was perfonoed throughout this time. The soil sample
wasdividedinto threesubsamples. and each subsample was then

subjected to one of the three methods as pm;ous!y descnbecl..
AD of the above extractions was perlonned as written in EPA!

SW-846 methodology. Intemal standards were added. and sur
rogate recovery was within the limits of the method for an
extractions. All quality assurance procedu res wert applied.

RESULTS
Measurement results fromthe three different sites-Kentueky,

Louisiana. and Florida-are presented in Table 1. Trichloroeth
ylene was the only contaminant detected in the Kentucky soil
(fable I), with a purge-and-trap recovery only 42% as compared
to hoi methanol extraction. Both cis-l.l-dichloroethylene and
bichloroethene were detected in the Louisiana soil. Pura:e-and
trap recovery of these' two contaminants was only 7.4 and f.B\.
respeaive!y, whencompared10 hoi methanolextradion method.
Four compounds were identified in the Florida soil: methylene
chJoride. beaeene, toluene, and chloroform. with purge-and-trap
recovery 38.0. 1.5. 71.2. and 1.5" respectively, in comparison to
hot methanol extraction.

EBecr: ofAir StrippiDg. Contaminant coDCentntiODS for air
stripped Louisiana soil art presented in Table 2. Purge-and-trap
detected levels of~ chloride.cis-Ll~ylene. and
TeE at 58. 4.1, and 5.6\.. rnpectively. that of hot methanol
extraction. Comparison of tht'se results with those inTable1for
Louisianasoilsindicales that air stripping does not appearto atrect
the disbibution of contaminants between the accessible and
inaccessible phases.

(lZ1Con6~. J. R: Young. C. L !'II'ftil (/Clm., iclI.IM_"",~f by Gw; 01"""",
ItJfTOphy. John Wil~· and Sons: "tv, York. 1979.

(l3l l.Iub. R. J.:F'«'sok.Rl. Pft'sitMr....~IApp1~titnrJ af(;;u CJI~pity.

John Wiif')· and Sons: Ne...' York. 1978.

DISCUSSION
Purge-and-trap is the EPA-recommended method (EPAlSYr'

84&-S030A) for measurement of VOCs in soils. Under the
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protocol, organic-free wateris mixedwitha soil sampleand heated
to 40 °C. An inert gas is bubbled through the water, and the
concentration of chemicals in the gas is measured with a gas
chromatograph. This method is effective only if VOCs in soils
rapidly desorb from the soil surface into surrounding water.
Laboratory control samplesusingsea sand in place of soils indicate
that. for nonadsorptive solids, purge-and-trap recovery is accept
able. Recent sttldies2-4.8.1W on the physical inaccessibility of
contamination in soils suggest that this may not be the case ,
particularlyin long-contaminated soils. It has been hypothesized
that aging involves diffusion intosoilmicrcpcres. partitioninginto
soilorganic matter, strong surface adsorption, or a combination
of these processeS.2.14.l1i.l7 Previous studies6.18 indicate that 20
90% of contamination may be located in the interior of the soil
matrixand thus inaccessible forpurge-and-trap measurement The
purposeof the present study wasto compare the effectiveness of
three conunonly used techniques for measuring VOCs in soils:
purge-and-trap,methanol immersion, and hot methanolextraction.
We found that purge-and-trap consistently underestimated the
concentration ofVOCsin aged soils by factorsranging from 2 to
- 100. This consistent underestimation of soil concentrations
undermines the EPA's attempt to remediate contaminated soils
to levelsconsistent with health-based cleanup standards.

The soil desorption process is known to involve two distinct
phases: a rapiddesorption from the soilsurfaceoccurring within
24 h and a much slower diffusion-limited desorption from the
interior of the soil matrix occurring' over a period of days to
years.5.19 This biphasic desorption pattern is most pronounced
in aged soils. where a significant fraction of contamination is
locatedin the interiorof the soilmatrix. For example, despite its
high volatility anddegradability,I,2-dibromoetbane (EnB), a soil
fumigant, was foundSin agricultural topsoil19 years after its last
known application. The persistence of EDB was attributed to
desorption ~times of 2-3 decades at 25 °C.2 For trichloroet
hylene acE), a continuousdesorption studylOof long-eontarni
nated soils revealed persistence of 18% of the initial TeE
concentration afterdesorption with 24000porevolumesof water.
In a subsequent study3 on simultaneous desorption of TeE,
tetrachloroethylene, toluene, and xylene, a substantial portion
(48-94%)of thesorbed contaminant mass resisted desorption after
7 days ofcontact time. TeE soilconcentrationsat the Picatinny

(I4 ) Hatzinger. P. B.: AIelcand~. M.ElIlIi"",. Sri. Ttdl aoJ. 1995 , 29 . 537-~5_

(15) PignateJIo. ]' J~ fernndino. f.]~ Huang.1. Q. bllin>a. Xi. Ted<1UIi. 1993,
27, 1563- 1571.

(16) Brosseau. M. 1.;Jessup. R. Eo: Rao. P. S. C. EIIWrn. Sci. Ttdl,", l. 1991,
25. 134-142.

Ilil wu.S. C.: Gschwend. P. M.£,nn"",-. Sci. Ttdr~. 1986, 20. 117-725 .
(18) Smith.]. A.;Chiou.C. T.; Krammer,J. A.: KiJe, D. E.ElIlIi"",_ Sci. Ttduull.

1990,24, 676-683.
(9) MKkay. D. M.: CherTy. J. A. E.lIiroll. Sri. TtdrllllL 1989, 23. 63(\-636.
(ZO) Di Toro. D. M.; Honempa. 1. M. E"Wtm_Sci. TfdrIUJI 1982, 16, 594-

sea
Gm Ccates. J. T.: EIzerman. A. W. J. C4oIld",i".HytMJ. 1986, 1. 191- 210.
(22) PignatelJo.]. J.: HlWIg. 1. Q.J. E"lIiroll. QIuII. 1991,20, 222- 228.
(23) Scribner. 5.1.: &nz:ing. T. R.: Sun. 5.: Boyd. 5. A.j. b!lIi"",. Otud. 1992,

21.115-120_
(24) Test~s tor~ting solid. W$e. EPAl6OQ.SW~. 3rd ~.

(2';) HPWin.. A. D. Cold Ref(ions Research llIId Engineering W>omory. Speeial
Repcn No. 93-5. May 1993.

Arsenal were found to be 1- 3 orders ofmagnitude greater than
predicted using soil- gas concentrations and equilibrium condi
ticns." The present study found that the purge-and-trap method.
ascompared to hot solventextraction. recovered only42and 4.8%,
respectively. of TeE in lung-contaminated clays and silty loam
soils.

Even in freshly spiked soils, desorption rates of pollutantscan
be 1-3 orders of magnitude smaller than equilibrium-predicted
rates.' Cleansoilsspiked withhalogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons
for 24-72 h resisted desorption after 16 extractions of 24-72 h
each.6 These observationsbring into questionthe occurrence of
desorption equilibrium necessary for validity of the purge-and
trap measurements in the freshly spikedand aged soils.

Previousanalysisof EDB in long-contaminated soilshas shown
that purge-and-trap is less effective than extraction at 75 °C with
organic solvents such as methanol, acetonitrile, and acetone,2.6J
recovering less than 11% of the total EDB found by hot solvent
extraction.8 Our purpose in the presentsttldywasto extend these
results to a larger class of VOCs in aged field samples. Hot
methanol extraction proved to be more effective than the EPA
approved purge-and-trap technique. For three long-contaminated
soilscontainingsuch VOCsas trichloroethylene, benzene, toluene,
chloroform, methylene chloride, and cis-l,l·dichloroethylene.
recovery from purge-and-trap ranged from 1.5 up to 41% that of
hot methanol extraction.

Slow desorption is recognized as a serious obstacle to soil
remediation technologies.l W 2tl-Zl Forsuchtechnologiesas pump
and-treat, vapor exlraCtion, andbioremediation to beeffective, soil
cont3mina:nts must beaccessible. To simulate the effectof vapor
extraction on the efficiency of the pw-ge-and-trap methodology,
we subjected the Louisiana soilto a weekofair stripping. Purge
and-trap recovered only 58% of the methylene chloride, 4.1% of
the cir U-dichioroetbyJene, and 5.6% oftheTCE that hot methanol
extraction was able to recover. These results indicate that the
purge-and--trap method is not a reliable method for evaluating
vaporextraction as a remediation technology.

It is clear from the results of this and previous studies that
the best overall choice for measurement of soil VOCs is hot
methanol extraction, since this method yields a more accurate
analysis, regardless of the age of contaminated soil. The VOC
data from three different soil types clearly demonstrate the
limitations of the EPA-approved purge-and-trap method, whichcan
bias analytical resuJtsby severalorders ofmagnitude, depending
on soil type and chemical properties. We suggest that the EPA
reviewthe use of purge-and-trap as a method formeasuring VOCs
in soils.
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Setting and Adjustment of Controlled Heated I Cooling Zones on 8610C GC

INSTALLATIONChapter:

Topic:
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'--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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• At-a-glance"
display """,I
also permi ts
viewing of
aetuaI and

setpoint
values

The 8610C gas chromatograph permits
easy display and adjustment of all controlled
zone setpoints. To view a controlled zone,
simply place the display selector switch in the
UP position, and depress the desired feature
pushbutton. Depending on the zone, the
following values may be displayed: the actual
value that the zone is being measured at, such
as the current temperature of column oven 1;
the local setpoint, which reflects the adjustable
setpoint you currently have set, which, in the case of column oven 1, would be an offset value that
could be summed with the temperature signal being sent from the data system; and the total setpoint,
which is the sum of any signal being sent from the data system to the controlled zone , in addition to
any local setpoint value you have set (for example, if column oven 1 has a local setpoint of 50 degrees,
and the data system is instructing the GC to heat the column oven to 100 degrees, the total setpoint
should display 150 degrees), Most zones will only display the local setpoint and actual value. Each
zone also displays its status via a light-emitting diode (LED) that glows when the zone is active .

Front view of column oven temperature display

With the display selector
toggle switch in the UP position, the
value corresponding to any panel
pushbutton will be displayed. When
the button is released, the display
will clear the value and return to
000 units.

TBR:RATURE
PRESSURE

Toggle switch
selects display

of setpoint
and actual

values in UP
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display in
DOWN
position
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